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PREFACE

THOUGH the object and scope of the present work is

set forth in the preface to Volume I., some further

explanation is necessary in connection with the part

now issued. First, in order to embrace all the topics

which it was thought desirable to discuss it has been

found necessary to use small type to a greater extent

than had been anticipated, and it is hoped that this

may not too seriously detract from the usefulness of

the book.

The work has been composed in the short intervals

of heavy teaching and other college duties, and printed

off in instalments as progress was made. The subject

also has made immense strides in the interval during

which the second volume has been in the press, so that

large additions to the subject-matter have come into

existence, while various parts of magnetic and electro-

magnetic theory have been improved and altered in

relative importance. Thus if the work were to be

rewritten some changes would have to be made,

especially in the earlier chapters. Also, had a better
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estimate of the ground to be covered, and more rapid

progress been possible, a larger page would no doubt

have been chosen, and the book improved in homo-

geneity and general balance.

Still, it is hoped that it may prove useful to the

student of electrical science, and to the increasing

number of electrical engineers who, to the great

advantage of science, endeavour to solve the problems

which their daily experience brings before them.

Accordingly I have given accounts of experimental

investigations, in which I have tried to place before the

reader not merely a skeleton of the method followed

and the result arrived at, but such a statement in each

case as may serve to show the procedure adopted, the

difficulties met with, the mode in which they were

overcome, the corrections made, and the reduction

of the observations to the final result. Thus I

have described the researches of Lord E-ayleigh,

Rowland, J. J. Thomson, and others, on the absolute

measurement of currents, the determination of the

ohm and of v, the practical methods of testing and

measurement devised by Hopkinson, Ayrton, Perry,

and other engineers, the magnetic researches of

Hopkinson and Ewing, and the discoveries of Hertz

in electrical radiation. In all cases it has been my
aim, avoiding really unimportant detail, to describe the

events of the investigation, and especially the manner

in which practical difficulties were met as they arose
;
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for in this way only is it possible I think to learn fully

the true lessons of physical experimental science. This

plan of proceeding has however rendered the matter,

though compressed as far as possible, almost too exten-

sive for a single volume.

Peculiar difficulties attend the discussion of many

parts of the subject of the present volume, especially

points of electromagnetic theory. Generally I have

tried to elucidate or avoid difficulties I had myself felt,

and to give some idea of the later developments of

electromagnetism.

In Chapter VI. is given a fairly full discussion of the

calculation of constants of coils, &c., in which I have

anxiously endeavoured to avoid error in the statement

of results. As however the proofs were not read or the

work verified by any one but myself, I fear there may
be some slips left undetected. In this Chapter I have

included some results of my own as to special arrange-

ments, principally of single-layer coils, which I hope

may prove useful. The Chapter concludes with an

account of Lord Rayleigh's and Lord Kelvin's treat-

ment of the effective resistance and inductance of

conductors carrying alternating currents, together with

a sketch of Lord Rayleigh's dynamical theory of this

subject. I regret that by an oversight the valuable

experiments of Prof. Hughes have not been mentioned

in this connection.

In the notation adopted for electric and magnetic
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quantities I have followed the proposal of Heaviside to

use Clarendon type for directed quantities, but have done

so in general without regard to whether the scalar

magnitude merely or the complete notion was con-

cerned in the statement or result. As however I 'have

not ventured as yet to employ the vector analysis, this

cannot, I think, in the present work lead to confusion.

Clarendon type seems much to be preferred to the

German capitals which have been so much used in this

connection, and to be better also than the plain block

type with which some writers have endeavoured to

carry out Heaviside's suggestion. Block letters have

however been here used for scalar quantities such as

energy, total magnetic induction through a coil, &c.,

which continually occur. Thus for example I have

adopted B for magnetic induction itself, and B for

total magnetic induction, which in practical work has

so much more frequently to be considered. Some

inconsistencies in notation may be met with
;
these are

in the main due to the peculiar circumstances of com-

position, and the large demands made by the great

number of sets of quantities to be symbolized.

In the correction of the proofs of the first five chapters

I received valuable assistance from my friend George
A. Gibson, Esq,, M.A., but in some of the more extensive

later chapters I have had no help whatever. . Hence

although the most anxious care has been taken, there

are no doubt many errors and misprints left uncorrected.
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For notes of these I shall be grateful to any reader

who will kindly send them to myself or to Messrs.

Macmillan & Co.

In an Appendix are giyen short accounts of Zonal

Spherical Harmonics, and the Theory of Errors of Ob-

servation. Some notes on points which arose in the

course of the \\oik, and a few tables complete the

volume.

In the first volume a much larger number of typo-

graphical and other errors than I had hoped existed,

have been found, chiefly by myself in the first instance.

1 have to thank those readers who have kindly forwarded

lists; and I take the present opportunity of sending

out a sheet which I hope contains all the errata of any

importance.

A. GRAY.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF

NORTH WALES, BANGOI:.

Xor. 1892.
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ERRATA.

Page 23, line 16 from top, for
"

-|(5/*
2 -

3/*)
" read "

(5/u
3 -

fy)/'

Page 28, line 5 from foot, for "every medium" substitute

the words "at each point, in every medium, depending on the

state of the medium at the point considered."

Pages 48, 49, prefix the sign minus to- the expressions on the

right of the four equations giving values of E.

Page 51, line 8 from foot, after "distribution" insert " when
P = l."

Page 52, line 2 from top, for "resultant" read "total com-

ponent."

Page 169, line 12 from foot, for "y^L^ -f yo
2^2 " read

Page 169, in marginal at foot, for "rekinetic" read '''

kinetic. ''

Page 201, line 12 from top, for
"

(9)
"
read "

(6) ".

Page 270, in top marginal, for
" in " read " on."

Page 277, line 3 from top, /or ~~2 read - -2 -

2 r
2 a?r

2

Page 279, line 7 from top, after "is" insert "r + a, and the
line integral of magnetizing force round it is."

Page 281, last line, for
"

4?r
" read "

87r2."

Page 282, line 15 from top, for
"

4?r
" read '

87r2."
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Page 6, first line of small print, for
"
q
r read "<?i."

Page 7, in second equation of (4), for read -.

Page 9, lines 11 and 12 from top, /or "5"' read "g."

Page 20, line 10 from top, /or
'<

r^F(r^
" and " r2

2
^(r2)

" read
"' 2 '"

Page 20, line 6 from foot, for "AC" read " C0."

Page 20, line 5 from foot, for
"
greater" read "less."

Page 26, line 14 from top, for the passage beginning
" and &

the angle . . . .

" read "0 the angle which the tube supposed
makes with the normal on the positive side of the surface, and
6' the corresponding angle on the other side, both normals being
drawn from the surface, we have, taking the surface integral,
which consists only of the end portions of the tube,

(F cos 6 - F' cos 6'}ds
= Ino-ds

or

FCOS0 - F'COS0' = 47TO- ..... (25)

Page 31, line 4 from foot,/or
" OB "

read " OA"

Page 33, line 4 from top, prefix the minus sign to -V 1^
4n-

2^ is were and elsewhere used to signify - _L ^ .

drz
~
df

~
k2 J

Page 33, line 3 from foot, for
" F" read " E" on the left of

the equation.

Page 34, line 3 from foot, for "a*" read ".rV

Page 35, line 16 from top, after "force " add "per unit area."

Page 35, line 6 from foot, for
' l outward force

" read " inward

pull."

Page 35, line 2 from foot, and Page 36, lino 5 from top, /or
"out\vard pressure

" read " inward pull."
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Page 36, line 16 from top, for "Laplace's
" read "PoissonV

Page 37, line I, for "P" read "P'."

Page 39, line 10 from top, insert "at" before
"
any/'

Page 41, line 3 from foot, for
" in " read " on."

Pages 58, 59, 61, for
"
Chapter IV." read "

Chapter V."

Page 80, line 12 from foot, for
- q" read " -

qajf"

Page 104, in first marginal, for "Heat" read "Flux of Heat."

Page 131, lines 4 and 6 from foot, for
" 47r

" read " 4^7'
P. 132, lines 11 and 13 from the foot, for "47r" read "47rAV'

[One point is supposed taken just outside the outer surface,

the other just inside the inner surface of the region in question.]

PafCe 144, line 12 from top. The discussion here promised
was postponed to Volume II., but for want of space has had to

be omitted.

Page 154, line 17 from top, for
"
(12)

" read "
(13)."

Page 162, equation (4), for
" dz" read dz 1 "

Page 164, line 15 from foot, for "Fj/V" and "F2/r" read

[This correction necessitates multiplying the other results

d duced for the two spheres by rl5 r
2 respectively, and gives

y = 27r(/
7
,r1

- F2
r
2).

The total resistance to conduction from
one sphere to the other is thus (Fl F"2)/y

= (F^ V^\
which in the case of rx

= r2
= r gives

or the resistnnce is inversely as the radius of either sphere.
This result takes the place of (30), the falsity of which ought
to have been at once perceived.]

Page 165, equation (31), /or "?y" read.
"
rfa?

Page 203, line 12 from foot, for
" K" read " C"

Page 204, last line, for
" V " read " VI."

Page 221, in equation (11), for - read "e' } where e =

tan-i
{ \^2 _ p/l;}. [The values of C, C', obtained from (10) by

the conditions 6 = 6, ddjdt 0, which hold when t = 0, are

C= 9, C' = e/^/V^T^pj
Page 222, line 13 from foot, for "n" read " n2

."

Page 225, transfer marginal to first paragraph of next page.
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Page 228, line 13 from foot, after "and "
insert "the Naperian

logarithm of."

Page 229, lines 2 and 7 from top, for "n - 1
" read "n"

Page 229, line 5 from top, read the equation

Page 234, in marginal at top, /or
" vibration

" read " vibrator."

Page 297, lines 14, 8, 7 from foot, for $0 read J0. [For
a correction of the statement made at the top of this page as to

the applicability of the ordinary formula of the quadrant electro-

meter, see Vol. II. p. 662.]

Page 344, lines 11 and 12 from top, for
" W' n read" W? and

Page 345, in the denominators of the right-hand members of

(19) and (20), for "w" read "#?'," and in the remaining three

equations, for /, "/," "/V read " z" "2',"
"

z'1."

Page 348, first line, /or "transferring the battery contacts to

C, D" read ''interchanging the small resistances g."

Page 379, line 6 from foot, for
" r

2(^ + y2)
" read "

Page 390, line 11 from top, for^read -.

nC n

Page 404, delete the sign on the right of equation (66).

Page 404, line 7 from foot, for
<;

log \
" read "

log 2."

Page 407, in the equations, /or
u
loge

"
read %<

log10."

Page 409, line 13 from top, delete "copper and."

Page 414, line 6 from foot, for "tangents" read "sines."

Page 434, last line, for
" V" read " 0."

Page 435, first line, for"V " read "
p'."

y y Y _ y
Page 435, in equation (5), for --;

read--
.

Page 436, on the left of equation (6),for
"

C"2
" read " C^}

Page 438, line 14 from top, for
" A "

read '

-*."

C C
Page 439, in line 2, for

2 read ^, and in equation (8), for

fi 7?
l 2

ii .> 7 jti
-r read l

.

J?
t ^
Pages 460, 461, in equations (15), (16), (17) respectively, in-

vert the fractions (V^-V'^)\V\, (7'9_- T'^/P''^ (F3 -F'3)/r'3 .
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[F"'3 must be written for F~3 in the denominator of fraction to be

inverted in (17).]

Page 463, last line, for
" K -f 1

" read " K -f 2."

Page 467, first line,' for
" E" read "

<7."

Page 468, line 14 from top, for
" " read " K"

Page 491, interchange the suffixes
j
and

2 on the right of (26).

Page 493, line 7 from foot, for
"
m(l

- K^K^" read

Page 493, in the formulae in 1, 2, and 5 from the foot, delete

ri 4- 1<"

Page 494, in equation (29), /or the numerator of the fraction

on the right read "
S", and delete " n + 1

"
in the denominator.

Page 494, line 19 from top, after
"
pressure

"
insert u and tem-

perature C."

Page 496, line 9 from top, for "condenser" read "condensers."

Page 497, in lines 4, 5, 6 from top, delete "2."

Page 498, lines 7 and 5 from foot, and p. 499, line ],/or
" 30 "

read "303." In line 5 from foot, for
" 3C " read " 30 C."

Page 493, in the note, for
"

electrical
"
read "

electrical."

Page 502, line 11 from foot, after "field," insert " at the

centre."
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VOLUME II

CHAPTER I

MAGNETIC THEORY

SECTION I

MAGNETS MAGNETIC POTENTIAL POTENTIAL
ENERGY OF A MAGNET

ADDITIONAL ERRATA. PART I.

P. 199, line 9 from foot,/or
" cos (pz-nt)

" read " cos (qs-nt)."
P. 201, line 12 from top, for

"
(9)

"
read "

(6)."

a Die oi uemg accounted for By supposing the magnetizec

body or system to be the seat of a distribution of what
J
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inverted in (17).]

Page 463, last line, for
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Page 467, first line, for
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Page 468, line 14 from top, for
"" read fi R"

Page 491, interchange the suffixes
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and 2 on the right of (26).

Page 493, line 7 from foot, for m(\ - KJK*}" read

Page 493, in the formulae in 1, 2, and 5 from the foot, delete

ri + 1,"

Page 494, in equation (29), for the numerator of the fraction

on the right read " 8 ", and delete " n -f- 1
"
in the denominator.

Page 494, line 19 from top, after
"
pressure

"
insert

" and tem-

perature C."

Page 496, line 9 from top, /or "condenser" read "condensers."

Page 497, in lines 4, 5, 6 from top, delete "2."

Page 498, lines 7 and 5 from foot, and p. 499, line ],/or "30 5>

read "303." In line 5 from foot, for
" 3C " read " 30 C."

Page 493, in the note, for
" elcetrical

"
read li

electrical."

Page 502, line 11 from foot, after "field," insert " at the
centre."



ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

VOLUME II

CHAPTER I

MAGNETIC THEORY

SECTION I

MAGNETS MAGNETIC POTENTIAL POTENTIAL
ENERGY OF A MAGNET

Ix dealing with magnetism we shall again suppose
the reader to be acquainted with the elementary facts,

and shall therefore not devote space to the description

of the ordinary phenomena of attraction and repulsion

between permanently or inductively magnetized bodies.

We here propose to give such an outline of theory as

may suffice to render intelligible the various methods of

magnetic measurement, and clearly define the quantities

which are determined by these methods.

It can be shown that magnetic phenomena are cap-

able of being accounted for by supposing the magnetized

body or system to be the seat of a distribution of what

VOL. II. B



2 MAGNETIC THEORY

Hypothe- Sir William Thomson has called imaginary magnetic

Imaginary
matter. This matter is of two kinds, each of which

Magnetic repels matter of its own kind, and attracts matter of

the other kind. If two portions of this matter be sup-

posed concentrated at points in a uniform medium, the

force between them is directly as the product of the

quantities, and inversely as the square of the distance

between them. Both kinds of matter are always

present in the distribution in equal amounts, but the

distributions may be different in the two cases. It is

to be carefully observed, however, that so far as our

knowledge goes, no such matter exists. The hypothesis
of its existence serves merely to fix the ideas, and afford

to them a convenient, but only provisional, mode of

expressing the polarity of a magnetized particle.

We shall, following the ordinary convention, call the

magnetism of the same kind as that of the extremity
of a magnet which points north positive, and the

opposite kind negative. The positive direction of

magnetic force will then be that in which a positive

magnetic pole tends to move.
Ul

ti

tQ
of

n " ^n^ c
L
uantitv f tn*s magnetic matter (or magnetism

Magnetism as we shall call it) is defined as that quantity which

Magnetic
c ncentrated a^ a point, at unit distance from an equal

Pole. quantity of the same kind, also concentrated at a point,

is repelled with unit force, when the medium in which

both quantities are placed is air. This definition of

unit quantity of magnetism, or unit magnetic pole as it

is sometimes called, is that on which the electro-

magnetic system of units is founded, and corresponds

exactly to the definition of unit quantity of electricity
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given in page 4 of Vol. I., which forms the basis of the

electrostatic system. When the distance between the

points is 1 centimetre, and the quantities are such that

the force between them is 1 dyne, each quantity is

1 C.G.S. unit of magnetism, or, as it is sometimes put,

is unit magnetic pole in the C.G.S. system of units.

If m denote a quantity of magnetism, which, placed Dimen-

at a point distant L units from an equal quantity of the Formula

same kind, is repelled with a force of F units, we have of

m2 = FL2
,
and therefore the dimensional formula *

[w] Pole.

of quantity of magnetism is [F*L], or [M*I?T~
1

].

This is the same dimensional formula as that of quantity
of electricity in the electrostatic system. This dimen-

sional formula, and others which follow, are to be taken

as provisional. We shall find reason hereafter to in-

troduce the dimensions of magnetic inductive capacity
into the formula.

The poles referred to in this definition are purely Approxi-

ideal, for we cannot isolate a quantity of either kind
Realization

of magnetism from the opposite kind : but we can by of Unit

, /* .' r Magnetic
proper arrangements obtain an approximate realization p ie>

of the definition. Suppose we have two long, very thin,

straight steel bars, which are uniformly and longitudin-

ally magnetized ; they may be taken as having poles at

their extremities
;
in fact, the distribution of magnetism

in them is such that the magnetic effect of either bar, at

all points external to its own substance, would be per-

fectly represented by a certain quantity of one kind of

magnetism placed at one extremity of the bar, and an

*
Vol. I. p. 191.
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equal quantity of the opposite kind of magnetism

placed at the other extremity. We may imagine, then,

these two bars placed with their lengths in one line,

and like poles turned towards one another, and at unit

distance apart. If their lengths be very great compared
with this unit distance, say 100 or 1000 times as

great, the farther poles will have no effect on the others

comparable with the repulsive action of these on one

another. But there will be an inductive action between

the two near poles which will tend to diminish their

mutual repulsive force, and this we cannot in practice

get rid of. The magnitude of this inductive effect is,

however, less for hard steel than for soft steel, and we

may therefore imagine the steel of the magnets such

that the action of one on the other does not appreciably
affect the distribution of magnetism in either. If, then,

two equal like poles repel one another with unit force,

each, according to the definition, has unit strength.

Magnetic The whole space surrounding a distribution of mag-
netism is called the magnetic field of the distribution,

and the intensity of the field at any point is measured

by the force which unit quantity of magnetism, or unit

pole, would experience if placed at the point. A mag-
netic field intensity is therefore a directed quantity. If

its value at a point P in the field be H, the force F on a

quantity m of magnetism placed at P will be mH.
Hence the dimensional formula [HJ of H is [F/m] or

Uniform If H be the same in magnitude (and therefore also

in direction) at each point in the field, the field is said to

be uniform. Since there is as much magnetism, of one
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kind in a magnetic distribution as of the other kind,

a magnetized body, placed in a uniform field, will, if

not in equilibrium, experience only a couple, and will,

if not resisted, turn round until a certain determinate

direction in the magnet is parallel to the direction of

the magnetic force in the field. This direction in the

body is called the magnetic axis.

For example, if a magnet be suspended so as to be Magnetic

free from the action of all except the magnetic force of

the earth, it is found to experience no sensible force

of translation as a whole, but takes up a position of

directional equilibrium; that is, there is a direction

round which if the magnet be turned through any

angle it remains in equilibrium in the new position.

This direction is that of the magnetic axis of the

magnet.
The magnet is also in equilibrium if turned through

180 round an axis at right angles to the magnetic axis.

Any angular displacement of the magnet not com-

pounded of the two which have just been specified will

leave it under the influence of a couple the moment of

which depends on (1) the magnet itself. (2) the angle
which the new direction of the magnetic axis makes with

its direction of stable equilibrium, (3) the intensity of

the magnetic field.

In general, for a magnet placed in a uniform magnetic Magneti

field of intensity H so that its axis makes an angle
with its position of stable equilibrium, that is with

the direction of the force, the moment of the couple
is MH sin where M is a quantity depending on the

magnet, and called its magnetic moment.
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If we assume that the magnet has zero potential energy when
its axis is at right angles to the lines of force, its potential energy
E in the given position is plainly given by the equation

E = MH sin 6d6 = - MH cos 6 . (1)
Jv/3

We shall see below (p. 22) that this is the value of the work
done in bringing any magnet into a uniform field, and placing it

with its axis inclined at an angle 6 to its position of stable equili-
brium. For certain simple cases such as symmetrical bar-magnets,
&c., it is clear that this is the physical meaning of the potential

energy defined with reference to the position of zero potential
energy above chosen.

If the components of the magnetic force H referred to three

rectangular axes, one, say that of x, drawn in the true north di-

rection, another, that of y, drawn east, and the third, that of z
t

drawn downwards, be a, /3, y respectively, and the direction co-

sines of the magnetic axis referred to the same axes be /, m, n,

the equation for E becomes

E = - M (la + m$ + ny) ..... (2)

For the moment K of the couple tending to bring the magnetic
axis into coincidence with the direction of the resultant force
we have

K =
HL{(my

-
a/3)

2 + (na
-

Zy)
2 + (7/3

-
ma)

2

f . . (3)

The component N of this couple round the axis of z is

given by
N = M (//3

- ma) ....... (4)

If the angle which the magnetic force makes with a horizontal

plane, or its dip, be
,
and the angle between a north and south

vertical plane, and a vertical plane through the direction of the

magnetic force, or the azimuth of the latter plane, be <p, and the

corresponding angles for the magnetic axis be
rj
and ^, we have

plainly

a = H cos ( cos $, /3
= H cos sin <p, y = H sin

,

/ = cos
77
cos ^, m = cos

77
sin ^ n = sin

77.

The preceding equations become

E = -
MHJcos cos

rj
cos (0

-
-v^) + sin sin

77}
. . (5)

JV = MH cos cos
77

sin (9
-

\|/-)
. . . . (6)



UNIFORM MAGNETIZATION

Uniform magnetization has been referred to in p. 3 Uniform

above, and we shall now consider it a little more fully.

A uniformly magnetized magnetic filament is an infi-

nitely thin bar (not necessarily straight nor of uniform Filament,

cross-section), so magnetized that its action at any ex-

ternal point can be represented by a certain quantity of

one kind of magnetism concentrated at one extremity
of the bar, and an equal quantity of the opposite mag-
netism concentrated at the other extremity. Such a

filament, if divided across, would be converted into

two uniformly magnetized filaments, and each of these

in turn into two such filaments if divided, and so on.

In short, each small element of the filament is to be

supposed magnetized in the same way as the whole bar,

so that, when the elements are united, the action of the

polarity of any end of an internal element is annulled

by the equal and opposite action of that end of the next

element which is in contact with it. Thus the equal
and opposite polarities of the ends of the complete
filament are left unbalanced.

We may suppose, to make this clearer, that each Distribu-

small element of the filament has equal and opposite ^a^netic

distributions of magnetic matter over its two ends, so Matter

that the total quantity on two end faces in contact is to Uniform

zero. Of course this is only a way of figuring the Filament,

distribution to the mind
;
what we really have is no

doubt something very different from an actual distribu-

tion of matter.

Any uniformly magnetized bar may be supposed Uniform

made up of uniformly magnetized filaments put to-
Ma liet -

gether with their ends in the surface of the bar. We
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have in this case a surface distribution of magnetism

only.

Non- A non-uniformly magnetized bar may be regarded as

Magnet?
one m which the polarities of the elements in contact

do not counteract one another
;
in this case we have,

besides the end distributions (which are generally oppo-

site but not necessarily equal), a diffused distribution of

magnetism throughout the substance of the bar.

Potential This subject becomes much more intelligible when considered
and Force mathematically. We shall investigate first the potential and
due to force due to an infinitely short and uniformly magnetized fila-

small ment, and then consider the general case of a magnet made up
Magnet. of such elements. The magnetic filament is its own magnetic

axis, and its magnetic action may be supposed due to equal and

opposite quantities of magnetism placed at its two extremities.

For brevity we shall call this elementary magnet in what follows

a magnetic doublet. Its magnetic moment we define as the

product of either of these quantities of magnetism into the

distance between the extremities, and for our present purpose
we shall suppose this product finite. Denoting by 6\ the length
of the filament, which we take in the plane of the paper and

parallel to the axis of ar, with its centre at the origin of co-

ordinates, we have for the coordinates of its extremities

6\r, TjS.r. The potential at a point in the plane of the paper
the coordinates of which are

, 77,
due to unit quantity of positive

magnetism at the origin, is (
2

-f- 7?

2
)~~i Hence if m be the

moment of the short magnet, and the positive magnetism
correspond to the point |6\?, the potential V of the two equiva-
lent point distributions is given by

This may be written in either of two other equivalent

forms, viz. :

d 1 m cos G
V = - m -

. = -
. . (8)
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where 6 is the angle between the axis of the magnet and the line

drawn from the centre to the point (, 77)
and r is the length of

that line.

The components X, 7", of magnetic force at the point , 17,
are

given by differentiation of (7), and are

It is easy to verify that these values of X, T satisfy the

differential equation

which is the well-known form which Laplace's equation [(11)
Vol. I. p. 10] takes in the case of a force system symmetrical
round an axis. It is to be noted that in (10) the coordinate ^ is

the distance of the point considered from the axis of symmetry
taken as axis of x, and that therefore Y in (10) above represents

(7
2
-f Z2

)-, where J", Z, are taken as the component forces along
two other axes at right angles to one another and to that

of x.

To find the equation of the lines of force we have [(3 bis) Equation
Vol. I. p. 7] for any one line X\d% = Y/dr}. Hence by (9) the of Lines of

differential equation in its simplest form is Force due
to a small

*-2P)fy0 ..... (11) Magnet.

This equation may be integrated either by the ordinary
method of separation of the variables, or by restoring the
omitted common factor 1/r5

,
and remembering that by (10), ij

is

an integrating factor of the equation thus modified. The
integral is - -. = 1 ....... (12)

(? + ft*
in which c is a parameter constant for any one line, but variable
from one line to another.

This equation may obviously be written in the form Graphical

r = c sin2 ....... (13) Descrip-

which is very convenient for the graphical description of the Lines of
curves. For let 0, Fig. 1, be the position of the small magnet, Force.
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Graphical OJSTthe direction of its axis, OY an axis in the plane of the paper
Descrip- at right angles to OX. From as centre and with c as radius

rf describe a semicircle upon the axis of x. Then draw any line OA
of

intersecting the semicircle in A. From A let fall a perpendicular
on OY meeting it in .Z?, and from B a perpendicular to OA inter-

secting it in P. P is a point on the line of force whose parameter
is the value of c chosen. The oval curve in Fig. 1 represents a

complete line of force successive points on which were found in

tion of

Force.

this way. It will be seen that the curve, as is also evident from
its equation, is symmetrical about its maximum radius vector,

OCr, which lies along 07, and is equal in length to c. Points
on the curve near Gr cannot be found with accuracy by the
method just described,* but this part of the curve can be filled in

with sufficient accuracy, by drawing a circular arc from the
centre of curvature for the point Gr. The radius of curvature for

any point is easily found from (13) and is

c sin (sin
2

-f 4 cos2
0)

f
/3 (sin

2 + 2 cos20).

For the point Gr this is <?/3, and the centre is on OG.

*
This elegant method of describing these curves is clue to Mr. John

Buchanan, B.Sc. Nature, vol. xxi. p. 371.
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Fig. 2 shows lines of force for different values of the parameter
c. The points F15 F2 &c. are the points of maximum radius of

curvature for the several curves.

The direction of the magnetic force at any point may easily be
obtained in the following manner. If $ be the angle between the

radius vector and the tangent to the curve at P (Fig. 1) we have
tan = rdBjdr = i tan 0, by (13). Hence the following con-

struction. Draw from the point of trisection of OP nearest a

perpendicular to OP; then if M be the point in which this

perpendicular cuts the axis of the magnet PJ/ is the direction of

the line of force at P.

FIG. 2.

This construction gives also the magnitude of the force at P,
for by (9) we get X2 + r2 = w2

(4
2
-f ^/(f2

-f T?

2
)
4
,
and this is

easily proved to be m- . PJ7 2
(OJ/. OP3

)
2
. Hence the magnitude

of the force is m . PJ//(OJ/. OP3
).

The equipotential curves in the plane of the paper are obtained

by putting V = const, in (7) or (8). It is easy to verify by (9) and

(12) that these curves cut the lines of force, as they ought, at right Equipoten-
angles. They may be constructed graphically in the following tial Lines

manner. Draw with *!~mjV as radius, from a centre on the axis of f r sma11

Xj a circle (Fig. 3) passing through the position, 0, of the centre
of the magnet. Then draw any line from to meet this circle in

A.
^

The length of this line is Vw/K.cos 6 if be the angle
which OA makes with OX. Lay off a distance OB, along the

Descrip-
tion of

Magnet.
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Descrip-
tion of

axis of x equal to OA, and on the other segment of the diameter

describe a semicircle and draw to it a tangent from 0. The
Equipoten- length of this tangent is the length of the radius vector r, which
tial Lines
for small

Magnet.

FIG. 3.

laid off from along OA will give P a point on the curve.
Or the construction may sometimes be more conveniently per-
formed as follows : Lay off the length OB = OA as in Fig. 4,

FIG. 4.

and describe a circle on the line made up of OB and the diameter
of the former circle. The length of the tangent OC gives the
distance OP. The curves, like the lines of force, are symmetrical
about the axes of x and y and all pass through the origin. Both
sets of curves are shown in Fig. 5.
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The lines of force and equipotential surfaces due to a small

magnet coincide for all external points 'with those of a uniformly

magnetized sphere, a case approximately realized when a ball of

iron is placed in a uniform magnetic field, and also with those of

a conducting or dielectric sphere placed without charge in a

uniform field of electric force. [See Vol. I. p. 123.] They
further correspond exactly to the lines of flow and equipotential

Analogues
of Lines of

Force and

Equipo-
tential

Surfaces of

small

Magnet.

FIG. 5.

surfaces within a large' mass of a frictionless incompressible fluid,

kept flowing continuously in steady motion through an infinitely

short, straight, narrow tube. We have discussed them with so

great fulness, on account of their theoretical importance. We
shall consider them again later in connection with inductive

magnetism, and with the investigations of Hertz on the radiation

of electric and magnetic energy.
Let us now consider a magnetic filament regarded as made up Magnetic

of an infinite number of infinitely short magnets placed end to Filament,

end. Let x, y, z be the coordinates of the centre of one of these
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Magnetic elementary magnets, ds its length, dm its moment, X, /z, v the
Filament, cosines of the angles which the axis of the element measured in

the direction along the filament, from the negative extremity to

the positive, makes with the axes : the potential dV at a point
(> ^j (TO external to the filament, produced by the element, is by
(8) given by

since
|x(|

-
x) + p. (rj y) -\- v(

-
ar)j/f

is now the value of

cos 6. But if / denote the magnetic moment of the element per
unit of length, taken positive when the direction of the axis, as

specified above, is from the negative end of the element to the

positive, or, which is the same, if / denote the quantity of

magnetic matter on the positive end of the axis, we have

= - ~
*) dx (15)

where dx, dy, dz, are the projections of ds on the axes. But
since

^

r2 ==
(

-
.r)

2
-f- (rj

-
y)

2
-f (C

-
^)

2 we can write this

equation in the form

dr r

Hence integrating by parts we get

r ds
(16)

where /
2 /x

?*
2 ,
r
t are the values of / and r at the positive and

negative ends respectively. If / be uniform along the filament
the last term vanishes, and (16) becomes

r-n'l-l (17)

or the potential is that due to the two end distributions alone, as

stated above, p. 7.

Potential Since the potential of a quantity of magnetism dlfds . ds at the
of a

^

distance r is dljds . ds/r the interpretation of the third term in

Magnetic (16) is that dl/ds, if not zero, is the linear density of magnetism
Filament, diffused throughout the filament. Hence in the general case the

total potential is that due to the end distributions together with
that produced by the diffused distribution.
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The equation of the lines of force due to a uniformly Equation

magnetized filament is of interest, and may be easily Force of n

found in a variety of ways. The most elegant is perhaps
the following. It is evident that the system of lines is

symmetrical about the straight line joining the ends

A, B, of the filament. Describe circles from A, B
(Fig. 6), as centres with any radii the sum of which is

FIG. 6.

greater than the distance A, B. They will intersect in

two points which will be points on two lines of force

having the same parameter, but on opposite sides of the

axis. The circles may be regarded as the intersection

with the plane of the paper of two spheres having

A, B, as centres, and intersecting in a circle through
which pass all lines having a certain parameter. Now
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considering the total flux of magnetic force (that is,

the surface integral of normal magnetic force) in the

same direction through any surface having this circle as

boundary, and the two centres on the same side of it,

it is clear that it may be taken as that due to the

quantity of magnetism / at A, outwards through the

segment PRQ of the sphere described from A, and

bounded by the circle of intersection, together with that

due to + /at B taken outwards through the correspond-

ing segment PSQ of the other sphere. If the angles

PRQ, PSQ be respectively 20P 2#
2 ,

these fluxes are

respectively ZTT! (1 cos 0J and ZTT! (1
- cos

2).

Hence the total flux is 2?r/ (cos 1
cos

2).
Now let

two other spheres be described in the same way ;
then

if the flux through a corresponding surface bounded by
the circle of intersection is the same as that just found,

the two circles of intersection may be supposed joined

by a surface generated by the revolution of a line of

force round AB as an axis. Hence the equation of a

line of force is

cos
l
- cos 2

= c ..... (18)

where c is a parameter varying from one curve to

another.*

Descrip- To construct the lines of force in this case we may
of Lines of proceed as follows : Describe a circle on AB (Fig. 6 f)

Unifora!
as Diameter, an(^ ^av ^ a distance AM such that

Filament. AM c.AB. Then draw any line from A to cut the

*
See also Chap. III. below.

t This Fig. is taken by permission from Constructive Geometry of
Plane Curves, by T. H. Eagles, M.A. (London, Macmillan & Co.). The
method of construction here adopted is that given in the same work.
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circle in
,
and lay off Aq along AB equal to AQ.

From B as centre with radius Mq describe a circle O f Lines of

cutting the former circle in R. Hence since cos BAP Force for

4 cos ABE = AQ^AB + BRIAB = (Aq + qM)/AB = c,

Descrip-
tion

FIG. 6*.

the point in which AQ and BE intersect is a point on

the curve. The curve in the vicinity of A or B must

drawn from a knowledge of its inclination 6 to the

ixis of x. This is given by the equation cos 6 = c 1.

VOL. II. c
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The cut shows curves numbered 1, 2, 3, 4
; 5, drawn

for the corresponding values of c, f, 1, \ t ^, J. When
c = 2, ^4J? (the axis) is the curve, when c = 0, the pro-

ductions of the axis to the right of B and the left of

A are the curves.

Descrip- The dotted curves intersecting at right angles the

Equipoten-
^nes ^ f rce in Fig. 6* are the equipotential curves,

tial Curves which are given by the equation

Uniform i i

Filament. - _ - = c
r r'

where c is a parameter (the potential per unit of mag-
netic matter at A or B) varying from one curve to

another.

That the dotted curves are intersected at right angles

by the lines of force is easily verified by considering

that if f(r, r')
= be the equation of a curve, and

lengths df/dr, df/dr
f

be laid off along r and r', the

resultant of these lines is in the direction of the

normal. We have from (19) df/dr = - 1/r
2

, df/dr'
= I//

2
.

Hence laying off l/r
2
from a point on the curve along r

towards A, and I//
2 from the same point along r' in the

direction from B, we find that the normal to the equi-

potential curve is in the direction of the resultant force

due to the equal quantities of opposite kinds of magnetic
matter at A and B respectively.

Magnetic We shall now find the potential at any point in a magnetic
Potential, field produced by a body magnetized in any given manner. As

we shall see later, we are led by magnetic phenomena to suppose
a magnetized body made up of an infinitely large number of in-

finitely small magnetized molecules, each of which may be con-

sidered a magnetic doublet, as defined above. We shall also
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suupose that the magnetic axes of these molecules have in each
small element of the body a common direction, of which the

cosines for a given element are X, p., v, and which varies from

point to point continuously in the body. This is called the

(direction of magnetization at the element.

We consider an element of the body, in shape a rectangular
I parallelepiped with its edges parallel to the axes, large enough to

(contain a very great number of molecules, but not so large that

|the direction of magnetization varies in it to a sensible extent,

it n be the number of molecules in the element, m their average
magnetic moment, then the magnetic moment of the element is

\nm, and it may be regarded as a small magnet of this moment,
rith its centre at the point #, y, z, and its axis in the direction

v. For nm we shall write Idxdydz, where I is the magnetic
moment of the element per unit of volume, or, as it is usually
? ailed, the intensity of magnetization at the element, and dxdydz
is the volume of the element.

By (14) above we have for the magnetic potential produced by
the element at the point (, rj, )

the expression Idxdydz {( x)\

0?
-
y)p + (

-
*)}/* where r* = (

-
#)

2
-f (77

- y? -f
-

zf-. Writing IX, I^i, Iv = A, B, C, so that A, B, C, are

rhat are called the components of magnetization at the point
:, y, z, and integrating throughout the body we get for the total

)otential V art (, 77 ) the equation :

,)_|_ C(-z}} dxdydz. . (20)

This may be written in the form :

T = f I- dydz + [ f- dzdx + 11- dxdy
J J T ///* J J 7"

. . (21)

which the first three integrals are confined to the surface and

[re
reckoned in the following manner. Taking the first of the

iree, conceive a prism of cross-section dydz, and length parallel
the axis of x, drawn in the body. The area dydz is the pro-
3tion at right angles to the axis of x of the element dS of the

urface intercepted at either end by the prism ;
and the element

f the integral corresponding to the negative or left-hand end
the prism is to be taken negative, the element for the

ther end positive. Now if l
lt

/
2 ,

be the x direction cosines of
ic normals drawn outwards from the surface elements at these

c 2

Definition

of Inten-

sity of

Magnet-
ization.

Calcula-

tion of

Magnetic
Potential

due to

Given

Magnetic
Distribu-

tion.
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ends respectively, dSv dS2
the corresponding- areas, we have

dydz = l^dS^
=

l-^dS^ ;
so that the elements of the integral

are A^dS^r^ -\- A^dS^r^ Hence we may write the first

integral in the form I / Aljr . dS, in which the integration is to be

extended over the whole surface. The other double integrals

may be similarly transformed, and we get

r r ri fdA ,
dB . d

-
I

'
(T + -T + ~r

J J J r \dx dyn
dz (22)

Interpre-
tation of

Expression
for

Magnetic
Potential.

Solenoidal

Distribu-

tion of

Magnet-
ism de-

nned.

Potential

Energy of

a Magnet.

in which /, m, n are the direction cosines of the normal to an
element dS of the surface of the body.

Clearly we may interpret the quantity Al -f- Bm -f- Cn as a sur-

face density or of magnetic distribution, equal at each surface

element to the normal component of intensity of magnetization.
The expression (dAldx -j- dBldy -f- dCjdz) is interpretable in

the same way as the volume density p of a distribution of mag-
netism throughout the substance of the body.
From these expressions we get by direct integration, as we

clearly ought, the total magnetism of the body equal to zero.

It is almost needless to say that these results are consequences
of our suppositions as to the structure of the magnetized body,
and that the interpretations just stated are to be regarded merely
as convenient modes of expressing the outcome of the analysis.

If, however, as seems certain, the magnetized body be made up
of polarized molecules of some kind, the surface and body distri-

butions found, will correspond to unbalanced surface and body
polarities respectively.

If the potential at (, 77, ) due to the body is expressed by the

surface integral alone, then

dA d dC

dx
+

dy

"h
dx

(23)

A distribution of magnetism fulfilling this condition is said to be
solenoidal.

We have now to consider the potential energy of a magnet
situated in a magnetic field. By this we mean the work which
has been done against magnetic forces, in bringing the magnel
into the field and placing it in the given position. The potential

energy of unit quantity of negative magnetism at a point P, at
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which the potential is V, is of course simply V\ and hence
that of a unit of positive magnetism at a point at distance ds
from this point is T+ dVjds . ds. The potential energy of a Potential

magnetic doublet with its extremities at these points is therefore Energy of

mdVjds, where m is the moment of the doublet. If the direction a Magnetic
cosines of the axis of the doublet be X, /*, v, we have of course Doublet.

dV /\ fir . dV . dF\m=m(\ + fji +v )
. . . (24)

ds \ dx dy dz J

Now, as above (p. 18), we may regard this small magnet as a Calcula-

magnetic molecule of a body of finite size, and take a parallele- tion of

piped of the body, large enough to contain a great number of Potential

such molecules, but not so large that the direction of magnetiza- Energy of

tion, that is the common direction of the axes of the molecules,
Finite

varies to a sensible extent. The potential energy of the element
will be proportional to the number of such molecules contained
in the element. Hence by the expression above, the potential
energy dE of an element of volume dxdydz, is given by

here I denotes the intensity of magnetization as defined above.

riting as before A, B^ C = XI, pi, vl, and integrating through-
ut the magnet we get

*-
II!(<%+>%+<>

Integrated by parts this becomes

= [
j
V (Adydz -f Bdzdx -f Cdxdy)

'

The triple integration is taken throughout the space occupied
by the magnet ;

the double integrations give, when /, m, n, are

put for the direction cosines of the normal to an element dS of
the surface, an integration over the whole surface of the magnet,
so that
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By the interpretations, stated on p. 20 above, of the quantities
in brackets, this may be written

Potential

Energy in

terms of

Compon-
ents of

Field and

Intensities.

E=
f j

(28)

which is the energy equation (31) given on p. 32 of Vol. I.,

except that the factor \ in that equation does not appear, since

the field in the present case is independent of the distribution

brought into it.

It is to be noted that V is the potential due to the magnetic
system producing the field, and that therefore dVjdXy &c

,
are

the components a, /3, y, parallel to the axes of the magnetic field

intensity due to this system. Hence we may write (25) in the

form

* - - + JP +.<&) dxdydz (29)

In the case of a uniform field intensity for every part of the

magnet this becomes

(30)

where Mx, M2 ,
M3 ,

denote the integrals / / / Adxdydz, &c. Now

we can find three quantities^, q, r, fulfilling the equation

such that

so that we have

M2
=

<?M, M3
=

...... (31)

Potential M is what has been defined above (p. 5) as the magnetic
Energy in moment of the magnet and p, q, r, are the direction cosines of
terms of itg axis. If H be the resultant magnetic intensity of the field,

Magnetic its direction cosines are a/H, /3/H, y/H, and (31) may be written
Moment.

= -MHcostf. . (32)

the equation already obtained (p. 6 above).
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It is instructive and useful to consider as a particular case the Potential

potential energy of a magnet in the field due to a single magnetic Energy of

pole, as this gives the potential of the magnet at the point at
.

a M

which the pole is situated, and supplies conditions by which the
ir

centre and axes of the magnet may be determined. The following
treatment of the problem is due to Sir William Thomson.* In

this case if PP' be the distance of the point P, (, 77, )> at which

the pole is situated, from the point P7

, (#.Jf, z\ of the magnet, we
have for the potential ^at P', due to the unit pole atP the value

1/PP.

where r, / (r' < r) are the distances OP, OP' from the origin of Expansion
coordinates to the points P, P', and Z , Zv Z^ &c. are zonal in Spheri-

surface harmonics f of the orders specified by their suffixes, and cal Har-

having their pole at P. If p be the cosine of the angle POP', monies,

then

ZQ
=

1, Z, = ?, Z2
= i (3/z

2 -
1), Z3

= } (5^ -
3/i), &c.

Substituting these values of Z& Z, &c. in (33), then putting
for

fj.
its value (|.r + rjy + &}\rr'-> and differentiating we evaluate

dFjdXj dV\dy, dV\dz. Using these in (25) and putting

Pl
= \({Axdxdydz, P2

= ( ((fydxdydz, P3

(Ay -\- Bx)dxdydz, we get

. . . . (34)

*
See Reprint of Papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism, 2nd Ed.,

p. 373.

t For the theory of Spherical Harmonics which we shall frequently
have to employ in what follows, the student may consult Thomson and
Tait's Nat. Phil. Vol. I. Part I., or Ferrers's Spherical Harmonics.

A clear and brief account of the subject is given in Minchin's Statics,

Vol. II. 3rd Edition. A short explanation, covering the theorems

used in this work, is given in an Appendix to the present volume.
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Simplifica- The quantities P,, P2,
&c. are functions of the coordinates

tion by X) y, z, and of A, 23, C ;
hence we may change the origin to another

Change of
p int (#' ? y

'

}
z
'},

and take the direction of the axis of the magnet
0riSm - as that of x, so that p = 1, q = 0, r = 0. This makes

111Adxdydz = *&, ! ! !Bdxdydz = 0,
fj

i Cdxdydz

We have then new values P', &c. given by the equations

P'I = P! -
M*', P'2

= P
2 ,
P3

- P8 ,

Hence, if the new origin be taken so that

9 p p p /) /Q
' *-*1 *9 * < / VS > V9

/^
o *' ==; vo ^^ ^^ T J

we get P\ = i (P2 + P
3), ft = 0, ft = 0,

and (34) takes the simplified form (accents omitted)

0.

E = M +
r3

in which |, 77, ^ have of course the proper values for the new
origin.

Centre and The origin thus found is called the centre of the magnet, and

Principal the definition enables us to specify the position of the magnetic
Axis of axis, as well as its direction. The magnetic axis is sometimes
Magnet, called the principal axis of the magnet.

Secondary jf we turn the axes of y and z round that of #, through the

Magnet
angle 4 tan~ 1 ^1/(P2 ~ PS) ' (35) UlkeS the f rm

E = M
^3+ |

E(T]2
~

C2) + &c....... (36)

where R is the quantity which replaces P2 P3
. These direc-

tions of the axes of y and z are called the secondary axes of the

magnet.
In the case of symmetry round the axis of x, the second term

of the expression on the right of (36) is zero, since then whatever

magnetization at right angles to the axis there be throughout
the body, it must be such that the coefficient R vanishes

identically. To a close approximation therefore for a unit

pole placed at a point (, 77, ), the distance r of which from
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the origin is considerably greater than that of any part of the

magnet from the same point, the mutual potential energy is

Since the potential energy is mutual, the equations (34), Potential

&c. found for E, give the potential energy of the unit pole in at External

the field due to the magnet, that is the potential due to the mag- Point due

net at the point (, 77, 0- to

SECTION II.

MAGNETIC INDUCTION. VECTOR POTENTIAL.
MAGNETIC ENERGY.

When a substance capable of being magnetized is

placed in a magnetic field, it becomes magnetic, and a induced

definite relation in general exists between the magnet- Cation"

ization produced at each part and the field intensity.

The determination of this relation has been, especially

in late years, the subject of much careful investigation,

and we shall return to it later. Here we deal mainly
with the theory of certain given cases of magnetization.

In general, in the substances with which we have to

deal in practice, the magnetization is in the direction of

the magnetic force, and we shall first consider this

case.

We have first to define what we mean by the force in

the interior of a magnet. Here, as in all other cases,
Force in

the magnetic force is that which would be exerted on a interior of

unit magnetic pole if placed at the point, and, since we ^^f^f"
could make no experiment as to the internal state of the

body, except within a cavity hollowed out within it, we

imagine a small portion of the magnetized body excavated

so as to give a space in which the force might be measured.

The formation of this cavity leaves unbalanced the
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magnetism on the extremities of the molecules which

abut against its surface. We shall suppose it formed

without disturbing the magnetization of the rest of the

Surface body, and since we cannot divide a magnetic molecule

tionin" ^e signs f the surface distributions will be perfectly
Interior of definite. Thus for a crevasse * cut at right angles to the

direction of magnetization there is positive magnetism
on the face next the negative end of the magnet, and

negative magnetism on the opposite face. On a surface

the normal to which, drawn into the cavity, is inclined

at an angle e to the direction of the intensity of mag-
netization I, taken as positive when drawn in the

magnet from the negative pole to the positive, the

density of distribution is I cos e, and is positive there-

fore when e is acute, and negative when e is obtuse.

The force within the cavity depends upon the shape and

Force dimensions of the cavity, and upon the position of the pole
within within it. In the first place we shall consider a cylindrical

Cavities of cavity of finite length and diameter, cut with its axis in any
Different given direction, in a uniformly magnetized body. If the intensity
Shapes. of magnetization of the body be I, and 6 be the angle which the

1. Cylin- axjg Of t]ie cylinder makes with the direction of I, we have for
drical ^ e densjty Of the distribution on the curved surface of the cavity

Y
n~

the value I sin 6 at points in a plane through the axis parallel to

Direction
tne direction of magnetization. In another plane through this

of Mag-
ax^s making an angle <p with the direction of magnetization the

netization. density is I sin 6 cos (p.
Now the force which this distribution

exerts at right angles to the axis on a pole placed at the centre

of the axis, is, if 21 be the length of the cylinder, and 2r its

diameter,

f2 C l r2

2 I sin 6
\

cos2 <f>
- -d&dx = ZTT I sin

J J (r
2 + #V +

* A narrow cavity with parallel plane faces, every dimension of

which is great in comparison with the width of the cavity.
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The ends of the cylinder give a resultant force along the Particular

axis of amount 4?rl cos 0{1
-

//(r
2
-f l'

2
)$} ;

and the total force Cases :

within the cylinder at the centre of the axis is the resultant of
:f
*is of

these two components. Hence if / be great in comparison with
Cy^jmer

r, the force is at right angles to the axis and of amount 2?rl sin 6. Parallel to

Hence if 6 = ir/2, the force is 2nl. If I be small in comparison
i i / j T /i IZdllUll.

with r, the force is 47rl cos 6.

If 6 = 0, so that the axis of the cylinder is parallel to I, the

force becomes 47iT{l l/(r
2

-}- 2
2
)}, and is therefore 47rl or zero,

according as / is small or great in comparison with r. Also * the

force is 47iT in any narrow crevasse bounded by planes at right Crevasse,

angles to I, and is plainly zero in any elongated narrow cavity
with its length parallel to L

In the important case of a spherical hollow the surface distri- 2. Spheri-

bution follows the law of variation from point to point of a cal Cavity,

material distribution formed by placing two spheres of equal
imiform densities -4- p and -

p
in coincidence, and displacing

the positive sphere in the direction of I through a small distance

&r. We may suppose p very great, and &zr very small, so that

p&r = I. The potential due to the inner nucleus of the positive

sphere at a point distant r from the centre is fTrlr
2
/^. The

potential due to the outer shell is 27rI( Jft
2 rz )/8x. Hence the whole

potential is 27rI(R
2 -

%r
2
)/dx. The potential at the same point due

to the negative sphere is plainly
-
2irI(R

2 -
ir

2
)/S# -4- %nlrdr/dz.

Hence the total potential is frlx. The force within the spherical
hollow produced by the surface magnetization is therefore in the

direction of magnetization, and equal to ^yrj.
In the case of a non-uniformly but continuously magnetized

body these cavities have only to be taken small enough to enable

the average value of I over each to be used in the values of the

force.

The cases most important for our present purpose Magnetic

are (1) the comparatively long narrow cylinder, (2) the an(j
'

short comparatively wide cylinder, both with axes Magnetic

parallel to I. In each case the force within the hollow, (B).

due to the surface distribution upon it, must be increased

by the resultant force at the point due to the distribu-

tion producing the magnetic field and to the rest of the

* See Vol. I. p. 58.
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Magnetic magnetic distribution of the magnet. If we call this
Or

and f rce H, the force within the cavity is in case (1) simply
Magnetic W in case (2) it is H -f 4-TrI. H is thus the magnetic
Induction

' v '
.

*

(B). force within the magnet, apart from any action of un-

balanced polarity produced by cutting a hollow in the

substance. The other quantity H + 4?rl, is called the

magnetic induction within the magnet. We shall denote

it by B.

In the more general case in which H and I are not

in the same direction the equation

B=H+47rI (37)

is true in the vector sense, that is B is the resultant of

the vectors H and 4?rl.

In the case in which the magnetization is induced by
the magnetizing force H, and has the same direction,

if we put I = #H, we get

B=(1+47)H (38)

Magnetic The multiplier 1 + &TTK is generally denoted by //,,
aod

Inductive ,-, n ,, . 7 .. .. .,

Capacity
called, tne magnetic inductive capacity, or the magnetic

and
^ permeability. The factor K is called the magnetic suscep-

Permea- tibility. In general, as we shall see below, it is a
bility- function of H.

It is clear that as here defined AC is a mere number.

The quantity p is also a mere number when defined by
the equation 1 + 4?r/c. Now

/JL
has a definite value for

every medium, and it is possible that that property of

the medium (say some form of motion), which makes

the magnetic inductive capacity vary from medium to

medium, may give to it certain dimensions at present

unknown. We may use
JJL

as the absolute magnetic
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inductive capacity depending on this property, that is

the magnetic inductive capacity with reference to an

absolutely unmagnetizable medium as standard, and

regard its dimensions as unknown
;
but we shall in the

account of magnetic measurements which follows, in

general employ it to denote 1 + ^TTK.

Since B, H, and I are vectors in the general case we may Coinpon-

replace each by three components along the axes. We have then enta of

instead of (37) the equation Magnetic
Induction.

a = a -f- 4wA \

b = &+ 47rB V ........ (39)
c = y + 4nC )

where 0, 6, c, a, /3, y, A, B, C, are the components of B, H, and

I for the point considered.

It is easy to prove that the magnetic induction fulfils the Solenoidal
solenoidal condition. We have from (39) Condition

fulfilled by
da db dc _ da d$ .dy >JdA ,cfSdC\ .

Magnetic
7x+ Ty

+ dz~ dx+ 7y+ dz^ \dx + ty~
+

dz )
( } Induction.

Now remembering that the quantity within the brackets may
be regarded as a volume density (

-
p) of magnetism, and that

by the definition of H we must have by the characteristic equa-
tion * of electric and magnetic potential

and therefore

+ + +4rf- p) =0,
dx dy dz

+ + . ...... (41)
dx dy dz

In the space surrounding the magnetized body, B coincides Variation
with H in all respects. The transition in value from one side of of B and
the surface to the other, takes place differently in the two cases. H at

The normal component of B varies continuously from one side Surface.

of the surface to the other, the tangential component discon-

tinuously ;
and the reverse is the case with the value of H. To

*
Poisson's Theorem, Vol. I. p. 13, Eq. (16).
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Variation prove this we have only to notice that by (39) if 6 be the angle
of Band between the normal to the surface drawn outwards, and the

H at common direction of B, H, and I, we have for the normal corn-
Surface,

ponent of B in the interior

B cos 6 = (H + 47rl) cos 6 (42)

and that if H' be the magnetic force just outside the surface at

the same place, and & its inclination to the normal, the charac-

teristic equation of the potential gives, since I cos 6 is a surface

density of magnetism

H' cos 6' = H cos 6 + 4?rl cos 6 . (43)

Since B and H coincide outside the magnet the quantity on
the left is the normal component of the magnetic induction.

The expression on the right, therefore, shows the normal con-

tinuity of B, and at the same time the normal discontinuity
of H.
The tangential component of B is (H + ^TT!) sin B inside the

surface, and H sin# outside the surface. The latter is the value

of the tangential component of the magnetic force on both

sides.

Integral of Since the magnetic induction fulfils the solenoidal condition,
B over any it follows that the surface integral of magnetic induction taken

closed over any closed surface whatever, whether wholly within or
surface is

wholly without, or partly within and partly without the mag-
zero. netized body, is zero. This is clear from the equation (69) p. 66,

Vol. I. which may be written for the present case.

. . (44)

since the quantity on the right is zero identically.
The truth of equation (44) may be seen from the following

considerations. The expression (dajdx -f db\dy -f- dc/dz) dxdydz
represents the sum, for a small rectangular parallelepiped of the

substance having its edges parallel to the axes, of the products
of the average value of the component of induction, at each
surface of the element into the area of the face. The integral on
the right of (44) simply expresses the aggregate value of these

sums for such elements making up the portion of the body
considered. Now clearly if we imagine the body divided into

small elements, then each face of these wT
ill be common to two

elements, except those faces which abut on the surface. For
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every common face the products of induction into area for the

two elements are equal and opposite, and cancel one another.

We are left then with the aggregate of the products for the faces

at the surface, and it is clear by projection that the sum of the

products of induction for these faces is

(la + mb + nc)dS.

Hence the theorem.
We may of course imagine a magnetic field divided up into

unit tubes of induction, that is, tubular surfaces bounded by lines,

and such that the magnetic induction over the cross section of

each is everywhere unity. The magnetic induction over any
surface is then measured by the number of unit tubes (or, as it is

frequently put, by the number of "lines") of induction which

pass through it.

It is clear from the result that the magnetic induction over any Integral of

closed surface is zero, that the surface integral of magnetic B over an

induction over an unclosed surface depends only on the bounding
unclosed

curve. For consider the surface closed by a cap fitted to the surface a

boundary and not enclosing any part of the magnetic distribution, ^j
and let the integration be extended to the whole surface. The

roû d tne
total integral is then zero, and therefore the integral taken over boundin
the cap is equal and opposite to that over the original surface. curve.
This holds if the cap close the surface, whatever be its form and

position otherwise
;
hence the integral taken over the surface

depends only on the form and position of the boundary.
It follows that we can express the surface integral of magnetic Vector

induction over an unclosed surface by the integral of a certain Potential

quantity taken round the bounding curve. This quantity must f

be directed, since its sign must change with that of the magnetic Magnetic

induction. The sign of the integral will therefore depend on the Induction,

direction of integration round the curve. Thus let F, G, H be
functions of the co-ordinates of a point (x, y, z) on the curve,
dx, dy, dz, the projections on the axes of an element ds of the

curve we have

(la + mb + nc)dS = i(Fdx+ Gdy + Hdz) .... (45)

F, G, H, have been called by Clerk Maxwell the components
of the vector potential of magnetic induction. We shall now
find the values of a, b, c, in terms of these quantities.

It is evidently possible to draw on the surface a series of curves

cutting at right angles, so as to divide the surface into a series
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Line

Integral.

Investiga- of rectangular areas (so small that each may be taken as plane)
tion of with incomplete rectangles round the bounding curve. The area

of these incomplete elements is evidently vanishingly small in

comparison with the sum of the areas of the complete elements,
and therefore the induction over that portion of the area may be

neglected. Now we can find the line integral of the vector

potential round any element traced on the surface by calculating
its average component along each side of the element, multi-

plying by the length of the side, and adding the results. Thus
let du, dv be two adjacent sides of an elementary rectangle, and
let V, V be the mean values of the components of vector

potential along du and dv respectively, then for the integral round
the element we have

Udu + Vdv + ~ dudv -
du

l7du ~ dvdu - Vdv
dv

(dV dU\ J=
( -r

-
-j- }dudv ...... (46)

\du dv J

Now writing dS for the area dudv of the element and equating
the magnetic induction over the element to the value just found,
we get

dU 7fy /7 N 7fv- - }dS = (la + ml + nc}dS
du do

fdV _ dU\
\du ~do~ J

if
/, m, n, be the direction cosines of the normal to dS. Taking

the line integral as above, and in the same direction, round all

the elements of area into which the surface is divided, and

adding the results together, we have plainly only the integral
round the bounding curve, since each side which is common to

two elements of surface contributes two equal and opposite
elements to the sum, and it is easy to see that for each triangle
left round the edge the line integral along the two rectangular
sides can, in the limit, be replaced by the integral along the

third side formed by the boundary, so that a complete series

of elementary integrals, having the same direction round the

boundary, is obtained. Hence integrating round the curve, and
over the surface, we have finally

cos <f>ds
=

(la + ml + ne)dS ..... (48)

where A is the vector potential, and < the angle between its
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direction and the element ds of the curve. Substituting the

components of A parallel to the axes, we haye

<49>

If now our circuit be a small rectangle of sides dydz at right Compon-

angles to the axis of x, we get at once from (47)
ents f B

and in the same way

dH _ dG

dy dz

dz dx

dF= dG _
dx dy

(50)

in terms of

Compon-
ents of

Vector
Potential.

It is clear, as we have seen, that F, G, H, are directed quan-
tities, and their signs must be reversed by reversing the signs
of a, b. c. In what follows we shall take the positive direc-
tion of integration round any circuit as the direction in which a

person must be imagined to go round the circuit so as to have
the area always on his left, and the positive direction of the

magnetic induction as across the element from the person's feet
to his head.
The vector potential A may be specified as follows. Consider

an element, volume 6>, of the magnetized substance, at which
the intensity of magnetization is I. The magnetic moment of the
element is I6v. Then (as will be seen below) the vector potential
produced by this element at a point distant r from it is numerically
I8y . sin #/>-, where 6 is the angle between the positive direction
of magnetization, and the radius vector r. The direction of the
vector potential is at right angles to the plane passing through
the directions of I and r

;
and by the convention stated above

appears to an eye looking in the negative direction of I to be
drawn in the counter-clockwise direction.
To verify this specification let X, /z, v, be the direction cosines

of I, x, y, z, the co-ordinates of the magnetic element, , 77, ,

those of the point considered, then we have

^[MC-*)-Ki7-jO}
a + te.]* . (51)

from which the values of dF, dG, dH can be inferred by
inspection.

VOL. II.

Specifica-
tion of

Vector
Potential

(1) Ele-

mentary
Magnet.

Verifica-

tion.
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Vector
Potential

(2) Finite

Magnet.

Writing in (51) u for 1/r, and for I\, I/i, Iv, their values A, B,
C, and integrating throughout the whole magnetized body, we
get for a finite magnet

. . . . (52)

Verified- From the equation a = dHldr]
- dG/d we get by (52), remem

tion. bering that du/dg duldx, &c.

du du

A\7*udxdydz ..... (53)

The first term of this expression is simply the force a at the

point (|, 77, ), since the first integral is the potential at the point

(, rj, ). The second term of the expression is zero unless the point

( *?? 0> fell within the limits of. integration. In the latter case

it is - farA' if A' be the value of A at the point (, 77, ), for

evidently we may regard a as the potential at (#, y, 0), due to a

pole of strength A' at (, r/, f) and we know by Poisson's theorem
that then the integral has the value stated. Hence in

general we have by (52) a= a + InA', where A' is the component
of magnetization, and a the magnetic force, where a is taken.

Similarly we could find from (52) b = |8 + 47r5', c = 7 + 47r<7,

where /3, y, j#', C", are the corresponding components of force and

magnetization. Thus the general expressions (52) for the com-

ponents of the vector potential are completely verified.

Energy of Returning now to the determination of the energy of a magnet
a Magnet, in a magnetic field, we have proved (p. 22 above) that

E = T (54)

From the manner in which this expression has been found it

is plain that it measures the increase of potential energy which
takes place when the magnet is caused to take up the given
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position against the action of magnetic forces, that is, it is equal
to the work which must be done by external forces in bringing
the magnet into the field. We shall now apply this result to the
determination of the whole work which must be done to build

up any two distributions (A] and (B) of magnetism. Plainly
this may be regarded as consisting of three parts, Er the work
done if (A) be supposed given in an infinite number of small

parts at an infinite distance from one another, which are then

put together to form the distribution, that is the work done in

bringing these elements into the field simultaneously created by
their aggregation to form the magnet :

*
21
the work done in

similarly building up the other distribution
";

and
3,

the work
done in carrying one magnetic distribution into the field of the
other. Calling the components of force due to the distribution

(A), av /3r ylt those due to the distribution (B), a2, /3.2 , y>2,
and

denoting by A^ B^ Ci, A2, By (72 ,
the corresponding magnetiza-

tion components, we have

Case of

two

Magnetic
Distribu-

tions (A)
and (B).

E 2
=

Also we have

(55)

(56)

(57)

Energy
of (A).

Energy
of (B).

in which the integration is extended throughout the volume of Mutual
the magnet B. We have of course also by Green's theorem, Energy of

or by the principle that the energy of (A) in the field of (B} must
be equal to the energy of (B} in the field of (A),

E 3
=

the Two
Distribu-

tions.

(58)

* The manner in which this is done is of importance. From the
fact that similar magnets magnetized with equal intensity have similar

magnetic fields, so that equal forces are produced at points similarly
situated at distances proportional to the linear dimensions of the

magnets, it follows that no work is done in breaking a magnet up into
a number of parts all similar, and removing them to an infinite distance
from one another. If on the other hand the magnet be broken up into
an infinite number of infinitely thin filaments (each very long in com-
parison with its thickness) taken along the lines of magnetization, and
these be then separated to infinite distance from one another, the work
done has the value given in the text. See Sir W. Thomson's Electro-
statics and Magnetism, p. 441.

D 2
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Total

Energy.

Alterna-

tavefonn

Magnetic
Energy.

The coefficient \ in the two first expressions arises from the fact

that with the annulment of the distribution its field disappears.
Hence the total energy may be written

. (59)

or E = -
ljjj(Aa + B& -f- Ofidxdydz

if A, B, C, a, /3, y, be put for Al -f- Az ,
&c->

a
i + a

2-
&c -

The integral may evidently be taken throughout all space,
since at any point not within either of the distributions of mag-
netism, each of the quantities A, _Z?, (7, is identically zero.

^e mav pUt this expression into another form, thus : sub-

stituting for A, , C, their values (
-

a)/4rr, (b
-

/3)/4rr,

(c
~

r)/47r>
we find

+00

E =

+ 00

(60)

Now remembering that a = - dV\dx, /3
= -

dY/dy, y =
-

dFjdz,
and integrating the second integral by parts we see

that it vanishes, since Va> Vb, Vc^ are each zero at an infinite

distance, and a, 6, c, fulfil the solenoidal condition (41) above.

Hence we have

where H denotes the resultant magnetic force at the point

x, y, z.

If H 1? H2 >
denote the resultant forces produced at the point

.r, y, z, by the distributions (A} and (B} respectively, and 6 the

angle between Hj and H2 ,
we have by elementary trigonometry.

H2 = H x

2 + H 2
2 + SHiHa cos 0.
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Hence substituting in (61) we find by interpretation

&-//****

00

= 1 f
I flLiH.2

cos 6 dxdydz

(62)

Expres-
sions for

Intrinsic

and
Mutual

Energies.

**-

which can be verified by (55), (56), (57), (58), it being remembered
that by the definition of ] lt E2 ,

we must take ax
= a

x + 4r-^i &c.,

These expressions are obviously capable of generalization for

any number of magnetic distributions, or a single distribution

regarded as composed of any number of parts. They may be

taken as expressing the fact t.hat the energy may be regarded as

residing in the medium in which the magnetized bodies are

placed.*
We shall see later that magnetic force exists at every point in

the space surrounding a conductor carrying an electric current,
that in fact the molecular magnets composing any magnetized
body are most probably produced by electric currents flowing
in molecular circuits, which are devoid of resistance, so that the

current continues to flow without diminution of strength from

generation of heat. We shall then find that if a, b, c, be
the components of magnetic induction B, and a, /3, -y,

those of

magnetic intensity H, at any point in the field, the total mag-
netic energy E is given by the equation

+ 00

General

Expres-
sion for

Magnetic
Energy
whether
due to

Currents
or Magnets

= L f f
I(aa + b$ + cy)dxdydz

+ 00 . . . (63)

BH dxdydz cos 6
STJ

Assuming this we see that by drawing successive equipotential
surfaces so that the difference of potential between each pair of

consecutive surfaces is unity, and supposing these cut by unit

tubes, we can divide the whole field up into cells, each of which

may be regarded as containing l/8w of a unit of magnetic energy.

* See Vol. I. p. 34.
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SECTION III.

APPLICATIONS OF GENERAL THEORY.

MAGNETIC SHELLS. LAMELLAR DISTRIBUTION.

UNIFORMLY MAGNETIZED ELLIPSOID.

Magnetic A most important form of magnetic distribution for

consideration is that in which we have a thin sheet of

matter magnetized normally to its surface. Such a

sheet is called a magnetic shell. Its importance arises

from the fact proved by Ampere that every linear

circuit carrying a current is equivalent in magnetic
action to a magnetic shell of a certain uniform intensity

of magnetization, and having its bounding edge coinci-

dent with the circuit. A magnetic shell, it may be here

stated, may be altered in position elsewhere than at its

boundary, ID any way whatever, without affecting its

magnetic action at any given point, provided only

the shell be not so changed in position as to cause the

point to pass through it, and that its magnetic moment

per unit of area be uniform, and kept constant through-
out the changes of position. The chief properties of

magnetic shells are investigated in what immediately

follows, and the results will be directly available when

we come to consider the magnetic action of electric

currents.

If dv be the thickness of the sheet at any element dS, the

volume of the element is dv . dS. If I then be the intensity of

magnetization at the element, the magnetic moment of this

portion is Idv . dS. The product "Ldv is called the strength of the

shell, and is usually denoted by 3>. This may vary from point
to point of the shell.
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We shall consider first a simple shell, that is one for which *
has the same value at every point By (14) above, if we con-
sider any element dS of the shell, and 6 be the angle between
the direction of magnetization of the shell, taken positive when
drawn from the negative to the positive side, and a line drawn
from the element to a point P at distance r

}
the potential at P

due to the element is &dS cos 0/r
2

. But dScos 6 is the projection
of the element at right angles to r, and therefore dScosB/r* is

the area
^/co,

traced out on the surface of a sphere of unit radius,

having its centre at P, by a line passing through P, and carried

round the boundary of the element, that is, it is the solid angle
subtended at P by the element. It follows therefore that the

potential V at P produced by the whole shell is given by the

equation

V = $o> (64)

where CD is the total solid angle subtended by the shell at P.
This is also, of course, the potential energy of the shell in the

field due to unit magnetic pole placed at P.
It is evident that the value of V depends only on the strength

of the shell and its boundary, and hence we have the remarkable

result, that any two shells of equal strength, which have the
same boundary, produce equal potentials at the point P, provided
P does not lie between them.

Simple
Magnetic
Shell.

Potential

of Simple
Magnetic
Shell at

any Point.

FIG. 7.

If the shell be closed its potential at any external point is zero,
since the solid angle is then zero. Such a shell therefore pro-
duces no magnetic effect at any external point. At every internal

point in such a shell however the potential is 4n^ (if the positive
side be outwards, or -f 4?rf> if the positive side be inwards)
since the solid angle is then 4zr. There is therefore no magnetic
force at any internal point.

Magnetic
Potential

and

Magnetic
Force due
to closed

Shell.
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Reckoning
of Solid

Angles.

Solid

Angle at

Opposite
Sides of

Shell.

In the reckoning of solid angles in this connection we shall

adhere to the following convention. Let P, P' be adjacent points
on opposite sides of a shell &, (Fig. 7), of which P is on
the positive side. Then supposing the solid angle subtended at

P by the shell to be o>, that subtended by the shell at P' is to be
taken as <u - 4rr

; for, plainly, if the generating lines of the cone
which meet at P' were turned round the edge of the shell from

meeting at P' to meeting at P the solid angle would change in

the process by 47r, and we must take it as being increased by
that amount.

Or, the difference between the solid angles may be seen thus :

consider the two simple shells A, B, of which a section by the

plane of the paper is shown in Fig. 8, which have a common
boundary b, 6, and form a closed simple shell, the positive face
of which is the outside. Let P, f be infinitely near points, the

FIG. 8.

former on the outside, the latter on the inside of A. Let the

potential due to A at P be V^ and at P', V^. The potentials at

P and P' produced by B will be the same, V, say. But we have

+ V = - and Vl -f V = 0. Thus we get
T2
= $ (a)

-
4?r) as already stated.

Hence the potential of the shell T
7

", varies, as the point at

which it is measured changes in position from P to P' round the

edge of the shell, from the value &a> to the value 3> (o> 47r).

If the point pass from a position infinitely near the negative side
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through the shell to an adjacent position on the positive side,

the potential increases by the amount 47r^>.

In some cases of magnetization, as for example the induced

magnetization of soft iron in certain circumstances, the body
may be regarded as made up of simple magnetic shells, either

closed or having their edges in the surface of the body ;
in such

cases the magnetization is said to be lamellar. If we take < to

denote for such a body the sum of the strengths of the shells

encountered by a point made to pass within the magnet from any
given position to any other position (x, y, z), we easily see that

Lamellar

Magnet-

Condition

dz
(65)

<f>
is called the potential of magnetization, since the quantities

A, B, C, are derived from it by differentiation. When they can
be so derived they are said to fulfil the lamellar condition. Now
we have seen, (20) above, that the potential V at any point

(, 77, ) due to a finite magnet is given by the equation

if u be written for the reciprocal of the distance r from (#, y, z)
to (, 77, .) Hence for a lamellar magnet this becomes

Potential

r f r , u 7 7J 7 7_ 7 due to

V =
I f I(f

*
+ f % + f

'
)&*& .... (66)

Lamd,ar
J J J \dx dx dy dy dz dz ' Magnet.

Integrating this expression by parts, and putting /, ?, ,
for

the direction cosines of the normal drawn outwards to an element
dS of the surface we get

du, du . du\ Jc.

-J- + m ~T + n ~J )
dS

dx dy dz'

<t>^*udxdydz ...... (67)

in which the first integral is taken over the surface of the magnet,
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Case in

which
Point is

within

Magnet.

the second through its substance. Each element of the surface

integral may be written in the form < cos 6 cZS/r
2

,
where & is the

angle between the normal and the direction of r. Each element
Of tne secon(j integral is zero unless the point (, 17, ) fall within
tne }jm^s of integration. In the latter case the integral has the
value (see above, p. 34)

- 4^' if $' be the value of < at

(f, ?/, ) Hence in general we have for a lamellar magnet

cos (68)

Continuity The value of V given in (68) is continuous at the surface of
of

_
the magnet. For plainly we may regard the surface integral as

Potential the potential at P of a magnetic shell coinciding with the surface,
at surface and Of strength </>, varying from point to point. The potentials

of of this shell at two adjacent points, one just outside, the other
r

just inside, differ only by the potential due to the portion of the
shell immediately between the points. Thus denoting the surface

integral by G, if fie , Qi denote the values of the surface integral
at the external and internal points respectively we have

Magnet.

(69)

Definite-

ness of

Value of

V.

and as the term 4^' of (68) disappears in the passage from the

inside to the outside of the surface, the potential is unchanged
by the passage.
But the value of V whether at an internal or an external point

at first sight seems indefinite, since the value of < depends upon
the zero of reckoning chosen for it. This is, however, not the

case, for if any arbitrary value of
(ft

be taken for a point in the

surface, its value is thereby fixed for any other point, and it is

clear that choosing any other value for that point would simply
increase the strength of the shell by the same amount at every
point, that is, would superimpose a simple closed shell of strength

r, say, on the former. The value of $ at every internal point
would also be increased by the amount e. Hence, for the poten-
tial F at an internal point we should have

that is, its value would remain unaltered. At an external point
the additional potential would be that of a simple closed shell of

constant strength, which is zero.
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The external and internal action of the lamellar magnet thus

depends only on the variation of strength from point to point,

and not on its actual value. For an external point therefore it

depends only on the variation of
(j>

from point to point along the

surface. But by the values of A, B, C, in (65) it is clear that

the rate of variation of $ in any direction along the surface is the

tangential component of magnetization in that direction. Hence
the external action of the shell is given if the tangential com-

ponent of magnetization is given for every point on the surface.

Since in a lamellar distribution of magnetism we have

V = Q + 47r<

and A, B, C= dfydx, &c., a, /3, y = - dVjdx, &c., we have

da da da
, i, c=- , -,-

dx dy dz

Action of

Lamellar

Magnet
depends
only on
Variation

of

Strength
from Point
to Point.

Potential

of

Magnetic
Induction

in

(70)
Lamellar

Magnet.

respectively. Q is called the potential of magnetic induction.

It is plain that in a lamellar distribution the direction of mag-
netization ib everywhere at right angles to the surfaces < =

c,

that is, the surfaces of equal potential of magnetization.
The potential energy of a simple magnetic shell in a magnetic

field is given by equation (29) above, modified so as to suit the

case of the shell. If dS be an element of area, /, *, the

direction cosines of the normal to the shell drawn from its

negative to its positive side, <l> the (uniform) strength of the

shell, and o> its thickness, we have Av = /<, &c., and there-

fore

Energy of

Simple
Shell

E= - *
//

. (71)

that is, it is the product of the strength of the shell into the

surface integral of magnetic induction over the surface. Hence,
by (45) above, the energy of the shell in the field may be

expressed by a line integral taken round its boundary.
We have an interesting and extremely important case when

the field is produced by another simple shell. In this case the

mutual energy of the shells is expressible as a double line

integral taken round their boundaries. Calling the energy in

this case M ,
we have at once by (45) and (71)

t-

expressi-
ble as a

Line

Integral
round

Edge.

Mutual

Energy of

Two
Shells.
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where ds is an element of the boundary of the shell, and F, G,H are given by (See equations (52), p. 34.)

Vector
Potential

of

Magnetic
Shell.

(73)

Mutual

Energy

in which the accented letters and the integrations refer to the

shell producing the field, and u is the reciprocal of the distance

between a point (x,y, z) in one shell and a point (#', /, /) in the
other. Now by writing in the first of (73) m'dS'= dz'dx', ridtf =
dy'dx'y it is easy to see that F is equal to the line integral of

udx'lds'. ds' taken round the boundary of the shell. The same

thing may be proved by equations (49) and (50) of p. 33, by
putting there F = u, G- = = II, and using accented variables.

Similarly G and H in (73) may be dealt with. Hence we find for

Egg
the equation

r- > C f fdx dx' . dy dy' . dz dz' \ , 7 ,EM = - $ $ K -T- -TT + -j -77 + ~j -T, Y***J J \ds ds ds ds ds ds J

= - && f f- cosddsds' (74)

where 6 is the angle between ds and ds'.

Energy of For a lamellar distribution of magnetism we have by (54)
Lamellar an(j (65)
Distribu-

double
Line

Integral
round

Edges of

Shells.

tion. _ f f [f d6 dV
,

d<b dV
, d(f> dF \ . . jE= (-7^-7- + -T -j- + / -j- \lxdydz

J J J \ dx dx d d dz dz Idy dy

which integrated by parts becomes, since

~~ dS

where dVjdv is the rate of variation of V along a normal to the

shell drawn from the negative to the positive side.

Complex Hitherto we have dealt only with simple shells, or with

Shell. lamellar distributions built up of simple shells either closed or
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having their edges in the surface of the magnet. A complex
shell is a thin plate of substance normally magnetized, but vary-

ing in strength from point to point. It may be conceived as

made up of overlapping simple shells. A magnet made up of

complex shells fulfils the condition that the direction of magnet-
ization at every point is normal to a family of surfaces

;
but the

intensity is not derivable from a potential of magnetization. The
condition just stated is obtained as follows. The equation of a

line of magnetization is Aldx Bjdy = C/dz, and the condition

that this line should be at right angles to a system of surfaces

(x. y, z)
=

c, where c is a variable parameter, is that

Condition
fulfilled by
Direction

of Magnet-
ization.

dx dy
'

dz

where h is a factor, in this case a function of the co-ordinates.

Hence we get

h (Adx -f- Bdy + Cdz) = <?<f>

where d<f) is a perfect differential. Applying the criterion of a

perfect differential, viz. d(hC)ldy = d(hB}ldz, &c., we obtain the

condition

dC dB\

T
-

di

dA dC dB

It will be convenient to develop here expressions for the Potential

potential at an external point due to a circular magnetic shell, due to a

and also for the mutual potential energy of two such shells. Circular

The results arrived at will be directly available in calculations Magnetic
of the electromagnetic constants of coils of circular section. Shell.

FIG. 9.

I

We take as the origin of co-ordinates a point C on the axis,
distant c from any point on the circle, and consider first a point
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P' on the axis of the shell, at a distance z from the origin. Now
if /3 be the angle between the axis and a line drawn from P' to

the boundary of the shell the solid angle subtended by the shell

at P is 27r(l
- cos j8) or 27r{l -(z-c cos a) / (z

2
-f c2- 2zc cos a)-*}.

We may prepare this for expansion by writing it in the form

or,

according as c > or < z. Now we know by the definition of a

zonal surface harmonic that we have

v

-
) +

or
(75)

where aZi is written for the zonal harmonic -of the
'

th
order,

taken for the angle a.

Spherical Substituting these expansions in the expressions given above,
Harmonic and writing co for the solid angle we obtain

Expansion
for f z

Potential > = 2rr I 1 -}- cos a + (aZl cos a - aZ^)
-

-{- (a^9 cos a aZ^)(
at Point c \c >

on axis.

(76)
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= 27T

(77)

where it is to be remembered a^o = 1
* ail(^ <^i = cos a

>
so that

a^o cos a ~~
a^i >

^ne ft 1
"

8 *- term in the second series, is zero.

The solid angle w at a point P not on the axis can now be
obtained at once. If ft be the angle between CP and the axis,
and we denote CP by r, and the ith zonal harmonic with respect
to 6 by eZi, we have, taking the strength of the shell as unity,

co =
277(1 -f- cos a + (aZ-i cos a -

aZQ) eZ1 -

or

Potential

at any
Point

. (78)

~J
+ (aZ2

cos a -
aZ^oZJ^

Y+
...}...

(79)

according as c > or <" r. But by the fundamental relations of

spherical harmonics we have, writing /* for cos# and Z't for

. . . . (80)

Hence the series for w may be written in the more compact
forms

or

We can from these expressions find the potential energy of Mutual
two circular magnetic shells in any relative positions. We may Potential

without loss of generality suppose for simplicity that the shells Energy of

are segments of spherical surfaces having a common centre C,
Two

=
27r{l +cosa -

s\rfa^\ aZ'i.eZi(~\

l

1 .... (81)

1 ..... (82)
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Circular

Shells.

1. When
the Shells

have a

Common
Axis.

and radii d and c2 ,
and assume first that they are so placed as to

have a common axis, and have like faces turned towards C.

If c
l > c2 the solid angle subtended by the second shell at any

point P of the first is
1 / - \ . _j_ i

(83)^e+1"
Now if eWbe the area of an element of the first shell, &

lt
$

2 ,

the strengths of the first and second shells respectively, the

potential energy of the element is $i$3 d&ldcl .d8. We may
take as dS a ring of breadth c^dQ so that its area is 27r?1

2 sin QdQ.

Hence by (83) we have

dj*_ 2 2 V ' (?V

and denoting by /^ the cosine of the angle which a line drawn
from C to the edge of the first shell makes with the axis, we
obtain for the total potential energy, E? the equation

E = 47r2$>1<V2
sin 2a^ a.Zi (-

2

)*
f Zidp. (84)

But by the differential equation satisfied by a zonal harmonic,
viz.

(85)

Hence writing in (84) a2 for a, and c^ for

E=4^^2sm2al8in
2a

2^ ^-r. aiZ'i

we get

^
(86)

2. When Lastly, if (Fig. 10) the axis of either shell be turned round
the Shells through an angle 6 about (7, the potential energy is got by
are in any
Relative

Positions.

FIG. 10.
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multiplying the general term of the series just found by the

zonal harmonic for 6. Thus

From this result the moment of the forces tending to increase

6 is obtainable by differentiation with respect to 6. Thus

do

. . . (87)

The value of Z'i can be calculated for values of i from 1 to 3,

from the values of Zi given at p. 23. By the second of the

relations of (95) the value of Zi can be found when that of

Zi-\ is known, hence values of Zi beyond those given can be

found if required.
When ^^ is nearly equal to unity the series for E does not

Converge rapidly. To meet this difficulty, however, in the very
important case of two parallel coaxial circular shells, we can
inrl E by transforming the double integral round the circular

Boundaries which we get from (74) into an expression involving
elliptic integrals.
We shall call the radii of the circles a

lf 2> b the distance

between their planes, and
<f)lt $2

the angles which radii from the

centres to elements ds
l9

ds
2 respectively, make with a fixed plane,

sirig through the centres of the circles. Then since the co-

ordinates of the centres of ds
ly

ds
2,

reckoned from the centre of

the first circle as origin, are c^cos^ ff
x
sin <

x 0, and a2 cos< 2

a., sin 2 ,
b

t

Mutual
Potential

Energy of

Two
Parallel

Coaxial

Circular

Shells,

= a* 4- ag cos j
-

Also aid$i = dslt a
zd(j)2

= ds
2J
and since the radii are at right

angles to dsv ds.2 ,
6 = fa -

2
." Hence

E=- a^ cos (0!

COS -

VOL. II. E
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in terms of 'To transform this expression to elliptic integrals we write th

Elliptic integral thus
Integrals. ^ ^

tt)Ct< cos (0j 9) d(f>i

/ cos (d),
- d>Hi

Now it is clear that it is immaterial which element of either o

the shells we take as the starting point for the integration rounc

the other. Suppose then we begin from that element of th<

second shell the angular coordinate of which is c 2,
and integral

from this round the first circle, we have ds
L
= a

1 ?(^>1
-

<
2) <f>

being regarded as a constant; and we obtain the game result i

if (
2
had not been here introduced. Hence in the last expressior

we may change the variable of the integral taken first to <f>i~

and integrate with respect to this from to 27r, and finally

integrate the result with respect to
<j)2 from to 2?r.

08 -

^ r
1 * + *? + ^ - 2^2 COS

a j 2

where k = 2 \fa^/ ^(a 1 + 2)~ + ^'
2
5
an(^ ^ an(^ -^ are ^ie com '

plete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind to modulus k
We shall find this expression for extremely useful when we
come to treat of electro-magnetic induction.
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We shall now consider the potential and force at external and Potential

internal points in one or two important cases of magnetization, arid Force

-hall deal first with the magnetization of a body of uniform in Partic-

Busceptibility when placed in a uniform field. The magnetization ular Cases.

of the body will also be uniform, and we shall suppose it known
in amount. \Ve shall deal with its relation to the magnetizing
force later when we consider determinations of susceptibility. Synthesis

Any case of uniform magnetization may be regarded as pro- ol Uniform

duced by supposing two uniform volume distributions of mag- Magnet-
netism, equal in density but opposite in sign, to be made ization by
coincident with the body and tiie negative distribution to be Omichcs de

then displaced through a small distance in the direction opposite
Glisscment

to that of magnetization.* The (finite) product of the volume

density p, supposed infinitely great, into this displacement,
supposed infinitely small, is the intensity I of magnetization.
Now if pU be the potential at the point P produced by the

positive distribution, the potential at the same point produced
by the negative distribution displaced relatively through a

distance 8s, will be equal in amount and opposite in sign to

that which the positive distribution would produce at P, if

P were displaced through an equal and opposite distance -J- &?,
that is,

- p(U+ dU/ds.fo). Hence if F denote the potential at

P due to the magnet, we have

r = -^. P .ds = -i ..... (90)
at ds

If X, /i, v be the direction cosines of I we have A, ,
C = Potential

XI, /*!, vl, as before, and therefore (90) may be written at Internal

Point

BY+CZ
dx dy dz /

if A', Y, Z, be the components of force at P due to the positive
distribution. From this expression the components of magnetic
force can be obtained by differentiation.

We might also obtain equation (91) by remembering that any repre-
eleinent of volume, fit-,

distant r from P, has the magnetic sented by
moment I6>, and produces therefore a magnetic potential at P, a Gravita-

of amount ISvcostf/r
2
,
where 6 is the angle between I and r.

tionalAt-

But this is the component force at P (on unit mass) in the traction.

direction of I due to a material element of volume 8r, and

*
See Vol. I. p. 122, and above, p. 27.

E 2
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Uniformly
Magnet-

ized

Ellipsoid.

Attraction

of Elliptic
Homoeoid
on Exter-

nalParticle

at Surface

density I. Hence the whole magnetic potential at P is numeri-

cally equal to the resultant force at P due to a uniform distri-

bution of matter, coinciding with the body, and of density I ;

which is what (91) expresses.
We shall now consider the case of a uniformly mngnetize(

ellipsoid. Let the axes be a, b, c, and the intensity of its

netization I, it is required to find the magnetic potential of tin

ellipsoid at an external point P (, 77, f). By the last paragrapl
this problem will be solved if we rind the axial components
fores at P due to a uniform ellipsoid of any density p.

Now we know that the force at the surface of a thin elliptic

homceoid * is at right angles to the surface, and equal to 47777

where r is the thickness of the homceoid at the point. Now
Maclaurin's theorem of attractions f (extended to confocal

homoeoids) the attraction of an elliptic homoaoid at a point
P (%> ^j C) i g equal to the attraction at P due to a confocal

homoeoid the external surface of which passes through P. The

equation of the surface of the given ellipsoid is

(95

and the equation of a similar and similarly situated surfa<

within and concentric with it is

= 1

applied to

find At-
traction of

Homo-
geneous

Ellipsoid
at External

Point.

where 1>$ >0. If 86 be small the equation of the inner sur-

face of a thin homoeoid for which (93) is the equation of the

outer surface is got from (93) by multiplying ^ by 1 286/0.
Hence the thickness of the homoeoid J at any point is p^OfO
where p is the perpendicular let fall from the centre on the

tangent plane at the point.

Again the equation of an ellipsoid confocal with the outer

surface, and passing through P is

(9-

where a'
2 = 62 (a* -f

2
), b'

2 *= 6'
2
(b- + <

2
), f'

2 = (9
2

1

* A shell bounded by two similar and similarly situated concenl

ellipsoidal surfaces. Vol. I. p. 47 et seq.

t Vol. I. p. 50.

See Vol. I. p. 49.
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that
</>

is a function of 6 given by (94). Let p be the perpen-
dicular let fall from the centre of this ellipsoid to a tangent
plane touching at the point (, 77, ), then the thickness of a thin

elliptic homreoid having (, 77, ), on its outer surface is \p'v where
v is a constant small quantity. Now the mass- of this hoinceoid

is to be the same as that of thickness p80/6, so that we are to

have, if dS', (IS be elements of the areas of the surfaces,

.
ab'c

Hence the attraction is Zirpp'v or 4irpp'6-&0 . abcla'b'c', and its

direction is along p. But the direction cosines of p' are ^//a'
2
,

p'r)-l>"-. /t'c'
2
,
and therefore the ^-component of attraction is

irpp"
2
ti-b6abcld*b'c'. Hence we get for the ^-component of

attraction due to the whole ellipsoid

(95)

"We may simplify this equation by substituting for jp'
26"d8 its Attraction

value &(f>(ty obtained by differentiating (94). Equation (95) of Homo-
becomes then geneous

Ellipsoid

(%>
E^na,
Point

where $? is the positive root of the cubic for <
2
given by (94)

when 6- = 1. The corresponding expressions for Y and Z may
at once be written down by symmetry. It may be noticed that

if (j *)>
be on the surface of the given ellipsoid the limits of

<
2 are and oo .

Writing now X = L, T = Jlfy, Z = N& we have by (91) applied to

find

F = AL + BMn + CX{. Magnetic
Potential

Hence the components of magnetic force a, /3, y, at the point
a

^
Force

HH^iU
uniformly

(97)
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At an internal point the force due to the elliptic homceoid
external to the point is zero, and we have only to calculate the

force due to a uniform ellipsoid similar and similarly situated to

the given ellipsoid. Let the semi-axes he 6a, 6b, Be respectively,
and substitute in (96), observing that the limits of integration
are now and GO .

Then

or writing ^
2 for (f>"J6\ we get

' (98)

and similarly for Y and Z. It is to be observed that the inte-

grals are now independent of (, 77, Q. Hence we have, writing
L, M, N for the multipliers of

, 77, ,
in these expressions,

(99)
and

a = - AL, = - BM, y = - CN . . . (100)

that is, the magnetic force is uniform in value within the ellip-

soid, and is the same for the same intensity cf magnetization
within similar ellipsoids. The direction of the force is not how-
ever that of magnetization unless the latter coincide with the
direction of ono of Ihe axes of the surface

;
then the force acts

in the opposite direction.

Results The integral can be easily evaluated in finite terms when the

in Partic- ellipsoid is one of revolution. Thus to find L, we write
ular Cases. (

2
-f- x

2
)* Vy

>
anc* the integral then reduces to a form at

once integrable. Similarly M and JV may be dealt with. The
results are

(1) Prolate 0) For a prolate ellipsoid of eccentricity e
(!>
= c=a \fl ez)

Ellipsoid.

1 1 4- e_ log ! 1

v2e 1 - e

(101)

M 1 ' 1 - *2 1 -L ^

(2) For an oblate ellipsoid of eccentricity e,
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(2) Oblate

Ellipsoid.

From these results (writing 1 for p) we can easily find formulae

for special cases. Thus if the ellipsoid be infinitely long, (1)

gives L = 0, J/=#=27r.
Thus the magnetic force within an infinitely long uniformly

magnetized cylinder is zero if the magnetization is parallel to

the axis, and is perpendicular to the axis and equal to 2?rl if

the cylinder is magnetized transversely.

Again let the ellipsoid be spherical, that is, let e=0, and let

the direction of magnetization be parallel to the axis of x.

Then the force is

-!=-!*!. ...... (103)

since 4rr/3 is the value of the vanishing fraction which L is in

this case.

These two results might have been inferred from the investi-

gation on p. 27 above, of the force within a spherical or

cylindrical hollow cut within a magnet.
Lastly, let the ellipsoid be very oblate, a disc in fact, then

J/=JV= 7r
2
0/<?, and the force at right angles to it is

-IZ=-47rI ....... (104)

These forces are all in the opposite direction to that of the

magnetization, and therefore act as demagnetizing forces. We
shall consider them fully when we deal with induced magnet-
ization and measurements connected therewith.

SECTION IY.

AY'DUG'ED MAGNETIZATION.

We now pass to the consideration of induced mag-
netization, and shall consider here only the problem of

the magnetization produced in a homogeneous body
when placed in a uniform magnetic field. The essential
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nature of the magnetization of the body is not known

Weber's to us
;
but probably Weber's theory is substantially

M^netic ^rue
'
V

'

1Z - *^at ^e body consists of particles already
Induction, magnetized, but so arranged in the unmagnetized mass

as to give no resultant external magnetic effect. It

has been conceived that the magnetization of each of

these small particles may consist in rotatory motion of

the ether
;
and if this be true the direction of rotation

is what corresponds to the notion of polarization.

According to Weber's theory, when a body, unmag-
netized in mass, is submitted to the action of a magnetic

field, the molecular magnets undergo an alignment, so

that like extremities are turned preponderatingly in the

same direction. Each particle experiences a couple

tending to turn its axis into coincidence with the

direction of the magnetic force, and, unless prevented
from turning by frictional or other resistance, it moves

towards that position until brought to rest by an

equilibrating couple due to mutual action between the

molecule and the surrounding particles. Thus the

molecular magnets are in general prevented from

coming every one into coincidence with the direction

of the magnetic force, in which case no further mag-
netization would be possible, and we know that by

increasing the magnetic force we can increase the

magnetization, although not in an unlimited degree.

Again, when the magnetizing force is removed the

substance does not in general return to its former

unmagnetized state, but does so only to a certain

extent, retaining under some circumstances a very

considerable amount of magnetization.
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This property of resisting magnetizing action, and Coercive

of retaining residual magnetization, is sometimes called

coercive force. It has been attributed to something

analogous to frictional resistance, which prevents the

magnetic particles from moving freely in obedience to

the magnetizing force and from returning freely when

it is removed. A theory in which the mutual action

of the molecular magnets plays the chief part has been

put forward by Ewing, and will be considered in

Chapter XIII.
,

but it may be stated here that

mechanical agitation, such as jarring or tapping an iron

wire or bar, in general increases the magnetization

while the body is under the influence of magnetic force,

and diminishes the magnetization when the magnetizing
force has been removed. The mechanical disturbance

enables the particles to obey more completely the mag-

netizing or demagnetizing action, as the case may be.

If a piece of iron be subjected to a gradually in-

creasing magnetic force, and then to a gradually de-

creasing one, the two magnetizations for the same

magnetic force, are, in consequence of residual mag-

netism, not identical. This phenomenon we shall see

indicates dissipation of energy in the magnetized iron.

We shall deal with this, and with other phenomena
when treating of the experimental work on this subject.

We shall consider first the case of a spherical portion of an
j?; i _

aeolotropic body placed in a uniform magnetic field, and examine tropic
the magnetization which it receives on the following supposition: Sphere in

The total magnetization which the magnet receives is the Uniform
resultant of the magnetizations which the several parts of the Field,

magnetizing system would produce if each acted alone.

This implies, first, that if the intensity of the field at each

point is altered in any ratio, the magnetization is simply altered
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Assump- in intensity in this ratio at each point without change of direc-
tion as to tion

; second, that magnetizations in different directions are

Super- produced in the substance, a id are superposed as if no other
r s

i^
on .f magnetization were present. In point of fact these conditions do

dagneti- no ^. JJQ^^ an(j their assumption gives only an approximation to
)ns '

the result in any actual case. The magnetic susceptibility is, as

we shall see, a function of the magnetizing force
;
and the mag-

netic behaviour of the material is further complicated in a great

many ways not here taken into account.* The investigation now
to be given however yields results of great theoretical interest

which are of much importance in the theory of diamagnetism
and magnecrystallic action.

The supposition made above gives for A, ,
C expressions of

the form

Magneti- A = pa + up -f- ty \

T ftio
.

n
. S = u'a + 09 + sy I (105)

Intensities _ .. *:*
'

(
parallel to C = ta + ' + '7 )

le xes. where fl) } y are ag usuai the components of the resultant

magnetic force H, and p, q, r, s, *', t, ', u, u', coefficients. We shall

see directly that s =
s',

t =
t',

u = u', that is, that a magnetic
force of a certain intensity acting in the direction of the axis of

y produces the same intensity of magnetization parallel to the
axis of x. as is produced parallel to the axis of y, by an equal
force acting parallel to the axis of x, and so for any other two
axes.

Taking the sphere as of unit volume the component magnetic
moments due to the magnetization are simp-y A, ,

C. Hence

Couples
^e 8Pnere ^n the field is acted on by a couple round each of the

acting on axes
>
the moment of which is, for the z axis, ftA - aB (= N> say)

Sphere.
N w let the axes be fixed in the sphere, and let it then be turned
round the axis of z. If 6 be the angle which the direction of H
makes with the axis of z, $ the angle which the projection of

H on the plane of xy makes with the axis of x, we have

H sin 6 cos $ =
a, H sin 6 sin $ = ft, H cos 6 = y.

Hence the work done in increasing < by the small angle d<j> is

cos2
< u sin 2$ -f (q p) sin < cos $} sin2#

-j- (s cos (f>
- 1 sin 0) sin 6 cos 6] d<}> . . (106)

* For a detailed examination of the theory of inductive magnetiza-
tion the reader may refer to Duhem's L"

'

Aimantation par Influence.

Paris, 1888.
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The work done in turning the body through a complete revolution
is therefore

6(u
-

(107)

Now since the body has come back to its former position its Reciprocal
magnetization is by hypothesis the same as before, and no work Relation

can, on the whole, have been spent or gained in the revolution, between
otherwise the body would be either a continual source of energy, Coeffi-

that is, a perpetual motion, or a place where energy is con- cients.

tinually dissipated. We shall see later that there can be no
such dissipation of energy on the supposition of constant mag-
netic susceptibility. Assuming then that the work is zero we
have u =

//,
and in the same way we could show that s = s'

}

t = t'. The equations (105) above can therefore be written

E = HO. -f-

C = to. -f

+ ty

+ sy

-f ry

(108)

The magnetization in any direction the cosines of which are

U + mB + nC

(109)

If /, M, n be the direction cosines of H this equation becomes

(110)

Now if we consider the quadric surface of which the equa-
tion is

-f rn2 + 2ultu -f -f 2to/)
= 1 . (Ill)

we see that the quantity within the brackets in (110) is inversely
proportional to the square of the radius of this surface drawn in
the direction of /, /, n. Hence for different directions of H the

magnetic moment of the sphere in the direction of H is H//"
2
,

where r is the radius in that direction of the quadric surface of
which (111) is the equation.

Further since by ( 108) A = "R(pl + urn + te), &c., we see that
the resultant magnetization is in the direction of the normal
drawn to the quadric at the point at which the radius in the
direction of H cuts the surface, or, in other words, is at right
angles to the diametral plane of all radii in the direction of

/, ///, n.

Magneti-
zation in

any
direction

deter-

mined by
reference

to a

certain

Quadric
surface.

Relation

to Direc-

tion of

Resultant

Magneti-
zation.
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Principal It follows from this that along the principal axes of the quadric
Axes' of surface represented by (111) the magnetization coincides in

Magneti- direction with the magnetizing force. Now the directions of
zation. ^} ie axes of this quadric are given by the equations

pi 4- urn -\-

ul -j- qm -j-

tl + m -}- r# =

where / is a constant. Eliminating I

= *M
= Tern

\
= len)

(112)

we get

(113)

Suscepti-
bilities.

which is a cubic from which Jc can be found. The three roots k^
k%, 3 ,

of this equation successively substituted in (112) enable /,

m, n to be calculated for each of the three axes.

Now let H be in the direction of one of the axes
(/, m, n) thus

found. The magnetization in that direction is IA -f- mB -f- nC.

Principal Substituting the values of A, B, C given by (108) and having
Magnetic regard to (112), we see that the magnetization has the value &H.

Hence kv 2 ,
k
3
are the magnetic susceptibilities in the direction

of the axes just found. They are called the principal magnetic
susceptibilities of the substance. If the axes just found be chosen
for reference the coefficients #, t, u of (108) vanish, and we have

p = k^ q = k%, r k%. We have thus also three principal

magnetic inductive capacities, viz.

The physical meaning of the principal susceptibilities is

apparent from their mode of derivation
;

that of a principal
Principal magnetic inductive capacity ju

can at once be inferred. Cut a

Magnetic crevasse at right angles to the axis in question, and suppose the
Inductive

magnetization unaffected in the remainder of the body. Then if

Capacities, jj j^ ^|ie magnetizing force in the direction of the axis and B
the induction across the crevasse we have B =

fjiH..

Magneti- Choosing now the principal axes as axes of reference, and
zation in putting a, /3, y for the components of the intensity of the ex-
Direction ternally produced field, we get by (103) for the components of
of Princi- magnetic force within the sphere the values a -

4/3 . r.

pal Axes. _
4/3 .^ y _

4/3 , nCt Hence A = k^a -
4/3 . TJV

B = &c., and therefore
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1 + 1 + Ma (115)

The sphere is acted on as we have seen by three component Couples on

couples, of values yB -
0C, aC -

yA, $A - aB, round the Sphere in

axes of ar, y, z respectively, in the positive direction, viz. from Terms of

x to //, y to z, z to x. Denoting these by L, M, N, we get Principal

^ (^ uSr
k, -*3

a

M

N =

(1

(i + I**,) (i + ^r*,)
aft

(116)

Equi-
librium.

The sphere thus tends to turn so as to bring the axis of greatest Positions

magnetic susceptibility into coincidence with the direction of the of Stable

magnetizing force. The sphere is therefore in stable or in un- ancl

stable equilibrium according as the axis of greatest or the axis of

least susceptibility is in this direction.

The total magnetic induction through the sphere across a

central section at right angles to B is 7iv
2
B, where r is the radius

of the sphere. Now the components of B are /ija', nft, psy' }

where a', j3', y' are the magnetic forces within the sphere in the

directions of the principal axes. Let for simplicity the sphere be

so placed that the field of force is at right angles to the axis of z.

Then B =- (/vV 2 + uo2 /3'
2
)*. But

a = a -
a/ (I -f 4 2) ;

and similarly /3'
=

3/3/(/x.2 -f 2). Hence substituting, and putting Magnetic
< for the angle between the direction of H and the axis of .r,

and Induction

for the surface integral 7rr
2
B, we find through

Sphere.

+ -
(
n 7 )

If ^! be the greatest magnetic inductive capacity, and
/u2

the

least, the greatest number of unit tubes of induction (or, as they
are commonly called, "lines of magnetic force") which can pass

through the sphere per unit of the impressed magnetizing force

is 37JT2/Zi/Vi + 2), and the least number %r7*f4/(p, -f 2). The

sphere therefore tends to set itself so that the magnetic induction

through it is a maximum.
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Couple on We may express the resultant couple in terms of S and the

Sphere in magnetic inductive capacities. Clearly if y = 0. its value is N
of (116), and this may be written

N =
4,r 4- 2)

0*1

H2 sin
(f>

cos

2)
(118)

by (117) above. Here nr3 has been put equal to its value 3/4, so

that the formula is suited to a sphere of any radius.

In the particular case of an isotropic sphere \ = k
2
= k

3 ,

= k say, and the susceptibility and magnetic inductive capacity
are the same in all directions. Thus the coefficients of a, /3, 7, in

(115) are the same, and the common value is //(! -f~ 4/3 . irk}. If

k be great this is approximately 3/4:7. Hence the magnetization
intensity o a highly susceptible sphere is always less than, but

nearly equal to 3/4?r . H. It is thus useless to attempt to deter-

mine the susceptibility of a highly susceptible substance by
experiments on a portion of it of a spherical shape. In the

comparison of different specimens, the influence of slight
differences of form would completely mask differences of

susceptibility.
The couples calculated above vanish for an isotropic sphere,

and the sphere is in equilibrium in all positions. The magnetic
induction through a central section at right angles to the field
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FIG. 12.

is now 3/i/(/i + 2) . ?rr2H. This is greater or less than irr-HL

according as
p. > or < 1. In the former case the body is said to

be paramagnetic, in the latter diamagnetic. Thus the number of
tubes of induction through the central section is increased by the

presence of the substance if paramagnetic, diminished if it is

diamagnetic. The field outside and inside in both cases is

shown in Figs. (11) and (12), which are Figs. 30, 31, now re-

peated from Vol. I., pp. 125, 126.

We shall here consider, very briefly, the problem of an

seolotropic ellipsoid in a uniform field. \Ye shall suppose the

ellipsoid cut with its axes of figure coincident with the principal
tropic

Ellipsoid
axes of susceptibility. The force within the body has now the in Uniform
values in the direction of the axes Field.

= a' - AL, 3' - BM, / = 7 - CN . (119)

where Z, J/, X have the values given in (101) above. The second Coinpo-
term in each expression is the component force due to the nents of

magnetization. Its effect is to oppose the magnetizing com- Magnetiz-

ponent ;
that is, AL, BM, CN are components of a demagnetizing

*no Force.

force. Therefore if kv 2 , 3 be the three principal susceptibilities
the values of A, B, C are given by the equations

A =
+

B =
i + kjf

(120)
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Hence if the field be at right angles to the axis of z, y=/ = 0,

and the couple on the ellipsoid is by (120) (if f. g, h be the

semi-axes

N - kM/^-*) -W * (121)

Particular From (120) it follows that if k
lt 7^, &

3
be so small that their

Cases : second powers may be neglected, A =*
7^a, B = &

2j3, C = Jc
3y ;

W Id
^iat * 8

'
*^e interna l demagnetizing forces AL, BM, CN, are

M ti
without sensible effect. These forces depend (see p. 54) upon

Bodies
10

^ie rm f tf16 body ;
hence in weakly magnetic substances it is

of little consequence whether the body be of elongated shape or

not. In fact for such bodies the shape of the specimen experi-
mented on is without influence on the magnetization.

2. Strongly If however the values of kv &9 ,
k3 be very great the magnetiza-

Magnetic tion of the body depends almost entirely on the shape of the
Bodies,

body, since then the values of A, B, C depend mainly on Z, If, N.
Thus in highly magnetic bodies such as iron, the magnetization
is principally affected by the shape of the specimen. For

example, the magnetization in the direction of the axis (say that

of x) of a very elongated ellipsoid is practically independent of

Z, since by (120) we have A =
l\a simply. On the other hand

for a very short ellipsoid (or disc) we have, since L =
4;r,

A =
&t<i/(l -4- Je\L)

=
(/A! 1)0/4717^.

In the case of a dia-

magnetic body (see p. 65 below) 7,^
is negative, and hence if the

body were shaped so as to give L =
1/7^, a finite magnetizing

force would give infinite diamagnetization.
Limiting The couple acting on the body has two different limiting values
Values of according as the susceptibilities are very small or very great. If

Couple for
t])e former the couple is

WeaklY //. 7.\ o
Magnetic N = frfyh . T

"

jf .,
(122)

and 1 -j- ki" + *j
Strongly
Magnetic and the ellipsoid tends to turn its axis of greatest susceptibility
Bodies, parallel to the direction of the field.

If the susceptibilities be very great the couple is approximately

fyrfyh(M I,)aP/LM, and this is positive or negative according
as M > or < L. Hence by the values of M and L (see above,

p. 54) the ellipsoid will set itself with its longest dimension

parallel to the lines of force.

The influences of form and aeolotropy may be made to coun-

teract one another, and, under certain circumstances, by properly

shaping the body it may be made to remain in neutral equilibrium
when movable, as supposed above, about an axis in the magnetic
field.
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In the case of a homogeneous isotropic ellipsoid the values of Homo-

A, B, C and of the turning couple are obtained by putting geneous

^ = &
2
= k

3
= k say, in (120), (121) above. It is obvious at Isotropic

once that the magnetization is not parallel to the resultant mag- Ellipsoid.

netic force, but makes with it the angle

cos y
2
)

which vanishes for a sphere. Further we also see that the

ellipsoid will turn itself with its longest axis parallel to the lines

of force, and this whether k be positive or negative.

Regarding k as a constant, we have, if a, 6, ft, a, /3, y. be the If Suscep-
components of magnetic induction and magnetic force at any tibilitybe

point of the medium, the equations Uniform,

c = (123)

and therefore since the solenoidal condition holds for the magnetic
induction (#, 5, <?),

it also holds for the magnetic force (a, /3, y).
Hence also it holds for the induced magnetization (A, , C), that

is, this magnetization is solenoidal.

But since a = dV\dx, &c., and A = &a, &c., where k is a

constant, we see that the magnetization is also lamellar (p. 41).
It is to be very carefully observed that these results follow

from the fact that k is a constant, and do not hold in the general
case (unless the magnetization be uniform) in which k is a function
of the magnetization, and which is the case of actual practice.
The total magnetization, made up of the pre-existent magnetiza-
tion, if any, and the induced magnetization, is not solenoidal,
unless the former is itself solenoidal.

We have considered incidentally above the consequences of a

negative value of k, and have stated that in that case the sub-

stance is said to be diamagnetic. The phenomena of diamagnet-
ism are to some extent explicable on a theory of negative or

differential susceptibility. The substance placed in the field

behaves as if its polarity were opposite to that which an

ordinarily magnetic, or paramagnetic, body would receive in the

same circumstances.

Hitherto we have been supposing that the medium in which
the magnetized substance is placed is of zero susceptibility, that

is, possesses unit magnetic inductive capacity. \Ve shall now
show that a paramagnetic body placed in a medium of greater

magnetic inductive capacity than its own will behave diamag-
netically. The medium, being in the field, will be magnetized ;

and if /*, // be the magnetic inductive capacities of the medium

VOL. II. F

Induced

Magneti-
zation is

Solenoidal,

and also

Lamellar.

Explana-
tion of

Dia-

magnetism
as Differ-

ential

Effect

between
Medium

and Body
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and the substance imbedded in it, respectively, we have, from the

continuity of the normal component of magnetic induction at

every point of the separating surface, the equation

in which r, r' denote normals drawn from the surface into the

respective media. But we have also the characteristic equation
of the surface (Vol. I., p. 28),

d
~T + -J7 + 4 = .....
dr dr'

where cr is the surface density of free magnetism on the se-

parating surface at the point where the normals are drawn.
These two equations give '"

(126)
4?r/Li dr 1

4*rp' dr

One The first multiplier is positive and the second negative if

Medium
p.' > jj,}

that is if the substance be of higher susceptibility than
within the medium. Hence the surface density of magnetization where
another the lines of force pass from the medium to the body is positive
showing or negative, and where they pass from the body to the medium
Jiamag- negative or positive, according as

p.' < or > /n.
In the latter

sm *

case the body behaves as a paramagnetic, in the former as a dia-

magnetic substance. If
p.

be put = 1 in the above results, wet

have the case of a paramagnetic or diamagnetic body in a

medium of zero susceptibility. We shall see later, however, that

this explanation does not account for all the facts of diamagnetism.
These results are in accordance with and explain the behaviour

of a solution of a magnetic salt of iron suspended in a tube within

another solution of greater or less strength, and the whole placed
in a magnetic field. In the former case the suspended salt

behaves as a diamagnetic, in the latter as a paramagnetic.

Magnetic . great deal of research and theoretical discussion

has been spent on the question of the distribution of

magnetism in straight bar magnets of rectangular or

circular section, and it may be well, before leaving the

subject of magnetic theory, to refer to the wide!
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prevalent idea of the existence of poles in ordinary

magnets. It has been tacitly supposed by many persons

that there are two definite points or poles, one near

each end of a regularly* magnetized bar at which

the whole of the free magnetism of the bar may be

supposed concentrated, the negative at one, the positive

at the other, and much time and labour have been

spent in determining the positions of these poles.

Now certainly, according to the theory given above,

there is a certain amount of free positive and an equal
amount of free negative magnetism in every magnet,
but so far as the action of the magnet at external or

internal points is concerned, there are no such definite

points, except in the theoretical case of an infinitely

thin and uniformly magnetized filament, in which case

the poles are at its extremities.

In an accurate sense the magnet can be said to have

poles or points at which the free magnetism may be

supposed concentrated, when the couple it experiences
when placed in a uniform field is considered. If its

axis is at right angles to the lines of force, the couple

experienced is equal to the magnetic moment of the

magnet, and this may be regarded as' due to two forces,

each of which is the resultant of the parallel forces on

the elements of free magnetism. The centres of these

two systems of parallel forces, or, which is the same

thing, the "
centres of mass

"
of the two distributions of

free magnetism are the poles in this connection. The
idea of pole is not here of any utility, as the poles

could not be determined
;
what we are concerned with

*
That is, without "consequent points," not necessarily uniformly.

F 2

non-
existent

in sense of
' Centres

of

Gravity
'

of

Magnetism ;

existent,
but use-

less, in

sense of
' Centres
of Mass'
of Mag-
netism.
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is the magnetic moment only, which is the resultant of

the couples exerted on the molecular magnets compos-

ing the body.
Casein J$ut as a matter of approximation the existence of

Existence poles in the sense of points at which, if the free mag-
of Poles netism s were concentrated, the action of the magnet at
may be

Assumed, an external point would be the same as it actually is,

can be assumed in certain cases, and their position

assigned. For example, when we consider the mutual

forces between two magnets, each symmetrical about

its axis and about a plane at right angles to the axis,

and at a distance apart which is great in comparison
with any dimension of either, such positions of the

poles can be found, and the distance between them

used as the virtual length of the magnet.



CHAPTER II

DETERMINATION OF THE HORIZONTAL COMPONENT OF
THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD

ALL the methods by which galvanometers may be

graduated so as to measure currents and potentials in

absolute units, involve, directly or indirectly, a com-

parison of the indications of the instrument to be

graduated with those of a standard instrument, of which

the constants are fully known for the place at which

the comparison is made. There are various forms of

such standard instruments, as, for example, the tangent

galvanometer which Joule made, consisting of a single

coil of large radius and a small needle hung at its

centre, or the Helmholtz modification of the same

instrument with two large equal coils placed side by
side at a distance apart equal to the radius of either :

or some form of
"
dynamometer," or instrument which

instead of the needle of the galvanometer has a mov-

able coil, in which the whole or a known fraction of the

current in the fixed coil flows. The measurement

consists essentially in determining the couple which

must be exerted by the earth's magnetic force on the

needle or suspended coil, in order to equilibrate that

exerted by the current. But the former depends on

the value, usually denoted by H* of the horizontal

* We use, it is to be noted, the symbol H to denote the resultant

magnetic force at any point of a magnetic field.
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component of the earth's magnetic force, and it is

necessary therefore, except when some such method as

that of Kohlrausch, referred to below, is used, to know

the value of that quantity in absolute units.

Determin- The value ofH may be determined in various ways,
ationof#. j^ we shaji here describe only one or two methods

which are most convenient in practice. We shall take

first that due to Gauss,* which consists in finding (1)

the angle through which the needle of a magnetometer
is deflected by a magnet placed in a given position at

a given distance, (2) the period of vibration of the

magnet when suspended horizontally in the earth's

field, so as to be free to turn round a vertical axis. The

first operation gives an equation involving the ratio of

the magnetic moment of the magnet to the horizontal

component H of the terrestrial magnetic force, the

second an equation involving the product of the same

two quantities. We shall describe this method some-

what in detail, but with direct reference to physical

laboratory work only, and shall therefore not enter into

a discussion of the instruments and methods peculiar

to magnetic observatories, which would occupy more

space than can here be spared.

Magneto- A very convenient form of magnetometer is that devised by
meter. Mr. J. T. Bottomley, and made by hanging within a closed

chamber, by a silk fibre from 6 to 10 cms. long, one of the little

mirrors with attached magnets used in Thomson's reflecting

galvanometers. The fibre is carefully attached to the back of
the mirror, so that the magnets hang horizontally and the front

of the mirror is vertical. The closed chamber for the fibre and
mirror is very readily made by cutting a narrow groove to within

*
"Intensitas vis magneticae ad mensuram absolutam revocata."-

Comment. Soc. Meg. Getting, 1883.
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a short distance of each end, along a piece of mahogany about

1U cms. long. This groove is widened at one end to a circular

space a little greater in diameter than the diameter of the mirror.

The piece of wood is then fixed with that end down in a hori-

zontal base-piece of wood furnished with three levelling screws.

The groove is thus placed vertical
;
and the fibre carrying the

mirror is suspended within it by passing the free end of the fibre

through a small hole at the upper end of the groove, adjusting
.the length so that the mirror hangs within the circular space at

the bottom, and fixing the fibre at the top with wax. When this

has been done, the chamber is closed by covering the face of the

piece of wood with a strip of glass, which may be kept in its

place either by cement, or by proper fastenings which hold it

tightly against the wood. By making the distance between the

back and front of the circular space small, and its diameter very
little greater than that of the mirror, the instrument can be made
very nearly "dead beat," that is to say, the needle when
deflected through any angle comes to rest at once, almost with-

out oscillation about its position of equilibrium. A magneto-
meter can be thus constructed at a trifling cost, and it is much
more accurate and convenient than the magnetometers furnished

with long magnets frequently used for the determination of H;
and as the poies of the needle may always in practice be taken at

the centre of the mirror, the calculations of results are much
simplified.
The instrument is set up with its glass front in the magnetic

meridian, and levelled so that the mirror hangs freely inside its

chamber. The foot of one of the levelling screws should rest in

a small conical hollow cut in the table or platform, of another in

a V-groove the axis of which is in line with the hollow, and the
third on the plane surface of the table or platform. When thus
set up the instrument is perfectly steady, and if disturbed can in

an instant be replaced in exactly the same position. A beam of

light passes through a slit, in which a thin vertical cross-wire is

fixed, from a lamp placed in front of the magnetometer, and is

reflected, as in Thomson's reflecting galvanometer, from the

mirror to a scale attached to the lamp-stand, and facing the mirror.

The lamp and scale are moved nearer to or farther from the

mirror, until the position at which the image of the cross-wire of

the slit is most distinct is obtained. It is convenient to make
the horizontal distance of the mirror from the scale for this

position if possible one metre. The lamp-stand should also have
three levelling screws, for which the arrangement of conical

hollow, V-8T ove
>
and plane should be adopted. The scale

should be straight, and placed with its length m the magnetic

Adjust-
ment of

Magneto-
meter.
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Prepara-
tion of

Deflecting
Magnets.

Deflection

Experi-
ments.

north and south line
;
and the lamp should be so placed that the

incident and reflected rays of light are in an east and west
vertical plane, and that the spot of light falls near the middle of
the scale. To avoid errors due to variations of length, the scale,
if of paper, should be glued to the wooden backing which carries

it, not simply fastened with drawing pins as is often the case.

The magnetometer having been thus set up, four or five

magnets, each about 10 cms. long and '1 cm. thick, and tempered
glass-hard, are made from steel wire. This is best done as

follows. From ten to twenty pieces of steel wire, each perfectly
straight and having its ends carefully filed so that they are at

right angles to its length, are prepared. These are tied tightly
into a bundle with a binding of iron wire and heated to redness
in a bright fire. The bundle is then quickly removed from the

fire, and plunged with its length vertical into cold water. The
wires are thus tempered glass-hard without being seriously
warped. They are then magnetized to saturation in a helix by a

strong current of electricity.
A horizontal east and west line passing through the mirror

is now laid down on a convenient platform (made of wood
put together without iron and extending on both sides of the

magnetometer) by drawing a line through that point at right
angles to the direction in which a long thin magnet hung
by a single silk fibre there places itself (see also p. 80).

B

FIG. 13.

'End-on'
Position.

One of the magnets is placed, as shown in Fig. 12, with its

length in that line, and at such a distance that a convenient
deflection of the needle is produced. This deflection is noted
and the deflecting magnet turned end for end, and the deflection

again noted. In the same way a pair of observations are made
with the magnet at the same distance on the opposite side of the

magnetometer ;
and the mean of all the observations is taken.

These deflections from zero ought to be as nearly as may be the

same, and if the magnet is properly placed, they will exactly

agree ;
but the effect of a slight error in placing the magnet will
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be nearly eliminated by taking the mean deflection. The dis-

tance in cms. between the t\vo positions of the centre of the

magnet is also noted, and is taken as twice the distance of the

centre of the magnet from that of the needle. The same opera-
tion is gone through for each of the magnets, which are carefully

kept apart from one another during the experiments. The results

of each of these experiments give an equation involving the ratio

of the magnetic moment of the magnet to the value of H. Thus
if $ denote the magnetic moment of the magnet, M' the magnetic
moment of the needle, r the distance of the centre of the magnet
from the centre of the needle, 2X the distance between the
<;

poles" (p. 68) of the magnet which, for a nearly uniformly
magnetized magnet of the dimensions stated above, is nearly

equal to its length, and 2X' the distance between the poles of the

needle, /, X, and X' being all measured in cms., we have for the

repulsive force (denoted by F in Fig. 13) exerted on the blue*

pole of the needle by the blue pole of the magner, supposed
nearest to the needle, as in Fig! 13, the value M/2X . M'/2\' .

1/(r X)
2
,

since the value of X' is small compared with X.

Similarly for the attraction exerted on the same pole of the

needle by the red pole of the magnet, we have the expression

W/2X . AT/2X' . l/(r -f X)
2
. Hence the total repulsive force .

exerted by the magnet on the blue pole of the needle is

MM'
I

1 1
]

i M' r

4XX' ( (r
-

X)*

~
(r + X)

2
j

V (r
2 - X2

)
2

*

Proceeding in a precisely similar manner, we find that the

magnet of moment M exerts an attractive force equal to

MM'r/\'(r
2 - X2

)
2 on the red pole of the magnet. The needle is

therefore acted on by a "couple" which tends to turn it round
the suspending fibre as an axis, and the amount of this couple,
when the angle of deflection is 6, is plainly equal to 2MMV
cos 6 (r

2 X 2
)
2

. But for equilibrium this couple must be

balanced by M'H sin 6 : hence we have the equation

a,

If the arrangement of magnetometer and straight scale

described above is adopted, the value of tan 6 is easily obtained,
for the number of divisions of the scale which measures the

* The convention according to which the end of the needle which
has magnetic polarity of the same kind as that of the earth's northern

regions is coloured blue, and the other red is here adopted. The letters

B, R, I, r, in the diagrams denote blue and red.
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deflection, divided by the number of such divisions in the

distance of the scale from the mirror, is then equal to tan 26.

'Side-on" Instead of in the east and west horizontal line through the
Position, centre of the needle, the magnet may be placed, as represented

in Fig. 13', with its length east and west, and its centre in the

horizontal north and south line through the centre of the needle.

If we take M, M', X, X', and r to have the same meaning as

before, we have, for the distance of either pole of the magnet
from the needle, the expression vr2

-f~ X2
. Let us consider the

force acting on one pole, say the red pole of the needle. The

FIG. 13'.

red pole of the magnet exerts on it a repulsive force, and the

blue pole an attractive force. Each of these forces has the value

M/2X . M'/2X' . l/(r
2 + X2

). But the diagram shows that they
are equivalent to a single force, F, in a line parallel to the

magnet, tending to pull the red pole of the needle towards the

left. The magnitude of this resultant force is plainly 2/W/2X .

AT/2X' . X/(r
2 + X2

)$ or MM'/W(rz + X2
)l In the same way it
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can be shown that the action of the magnet on the red pole of

the needle is a force of the same amount tending to pull the blue

pole of the needle towards the right. The needle is, therefore,

subject to no force tending to produce motion of translation, but

simply to a "
couple

"
tending to produce rotation. The magni-

tude of this couple when the needle has been turned through an

angle <9, is MM'/'2\' . 2X' cos <9/(r
2 + X2

)l, or MM' cos <9/(r
2 + X2

)l
If there be equilibrium for the deflection 0, this couple must be

balanced by that due to the earth's horizontal force, which, as

before, has the value M^H sin 6. Hence equating -these two

couples we have

=(r* + X2
)* tan 6 (2)

Still another position of the deflecting magnet relatively to

the needle may be found a convenient one to adopt. The magnet
may be placed still in the east and west line, but with its centre

vertically above the centre of the needle. The couple in this

case also is given by the formula just found, in which the

symbols have the same meaning as before.

The greatest care should be taken in all these experiments, as

well as in those which follow, to make sure that there is no
movable iron in the vicinity ;

and the instruments and magnets
should be kept at a distance from any iron nails or bolts there

may be in the tables on which they are placed.
We come now to the second operation, the determination of Determin-

the period of oscillation of the deflecting magnet when under the ation of

influence of the~ earth's horizontal force alone. The magnet is Period of

hung in a horizontal position in a double loop formed at the Oscillatiou

lower end of a single fibre of unspun silk, attached by its upper
of

.

end to the roof of a closed chamber. A box about 30 cms. high ^meeting

and 15 cms. wide, having one pair of opposite sides, the bottom,
and the roof made of wood, and the remaining two sides made
of plates of glass, one of which can be slid out to give access

to the inside of the chamber, answers very well. The fibre may
be attached at the top to a horizontal axis which can be turned

round from the outside so as to wind up or let down the fibre

when necessary. The suspension-fibre is so placed that two
vertical scratches, made along the glass sides of the box, are in

the same plane with it when the magnet is placed in its sling,
and the box is turned round until the magnet is at right angles
to the glass sides. A paper screen with a small hole in it is

then set up at a little distance in such a position that the hole
is in line with the magnet, and therefore in the same plane as the

scratches. The magnetometer should be removed from its stand
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and this box and suspended needle put in its place. If the

magnet be now deflected from its position of equilibrium and

then allowed to vibrate round a vertical axis, it will be seen

through the small hole to pass and re-pass the nearer scratch,
and an observer keeping his eye in the same plane as the scratches

can easily tell without sensible error the instant when the magnet
passes through the position of equilibrium. Or, a line may be

drawn across the bottom of the box so as to join the two scratches,
and the observer keeping his eye above the magnet and in the

plane of the scratches may note the instant when the magnet,

going in the proper direction, is just parallel to the horizontal

line. The operator should deflect the magnet by bringing a

small magnet near to it, taking care to keep this small deflecting

magnet always as nearly as may be with its length in an east and
west line passing through the centre of the suspended magnet.
If this precaution be neglected the magnet may acquire a pen-
dulum motion about the point of suspension, which will interfere

with the vibratory motion in the horizontal plane. When the

magnet has been properly deflected and left to itself, its range of

motion should be allowed to diminish to about 3 on either side

of the position of equilibrium before observation of its period is

begun. When the amplitude has become sufficiently small, the

person observing the magnet says sharply the word "Now,"
when the nearer pole of the magnet is seen to pass the plane of

the scratches in either direction, and another observer notes the

time on a watch having a seconds hand. With a good watch

having a centre seconds hand moving round a dial divided into

quarters or fifths of a second, the instant of time can be

determined with greater accuracy in this way than by means of

any of the usual appliances for starting and stopping watches,
or for registering on a dial the position of a seconds hand when
a spring is pressed by the observer. The person observing the

magnet again calls out " Now " when the magnet has just made
ten complete to and fro vibrations, again after twenty complete

vibrations, and, if the amplitude of vibration has not become too

small, again after thirty ;
and the other observer at each instant

notes the time by the watch. By a complete vibration is here

meant the motion of the magnet from the instant when it passes

through the position of equilibrium in either direction, until it

next passes through the position of equilibrium going in the

same direction. The observers then change places and repeat
the same operations. In this way a very near approach to the

true period is obtained by taking the mean of the results of

a sufficient number of observations, and fromjthis the value of

the product of M and H can be calculated.
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For a small angular deflection 6 of the vibrating magnet from Theoreti-

the position of equilibrium the equation of unresisted motion is cal

Results

where p. is the moment of inertia of the vibrating magnet round
an axis through its centre at right angles to its length. The
solution of this equation is

6 = ^sin A t -

and therefore for the period of oscillation T we have

Hence we have

Now, since the thickness of the magnet is small compared with
its length, if W be the mass of the magnet and 2/ its actual

length, p. is /F/2/3, and therefore

Combining this with the equation (1) already found we get for

the arrangement shown in Fig. 1% 1 3

e

3
'

T 2r

and

8 WrW
3

'

Tr* - X tan &
'

If either of the other two arrangements be chosen we have
from equations (2) and (3)

3
*

T2

and

=
3

'

(r
2 + X2

)f T2 tan 6
'
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Correc-

tioDS.

Correction

for"

Induction
Error.

Various corrections which are not here made are of course

necessary in a very exact determination of H. The magnetic
distribution must be taken account of (see pp. 85 and 92 below).
Allowances should be made for the magnitude of the arc of

vibration
;
the torsional rigidity if sensible (see below, Chapter

XIV.) of the suspension fibre of the magnetometer in the

deflection experiments and of the suspension fibre of the magnet
in the oscillation experiments ;

the frictional resistance of the
air to the motion of the magnet ;

the virtual increase of inertia

of the magnet due to motion of the air in the chamber;
and the effect of induction and, if necessary, of changes of

temperature in producing temporary changes in the moment
of the magnet. The correction for an arc of oscillation of 6 is

a^diminution of the observed value of T of only ^ per cent,
and for an arc of 10 of -

per cent. Of the other corrections

that for induction is no doubt the most important ;
but its

amount for a magnet of glass-hard steel, nearly saturated with

magnetism, and in a field so feeble as that of the earth, may, if

only a roughly accurate result is required, be neglected.
This correction arises from the fact that the magnet in the

deflection experiments is placed in the magnetic east and west

line, whereas in the oscillation experiments it is placed north and

south, and is therefore subject in the latter case to an increase of

longitudinal magnetization from the action of terrestrial magnetic
force. The increase of magnetic moment may be determined by
the following method, which is due to Prof. Thomas Gray. Place

the magnet within, and near the centre of, a helix, considerably
longer than the magnet and made of insulated copper wire.

Place the helix and magnet in position either as shown in Fig.

13, or as in Fig. 13', for giving a deflection of the magnetometer
needle, and read the deflection. Then pass such a current

through the wire of the helix as will give by electromagnetic
induction a magnetic field within the helix nearly equal to the

horizontal component of the earth's field, and again observe
the deflection of the magnetometer needle. The field-intensity
within the helix at points not near the ends is given, as will be
seen in Chap. VI., in C.G.S. units by the formula47rw, where n is

the number of turns per centimetre of length of the helix, 'and C
is the strength of the current in C.G.S. units. Experiments may
be made with different strengths of current, and the results put
"down in a short curve, from which the correction can be at once
read off when the approximate field has been determined by the

method of deflection and oscillation described above. Care must
of course be taken in experimenting to eliminate the deflection

of the magnetometer needle caused by the current in the coil.
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This is easily done by observing the deflection produced by the

current when the magnet is not inside the coil and subtracting
this from the previous deflection, or by arranging a compensating
coil through which the same current passes. This plan, as will be

seen below, has several advantages. The change of magnetic
moment produced in hard steel bars, the length of which is

12 cms. and diameter '2 cm., and previously magnetized to

saturation, is, according to Prof. Thomas Gray's experiments,
about 0*5 per cent. Particulars of actual experiments are

given below.
The deflection experiments are, as stated above, to be per-

formed with several magnets, and when the period of oscillation

of each of these has been determined, the magnetometer should
be replaced on its stand, and the deflection experiments repeated,
to make sure that the magnets have not changed in strength in

the meantime. The length of each magnet is then to be ac-

curately determined in centimetres, and its weight in grammes ;

and from these data and the results of the experiments the
values of M and of H can be found for each magnet by the

formulas investigated above. Equation (5) is to be used in the

calculation of H when the arrangement of magnetometer and

deflecting magnet, shown in Fig. 13, is adopted, equation (7)
when that shown in Fig. 13' is adopted.
The object of performing the experiments with several mag-

nets, is to eliminate as far as possible errors in the determination
of weight and length. The mean of the values of H, found for
the several magnets, is to be taken as the value of H at the place
of the magnetometer.
The following is an account of a determination of H made by Account of

this method, with several improvements in the practical carrying Actual

of it out, by Mr. Thomas Gray in the Physical Laboratory of the Experi-

Umversity of Glasgow, during the summer of 1885. The ments.

apparatus and its arrangement is shown in Fig. 14. T repre-
sents a table which supports the magnetometer J/, two stands A
and B for the deflecting magnets, and a lamp and scale The
magnetometer consisted, as described above, of a light mirror
about '8 cm. in diameter, suspended by a single silk fibre within
a recess in a block of wood, and carrying on its back two magnets
each 1 cm. long and -08 cm. in diameter. Two holes cut in the
wood at right angles to one another (and plugged when not in

use) permitted the position of the mirror and magnets to be
seen and adjusted. [A preferable form of magnetometer since

adopted consists of a mirror and attached magnet suspended
within a glass tube from a brass mounting at the upper end
which allows the fibre to be wound up or down. For definiteness
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and ease of determination of the magnetic centre of the needle,
a single small cylindrical magnet is used, carried at the lo\ver

end by a short strip of aluminium to which the mirror is attached.

At the lower end half the tube is cut away over a length of two
or three cms., and the part remaining closes the back of the

chamber in which the mirror hangs. The sides of the chamber
are of wood attached to the base piece, and the front, or side

toward the lamp, is closed by a panel of glass. The vibration of

the needle can be checked by a small coil, placed near the needle

and in circuit with a cell and reversing key. By depressing the

key for an instant in the direction to oppose the motion of the

needle when it is passing through the central part of its swing-,
the needle can be quickly stopped in its position of equilibrium.]
The sole plate P, made of mahogany, is supported on three brass

feet, which rest in a hole, slot, and plane arrangement cut, as

described above, in a horizontal plate of glass cemented to the

table.

The deflector stands, A, B, rest each on a base plate P, of Arrange-
mahogany, supported, according to the hole, slot, and plane ment of

device, in precisely the same way as the magnetometer, on plates Deflector,

of glass /;,/>, cemented to the table T. Each stand consists of a

horizontal carriage for the deflector magnet, and is constructed
as follows : A strip of hard wood, about 13 cms. long and 4 cms.

broad, has a V-shaped groove run along its whole length in the
middle of one side. One end is faced with a plate of brass in

which a brass screw works, and the piece is cemented with the

groove upwards to a plate of glass g. This plate is supported on
three feet of hard wood, resting on the mahogany sole plate P,
and is free to tarn in azimuth round a closely fitting centre pivot
c fixed in the sole plate. The apparatus is so adjusted that the
bottom of the V-groove is Just over the pivot c. The magnet
when placed in the carriage lies along the groove, and the screw
s serves to give a fine adjustment of the position of one end
which abuts against it. Over each carriage a wire of brass or

copper bent into a semi-circle serves as a support for a suspension
fibre with double loop, by which the deflector can be suspended
for purposes of adjustment or for the oscillation experiments.
A glass shade can be placed on the plate P to prevent currents
of air from disturbing the magnet in the oscillation experiments.

In Fig. 14 the deflecting magnets d, d
}
are shown in positions

at equal distances east and west of the magnetometer, at a dis-

tance of 70 cms. between their centres. Four plates of glass are
fixed to the table in two end-on positions and in two side-on

positions, each pair of positions being at equal distances from
the magnetometer needle, and on opposite sides of it. The scale

VOL. II. G
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Observa-
tion of

Deflec-

tions.

#, shown at a distance from the mirror of 129 cms., is a milli-

metre scale carefully divided on transparent glass so that the

spot of light may be observed either from the front or the

back.

The first adjustment, made in setting up the apparatus, was
to place the table so that the line joining the centres of A and B
should be exactly at right angles to the magnetic meridian.
This was done by one or other of the following two methods

according as (a) the end-on, or (b] the side-on position was

required, (a) After the adjustment had been first roughly made,
a plane circuit was formed by stretching a thin wire along the

line joining the centres of A, B under the magnetometer needle,
and then carrying the wire back, either above the magneto-
meter, or below it, at a greater distance, in a vertical plane.
An electric current was then sent through the wire, and the table

T, with the apparatus, turned until the current produced no
deflection of the needle. (6) One of the deflecting magnets was

placed in its carriage, either south or north of the needle, and
lifted out of the \f-groove by the suspension fibre, and the table

turned until the suspended magnet produced no deflection of the

magnetometer needle. The magnet and needle were then in one

line, and if the needle was in its proper position this line pro-
duced through the centre of the needle passed through the

position of the deflector on the other side. The deflector was

placed on the opposite side of the needle, and the table T, turned
until no deflection was obtained. The position of the needle was
then altered, if necessary, by the levelling screws until the

positions of the table for no deflection, with the magnet first on
one side then on the other of the magnetometer, were coincident.

If this could not be done the plates p were not placed with
sufficient accuracy, and their position had to be changed. This

process gave the direction of the magnetic meridian with ac-

curacy and ensured that the plates p in the north and south line

were properly placed on the table. The two methods taken

together ensured that all four plates p were properly placed.
Deflectors of different relative lengths and thicknesses, and of

different degrees of hardness, were used. These were originally
magnetized by placing them between the poles of a large
Ruhmkorff magnet excited by a considerable current, and after-

wards by the same magnet excited by a much stronger current.

The relative strengths of the magnets were unchanged by the
second magnetization, and their absolute strengths only very
slightly. The dimensions are given in the table of results,

p. 90 below. The method of observing the deflections was as

follows : According to a suggestion of Sir William Thomson two
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deflectors were used at the same time, one on each side of the

magnetometer. This arrangement was more symmetrical than

that of a single deflector, and, what was of very great import-
ance, it enahled a readable deflection to be obtained with the

magnets at a much greater distance from the needle, thus

diminishing error due to uncertainty as to the actual magnetic
distribution. As each magnet was transferred on its carriage
from one glass plate to another the magnets were not handled

during the experiments. One deflector A was placed east,

another B west of the magnetometer, and the plate g turned for

each until their lengths were accurately in the east and west

line, with their poles so pointing that each magnet gave a deflec-

tion of the needle to the same side of zero
;
and the deflection

was then noted. The plates g were then turned through 180,
and the deflection on the opposite side of zero read off. The

carriages were then turned back to the first position and the

deflection again read. The difference between the mean of the

first and third readings and the second reading gave twice the

deflection for the position of the magnets. The same operation
was then repeated with the deflectors in interchanged positions.
Two similar series of observations were next made with the

magnets in the north and south line through the magnetometer
and at equal distances on opposite sides of the needle. The
mean deflection for the east and west positions, and that for the

north and south positions, were calculated, and the results

were used in the calculation of E in the manner described

below.

After the deflection observations for a particular magnet had Observa-

been completed, the magnetometer was removed and the deflector tion of-

stand put in its place. The magnet was suspended from the Oscilla-

brass bow b over its carriage by a length of single cocoon fibre,

in a double stirrup formed by twice doubling the lower end of

the fibre and knotting. The suspension thus obtained was suffi-

ciently fine to be practically devoid of inertia, and long enough
to give a negligible moment of torsion. The magnet was
deflected in the manner already described (p. 76 above), and
then left to oscillate. The period was observed in some cases

by noting the times of the successive transits of the needle

across the vertical cross wire of an observation telescope ;
but

the method finally adopted was to attach to the stirrup as shown
in Fig. 15 a light silvered mirror m ('3 cm. in diameter and '01

gramme in mass), and to use the same lamp and scale as in the

deflection experiments. This latter arrangement enabled the

amplitude of oscillation to be reduced to less than a degree and
so reduced to zero the correction necessary for arc. The moment

G 2
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of inertia of the mirror was only about J^Q-Q- of that of the

deflector, and its neglect th.eref.ore introduced an error of only

jjs per cent.

Time was observed in these experiments by means of a very
accurate watch provided with a centre seconds hand moving
round a dial divided into quarter seconds. When two observers

were available, one counted the oscillations and called sharply
" Now "

at the end of every four or five periods, while the other

observed the time at each call. When only one observer counted
the oscillations he used a chronometer beating half seconds.

Having read time, he counted the beats until he could observe a

transit. He then counted the beats until he observed another
transit. From the result he estimated the number of periods in

Seals % Full Size

FIG. 15.

one minute, and therefore observed the time of the first transit

after each minute so long as there was sufficient amplitude. The
fractions of half seconds were estimated from the positions of

the magnet at the beat next before and the beat next after the

transit. With the mirror and scale arrangement these observa-
tions could be made with groat accuracy.

Reduction The observations were combined in the following manner* so

of as to give the most probable value of the period. Supposing the
Observa- number of observations to have been even, 2n say. The interval
tions. between the nib. observation and the (n + l)th, three times that

between the
(
-

l)th and the (n + 2)th, five times that between

*
See Appendix : On Errors of Observation and the Combination of

Experimental Results.
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the (n
-

2)th and the (n -\- 3)th, and so on to that between the

1st and. the 2#th were added together, the sum divided by the

sum of the series I 2 + 32 + 52
-f . . . + (2

-
I)

2
,
and the

result by the number of periods (which was the same in each

case) between each successive pair of observations. This gave
the average period to a high degree of approximation. If an odd
number of observations (2# -j- 1) was taken, the interval between
the th and the (n + 2)th, twice that between the (n

-
l)th and

the (n + 3)th, three times that between the (n
-

2)th and the

(n + 4)th, and so on to the 1st and (2 -f- l)th, were added

together, and the sum divided by twice the sum of the series

12 + 2 2 + 32 + . . . + n*. The result divided by the number
of periods in each interval gave the average period. The period

adopted was always the mean of those given by two closely

agreeing sets of observations.

Assuming that the magnet has two definite poles, that is (in Correction

this connection) points at which the whole of the free magnetism ^

for

in each half of the magnet may be supposed concentrated in distribu-

considering the external action of the magnet (an assumption not tion.

seriously erroneous in the case of the thin magnets and the

distances used); the distance between them can be calculated

from the results of deflection experiments in the side-on and
end-on positions obtained as described above, since the effect of

the distribution is opposite in the two cases. For if r be the

distance, 6 the deflection, for the end-on position, and r', 6' the

distance and deflection for the side-on position, we have by
equating the values of MjH given by equations (1) and (2) :

tantf

Expanding the numerator and denominator of each side and

neglecting terms smaller than those of the second order we get :

2

By this equation the value of X used in the calculation of ZTand
M was found. The results for magnets of different lengths and
diameters are interesting in themselves.
The moment of inertia of the bar was found by weighing the

bar and carefully measuring its length and cross-section, and

calculating for a vertical axis through the centre of the magnet
supposed hung horizontally. The axis of suspension of the

magnet in any case was not, however, that vertical, but another
near it owing to the compensation for the tendency of the magnet
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to dip in the earth's field. The distance between these two axes

can be found approximately for each magnet from the magnetic
moment, mass, and length as given in the table below, and is so

small that any error caused by supposing the magnet simply to

vibrate round the former vertical is well within the possible
limit of accuracy.

Theoreti- For a cylindrical magnet of mass W, actual length 2/ and
cal diameter d, the moment of inertia is 7F"(/

2
/3 -\- <

2
/16). Hence

Results. (3) becomes :

MH= - 13
(10)

Correc-

tions for

alteration

of

Moment.

Hence for a single deflector we get instead of equations (4), (5),

(6), (7) equations obtained from these by substituting instead of

Correction

for

Induction.

If two deflectors be used, each of the actual length 2/, and
diameter d, but of masses Wv Wz , periods T

lt
T2,

and nearly

equal effective lengths which give a mean, X, we get from (1) and

(2) instead of (5) and (6) for the end-on and side-on positions

respectively :

(ii)H2
-l

4~
3

(r
2 - X2

)
2^2^2 tan

X2)f tan & (12)

In these formulas 6 and 6' are the angular deflections found
from the mean readings taken as described above (p. 83).

There are two corrections for alteration of moment of the

magnet, produced (1) by variation of temperature, (2) by induc-
tion when the magnet is in or near the magnetic meridian when
oscillating. The first correction was found by placing the magnet
within a bath, in one of two principal positions at such a distance

from the magnetometer needle that a deflection of 1,000 divisions

was obtained, and then raising the temperature through about
40 C. It was found that such a rise of temperature produced a

change of deflection of only about two divisions. Thus the

magnets changed in magnetic moment by only -^^ per cent, for

a change of temperature of 1 C. Hence as the variation of

temperature in the experiments never exceeded 2 C. or 3 C.

this correction was neglected.
The correction for induction was found by. immersing the

deflecting magnet in an artificially produced magnetic field of

known strength, and ascertaining the alteration of magnetic
moment which resulted. The field was produced by surrounding
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the magnet with a magnetizing coil, and its intensity calculated

from the number of turns of wire per unit of length of the coil

and the current-strength, which was measured. The coil was

sufficiently long to project beyond the magnet at each end some

distance, so that the magnetic field was uniform, and equal to

47r(7, where n is the number of turns per cm. of length, and C the

current strength in C.G.S. units. Fig. 16 shows the arrangement

Fie. 16.

of apparatus for these experiments ;
m is the magnetometer

needle, (7, C' are coils each consisting of silk-covered copper wire
wound on glass tubes 5 cms. in external diameter, S is the lamp
scale, R a box of resistance coils, G the current galvanometer,
K a reversing key, and B a battery. DE represents a horizontal

line through the needle and in the magnetic meridian, and AF a

horizontal line at right angles to DE, and also passing through
the centre of the needle. As shown in the diagram the coil C
was placed with its axis parallel to AF and its centre on the line

DK. C' had its axis in the line AF, and the relative distances of

the coils from the magnetometer needle were so adjusted that

the magnetic effect of the current passing through the coils was
zero at the needle, although the current flowing was made many
times greater than that used in the experiments.
The magnet for which the induction correction was to be

determined was then placed in one of the coils and the deflection

read while as yet no current flowed. A field of about -^ of a

C.G.S. unit was then produced by passing a current, and the

deflection was once more read. The current was then reversed,
and the deflection again noted. The same operations were then

repeated with greater and greater currents until a field of from
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Effects of

Variations
of Earth's

Field.

Effect in

Inductive

Correction

1 to 2 units had been reached. The magnet was then transferred
to the other coil, and a similar series of observations made. It

was found that a field of considerably greater intensity than the

highest thus used is required to produce any permanent change
of the magnetic moment of hard-tempered magnets. Eacli
increase of magnetic moment being plotted as an ordinate of a

curve, with the field-intensity for the corresponding abscissa,
enabled the change produced by the earth's field to be obtained

by interpolation as described above (p. 78).
A comparison of the results obtained with the two coils

showed that the percentage change of deflection produced by
the field -was smaller for the- coil C than for the coil C'. This was
undoubtedly due to change of magnetic distribution, the effect

of which on the deflection is opposite in the two cases. Assuming
that the magnet has an effective half-length X, the deflection in

the first case is given by (1) and in the other by (2). Thus by
using the coils in the two positions as described, the change of
distribution as well as the change of moment can be approxi-
mately estimated. The plan of having two coils has also the ad-

vantage of allowing the change of magnetic moment to be obtained
free from any error caused by want of exact compensation between
the two coils of their direct effect upon the needle.
The results of the experiment showed that to make the effect

of induction small the magnet should be hard tempered, and its

length should be at least 40 times its diameter. The results are
shown in the table on p. 91 below.
The effects of variations in the intensity and direction of the

earth's magnetic field were quite marked. The latter showed
itself by changes of the magnetometer zero, which were elimin-
ated by reading the zero before and after each deflection, and by
reversing the magnets. The effect of change of intensity was
allowed for by observing the period of a permanent magnet kept
suspended for the purpose. This period was observed at the

beginning of the experiment, after the deflection experiment,
and again after the oscillation experiment. The necessary cor-

rection was estimated from the results and applied. It will be
observed that the effect of diurnal variation is quite perceptible.
The results in the table on p. 90 are tabulated in the order in

which they were obtained, and it will be noticed that the earlier

results of each day are generally the smaller. On some occasions
on account of magnetic storms it was found impossible to obtain
results at all. This was notably the case on Sept. 1, 1885.
The results of this determination are shown in the following

two tables. The variation of the effect of induction on the

magnetic moment with different ratios of the length of the
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deflecting magnet to its diameter is shown in the curve of of Varying

Fig. 17. Thickness
of Magnet.

Curve illustrating the effect of Ratio of Length to Diameter on
the Inductive Coefficient.

>>

~
-so
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TABLE II. Showing the effect of Length and of Hardness on

the Induction-Coefficient of Magnets.
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The method given above for the determination of the cor-

rection for the non-uniform magnetization of the deflecting

magnet, gives of course only a first approximation to the true

correction, but under the condition that the length of the bar is

sufficiently small in comparison with the distance r, say from
to y>Q of r, and on the supposition that the magnet is reversed

at the position on either side of the needle, it is generally
sufficient.

Elimina- The following method eliminates to a high degree of accuracy
tion of the effect of the magnetic distribution. Let two deflections be
Effect of taken by reversing the deflecting magnet at a distance

r^_
on the

Magnetic west side of the needle, and similarly two deflections at the
Distribu- same distance on the east side, and let J5X be the mean of the

tlon -

tangents of these four deflections. Let this process be repeated
for a second distance r2 , and let D2

be the mean tangent for this

distance. It is easy to prove that, approximately

_

H (13)

For if we make no particular supposition as to the distribution

we may write instead of equation (1)

the series on the right converging. Therefore denoting by $
1?

&1, the first two deflections obtained as described above, we
have

tan (15)

Now reversing the magnet without altering its distance is

obviously equivalent to shifting it to the same distance on the
other side of the magnetometer without reversing, that is to

altering the sign of rv Hence, by (15),

A
,
S C- -+-,-_. (16)

Thus four values of %Hr^ tan 6/M are obtained which give

(17)
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Similarly from the other two pairs of deflections at the distance
r.
2
we get

M r/ r

Multiplying (17) by r^ and (18) by r
2*, and subtracting, we

have finally, neglecting all terms beyond the second in each

equation,

the relation expressed in (13).
It will be shown in the appendix on Eeduction of Observations

that if approximately r,
= I*32r2 ,

the effect of errors in the
observed deflections on the value of M/H will be a minimum
for these distances.

If long thin bars are used in the determination of R, their

magnetic distribution could be accurately found by Rowland's
method (Chap. XIV. below) and the proper corrections applied.
On the other hand, short thick bars of hard steel have the

advantage of giving greater magnetic moment for a given
length, and they can therefore be placed at a comparatively
greater distance from the needle, so that the correction for

the distribution becomes of less importance. So far, then, as

the deflection experiments are concerned, it is better to use thick

strong magnets of the hardest steel, and to place them at such a

distance from the needle that the error, caused by neglecting the

distribution, becomes vanishingly small. On the other hand,
the magnets must be sufficiently long and thin to render it

possible to determine with accuracy their moments of inertia,
and therefore to reduce correctly the results of the vibration

experiments. When the distance is so great that the effect of

distribution is negligible, we may use the approximate formula

Elimina-
tion of

Effect of

Magnetic
Distribu-

tion.

M-=
r- (19)

for the position shown in Fig. 13, or

M = r3 H tan 6 (20)

for the position shown in Fig. 13'.

A magnetic survey of horizontal force, in the neighbourhood Magnetic
of a place for which H has been determined, may very readily Survey,
be made with one of the magnets used in the deflection experi-
ments, by simply observing its period .of vibration at the various
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Compari-
son of

Moments
of Large
Magnets.

Stroud's

Magneto-
meter for

Complete
Determin
ation of

H.

places for which a knowledge of H is desired. The magnetic
moment M of the magnet being of course known from the

'

previous experiments, H can be found by equation (5) or (7)

above.

By keeping a magnetometer set up with lamp and scale in

readiness, the magnetic moments of large magnets can be found
with considerable accuracy by placing them in a marked position,
at a considerable distance from the needle, and observing the

deflection produced. By having a graduated series of distances

for each of which the constant \i^U^ or r3ff, as the case may
be, by which tan 6 must be multiplied to give M, has been cal-

culated, the magnetic moments can be very quickly read off.

The magnetic moments of large magnets of hard steel, well

magnetized, can be compared very conveniently with consider-

able accuracy by hanging them horizontally in the earth's field,

and determining the period of a small oscillation about the

equilibrium position. They should be hung by a bundle of as

few fibres of unspun silk as possible, at least six feet long, so

that the effect of torsion may be neglected. The suspension
thread should carry a small cradle or double loop of copper wire,
on which the magnet may be laid to give it stability, and to

allow of its being readily placed in position or removed. Two
vertical marks are fixed in the meridian plane containing the

suspension thread, and the observer placing his eye in their

plane, can easily tell very exactly when the magnet is passing
through the equilibrium position, and so determine the period.

Or, a north and south line may be drawn on the floor or table

under the magnet, and the instant at which the magnet is parallel
to this line observed by the experimenter, standing opposite
one end of the magnet and looking from above. The value of

M is given in terms ofH by equation (3) above.

Care must of course be taken to avoid undue disturbance from
currents of air, and to prevent the magnet, when being deflected

from the meridian, from acquiring any pendulum swing under
the action of gravity. The deflection from the meridian should
be made with another magnet, brought with its length along the

east and west line through the centre of the suspended magnet,
near enough to produce the requisite deflection, and then with-

drawn in the same manner.
A new form of magnetometer by which the determination of

H is at once effected by direct observation of angular deflections,
has been invented by Prof. W. Stroud of the Yorkshire College,
Leeds. A steel ring (M of Fig. 18) is made by bending a piece
of thin ribbon steel about 1 metre long, ^ millimetre in thick-

ness, and 3 millimetres broad, into a circle, and soldering the
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ends together with the overlap at the top or bottom of the ring,
The shape is maintained as nearly as possible a perfect circle by
means of a ring of tissue paper, or, better, aluminium with

connecting arms as shown in Fig. 18.

When the bifilar is placed in an east and west (magnetic)
vertical plane, it gives a means of measuring the couple exerted

by the earth's horizontal field. That couple is proportional to

MR, if M be the moment of the ring-magnet, that is, the couple
tending to turn the magnet in a field of unit intensity and of

direction at right angles to the plane of the ring.
This ring-magnet is hung within a case C, C, supported on

levelling screws. The case is made partly of glass, so that the

apparatus can be seen from the outside. The ring is hung by
hooks h, h, from a brass crossbar 6, by means of which it is

attached to the bifilars t, t. The upper side of this bar is a

knife-edge furnished wTith a V-notch near the end to receive one
of the hooks ^, and thus allow the wire to be removed, and

replaced accurately reversed in position on the bar. A small

plane mirror is carried above the centre of this bar, and serves

to determine the position of the ring.
The details of the suspension are shown in Fig. 19. A is

a piece of brass fixed to the wall of the instrument case. A
knife-edge is worked on its upper side and on this rests a piece
of aluminium of the shape shown in the lowest diagram of Fig.
19. To this piece is attached the bifilars, and the distance CD
between them is about 1 cm.
The knife-edge bisects the distance to at least ^ mm. The

thread rests in a groove in the aluminium piece, so that the whole

upper suspension arrangement is the equivalent of a pulley
mounted on a knife-edge.

Stroud's The lower suspension is shown in Fig. 20, and consists of an

Magneto- aluminium piece to which the fibres are attached. One fibre

meter, comes from above to E, passes from E to F
f
thence round by G

to H) and then up. The distance EH is, like CD, about 1 cm.
It is to be noticed that at the top the fibres lie outside the

space CD, at the bottom inside EH, so that the product of

the distances of the fibres apart at the top and bottom is

accurately CD X Eff. CD and EH. are measured by means of a

micrometer gauge easily to
-,-^Q

mm. Error from effect of the

pressure of the gauge does not enter, as CD is measured directly,
then EF, fIG, and FG, giving Ell by difference

;
so that EH is as

much too great in consequence of compression produced by the

gauge as CD is too small. This arrangement also eliminates

error arising from the thickness and flexural rigidity of the

suspending fibres.
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The length of the fibres is determined as follows. A mirror

A' (Fig. 18) with a horizontal line on it is attached by a brass

arm to a slider Z, worked by a screw with milled head J/ at the

top of the instrument. The screw is worked until the horizontal

line on the mirror, the horizontal line given by the top of the

piece GHj and the image of the latter in the mirror K behind it

are in one line. By the motion of the screw, a mark on the nut

at the top of the slider L is brought to some position on a brass

scale S attached by brass connecting pieces to the piece A shown
in Fig. 19. The length of the fibres is equal to the reading on
the scale S increased by a constant quantity.

Any alteration in the length of the scale due to temperature,
&c., is thus given by measurement in terms of divisions of a

brass scale, so that the length can always be obtained with
almost perfect accuracy. The residual temperature correction is

indeed quite negligible for even large differences of temperature.
A small needle n is hung from an arm of brass which is

attached to one side of the box, so that the needle, when in

position, can hang with its centre as nearly as may be at that of

the ring-magnet. A small mirror m' fixed at right angles to the

axis of the needle is carried below it.

A forked piece of -wood prevents the needle from turning
round, and enables it to be placed at once very near the centre of

the ring, while copper pieces p, p, on the sides of the case, damp
the motion of the ring-magnet and limit the free space in which
it swings to about 1 millimetre of clearance on each side.

Changes of the positions of the ring-magnet and of the small

needle are read by means of a lamp and scale, or a telescope and

scale, in the ordinary manner. (Of course a telescope and scale

free from iron must be used.) By properly arranging the positions
of the two mirrors a single telescope, with, if necessary, two

scales, can be used to determine the deflections of both magnets.
The method of using the instrument and its theory are as

follows. The bifilars are adjusted so that their plane is approxi-

mately east and west, then the ring-magnet is placed in position,
and the deflections of the needle and of the bar carrying the

ring read off by their mirrors. If 6 be the angle which the

plane of the ring makes with a vertical east and west (magnetic)
plane, the magnetic couple on the ring due to H is MHcos 6.

The total magnetic couple on the ring is thus MH cos L,
where L is a couple in the opposite direction due to the small
needle at the centre of the ring. Since, if necessary, all the

suspension threads may be single fibres of silk, or still better

thin threads of quartz, the torsion of the bifilars may be neg-
lected. Hence if a be the angle which the plane of the ring

VOL. II. H

Stroud's

Magneto-
meter.

Use and

Theory of

Instru-

ment.
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makes with a vertical east and west (magnetic) plane when the

bifilar plane is vertical, the angle through which the bifilar has

been turned is 6 a, and if d, d' be the distances between the

threads at top and bottom, / their length, and W the mass

supported, the couple given by the birilar is (Vol. I. p. 244)
fTdd' sin (6

-
a)/4/.

Hence we have

MH cos 6 = Il^-sin (6
-

a) + L . . . (21)
4/

The small needle is likewise deflected through an angle $.
This can be measured by observing the positions of the needle

with and without the ring-magnet in the instrument.

The component of the moment M' of the small needle at right

angles to the plane of the ring is M' cos (B </>).
Now if we

suppose a small quantity of magnetism 8m of the ring to be

situated at a point the radius to which makes an angle x with

the horizontal diameter through the centre, the horizontal com-

ponent force due to 8m will be 8m cos x/^
2

?
or 8m/r

3
. r cos x- It

follows, if the length of the needle be taken as very small, and
the breadth of the ribbon be neglected, that the moment of the

couple deflecting the needle is M'/r
3

. cos (6 -
<) 28m r cos x>

where the summation is extended throughout the whole distri-

bution of the ring-magnet. But 28m r cos x ig evidently the

magnetic moment M of the ring-magnet. The couple exerted by
the ring on the needle is thus MM' cos (6

-
$)/r

3
,
and this is

equal and opposite to the couple L exerted on the ring by the

magnet.
Hence for the equilibrium of the small needle we have neg-

lecting the torsion of the thread

or

M_ = r3 sin <fr ^H cos (6
-

0)

]But we have also

MHcos B = ^'sin (6
-

a) + L . . . (24)

If L (= M'H sin $) be small in comparison with MH cos 0,

that is if M'sin<j)/M cos0 be a small quantity, L maybe neg-
lected in (24), and we get
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H2 = Wdd' sin (0
-

a) cos (6
-

(ft) ^
4//-3 cos 6 sin

(f>

If two experiments be made with the same weight on the

hifilar, but with the ring-magnet reversed, we get if 6' + a
i $'

be the angular deflections of the ring and needle, respectively,

, = 77W sin (ff + a) cos (6'
-

<ftQ

4/y-
3 cos 0' sin <'

Hence

sin ($ a) _ cos ($' <') cos 6 sin . _
''

sin (6' + a) cos (6
-

<) cos 0' sin

from which a can be found, so that H can be calculated from
2^ or (26).
If the angles are all so small that they may be replaced by

their sines, and the cosines may be put each equal to 1, we have

= Wdd' e-a ^ Weld' ff + a
~

4/r5

"
4/r3

'

Hence all that is necessary is to take the angular readings
before and after the reversal of the ring. The differences of the

readings in the two cases are & -\- & and < -f- $'
The errors due to neglect of the couples, due to torsion of the Order of

fibres, the couple exerted on the ring by the small needle, and Magnitude

} the error due to uncertainty of magnetic distribution in the of Errors.

: thickness of the wire of the ring are not all of the same order of

magnitude. The first may be made quite negligible even with
silk fibres

;
the couple due to the small needle produced in Prof.

Stroud's first instrument, which had a ring of pianoforte steel

wire, gave an effect of about 1 in 700, and the thickness of the
wire gave a possible extreme error of about 1 in 300. The

1 two latter couples are made negligibly small by increasing M
sufficiently, and making the ring of thin steel strip instead of Resu]ts
wire. Of course the couple due to the small needle can always obtained
be approximately determined and allowed for. with Trial
The following table contains examples of determinations of H Instru-

made by Prof. Stroud with his first trial instrument. ment.

H 2
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CHAPTER III.

THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTION.

SECTION I.

ACTIONS BETWEEN CURRENTS AND MAGNETS.

THE action of a current on a magnet, discovered by Orsted's

6'rsted in 1820, is the foundation of the modern science

of electromagnetism, for from it has come by a steady

process of discovery, at once inductive and deductive,

the whole theory of the mutual action of magnets and

currents, and of currents on one another, of the induction

of currents by the motion of conductors in a magnetic

field, and the great modern applications of electricity

to telegraphy and telephony, lighting and transmission

of power, and electric traction. We shall follow to a

certain extent the historical order of development of

this part of the subject, making use freely, however,
: for brevity and clearness, of the theorems contained in

' the digest of magnetic theory already given, and of the
;

ideas and methods suggested by later writers, such as

|

Thomson and Maxwell. Some account of speculations
as to the nature of currents and the rationale of electro-

magnetic action generally will be given in Chapter V.

In Orsted's experiment, as commonly performed, a

magnet is suspended horizontally in the magnetic meri-

dian, and a conductor carrying a current is stretched

parallel to the needle, above it or below it. The
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magnet is acted on by a couple which turns it round

towards the position at right angles to the conductor,

and it finally rests in equilibrium in a position in which

this deflecting couple is balanced by the return couple

due to the terrestrial magnetic field. The deflecting

couple is reversed in direction by turning round through

180, or
" end for end," the conductor carrying the cur-

rent, so that, for example, the current flows from south

to north instead of from north to south
;
and it is like-

wise reversed when the conductor is transferred from a

position above the needle to a position below the needle,

and vice versa. Thus the direction of the deflecting

couple is not reversed when the conductor is both

turned end for end and transferred from above to below,

or from below to above
;
and we see therefore that if

the current flow, say from north to south above the

magnet and back from south to north below the magnet,
the deflecting couples due to both currents are in the

same direction. By multiplying the number of con-

ductors or portions of one conductor thus carrying

currents
'

the effect on the needle is also enhanced.

Hence by winding the conductor into a coil of a large

number of turns, one part of each of which is above

the other below the magnet, the actions of the various

turns on the magnet are given all the same direction,

and the magnet is acted on by a resultant couple round

a vertical axis, made up of the component couples

round such an axis furnished by the turns of wire in

the coil. This is the construction and mode of action

of the old form of "galvanic multiplier," and of the

modern galvanometer.
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Since the needle is deflected by the current just as it A Circuit

would be by bringing another magnet into its "neigh-

bourhood, we are led to regard the current as producing produces a

a magnetic field, which is superimposed on the terres- Field.

trial magnetic field so as to give a resultant field,

parallel to a line of force of which the needle, if short,

places its magnetic axis. In fact, the current produces/

the same effect as would a certain distribution of

magnetism, and we have to inquire what is the nature

of this distribution. This is set forth in the following

general theorem given by Ampere : Every linear con- Equiva-

ductor carrying a current is equivalent to a simple

magnetic shell, the bounding edge of which coincides with and a Dis-

7 7 J.-L j. jf -L r, -J. * tribution
the conductor, and the moment of which per unit of area, Of

that is, the strength of the shell, is proportional to the netlsm -

strength of the current. The direction of magnetization
of the shell is reversed when the current is reversed,

and may be found in any given case as follows. Sup-

posing an observer to be standing on the edge of the

shell with its surface on his left hand, and to be looking

in the direction in which the current is flowing,* the

side of the shell towards the observer will be covered

with northern magnetism. This may also be remem-

bered by the rule, that the magnetism of the earth

coincides in direction with that of a needle placed
within it, and turned into position by currents circu-

lating round the earth in the direction of the sun's

apparent motion.

* From copper to zinc in the external part of the circuit of a voltaic

cell, according to the ordinary convention.
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Equiva-
lence at

Distant

Points of

Magnetic
Actions of

a Plane
Circuit

with
Current
and a

Magnet.

Experi-
mental
Proof.

The theorem of Ampere just stated depends on

another theorem which we shall consider first. The

magnetic field produced by the current in a plane closed

circuit is the same at all points, the distances of which

from every part of the conductor are great in comparison
with every dimension of the circuit, as that produced by a

small magnet placed anywhere within the circuit, with its

axis at right angles to the plane of the current, and having
a magnetic moment proportional to the current flowing,

and to the area of the circuit.

The truth of this theorem may be demonstrated by a simple
experiment which has become a common laboratory exercise. A
plane circuit of convenient form, for example circular, is arranged
in a vertical position parallel to the magnetic meridian, by con-

necting to a circular coil, of one turn or more, the terminals of a

battery placed at a considerable distance from every part of the

apparatus being used in the experiment. It is easy to prove by-

separate experiments that the current in the part of the circuit

consisting of the battery itself, and the wires connecting it to

the circular conductor, produce no appreciable effect if the wires
are twisted together, and are both joined as nearly as may be at

the same point to the coil. The effective part of the circuit is

then only the coil, and it is this only we mean when we refer in

what follows to the "
circuit." A magnetometer is placed with

the centre of its needle on a horizontal magnetic east and west
line passing through the centre of the circular conductor, which
is so arranged that the distance of its centre from the magneto-
meter needle can be altered at pleasure. It is found by observing
the deflections on the magnetometer that the magnetic forces

produced at the centre of the needle are very nearly in the
inverse ratio of the cubes of the distances of the centre of the
needle from the centre of the coil, when these distances are

great in comparison with the dimensions of the circular con-
ductor. The same result may be obtained for a plane conductor
of any other form by so placing it that the east and west line

through the centre of the needle passes through the plane of the
conductor within or near the circuit, and taking the distance as

that between the plane and the needle's centre. Now, by equa-
tions (9) p. 9 above, this is precisely the result that we should
have obtained for a small magnet placed as specified above with
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regard to the circuit ;
and it is possible so to adjust the moment

of the magnet that its action and that of the current may be
identical.

It is further found experimentally that if we have a magnet
and a current which produce the same magnetic force at distant*

points upon an east and west line passing through the circuit,
the magnet and the current produce the same magnetic effect at

all other distant points. Finally, by altering the area of the
circuit in any ratio, we find the magnetic force at every point
altered in the same ratio. Hence the equivalence is completely
proved.
We shall define the current strength in a given circuit as Definition

proportional to the intensity of the magnetic field which the ofCurrent-

current produces at a given point ;
and hence it is not necessary Strength,

to prove that the moment of the equivalent magnet must be

proportional to the current, since we know that the magnetic
field due to a magnet at a given point. so distant that the effect

of distribution of magnetism does not enter into account, is pro-

portional to the magnetic moment of the magnet. We shall find

that this mode of measuiing current-strength gives results con-
sistent with those obtained from the definition based on the
electrostatic system of units, viz. the quantity of electricity
which passes across an equipotential surface in the circuit per
unit of time.

We here define unit current as that current which flowing in a Definition

circuit of unit area can be replaced by a magnet of unit magnetic of Unit

moment. This definition depends on the unit of magnetism Current,

already defined, and, when the latter unit is 1 C.G.S. unit of

magnetism, we have by the definition 1 C.G.S. unit of current.

We shall find other, but equivalent, definitions of unit current.

The magnet equivalent at distant points to the plane circuit Equiva-

may be supposed broken up into an infinite number of equal
lent

short magnets uniformly distributed over the circuit with their Magnet
centres in and their lengths at right angles to its plane. If the m

^
be a

aggregate magnetic moment be the same as before, the same
-\/r

f-

effect will be produced, since the position of the equivalent sbelV
magnet within the circuit and its form do not affect the force Bounded
which it produces at distant points. But this converts the equi- ^ ^e
valent magnet into a uniform magnetic shell the strength of Circuit,
which is, by the definition of unit current just given, simply the

strength of the current.

* "Distant" here, as elsewhere in a similar connection, means that
the points are at distances from the circuit great in comparison with

any of its dimensions.
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Ampere's further proposition that any finite linear

carrying a current is equivalent to a magnetic

Proof of

Theorem
of E<|uiva- shell, can now be proved at once. For let ABC be
lence of a . . .

Linear the circuit, in which we shall suppose a current of
Current
and a

Magnetic
Shell.

FIG. 21.

strength 7 to be flowing. We may construct, as

indicated in the figure, a network of conductors of

which the circuit is the bounding edge, having each

mesh so small that it may be considered plane. Round

each of these meshes a current may be supposed to flow

in the same direction as that of the current in the

boundary. It is clear that this will give two equal and

opposite currents in every conductor which is common
to two meshes, and thus the system reduces simply to

the current in the original conductor which forms the

boundary. Each of these small circuits may, however,

by the proposition just proved, be replaced by a small

magnet, or by an infinite number of equal infinitely

small magnets uniformly distributed over it, and the

aggregate of these small magnets gives a magnetic
shell bounded by the circuit.
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It is important to notice that the meshes may have Eqmva-
... .1-1,1 i i i T . i i lent Shell

any positions provided the boundary be undisturbed. Geometric-

Thus the shell is geometrically defined only 'by its
^

11

^
I)e

1

"

boundary the conductor. It should also be observed by the

that there is not here any restriction of the equivalence

to the action at distant points; only, since the con-

ductor must always in practice be a wire of finite

thickness, the points at which the action is considered

must be at a distance of several diameters of the wire

from the boundary.

We can now at once show that the work done in carrying a

unit pole from any point P in the field of a current round a

closed path to the point P again is zero, if the path do not

embrace the circuit, and is 4?ry if the path embrace the circuit

once. For, let a position of the equivalent shell be chosen which
does not intersect the closed path, if the latter does not embrace
the circuit, and one close to the point P, if the closed path does

pass round the circuit. In both cases the work done is equal to

the total change of potential in passing round the path. In the

former case this is zero. In the latter case let the pole be carried

first from the point P to a point Q infinitely near to P on the

opposite side of the shell. The change of solid angle in passing
from P to Q is, as proved in p. 40 above, 4?r, and therefore by the

definition of current strength the work done is 4iry. Now
although the shell was fixed in position in estimating the work
done in carrying the unit pole from P to Q, it is not necessary to

suppose it fixed in the same position in finding the work done in

carrying the pole along the infinitely small part of the closed path
which lies between Q and P. We may therefore suppose the

shell in any other position clear of the element QP of path. The
work done in carrying the pole from Q to P is therefore infinitely

nearly zero, that is, the work done in carrying the pole round the

closed path is 4rry. Another proof of this theorem is given below
on p. 113.

If the path be laced round the circuit any number, n, of times,
the whole work done in carrying the pole round the path will be

47rtfy. To see this we have only to join P to the points R, T, &c.

(Fig. 22). The work done in carrying the pole round the path

PQRS .... P, is equal to the work done in carrying the pole
round the n closed paths PQRP, RSTR, . . . . , VWPRTT, since

Case in

which the
Path and
Circuit

Interlace

any
number of

times.
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the portions PR, RT, &c. are each traversed twice but in opposite

directions, so that the work done in traversing them in one

direction cancels the work done in traversing them in the other.

FIG. 22.

In the same way, we can prove that if the circuit pass n times

through the path, the work done in carrying the pole round the

path is 4:7rny. For, consider the case represented in Fig. 23, in

FIG. 23.

which the circuit passes twice through the path, and join the two

points Q, S of the path by the line QS passing between the two

portions of the circuit. The work done in carrying a unit pole
round the path is plainly equal to the work done in carrying it

round the two closed paths PQSP, QRSQ, since SQ is traversed

in opposite directions in the two cases. But in each case the

work done is 47ry, and hence the whole work done is 2 X 47ry.

Hence, proceeding in the same way for further interlacing of the

circuit with the path, we obtain the general result stated above.

Any combination of the two kinds of interlacing will give a

result which can be calculated according to the circumstances of

the case by combining the two results just found.
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Ampere's theorem is confirmed by quantitative experiments
on the magnetic effects of a long straight conductor carrying
a current. With the arrangement of horizontal conductor and
horizontal needle, it is found as has been stated (p. 102) that,

according as the conductor is above or below the level of the

needle, the latter is deflected in one direction or the other, and
hence when the conductor is in the same horizontal plane with
the needle, no deflection is produced. If the free period of
oscillation of the needle be observed when the conductor is

present in the same horizontal plane it is found to be the same as
when no current is flowing.

These results show that the current produces then no com-
ponent force in the horizontal direction on a magnetic pole, and
it follows that the resultant force is in the vertical direction.

The force on a magnetic pole is therefore at right angles to the

plane through the conductor and the pole.
The same thing is shown by the fact observed by Ampere, that

the position of the needle is at right angles to the conductor in a

plane parallel to it when there is no force acting on the needle

except that due to the current
;
for this proves that there is no

component in the plane through the current and a magnetic pole
on which the current acts.

It is found that the magnitude of the magnetic force due to

the current in a straight conductor, at points not opposite the

ends, and at distances from the conductor small in comparison
with its length, varies inversely as the distance of the point
considered from the conductor. Its direction is, as we have seen,
at right angles to the plane through the conductor and the point
considered. A magnetic pole free to move in a circular groove
with the conductor for its axis would move round the groove in

the same direction and would be acted on by the same force,
which would be everywhere tangential to the groove. In fact

the lines of magnetic force round the conductor except near its

ends, are circles having the conductor for their common axis.

These results for a straight conductor are proved by a number
of simple experiments. That the intensity of the magnetic field

varies inversely as the distance from a thin conductor was shown
by Biot and Savart,* who placed a horizontal conductor at right
angles to the magnelic meridian, and at different distances above
and below the centre of a horizontally suspended needle, and
observed the periods of oscillation when the needle was under
the influence of the earth's force alone, and again when a current
was made to flow in the conductor. If T, T' be the periods in

Magnetic
Field of a

Long
Straight

Conductor

carrying a

Current.

Direction

of Force.

Lines of

Force
Circles

round
Conductor.

Ann. de Chim. et de Phys
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Law of

Force
found

Experi-
mentally :

Method of

Maxwell.

the two cases, M the magnetic moment, and
//,

the moment of

inertia of the magnet, the intensity of the field due to the current

is given by the expression 4^/11/1 . (1/T
1* - l/T

2
).

The law of variation of force with distance is also shown by
the following elegant experiment apparently suggested by
Maxwell.* A conductor is placed in a vertical position and a

light carriage of non-magnetic material is suspended so as to be
free to turn round the conductor as an axis. It is found that

when a magnet is fixed on this carriage there is no couple tending
to turn the carriage round the conductor. Consider a thin uni-

formly magnetized bar magnet attached to the carriage. It may
be regarded as composed of two equal and opposite magnetic
poles at its extremities. The moment round the axis on one pole
must be equal and opposite to the moment exerted on the other,
whatever the position of the magnet on the carriage may be.

Let F
lt
F2 be the forces on the poles at right angles to the planes

through them and the conductor, rv r2 the distances of the poles
from the conductor supposed to be a thin wire. The moments
round the conductor give

fl +
and therefore

(1)

Equiva-
lent

Magnetic
Shell.

or the forces have opposite moments and are inversely as the

distances from the axis.
Deduction We may deduce the results stated above for a long straight
of Law of conductor from Ampere's theorem of the equivalence of a current

' from and a magnetic shell. We have seen that the shell is defined

only by its bounding edge and the strength of the current. If

we consider an infinitely long straight conductor carrying a

current
-y,

the equivalent shell is geometrically defined only by its

edge, and we may take the shell as a plane surface, otherwise in

any position we please. Let the shell be at right angles to the

plane of the paper, A (Fig. 24) the projection of the conductor,
AB of the shell, P the position of the magnetic pole, PC (= a)
its distance from the plane of the shell, and CA (= b] the distance

of C from A. Let E be the projection of an element of the shell,
the distance CE = y, the distance of the element from the plane
of the paper z, and its area dydz. The radius vector from P to

the element has for length (y
1
-j- z*1

-\-
2
)^, and the projection of the

*
El. and Mag. vol. ii. p. 130 (2nd ed.).
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element at right angles to the radius vector is ad
Hence the solid angle subtended by the element at P is

(iJ,'/rJ:!(y
z + 22 + 2

)-. The total solid angle a> subtended at P

FIG. 24.

by the shell, supposing the positive side turned towards P, is

given by the equation
CO 00

"I/
-

. . (2)

5 -co

Hence for the potential Fat P of the magnetic shell we have

(3)

where for tan-i bja is to be taken the angle between and Tr/2

which has /# for its tangent.
The same result may be obtained geometrically with great

ease thus : The solid angle subtended atP by a plane rectangle,
of finite breadth and infinite length, is the area of the lune cut

out of the unit sphere (centre P) by planes drawn through P and

the edges of the rectangle. If 6 be the angle between these

planes the area is ITT X O^TT = 20. Thus, if by the addition of

a rectangular strip the edge of the shell were brought to C,

the solid angle would be 2 X ?r/2 or IT. But for this strip,

= tan" 1
6fa. Hence the actual solid angle is TT - 2 tan" 1

d/a.

The components of the magnetic force at P- are -
dF/da,

- dPjdb respectively. Hence the resultant magnetic force at P
+ (dridby

* =
2y/(

2
-f brf, or if r be the distance
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of P from A it is 2y/r. The direction of the force is therefore

in the plane of the paper, and at right angles to PA, and from
that side of the plane through P and the conductor on which C
lies, for we have

- dV\da = - 2y/(0
2 + b2

),
- dFjdb =

2ya/(a
2 + 62

),

and the equation of the plane the projection of which is PA, is

bx - ay= 0, if x be taken from P in the direction PC. The x and y
direction cosines of a normal to this plane are respectively pro-

portional to b and #, as are also the component forces parallel
to x andy. By experiment it is found that the direction which
the current must have in order that a positive or north-seeking

pole should move as here specified is from below upwards
through the paper. This agrees with the rule at the foot of

p. 103. P is thus on the positive side of the shell.

Expres- we may proceed from the experimental fact, that the intensity
sioh for Of the magnetic field at any point is inversely as the distance, r,
rotential

Qf ^Q point from the straight conductor, to determine whether

f

UI

L ^e current has a magnetic potential or not. First defining the

of^oicQ UD^ ^ current so tnat tne magnetic force is 2y/r, taking the

origin at A, and the axes of x and y along AB and parallel to

CP respectively, and putting x, y, z for the coordinates of the

point P, we have for X, JT, Z, the components of force at P, the

values X -
2yt/fr

2
,
Y = Zyx/r

2
, Z =

0, and hence

Xdx + Tdy + Zdz = - 2

that is, the expression in the left is a perfect differential of the

function ytan"
1
*/* + C, which is therefore the potential at P.

This is a many valued function of x, y, z
;
but since we have to

deal only with the difference of potential between two points,
that is with the work done in carrying a unit pole from one to

the other, the expression will lead to no ambiguity,
We have here to take into account, as pointed out above, the

difference in the work done in any closed path according as the

path does or does not pass round the conductor. The work done
in any closed path is zero, if the path can be supposed shrunk in

upon any point within it without cutting the conductor, for,

clearly, the work done in carrying a unit pole from any point P
to another point Qj is equal and opposite to the work done in

carrying the pole from Q to P along the remaining part of the

path,
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On the other hand if the path embrace the conductor this

reasoning does not hold. It is clear that the work done in

carrying a unit pole once round in a circle of which the conductor

is the axis, say TUFWT in Fig. 25, is 4ny. For the force at eacli

point is tangential to the circle, and has the value 2-y/r, while the

length of path is 2irr, and these give the product Any. Let now
the given closed path, which may or may not be in a plane, for

example PQRSP in Fig. 25, be connected with the circle by the

113

Theorem
of Work
done in

Carrying
Unit Pole

round
Current :

Second
Proof.

U

lines QT find SF. The work done in each of the closed paths

SRQTUFS, SWPTQPS, is zero since neither embraces the con-

ductor. Hence the whole work done in these two paths is zero.

But if the pole be carried round these paths in the order stated

above, the whole work done is the sum of the work done in

currying the pole round the circle TUVWT, and round the given
closed path in the direction PQRS, since the work done in the

paths A$Tand QT is zero, these being traversed twice in opposite
directions. Hence the work done in the path PQItS embracing
the conductor is also numerically 47ry.

This method of proof leads also to the result, already proved
above (p. 107), that the work done in carrying a pole round a

conductor whether straight or not is 4ny. For if we suppose the

conductor infinitely thin and to have finite curvature, and take a

closed circular path infinitely near it, the pole will be acted on

only by the portion of the conductor which is near it as compared
with the rest of the circuit, and this may be considered as a long

straight conductor. The work done in carrying a unit pole
round the circular path is 4iry. Then by connecting with the

circular path any other path embracing the conductor, the work
done in carrying a pole round it may be proved, as above, to

be 47ry.

If the circuit be not infinitely thin the actual conductor may be

supposed made up of an infinite number of filamental conductors

VOL. II. I
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coinciding with the lines of flow, and for each of these the work
done in carrying a unit pole round a path embracing it is 4?r X the

current in the filament. Hence in a closed path embracing the

whole current y, the work done upon a unit pole traversing it 'is

4?ry. Thus the theorem is extended to non-linear conductors.

The case of interlacing of the path and the conductor may be

dealt with as before (see p. 108).
Relation If the current strength per unit area at right angles to the

of Current direction of flow at any point be denoted by <?,
and /, /, n, be the

to Line direction cosines of that direction, then we may call Iq, mq, nq
Integral of

{ne components of the current along the axes. Denoting these
Magnetic ^y u, v, W, we have for the component of flow in any direction of

orc

^
which the cosines are X, /t, v, the expression \u -\- pv -\- vw.

Conductor
^ now we *a^e anv

.

c ^ose(i Patn round a conductor, or portion
of a conductor carrying currents, and take the line-integral of

the magnetic force round the path, and the surface integral of

the current across the surface, the theorem just discussed may be
thus expressed

t(
j

T +/3-y + y-f }ds . (4)
tu ds

The second integral may be transformed by the following
process, which may also be employed to transform the expression
on the right of (49), p. 33, and so give the values of

, b, c, in

terms of the components of vector potential. Let ABC, Fig. 2G,

FIG. 26.

be one face of a tetrahedron the other three faces of which are

GAB, OBC, OCA, and have edges OA, OB, OC in the direction

of the axes of x.
//,

z.

Taking ((a^ + fr^ + y-Ms round the closed path AB,
J \ ds ds eh/
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we see at once that it can be converted into the corresponding
integrals round the three paths OABO, OBCO, OCAO, since the

integral along each of the lines OA, OB, OCis thus taken twice
in opposite directions. Thus we obtain

A / - Cfady i
**

\ j
yts -f- lip ~r y \u$

vJ j\ as
ABC OAB OBC

dz . a

OCA

Now consider any one of these three integrals, say the first

taken round OABO. Let. a, 0, y be the components of tl>e

magnetic force at 0. Then the values of the first two components
at any point distant 8x, 8y from in the plane xy are

da da dfj dQ

dx dy
'

dx dy

If we take the tetrahedron so small that its edges OA, OB, OC
are 8.r, $y, dz, the integral round OABO may be found by taking
the values of the components at the middle points of OA, AB, BO
as the mean values over these distances. Thus we get for the

integral

which reduces to

In the same way we obtain corresponding results for OBCO
and OCAO. But ifABC be taken as dS we have area OBC=-\dS

t

Hence

4,(X + ,, + )
=^ - f) + ,(f

-
) + ,(* - *

V^y j&/ "rfi i/.tr/ V.F
fljr

i 2
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and therefore

Equations
of

Currents.
dz

1 /da _ dy\
T \dz dx)

(5)

A Circuit

and

Magnet
Lqiuva-

M <T

nC

notnecea-

sarily so iii

another

pi/*
.

f

th N t

of the
16

Medium

equations which will be found of great importance in the sequel.
There is one remark on the equivalence of a current and a

magnetic distribution which ought to be made here, though we
have not space to deal fully with the matter. The mutual action

between a current flowing in a conductor and a distribution

of magnetism is independent of the nature of the medium in

which they are placed, if that medium be the same throughout,
but this does not hold for the mutual action between two dis-

tributions of magnetism.*
The value of the magnetic force at any point, by definition,

does not depend on the nature of the medium at the point in

question, but only on the magnetization elsewhere. In a uniform

medium, which has imbedded in it a conductor carrying a

current, the potential at any point may be taken as made up of

two parts, that which would be produced by the circuit alone,
in a medium of unit inductive capacity, and that due to the

magnetization which the medium receives in consequence of its

specific inductive capacity differing from unity. Now the second

part of the potential is single valued, and hence the line-integral
of its variation round a closed curve is zero. If the induced

magnetization of the medium is solenoidal (as it always is

when K is uniform) and the medium extends indefinitely in all

directions, no force due to the magnetization of the medium is

experienced by a magnetic pole placed anywhere ;
but the action

is precisely the same as if the circuit and pole were situated in

air. Of course if the medium is different in different parts, as

for example when it consists partly of iron, partly of air, the

magnetization of the different parts must be taken into account
in assigning the value of the magnetic force at any point. In
the case of solenoidal distribution this is effected by taking into

account the virtual surface distribution, resulting from the dis-

continuity of the magnetization at the separating surfaces.

*
Neglect of this difference in the two cases has led to the assign-

ment of wrong dimensions to unit quantity of magnetism in electro-

static units. See a discussion in the Phil. Mag., 1882.
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We come now to the action of a magnetic system upon a Action

current. The theorem of the equivalence of a current to a mag- of a

netic distribution established above leads of course to the Magnetic

conclusion that whatever process, or function, is available for Systen

the calculation of the forces acting on the magnetic shell, is also
a

available for the calculation of the action on the current when in

the field. This will be manifested as certain forces acting on the

conductor which we have now to investigate. Effects of the

electromagnetic action on the current itself will be discussed

later.

The function from which we (determine the force acting on a Calcula-

magnetic distribution in a magnetic field is the expression for the tion ot

potential energy which the system possesses in virtue of its being
e

'.

01U

in the field. We have found for this in the case of a shell of ot(

where V is the magnetic potential (due to the distribution pro-

ducing the field and not at all to the shell itself), at the element

dS the coordinates of which are x, y, r, and the integral is taken

over the surface of the shell. But, if there be none of the

magnetism producing the field at the shell itself, we have for the

components of magnetic induction at (#, y, z] a, b, c = dFfdx,
--

d'i'jdy, -dV\dz\ and therefore, writing for $ the current

strength y, we get instead of (6)

E = -
y f f (la + nib -f nc)dS (6')

If the surface, as supposed here, do not pass through mag-
netized matter, a, /3, y coincide in value with

, b< c\ but it is

easy to see that a, b, c ought to be used in the integral in the

general case. For let the surface bounded by the circuit be

taken so as to pass through a portion of another medium. Then
since

\la -f mb -f nc] dS

has the same value for all surfaces having the same bounding

edge, it is an expression which gives the same value of E f r &U

positions of the surface.

The integral in this equation is the value of the magnetic in-

duction through the shell, and here and in what follows we
denote it by N. It is to be taken positive or negative according
as it passes through the shell from the negative to the positive
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or from the positive to the negative side, that is, according as its

direction agrees with or is opposite to that in which a right-
handed screw would move through the circuit if the handle were
turned round in the direction of the current. Hence

E = - yN ....... (7)

Case of If the circuit is imbedded in a medium of magnetic permeability
Perme- differing from unity, the magnetization of the medium must be

ability dif- taken into account in finding the potential energy of the system.
terentfrom \\re have simply as above to calculate the value of JV for the

Unity. circuit. It will not be necessary however to deal practically
here with any such case. Those in which movable coils con-

taining iron cores have to be dealt with do not cause any
difficulty, since the magnetism of the core forms in each case

part of the distribution producing the field.

Now the magnetic forces acting on the shell are such as to

diminish its potential energy ;
and hence, if (ty be any small

change of position or configuration of the shell, and the cor-

responding force producing it, we have for the work done by this

force Vefy. The sum of this and the change in the value of the

potential energy is zero, that is

-f- dE = ....... (8)

or, y remaining constant,

Force on The direction of the electro-magnetic force is therefore to increase

Element of N ;
that is, the circuit if free to move as a rigid whole will

Circuit, change its position so as to increase N
} and, what is here of great

importance, if flexible, will alter its form so as to include a greater-
value of N. It is clear, then, that no force acts on an element of

the circuit in the direction parallel to the magnetic force, for a

displacement in that direction would not alter the value of
> and

the resultant electro-magnetic force on each element is therefore

at right angles to the magnetic force.

But the element itself, in the general case, is inclined to the

direction of the magnetic induction. Let the angle between the

latter direction (taken as that in which a north-seeking pole tends
to move through the circuit) and that of the current in an
element ds of the circuit be 6

;
and let the element be moved

through any displacement d-fy at right angles to the line of mag-
netic induction at its centre. The change in N is yB sin 6 ds d\js.

Thus we have for the force on the element

^ = yB aiutids ....... (9)
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of Force
on

Element.

The direction in which the element tends to move may be Rule for

remembered by the following rule. Let, as supposed above, a Direction

human figure stand on the magnetic shell which replaces the

circuit, so that, when the face of the figure is turned in the

direction in which the current is flowing, the positive direction

of the magnetic induction is from the feet of the figure towards
the head. Then the element, if free to move, will do so towards
the figure's right hand. Or, if the figure swim in the circuit so

that the current enters at the feet and leaves at the head, and
look in the positive direction of magnetic induction, the element
will tend to move towards the left hand.
The direction of the force on an element of the circuit is shown

in Fig. 27. The corresponding reaction is discussed below

(Section II.).

B

FIG. 27.

Denoting by /, m, n, the direction cosines of ds, we have

sin 6 = {(me
-

nd)
2 + (na

-
lc}

2
-f (ma

- 16^IE.

Hence (9) becomes

* = y{(mc
- nby -f (na

-
lc)

2 + (ma - lb}rfds . (9')

If a- denote the area of cross-section of the conductor at the

element ds, taken at right angles to the direction of y, then u
t

0, Wj the components of current, are defined by the equations

ly/a; my/a; ny/<r
=

, 0, w.

Substituting in (9') and resolving V/o- along the axes, denoting Equations
the components by X. Y, Z, we find instead of (9')

f

Electro-
X = vc - wb

| magnetic
Y = tea - uc \ (9")

Force.

Z = ub - ca )
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Distinc-

tion

between
Potential

Energies
of Current
and Shell

in Field.

X, Yt Z, are the component electromagnetic forces per unit of

volume acting on the conductor : we shall find them useful in

considering action on non-linear conductors.

With regard to the potential energy of the shell and field, care

must be taken, while using this expression for the calculation of

the force on the circuit (a procedure the legitimacy of which
follows from the theorem of equivalence as regards forces), not

to allow it to cause any misconception as to the energy of the

current in the field. It is not the case that there is any sensible

mutual potential energy of the current and the magnetic dis-

tribution, such that, when the circuit moves in the field in

obedience to magnetic force, exhaustion of this potential energy
takes place in the same way as when the shell moves in the field.

The shell and field remaining each unchanged, the magnets are

set in relative motion, and kinetic energy is acquired, or work
is done against external resistance at the expense of potential

energy, which so far as our knowledge goes at present may be

regarded as a function of the configuration of the system. On
the other hand the fact, as illustrated by the experiments of

Joule referred to below (Chapter \7

".),
and all experience of the

motion of conductors in magnetic fields, is that the kinetic

energy acquired, or external work done, in the case of motion of

the circuit, is obtained at the expense of the battery or electrical

generator maintaining the current, and no available energy is

gained or lost in virtue of geometrical displacement per se. This

subject will be further discussed under induction of currents in

Chapter IV.

SECTION II.

ACTION OF CURRENTS ON CURRENTS.

Mutual IT is a result of experiment that the equivalence of a current

Action of and a magnetic shell which enables the action of a current on a

Two magnet, or of a magnet on a current, to be calculated, is also

Circuits : available for the determination of the action of currents on one

another.* Experiments which prove this were made first by

*
It is to be clearly understood that electrostatic action due to

difference of potential "between adjacent conductors is not here taken

into account. We shall have examples later of combined electrostatic

and electrodynamic action,
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Deducible
from

Equiva-
^e

Ampere, Weber, and others
;
but the best experimental proof of

the truth of this proposition is to be found in the uniformly con-
sistent results obtained by means of measuring instruments
made and graduated to give absolute determinations by applying
it. Weber's electro-dynamometer was the first instrument of this

kind constructed, and with it the inventor accurately verified

the laws of electromagnetic action which had previously been
announced by Ampere, as a deduction from his celebrated series

of four experiments.
Ampere however, besides giving the theorem of the equivalence

of currents and magnetic shells, took another view of the sub-

ject, in which he regarded every element of a conductor carrying
a current as acted on by every element of the other conductor,
and the law of action which he gave was a law for the mutual
action between two elements. This law agrees with experiment
in so far as it gives when applied over the whole circuit of each
conductor exactly the electromagnetic action observed

;
but it

is only one of several laws of action between elements which do
the same thing. The actions in all cases which have been

investigated have been actions between parts of different closed

circuits, or between different parts of one closed circuit, and no
difference in result has been found between these two cases.

We are in ignorance of how two unclosed conductors, or two

parts of an unclosed circuit, carrying currents (if such an

arrangement can really be obtained) act upon one another, but,

though this be true, it is allowable in the case of closed circuits

to establish and use any formula for the mutual action of each

pair of elements, which is mathematically true in the sense of

giving the actual forces observed between the circuits. A
simple expression of this kind is that found by Ampere. We
sli all here give first some account of Ampere's experiments, and
show how by means of a certain assumption the law given by
him can be deduced.
These experiments were made b}

7 means of apparatus invented

by Ampere himself, copies of which are now to be found in

almost all collections of apparatus. The chief piece is one for

enabling a part of a closed circuit (in itself generally nearly a

closed circuit), to turn freely round a vertical axis. The arrange-
ment with the movable conductor in position is shown in the

diagram (Fig. 28).
Two metallic cups containing mercury are arranged close Apparatus

together in the same vertical line at the extremities of two

projecting arms, and in these rest the turned down extremities
of the movable conductor. This has different forms according
to the effect to be tested or measured. The two arms carrying

Ampere's
Experi-
ments :
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the cups are in conducting contact with the mercury, and one

of them is generally attached to a vertical metallic tube fixed

to a heavy sole plate, the other is a continuation of a wire or

rod which, insulated from the tube, passes up within it from the

sole plate. The current is thus led to one cup and from the

other without the conveying wires themselves producing any
sensible action.

t I

FIG. 28.

First

Experi-
juent.

The portion of the circuit suspended in the cups in the first

two experiments was (as shown in Fig. 28) a double rectangular
frame of wire, the wires of which are insulated from one another
at the points of crossing. This frame gives two nearly closed
circuits of equal area

;
and round these the current flows in

opposite directions, so that the suspended conductor does not

experience any action in the earth's magnetic field.

In Ampere's first experiment a wire (Fig. 29) carrying a current

FIG. 29.
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was doubled on itself, and the two portions were kept from

touching by insulating material between them. This double wire

being brought near and parallel to one side of the suspended
frame, the latter did not experience any sensible deflecting force,

showing that the effect of the current in one direction in one

portion of the doubled conductor neutralized almost exactly the
effect of the opposite current in the other part. Exact experi-
ments show that this neutralization is complete, if one conductor
be a tube containing the other.

In the second experiment one of the two portions of the doubled Second

wire was; not straight, but (Fig. 30) contained a series of small and Experi-
ment.

FIG. 30.

r;ither sharp bends, no part of any one of which was far from the

straight conductor. The suspended conductor was still found
unaffected. The conclusion from this experiment is that the

effect of an element of a straight conductor may be replaced by
that of a small crooked conductor having the same beginning
and end as the element has, if the same current flow in both

cases. In other words the effect of any element may be con-

sidered as the resultant in the ordinary sense of any number of

component elements at the same place.
In Ampere's third experiment a conductor which formed an arc Third

of a horizontal circle was made movable round a vertical axis Expen-
through the centre of the circle. This was done by supporting the ment.
arc of wire on the convex surface of mercury projecting above a

horizontal plane from troughs cut in it, and attaching it to a light
radial arm of insulating material moving about the vertical axis.

The current passed through the arc from one trough to the other.

It was found that no magnet, or circuit carrying a current,

produced any effect in moving the conductor in the direction

of its length, that is the resultant force upon it was normal
to the element.
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Fourth In the fourth experiment currents were made to pass through
Experi- three similar and nearly closed conductors A, B, C (Fig. 31),
inent. the middle one of which JB was attached to the stand and was

movable round a vertical axis. The currents in A and C were of

equal strength and in the same direction
;
the direction and

strength of the current in B were indifferent. The three circuits

were similar in form, and the two, A, C, which were on opposite
sides of the movable conductor B, were of very different dimen-

sions, but so chosen that each dimension of the circuit B was n

times the corresponding dimension of A, and \\n of the

corresponding dimension of C. The position of the conductor B
relatively to (7 was similar to that of A relatively to B, and
therefore the distance of any element of C from any element of

FIG. 31.

Action
between
Two

Elements

inversely
as Square

of

Distance.

B was n times the distance of the corresponding elements in

B and A.
The movable circuit B was thus subjected to two opposite

force-systems from A and (7, and was found to remain in equili-
brium under that action. From this it follows that if we assume
the action on the whole of the movable conductor to be made up of

the actions on each of its elements of all the elements of the other
two conductors, the action between any pair of elements varies

inversely as the square of the distance between them. To prove
this let

/*!
be the distance between an element b^ in B and an

element a2 in A, and r
2 the distance between two similarly

situated elements, e
1
and 2 , in C and B

;
and let /(r^, f(r2) be

the forces between the elements of the respective pairs per unit
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of length and per unit of current in each case. Now if ds be tho

length of each of the elements of B chosen, those of the elements
a2

and c
1
of A and C are respectively d*/n, nds.

From the equilibrium of B it is clear that the forces for

corresponding pairs of elements are equal, and therefore we have,
if y be the current in A and C and yl that in B,

yyj(ri)

or

(10)

that is the law of force is the inverse square of the distance.

Now, since by the second experiment each element can be

replaced by its components, we may first resolve each into two

components parallel to and at right angles to the line joining the
centres of the elements. Also by the first experiment the forces

are as the lengths of the elements and as the strengths of the

currents. Let ds, ds' be the lengths of the elements AB, A'B',

0) 6', the angles which they make with the line joining their

('
\

FIG. 32.

centres, as shown in Fig. 32, then the components are ds cos 6,
ds' cos 6' along the line, and ds sin #, ds' sin 6

f

perpendicular to

it. The last (BE' in the Figure) is not in the same plane with
ds sin 6, and gives, if

77
be the angle B'E'F' between the two

planes, the components ds' sin 6' cos
77, ds' sin 6' sin

77, parallel
to and at right angles to ds sin 6. We now consider the actions

(couples excluded) between the different pairs of these elements.
In the first place we have the two elements ds cos 6, ds' cos &

in the same straight line. The only determinate direction of any
action between these two elements is the straight line in which
they lie. We suppose, therefore, that when 6, & are both acute
the force between the elements is an attraction. It has the
value Ayy' cos 6 cos 6'dsdx'/r

2
,
where A is a constant, and r is

the distance between the centres of the element*. -

Theoreti-
cal Results

of

Ampere's
Experi-
ments.

Action of

Elements
in the
same

Straight
Line.
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Action of

Parallel

Elements

Perpen-
dicular to

joining
Line.

Action of

Elements

Perpen-
dicular to

one

another,

We take next the two elements ds sin 6, ds' sin 6' cos
rj,
which

are parallel to one another and at right angles to the line joining
their centres. This force has for value Byy' sin 6 sin 6' cos rjdsds'/r

2

where B is a constant, and must act in the plane of the elements
;

for there is no reason why a component at right angles to this

plane should act towards one side or the other of it. Further it

must act in the line joining the elements, for to change the sign
of one of the currents reverses the action, and to change the sign
of both must leave the action unchanged. We shall suppose
that it is also an attraction.

Lastly we have the four pairs of elements at right angles to

one another. Of these the pair ds sin 6, ds' sin d' sin
r\

are at

right angles to one another and likewise to the line joining their

centres. Now if we make the assumption that the force between
two components at right angles to one another is in the line

joining their centres (an assumption necessary for Ampere's
theory in the cases of the other two pairs of elements), we can

easily prove that the force between the pair of elements now
being considered is zero. Suppose that we have such a pair of

elements a, /3 at right angles to one another, and let the force act

as shown in Fig. 33 from left to right. Now if the whole system

tt,~

FIG. 33.

be turned through 180 round the direction of a as an axis (or be
looked at from the other side of the paper), the direction of /3

will be reversed, and the force will now act from right to left.

The system then turned from its new position through 90 about

the line joining a, |8, gives the original arrangement of the

elements, with the force between them reversed. Hence no such

force can exist.

The assumption made above is not really necessary for this

case, since, if there exist a component at right angles to the line

of centres, it must act in the plane of one of the elements and
the line of centres, or in a plane bisecting the angle between the

planes of the elements and the line of centres, and there is

nothing to determine in which plane it must act.

There remain the three pairs of elements ds cos 6, ds' sin 6' cos?;,

dscosti, ds' sin 6' sin
r;,

and dss'mO, ds'costi', the constituents

of each of which are in one plane. Making the assumption
stated above for these, we see that between the elements of each
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pair there can be no force, since if a force did exist it would
not be reversed by the reversal of the current in ds sin 6,

ds sin 6' sin
77,

or ds' sin 6' cos 17,
for this would merely be equi-

valent to turning the whole system through 180 round the line

joining the elements. We find therefore collecting these results , ,

rac lon

a total force of attraction between the two elements ds, ds' of ^wo je _

amount Im.nts>

"

dF = yy' ds d*' - (A co<,> 6 cos 6' + B sin 6 sin 6' cos 77) (11)

and it remains to determine the coefficients A and B. Determi-
Now applying the result of Ampere's third experiment we nation

resolve the force on ds into two components, one along ds, the of Con-
other at right angles to it, and equate the integral of the former, stants.

taken round the circuit of ds'
,
to zero. Hence

yy'

This expression can be transformed as follows. We have by
geometry, if the coordinates of the centres of the elements be

-cos<9 = -cos 6' = (1<>\
ds' a*'

' v "'

and r2 =- (x
-

.r')
2

-4- (y
-

y')* -f (~
-

z')'
2

.

The last gives

/ = - r cos 6 =
(.r x'} + (y

- y)
rJ

-f- (z
-

z')

f

;

ds ds ds ds

and differentiating this with respect to *' we get

L - - - dz rh
'

-
ds ds'

"*'

'''d^'
'

d* M Is ds'

~
ds M ~

( >

where e is the angle between the elements ds, ds'.

But by (12)

r - = r sin 6 r sin & -- = sin 6 sin 6' cos n (14)'

a* ds
' v ;

;ince by geometry

dfi (IB
1

.
.,

r = r cos n sin 6 cos n.
dr da
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Therefore by (12) and (13)

cos = cos 6 cos 6' -f- sin 6 sin 6' cos
rj

. . (15)

Substituting from (12) and (14) in (11') and rearranging, we find

= . (16)

The discussion of the mutual actions of the pairs of elements

may be avoided and equation (16) proved in the following
manner. We have seen that the mutual action of ds and ds' is

equal to yy' ds ds'f(6, 6', e)/r
2
,
where /(#, 0', e) is a function of the

relative positions to be determined. But by Ampere's second

experiment it is the sum of the forces between the elements ds',

and the three components dx, dy, dz, into which ds may be

resolved. Hence/(<9, <9', <?)
ds ds' = P dx ds' + Qdyds' + R dx ds',

where P, Q, R depend only on the position of ds'. Thus/(0, 6'. e)
is a linear homogeneous function of the direction cosines of ds

;

and similarly it must be a linear homogeneous function of the

direction cosines of ds'. To fulfil these conditions and involve e

it must be made up of two parts, Adr/ds . dr/ds', Brd2
r/dsds',

where A and B are constants. Hence Ampere's third experiment
gives

rfV rf,.i

Br-^r -r- > ds = 0,
dsds ds )

which is equivalent to (16).

The second integral in (16) vanishes when taken round the

circuit of *', and we are left with the equation
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Now the integral in this equation does not in general vanish,* and
therefore A = ^B. Hence substituting in (11), and using (15)
we get

dF= . . (17)

Ampere's expression for the action between the elements. "f

Ampere assumed B to be equal to 1, which amounted to

denning the unit of current as that current which flowing in the

same direction in each of two parallel elements at unit distance

apart gives unit force of attraction between them. We shall

show that for agreement with the definition of unit current

adopted above the value 2 must be given to B. Thus Ampere's
unit of current is l/v2 of the electromagnetic unit of current
now in ordinary use.

Returning to equation (74) above for the mutual potential

energy of two magnetic shells we are led, by the theorem of

equivalence of currents and magnetic shells, to write for the

mutual potential energy of two closed circuits

(18)
. rcos 6 , ,

,
.= -yy' \--dsds'%

We shall inquire what expression for the action between two
elements can be deduced from the quantity on the right, and

compare it with that given in (17). Substituting for cos e its

value given by (13) and noticing that the integral of the complete
differential d^rjdsds' . ds is zero, we get

* This may be seen by considering the particular case of a circuit,
formed by two perpendicular straight lines, and a circular arc joining
their extremities, acting on an element ds at the centre of the circular

arc and in line with one of the straight lines. If the radius of the
circle be c, and the distance of ds from the straight line perpendicular
to it be a, the portion of the integral contributed by the latter straight
line is l/3a-a73c

3
, by the other straight line l/c-l/a, and by the

circle zero. Hence the total integral is not zero.

t In Ampere's own formula the minus sign is prefixed to the second
term. This arises from his using the supplementary angle to 6'.

I F. Neumann gave -yy'dsds'cosf/r as the mutual potential of the
two elements. The corresponding expression in (19) is due to Weber.
Either gives the same result for closed circuits as does Ampere's
formula. Thus the forces between the circuits may be found from

(17), (18), or (19). The energy of the system is further discussed in

Chap. IV. below.

Ampere's
Final

Result.

Ampere's
Expres-
sion

deduced
from the

Magnetic
Shell

Theory.

VOL. II.
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Ampere's Now let the circuit of ds be slightly deformed in any way
Expres- while that of ds is kept unchanged : r, dr/ds, drfds', ds will be

affected by the deformation. The change in E is SE, and by
taking the variation of the right-hand side of (ly), remembering
that

&

son
deduced
from the

Magnetic
Shell dr

ds

ddr dr dds

ds ~&'

dr d8r

we find

,( f fl dr /I dr & ddr . dr d8a= -
yy'}j /- d

-
(-^ *r - _ 4- ^^

The last integral and the last term of the first integral cancel

one another, and we have

,/*// r r 1 r d8r 1 dr d8r\ 7 7 , /nAN
6E = -

yy / / (

-
-T -r,

*r - - - - - -
}dsd' 20)

J J \r
2 ds da' r ds d-J r ds' ds /

Integrating the last two terms by parts and rejecting the

integrals, round the circuits, of perfect differentials, we get

dr

for the corresponding part of dE. Hence finally by (20)

dr n d2r

which by (15) becomes

fiE
= 2yy' f fi (cos * -f | cos 6 cos 6')drdsds' . . (22)

The interpretation of this result is an attraction of amount

2yy' (cos e -f f cos 6 cos 0')/r
2 between the elements <fc, ds' in the

line joining them. This agrees with Ampere's result and shows
that the value of B in (17) is 2.

Having thus shown the equivalence of the two modes of

regarding the mutual action of currents, we now give a very
short account of the apparatus and experiments by which Weber

investigated the subject.
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Weber made his measurements of electromagnetic action by
means of his electrodynamometer. This consisted of two circular

coils, suspended by biHlar wires (which also conveyed the current)
so as to be free to turn round a vertical axis, the other coil fixed

and arranged so that by levelling the planes of its windings
could be made vertical. The apparatus was in two forms : (1)
with the movable coil suspended within the fixed coil, with the

centres as nearly as may be coincident; (2) with the fixed

and movable coils distinct so that they could be placed at any
required distance from one another, and in any relative positions.
Deflections of the movable coil were measured by the mirror and

telescope method described above (Vol. I., p. 214).

By the first experiment made by Weber it was proved that the

electromagnetic action between the two currents varied as the

square of the current strength. Apparatus (1) was used, and the

fixed coil was set up with its axis perpendicular to, while that of

the suspended coil was in, the magnetic meridian. Currents of

different strengths were sent through the coils, and to prevent
too great a deflection, the current through the suspended coil

was reduced to l/246'26 of the whole current by a shunt of thick

wire inserted between the terminals to which the bifilar wires were
attached. A magnetometer with magnetized steel mirror in a

damping covering of copper was set up north of the fixed coil,

at a distance of 58'3 centimetres, and the tangents of the deflec-

tions of this mirror (read by a telescope as in the other case)

gave a comparative measure of the different currents used. The
results shown in the following table were obtained

;
and from

these it will be seen that the mutual action between the systems
was proportional to the square of the current, that is, to the

product of the strengths of the two (equal) magnetic shells.

Weber's

Experi-
ments.

No. of

cells used.
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Weber's to the magnetic meridian, while the fixed coil was placed with its

Experi- axis at right angles to the magnetic meridian, and its centre (1)
ments. in the magnetic north and south horizontal line, (2) in the

magnetic east and west line through that of the suspended coil.

Experiments were made in each case with distances between the

centres, of respectively 0, 30, 40, 50, 60 centimetres. The current

frcrn eight Bunsen's cells was sent through both coils, and also

through a coil set up about 8 metres from the fixed coil so as to

act on the magnetometer referred to above, and through a

reversing key, so arranged that the current through the sus-

pended coil could be sent first in one and then in the opposite
direction without altering its direction in the rest of the circuit.

The object of thus reversing the current was to determine and
allow for the turning moment of the earth's magnetic field, when
the axis of the suspended coil was deflected from the magnetic
meridian. The corrected results of the experiments are shown in

the table below, in which the second column for each series of

positions gives the corresponding numerical values calculated by
Ampere's formula (17) above.
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It is to be remarked that in these experiments the two coils are

not independent circuits
;
but that they may be so regarded is

plain from the fact that the remaining portion of the circuit, if

the wires are close or twisted together, is of no effect since it can
be altered at pleasure without affecting the action between the

coils, provided the current be maintained constant.
But the deflections 0, & in the two cases agree closely for the

greater distances with the formulas

2MM' /, a\ MM' / fj \
tan 6 = ( 1 -f-

_
), tan & =

( 1 -4 )
,73 \

~
3i/J

(f3 \
'

(7-2/

Formulas

Applicable
to Action
between
Two Ele-

ments of

same
Current.

which express the action between two magnets of moments M
,

M', in the "end-on" and "side-on" positions and at distances

d apart, great in comparison with the dimensions of the

magnets.*
Elaborate experiments have also been made by Cazin, Boltz-

mann, and others in verification of the theory. For these the

student should consult Wiedemann, Elektricitat, Vol. III.

It is an experimental fact that the action between two long
parallel conductors carrying currents is an attraction when the

currents are in the same direction, and a repulsion when the

currents are in opposite directions, and that if the conductors are

not parallel there is attraction between them if the directions of

the currents in the portions forming equal acute angles with one
another are both towards or both from the shortest line joining
the conductors, and repulsion if the direction of one is towards
that line, and of the other from it. We have not space here to

go into calculations regarding such cases, but their general nature

may easily be seen by considering the magnetic fields produced
by the currents, :ind the consequent motions of the conductors

according to the rules given above. Jn both cases the lines of

force are closed curves surrounding each conductor, and it is

obvious that if we consider each circuit completed by a return

wire at a great distance, the magnetic induction through each
will be increased or diminished by the approach of the con-

ductors if the currents are in the same direction, and diminished
if they are in the opposite direction. The same will clearly be
the case if the two conductors considered be parts of the same
circuit. The action of a current in a straight conductor, on an
element of a parallel conductor, is shown in Fig. 34, which with
the statements made above explains itself.

Forces
between

Straight
Con-

ductors.

See pp. 72 75 above
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Applica-
tion of

Ampere's
Formula,

to find Ac-
tion of a

Thin Sole-

noid.

We give here the application made by Ampere* of his formula
to the calculation of the force on an element of a conductor, and
the turning moment on a given finite conductor produced by a

simple solenoidal electromagnet, that is, a succession of infinitely
small circuits arranged equidistantly at infinitely short distances

apart with their centres on, and their planes at right angles to a

given curve, and carrying currents such that the product of the
area of the circuit and the current strength is the same in each
case. The solution of this problem is of the greatest importance
in Ampere's theory of magnetism, in which he supposes all

effects of magnets to be produced by currents flowing in mole-
cular circuits within the body. We shall see that the arrange-
ment specified above is equivalent to a uniformly magnetized

p

A
FIG. 34.

magnet, having a strength of magnetic pole equal to the sum of
the products of current and area for the circuits round unit length
of the given curve forming their common axis.

Let ds be an element of the closed circuit, and consider its

action on an element ds' of another conductor, the current being
unity in each case. If the coordinates of ds be .r, y, z, and the

origin be taken at the centre of ds', the direction cosines of ds

and r are dxjds, dy/ds, dz/ds, and .r/r, y\r. z/r respectively. The
expression for the action between the elements may be written

dr

* " Theorie des Phenomenes electro-dynamiques," Memoires de

TInstitut, VI., 1823. The proof of Ampere's formula, and the appli-
cations here given, have been very elegantly treated by quaternion
methods by Professor Tait : see his Quaternions, 2nd edition, p. 249.
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which by (14) becomes

ds

Hence the component of this action along the axis of x or dX
is given by Action of

-(r-hcos6') . . . . (23) a Closed
ds Circuit.

But if X, ft,
v be the direction cosines of ds'

cos < = -
r

Hence (23) becomes

dX = Idsds*

But

yd*\7*J~ ds\^J '

r*\~ ds
J
ds

id

x d fz*\ d (xz\ I ( dx dz\
I

)

=
1 r. I \Z X Y

zds\r*J ds\r*J r*\ ds ds/

Substituting in (24) we find

(25)

The first term disappears when integrated round the circuit of

ds. Hence
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Ampere's
Directrix

of Electro-

Dynamic
Action.

Compo-
nent Ac-
tion in

any
Plane.
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dx

Similarly we obtain

r- . (26)

Denoting the integrals (divested of the multipliers X, /*, v) in

these expressions by ^, B, C, we have

X = ds'(nC
- vB)

Y = ds'(vA
- \C)

Z
(27)

These equations give \X + pY + vZ = 0, as they ought, since

the component force along ds' is zero. Their form also shows
that the resultant force on ds' is at right angles to the line the
direction cosines of which are proportional to A, B, C, that is,

its direction is at right angles to the plane through ds' and that

line. The resultant of A, B, C, Ampere called the directrix. By
comparison with (9) above we see that it is the magnetic
induction at ds' produced by the circuit.

Equations of precisely the same form as (27) hold of course for

any assemblage of circuits. In that case however A, B, C, are

sums of integrals of the form given in (26).
The component force in any plane may he found as follows.

Let
(j>

be the angle between the given plane and the plane con-

taining ds' and the directrix. Then clearly the angle which the

resultant force, J?, makes with the given*plane is vr/2 0, and the

component is R sin <p. Squaring equations (27) and adding we
find R = ds'D sin w, where o> is the angle between ds' and the

directrix, and D = v^2 + & + C*}. If ^ be the angle between
the directrix and the given plane, we get, by projecting unit

distance along the directrix on a line at right angles to ds', and
then at right angles to the given plane, for the final projection
the length sin o> sin <. But the same line projected directly

gives sin ty. Hence sin o> sin < = sin
x//-.

The component force

in the given plane is therefore ds'D sin o> sin = ds'D sin
\//-.

If

a, b, c be the direction cosines of the normal to the given
plane, sin ^ = aA/D -f bB/D -f- cC/D, and the component is

ds'(aA + bB + cC), or ds' U where

U = aA + bB + cC (28)
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From this we obtain the remarkable result that the action in

the given plane is independent of the direction of da' if only the
element lie in that plane.
To apply the results found above to the problem of the

solenoid, let the circuit be small and plane. The values of the

components J, J3, C can be calculated approximately for this case

as follows. Let 3TPQN, Fig. 35, represent the circuit, and let it

Calcula-

FIG. 35.

be cut by planes passing through the axis of z. Let two of these

planes meet the circuit in 3IN, PQ, and Om/i, Opq be their traces
on the plane of x, y, meeting the projection of the circuit in run,

pq, we have for C the equation

<29>

taken round the circuit. Clearly this may be written

C=l-* (30)

if a be the angle which Omn makes with Ox, and u the distance

from of the element of the projection corresponding to ds.

Now since the circuit is small we may suppose the elements

mp, nq, intercepted by the planes, to be at a small distance du
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Calcula
tion of

Result for

Circuit

apart, corresponding to a small distance 6> between the actual

elements HP, NQ. We then find the value of C by calculating
tke SUm of the contributions to it corresponding to the pairs of

elements mp< nq of the projection on the plane of xy. Now
taking the area swept out by the radius vector as positive when
the end of the radius moves from m to

/?,
and therefore negative

when it moves from q to
,
and taking a between the extreme

tangents drawn from to the projection, we get

(r
(31)

Now u2
-+- 22

,
and therefore 6> = (u8u + z&z)/r. Letting

fall a perpendicular OE from 0, on the plane of the circuit, and

calling its length h, and its direction cosines /, m, n, we have
OG = h/n. But if HMS be drawn parallel to the plane of ar, y,
we have by the similar triangles MSN, MUG, 8z/(z

- 0&) = 8u/u.

Hence fir = {w
2 + ^(2

-
k/n)}du/ur

=
(r

2 -
zk/x)&u/ur. Substi-

tuting in (31), and taking mean values of r and z, which since

the circuit is small, may be those for the mean point of the area,

we have, if S be the area of the circuit

and similarly

(32)

Applica-
tion of

Result to

Solenoid

Now consider a solenoid, as defined above (p. 134), made up of

such circuits uniformly arranged along a common axis, and such
that the current and the area in each case have a constant

infinitely small product ;
then taking the circuits as infinitely

close, denoting by^ the sum of the products per unit of length
of the axis, and by ds an element of the axis, we have gds for the

sum of the products for the element ds. Hence, to find A, , C
for this part of the assemblage of circuits, we have to substitute

yds for S in (32). Doing this, and denoting by A', B', C', the

values of A, JB, C, for the whole assemblage of circuits, we
have
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(33)

where the suffixes distinguish the values of the quantities for the
two ends of the solenoid.

These values of A', B', C' are proportional to the direction

cosines of the directrix for this case, and substituted in (27) give
the components of the force on ds'. It is evident that the force

on ds' depends only on g and the positions of the ends of the
solenoid.

If the axis be a closed curve or extend to infinity in both

directions, the values of A', B', C' are zero, and hence by (27) the
solenoid exerts no force on ds'.

If the axis extend to infinity in the direction of integration the

first terms in (34) are zero, and we have

Applica-
tion of

Result to

Solenoid.

Now we have here

/, ?,
n = dxfds^ dylds, dzjdi^'vA h = xdx\ds -\-ydylds -j- zdz[ds.

Hence substituting and integrating from one end of the axis of

the solenoid to the other, we find

-
</-V>'i

3
,

C' = -
(35)

Actions of

Closed,

Doubly
Infinite,

and Singly
Infinite

Solenoids.

Substituting these values in (27) we see at once that the action Singly In-

is at right angles to the plane through ds' and the extremity of finite

the solenoid. Let now the conductor be straight and infinitely
Solenoid

extended in both directions. Then changing the origin to the equivalent

extremity of the solenoid, taking as the plane of xy the plane *?. p
n

through the conductor and the end of the solenoid, and the

direction of the conductor as that of #, we find A' = gxjr
5

,

B' = #y/r
3
,

6" = 0, X =
1, \i

= v = 0. Hence the resultant

force is Z =
gds'a/(a

2
-\- .r

2
)?, where a is the constant value of y.

Writing dx for ds
,
and integrating over the whole conductor

from co to -f-
oo

,
we find the value 2^fa for the total force.

This result shows that the action between the conductor and the
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extremity of the solenoid is the same as that (p. 112) between
the conductor and a magnetic pole of strength g.

Finite Returning to (35) it is clear that if \ve had another solenoid
Solenoid with value of g numerically the same but opposite in sign, and

equivalent extending to infinity from the point #2 , y2 ,
r
2 ,
we should have

to Two for it

A ' =
ff**!'**'

! = &*/'*> C< = 9*^* ' ' W
1 St and these two solenoids acting together would be equivalent to

the finite solenoid already discussed.
Action of We can now consider the action of a finite solenoid on a
a Solenoid conductor of finite length 6-' carrying a current of unit strength.

on a The component forces on the element els' are by (27) and (34)

&c.

Ae.

&c.

' ' (37)

Turning
Moment
on Finite

If we no longer take the origin at d&\ but transfer it to the

extremity #1} y^ z of the solenoid, and take the line joining its

ends as axis of #, the calculation of the action on the conductor
will be simplified. The coordinates olds' are now x, - y^ - z^
which we shall write .r, j/,

z. If / be the numerical value of the

distance between the ends of the solenoid, z
2
= x -f- /. Sub-

stituting these in (37) with the values dx, dy, dz for \ds }

', pels't vels',

we get equations adapted to the calculation of the force com-

ponents for the whole conductor.

We shall apply these to find the moment tending to turn the

conductor round the line joining the extremities of the solenoid.

moment, dM, of the forces on els' is Zy Yz. Calculating
Conductor, tn js ^ equati ns (37), modified as just described, we find after

reduction

e (x_
d*\ r2

d fx-
(-ds\r

d . A
g -

(cos 6.2
- cos

-'els'

/oo\
(38)

where
?> ^i are tne angles which the radii drawn from the

extrera it ies f tne solenoid make with the axis of x. Integrating

Position of
fr m one en^ ^ ^ne conductor to the other, and distinguishing by

ends. accents the angles for the end where the integration terminate.s

from the angles for the end at which it begins, we get finally

M = g (cos 6'2
- cos 6\

- cos t).
2 -f cos (39)
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This result, derived from Ampere's formula, agrees with that Action of

which we should obtain from equation (8) above, by considering Solenoid

the solenoid as an infinitely thin uniformly magnetized bar magnet. Compared
The turning moment of such a magnet on the conductor may be with that

obtained most simply as follows. The magnetic field of such a f a Uni-

magnet may be regarded as produced by equal and opposite
fc

quantities of magnetism at its extremities. Take the line joining
n

these as axis, and draw lines from the ends to an element ds of

the conductor making with the positive direction of the axis the

angles lt
6
2 , and let the element make angles <

15 </>2
with these

lines. First suppose the conductor wholly in a plane through the

axis. Let the strength of each pole be m, then considering the

action first of the positive pole (distant i\ from the element), the

force on the element is md* sin 1/r1
2

/
and its direction is at right

angles to the plane in which the conductor lies. The moment of

this force round the axis is therefore mds sin
X
sin fa/r^ Simi-

larly the other pole gives a moment mds sin 2 sin <p^r?
. The

total moment is therefore mds(sm 6
l
sin

<pi/f"i
sin $

2
sin (^g/n,.

But rdOilds = sin
<^> 1 , r^dQ^ds sin

2 . Hence the moment
may be written m (sin B-^dO^ sin

2
</0

2),
and the total moment

is therefore

m (cos 0'
2

cos 6\ cos
2 -f cos (40)

which if m be taken equal to g agrees with the value given
in (39).

If the conductor be not in a plane through the axis, we may
resolve any element ds into t\vo components one in such a plane,
the other at right angles to it. The latter component will be
acted on by a force passing through the axis, and therefore

having no moment round it. Each element having been thus
dealt with, all the components in planes through the axis may by
rotation round the axis be transferred without alteration of

turning moment to one such plane. They will therefore give a

continuous curve in that plane, the values of 6V 2 ,
6'

1}
6'2 for

which are the same as for the actual conductor.

By (40) and the equation of the lines of force of such a magnet,
(18) Chap. I. above, we obtain the following interesting result. Let
the lines of force be revolved round the magnet so as to generate
coaxial surfaces. Then the turning moment on a conductor

carrying a given current in the field of the magnet, is the same
whatever be the length and position of the conductor provided it

terminate in the same two of these surfaces. The moment is

equal to the difference of the parameters of these surfaces, and is

therefore zero when both ends are on the same surface.

Theorem
with re-

spect to

Moment
on Con-
ductor.
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Moment
on a Con-
ductor in

Field of

Single
Pole.

Moment
on a Con-
ductor on
Field of

Magnetic
Poles in

Straight
Line.

Applica-
tion of Re-

sults, to

find Equa-
tion of

Lines of

Force of

any
Straight

Magnet.

By the process just employed we can show that the moment
on a conductor in the field of a single magnetic pole, tending to

turn it round any axis through the pole, depends only on the

position of its ends. For each element can be resolved into

two components, one in a plane through the element and the

axis, the other at right angles to that plane. The force on the
latter passes through the axis, and gives no moment. The
former gives (supposing current and pole both unity) a moment

sin 6d6, where 6 is the angle which the line drawn to it from
the pole makes with the axis, and dd is the change in 6 between
the ends of the element, for this is the same both for the element
and its component in the plane through the axis. Hence inte-

grating along the conductor from l to 62 we gt cos ^2
~ cos $1

for the total moment. This is zero if X
=

2 ,
that is if the

circuit be closed.

We'obtain the same result for each of any number of magnetic
poles, and hence if we have any number of magnetic poles in one

line, the moment which they exert on an unclosed conductor in

their field is *2,dm cos (02 ^), the sum being taken for every
element, dm, of magnetism in the magnet. Hence for a closed
circuit this sum is zero round the line in which the elements lie.

It follows by equality of action and reaction that the couple
which a straight linear distribution of magnetism experiences
round its own line as axis, or that on a single pole round any
axis, in consequence of the action of the current in a closed con-
ductor in the corresponding field is zero.

We can employ the result obtained above to find the equation
of the lines of force of a uniformly magnetized magnet, or indeed
of any straight linear distribution of magnetism. For let there
be a single magnetic pole at a given point. Let the conductor
be supposed made of flexible material, and to be held fixed at one
end and laid along a line of force. Then let the other end be
carried round the axis on which lies the magnetism, and be
stretched and guided so as always to rest on the surface swept
out by the line of force. No work is done against or by the
action of the field, since the conductor is nowhere made to cut
across lines of force. Hence for a single pole we have the equa-
tion, cos 61 cos 2

= 0, that is the line of force is a straight
line through ,the pole. In the same way we find for any as-

semblage of poles in a straight line the equation of the lines of

force

2 (cos QI
- cos &>)

= const (41)

It has been shown (p. 118 above) that an element of a circuit

carrying a current in a magnetic field, in which the induction at
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the element is B, is acted on by a force at right angles to the

element and the direction of the magnetic induction, of amount

By sin 6ds where ds is the length of the element, and B the

angle between its direction and that of the magnetic induction.

We may of course suppose the induction at the element to be
due to a single magnetic pole of proper strength, and properly
situated in a field of uniform permeability. The reaction of the

element on the magnetic system in the general case, and in this

on the pole will therefore be By sin 6ds.

If we suppose the action on the element to be a single force

of magnitude By sin 6ds applied at the element itself, the

reaction on the pole will be an equal and oppoeite force at the

element, and this is equivalent to an equal force at the pole and
a couple. The moment of the integral couple due to the whole
circuit is zero as has just been seen. We may therefore use the

elementary forces on unit pole to calculate the magnetic action

of the circuit upon it, that is the magnetic field-intensity which
the circuit there produces, with certainty that no action between
the pole and the circuit will be neglected, although these, or any
other terms which integrated round the circuit give a zero result,
are left out of account.

Thus we take as the intensity of the field produced at the pole

by the element the expression By sin 6ds. But B is /uH where
H is the intensity of the field produced at the element by the

pole, and if a spherical surface of radius r equal to the distance
between the pole and element be described round the pole as

centre, we shall have 4?rr2B =
47r, or

Reaction
of

Elements
of Circuit

on

Magnetic
System.

Reaction
of each
Element

of Circuit

1

(42)

and By sin Bds = y sin 6ds/r*. The direction of this force is at

right angles to the plane through the element and the line

joining
its Centre to the pole. To specify the direction of the

field-intensity due to an element let an observer be supposed
immersed in the current in the element, so that it flows from
his feet to his head, and have his face turned towards the pole,
then the latter, if positive or north- seeking, will tend to move
towards his right hand.

It is to be observed that this result illustrates the fact stated
at p. 116 above, that the action of a circuit on a magnetic pole
and therefore on any other distribution of magnetism is in-

dependent of the nature of the medium occupying the field.

It also gives another definition of unit current (which may be

compared with that given at p. 105), as that current which

Magnetic
Field-

Intensity

produced
by

Element
of

Circuit.
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flowing in a thin wire forming a circle of unit radius acts on a

magnetic pole placed at the centre with unit force per unit

length of the circumference. Since the forces due to all the

Second elements are in the same direction, the force at the centre of a

Definition circle of radius r carrying a current of strength y is lirylr.

of Unit current is therefore that current which flowing in a circle

Unit of unit radius produces a magnetic field intensity at the centre
Current. of 2?r units.



CHAPTER IV

GENERAL THEORY OF CURRENT INDUCTION AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTION

SECTION I

LAGRANGE'S DYNAMICAL METHOD

SINCE between a conductor carrying a current and

a magnet, or between two conductors carrying currents,

mutual forces exist, we are constrained to admit that

the system in each case is a dynamical system, that is

to say is subject to ordinary dynamical laws. One

general principle which we find fulfilled by all natural Laws

systems is the law of Conservation of Energy. This is by Natura

however not generally sufficient by itself to completely System.
, . A ,

(. . , i Conserva
explain the properties of a material system, and we are tion of

compelled to have recourse to the results of experience
Ener

<p'>

to supplement it. A case in point is the theory of Second

thermodynamics. Here the foundation consists of the T^ermo-
two so-called laws of thermodynamics, viz. the principle dynamics,

of the Conservation of Energy applied to a system

taking in and giving out heat, and doing work against
external pressure ;

and the famous second law founded

on an axiom derived from experience. Whether the

attempt to dispense with the second law of thermo-

dynamics, by an appeal to the dynamical principle of

Least Action, be successful or not, it will remain true

that the law of Conservation of Energy is by itself

insufficient to account for thermal phenomena. The
VOL. n. L
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same holds in other parts of physical science. The

principle of Conservation of Energy does not in general

suffice to enable the relations of which it is a con-

sequence in any particular case to be deduced from it.

A system In the electrical application we have to appeal to

orof
ntS

experience to guide us in forming an expression for the

Currents kinetic energy (or that part of the kinetic energy which

Magnets comes within our cognizance by the outward effects of

to b
.
e

, its variation) in each of the cases we have to consider
;

regarded
and hence, by assuming that we have to deal with the

mutual actions of the particles of a material system,

deduce the actions between two mutually influencing

circuits, or between different parts of a system of

mutually influencing circuits and magnets. In the case

of a circuit and a magnet this proceeding is valuable

'rather for the sake of comparison with that of two

mutually influencing circuits
;
since in the former case

we have to reach the expression for the energy from

the observed forces, instead of as in the latter finding

the kinetic energy from general considerations, and

deducing from that the forces between different parts

of the system, and the electromotive forces in the

circuits.

In considering the motion of a material system we have to

deal with a body or number of bodies, the parts of which vary
in configuration within certain limits, determined by the con-

ditions which the connections of the system fulfil. Thus, for

exam p] 6) a simp]e disconnected particle is free to move in all

directions, while another, constrained to remain in a straight

groove in a fixed support, can only be displaced along the

groove. These limitations of the motions of the different parts
are expressed by certain equations, commonly called the kine-

matical equations, which lay down the geometrical conditions

which the coordinates of the different parts fulfil. From these

Motion of

a System
f

Mutually
luenc-

Particles
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equations the same number of coordinates can be determined in

terms of the remaining coordinates, so that the former are given
in terms of the latter, which thus become the independent
variables. The system is said to have as many degrees of

freedom as there are of independent coordinates. For example, Degrees of

the kinematical conditions imposed on a rigid body prevent Freedom.

the different parts of the body from receiving any change of

relative configuration. The body is however left free to move
as a whole in any one of three mutually rectangular directions in

space, or to revolve round any one of these lines as axis, or to

undergo any displacement compounded of these motions of

translation and of rotation. It has therefore six degrees of

freedom. Again, if a given point in the body, say, its centre of

mass, be constrained to remain in a certain plane, this single
kinematical condition limits the motion to rotation round some
axis through the centre of mass, and to translation of the body
as a whole along- the given plane. Thus the equation of con-
dition removes one of the degrees of freedom.
Now Lagrange has given a method of expressing the motion Lagrange's

of the body by just as many equations as there are degrees of Method,

freedom. The possible displacements of the body, whether
translations or rotations, are indicated by variations of certain

coordinates ^, $, &c., along each of which acts a " force 5J of

corresponding nature given, as explained below, by proper reso-

lution in that direction of the actual force system. The word
" coordinate " has here an enlarged or generalised meaning, and
the word "force" has a coiresponding range of interpretation.
Its meaning is thus defined : Let dty denote a displacement of General-
the type \//-,

and let denote the corresponding force. Then ised Co-

"Vffy is the work (in the ordinary dynamical sense) done in the ordinates.

displacement supposed taking place alone. Thus if dty is an

elementary rotation is a couple, if d^ is a quantity of fluid

past a cross-section in a pipe, is the flowing pressure at the

cross-section, and so on.

This system of generalised coordinates and forces has General-

been extended to phenomena outside the range of ordinary m

ised

kinetics, for example to electricity and magnetism. Thus we Significa-

are led to regard quantity of electricity, conducted past a given (^n of
,,

cross-section of a conductor, as a coordinate, and the electro-
ilo

J9

e -

motive force producing the current as the corresponding force. ,PP

Thus current is regarded as the rate of variation of the electric
^fg^hod Of

coordinate with the time. For this idea we are already prepared General-
from what we know of the phenomena and energetics of electric

jse(j QO.

currents. We shall return to its discussion after giving a short ordinates
account of Lagrange's dynamical method. to Elec-

L 2 tricity-
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Lagrange's We shall denote by ^, $, 0, &c., \j/-, <, 6, &c., the generalised

Dyna- coordinates and velocities of a material system at any time, and

suppose these connected with the Cartesian coordinates .rt , y^ z
lt

#2) y^ z^ &c., and the corresponding velocities i\,yv z, .f2, y.,,
z.
2 ,

of different points of the system, by the equations

mical
Method.

d. d.r-,., . . .-, .
. s+ &C '

(i)

with similar equations for the other points. Here and in what
follows the symbol 9 denotes partial differentiation with respect
to any specified variable supposed explicitly appearing in given
expressions for the quantities differentiated, while d is used to

denote total differentials, and total differentiation with respect
to any variable. Thus equations (1) presuppose that x^y-^ z-^

#2 , y2 ,
z& &c. can be expressed in terms of the generalised co-

ordinates ^, cf>, 0, &c. without involving \^, $, &c. Now if m
lt

m^ &c. be the masses of particles having the coordinates #1? ylt

zv XK y2 ,
z.
2t &c. we have for the kinetic energy

Expres-
sion for

Kinetic

Energy in

terms of

General-

ised Co-

ordinates

and
Velocities.

Substituting from (1) in this equation we get

T = iW,W2 + W>,W + -.. + 2(^, ^>)^0 + &c. (3)

where (^, ^), (0, ^>), &c. denote coefficients which are functions

of the coordinates
-v//-, <, &c. Thus the kinetic energy is a homo-

geneous quadratic function of the generalised velocities.

Let X-to J"
1}
Zv X2 ,

T2 , Z-2, &. denote forces, according to the

ordinary signification, which act on the particles wi m. &c. ;

then in any possible displacements S.r^ 6^, 8^, 8x2,

of these particles, the work done by the forces is

$2-, &c.

(4)

Now by (1)
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Substituting from (5) in (4) and collecting terms we find

'

General-

isedCom-
, o

) ponents of+ &c -> Forces.

&c....... (6)

where

&c. &c. &c.

The time integral of any force over any interval T we shall Time

denote by *, so that we have Integral
of a

,-- Force.

Thus ^ is equal to the total momentum generated by the force

in the time r. The use of the time-integral is, in general, con-

fined to cases in which a finite change of momentum is produced
in what may in the particular circumstances of the case be

regarded as an infinitely short time. It is usual to say that then Impulsive
the force is an impulsive one

;
and the time-integral is called the Forces and

impulse of the force in the interval T. The work IF done by an Impulse

impulse is of course given by Work
done by an

Impulse-

Now let (>//)
denote a value of ty intermediate between the

velocity at the beginning of T and the velocity at the end, such
that the work clone is (>//) . *. If r be very small, (>//)

is the

arithmetic mean between these two velocities. For let t be the

time from the beginning to any instant of the interval rt
the

velocity ty at that instant is given by

where ty is the initial velocity, and C is a constant depending

upon the conditions to which the coordinate is subject. It is to
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be remarked that the effect of the impulsive force in altering the

velocity is given by the second term on the right, only if the

interval t is exceedingly short. If the interval is finite the

system will after time t have moved from its initial configura-
tion, and C in this case will be a variable quantity coming within
the integration. Denoting the time-integral in the last equation

by *, we have for the rate of working at time #, the value

X (yo + 6s? j).
Hence the whole work done in the interval T is

. (9)

which proves the statement as to the value of (\^).

The work done by the impulse may thus be written in the

form (ty ~\~ "l^")- Similarly if the other generalised component
forces act, the whole work done will be

(ijr + J840 + $ (0 + J8<W + &c.

Workdone Hence the work done in setting the system into motion from
in Origin- rest is

ating a

given
Motion
from
Rest.

$< + &c.)

and this is equal to the kinetic energy which the system has,
viz.

(0, 2 (0, &c.[ (10)

If
j *j &c., as here, be such as to produce from rest the given

motion of the system, it is usual to denote the momenta which

they produce by , 77, ,
&c. Thus we have the equations

+ + &c.

&c.

(11)

General- where of course (^, <j>)
=

(0, ^) ; &c. The quantities on the

ised Com- right are called the components of momentum
;
and are obtained

ponents of from (10) by differentiation with respect to
-v//-, <p, &c. Thus we

Momen- have
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By means of these equations another mode of expressing T which
is very useful is obtained. Clearly dT, 9^-, &c. are linear func-

tions of
^, 0, &c. and the coefficients

(\//-, >//), (\/', <), &c. Hence

by equations (2) ty, <p, &c. can be expressed as linear functions

f & rn C) &c - an(i tne coefficients. Thus by substitution in (10)
the kinetic energy can be expressed as a homogeneous quadratic-
function of the components of momentum

, 77, ,
&c. Denoting

the kinetic energy, when thus expressed, by Tmt we have

Tm = (13)

in which the coefficients are distinguished from those in the Energy
other expression by square brackets. Tm has been called the expressed

reciprocalfunction of T.

Multiplying equations (12) by ty, <, #, &c. respectively, adding
and remembering that T is a homogeneous function of the

velocities of the second degree, we have

2T**^ + 9* + + &c..... (14)

Hence denoting for clearness the kinetic energy expressed in

terms of the velocities by Tv we may write

Tm = - Tv + * + 17* + tf + &c..... (15)

Differentiating this expression for Tm, remembering that
, 77,

&c. are functions of ^, <p, &c. given by (10), we find

in terms of

the Mo-
mentum
Com-

ponents.

since = The equation just obtained gives

=
;

=
,
&c (16) Velocities

^^ expressed
, n , . , in terms of

These equations give the velocities produced by impulses Momenta
equal to

, 77,
c. when the kinetic energy is known in terms or

of the latter quantities. Impulses.
Again, (15) gives by differentiation with respect to any co-

ordinate, *// say,

dTm . dT,n 3 . dTc . ^^..dr,.- + ~ + ** = ' + + + &c '
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which by (16) becomes

Relation &Tm _ _ d^ / 17 \

between d\ls d-k
the Re-

ciprocal This relation, which is very important, holds of course for every
Functions, coordinate.

It may be noted that the differentiation of (15), by which (17)
is obtained, is performed upon Tm with respect to ^ regarded as

occurring explicitly in Tm
,
and in

,
which is a function of the

velocities and coefficients of Tv given by (10). This amounts to

partial differentiation of TV with respect to ^, and therefore
\jr,

<p, &c. on the right of (15) are in this operation not regarded as

functions of ^.
Proof of We may now establish Lagrange's equations of motion. By

Lagrange's the Second Law of Motion for a system of particles of masses mv
Equations m^ &c< we jiave tjie equations

Motion. m^ = xv mfa = A"
2 ,

&c.

&c. . . . . (18)O1C. >

&c. )

where a, y, z, denote the component accelerations. If the

particles are free X, Y, Z, &c. are the components of the forces

applied to the individual particles ;
if they are not free, then

these are the forces which actually produce the accelerations,
that is the forces due to the externally applied forces and the

constraints introduced by the connections of the system. From
(18) and (7) we obtain

. . . (19)

&c. &c. &c. j

Now

*a^ dr*~'
x r * i

and by (1) we have

$-S?
* = .<" *>)

Hence

w.V' ~ m [x -V )
-

.r^
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Dealing in the same way with the other quantities on the left

in (19), and adding we find

Siw (.r | + &c.) = 2m.
j
t (x | + &c.)

-
(x f + &c.) i

dy- ( at d\j/> d\|/> j

fldT dT ,'
' by

&c.

AVe have therefore finally

ddT _dT _ Y (21) Lagrange's

dtH$ 80 1 Equations.

&c. &c. '

which are Lagrange's celebrated equations of motion.*
If the forces

, $, &c., have a potential 7^ then =
d77d\^.

4> = 57^750, &c., and since dF/d-fr = 0, &c., we may, putting
L = T - r, write (21) in the form

ON
/

r/ dL dL _ V (22)

&c. &c.

The meaning of the differential coefficients is to be here most
-carefully observed, otherwise the reader to whom this subject is

new may very readily full into error. If the process given above
be attentively examined it will be seen that the substitution of
d,'' d^f for dx/d\lf, &c., in obtaining (20) presupposes ., &c. to be

expressed as in (1). Thus we replace differentiation of any
variable #, with respect to any one of the new independent
variables.

<// say, by partial differentiation of x with respect to
\J/-

supposing x expressed as in (1). This gives dT/dty as the

* This simple mode of deducing the equations of Lagrange from the

equations of motion of a free particle was given first I believe in
Thomson and Tait's Xatural Philosophy (second edition), vol. i. part i.

p. 302.
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equivalent of mxdxjdfy + &c., where T is expressed, as in (3),.

as a homogeneous quadratic function of the velocities obtained

by taking- the squares of equations (1).

Again the reader should mark the substitution

This replaces the expression on the right by the partial differ-

ential coefficient with respect to ^ of x expressed as in (1).

This can be justified as follows. Writing w for d.r/dxjf, we have

But by (1)

d.v dw dw .
,
dw= - = !//. _]

dt d^d

dx dw . . dw , .= + +

the value just found for dw\dt. Also by multiplyin

just found, by the value of x as given in (1) we get the result of

differentiating with respect to
A//-

the expression given in (3)
for T.

Meaning of It is important to notice that dT/d^.&c. in (21) are forces
Terms in depending on the appearance of the coordinates in the co-

Lagrange's efficients of the terms of the value of T as given in (3) and
Equations, therefore depend on the relations to which the coordinates are

subjected. If the particles are perfectly free and are referred to

Cartesian coordinates these forces are zero, since then the co-

efficients do not involve the coordinates. The second terms on

the left in (21) express generally the external forces required on

account of the geometrical relations of the system.
It is also to be noted that these substitutions are not affected

by the explicit appearance of the time t in the equations con-

necting the Cartesian with the generalised coordinates, and that

the equations therefore hold for this case also.

As stated above Lagrange's equations are as many in number
as there are coordinates left undetermined by the kinematical

conditions, and the determination of the state of the system is

reduced to the solution of these equations. It is very remarkable

that these coordinates, as is evident from the process of deriva-

tion given above, may be of any physical nature whatever, and

connect the corresponding physical state with the motions of

particles composing the system. If we are given a sufficient

number of kinematical equations Lagrange's equations enable us
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to determine any required physical state of the system, although
we have no means of obtaining any knowledge of the actual
motions of the parts of the system, from general considerations

regarding which these equations have been deduced.

Lagrange's equations can be put into a remarkable form, due Hamil-
to Sir W. Rowan Hamilton, which is frequently more convenient. ton's

Kecurring to the components of momentum
, 77, &c. given by Equations

(11) we see that of

Motion.

^ dTv _ (^
I

dt~d^r

~
Jt\ (23

&c. &c. )

Hence using (21) and (17) we have

^p
1 \

I
<# d

fh, d =
(U
T

00
&c. &c.

(24)

These are Lagrange's equations as modified by Hamilton. They
express that the force applied in each case is equal to the time-
rate of increase of the corresponding component of momentum,
plus the rate of increase of the kinetic energy per unit of increase
of the corresponding displacement. The term dTm/tty is in

another form the force required to balance the force of type ^
arising from the kinematical conditions to which the system is

subject, and the time-rate of gain of momentum is equal to the
difference between this term and the applied force.

To apply Lagrange's equations to electrical and magnetic
phenomena we have to consider what terms enter into the

expression for the total kinetic energy T of a system of current-

carrying conductors. If we denote by^?, #, r, &c. the generalised
coordinates of the system of conductors irrespective of currents,
and by -V//-, <, &c. the electrical coordinates, we might expect T
to be made up of three parts Tv T2 ,

T3, given by the equations

-....+ (p, q}pq + . ...

Meaning
of the

Terms in

Hamil-
ton's

Equations.

Applica-
tion of

Lagrange's
Equations
to Elec-

tricity and

netism.

so that T
l
denotes the ordinary molar kinetic energy of the con-

ductors, T2 the electrokinetic energy of the system, and T3 the

energy depending on products of velocities corresponding to the
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Electrical

Coor-

dinates.

Potential

Energy of

Magnetic
Field now-

regarded
as Kinetic

Energy.

Iguoration
of Coor-

dinates.

Apparent
Potential

Energy.

ordinary coordinates, and velocities corresponding- to the elec-

trical coordinates. There is no reason to believe that the part T3

exists,* and as we are not concerned with the part T-^ in electrical

investigations, we have only to consider 2\.
The question at once arises : what are to be considered the

electrical coordinates of the system ? Now all experience shows
that the state of the system (that is the electric condition of the

conductors and the electric and magnetic states of the field;

remains unchanged, when the currents are kept constant, and
the configuration of the conductors is maintained unaltered.
Hence we are led at once to take the currents in the several

conductors as ^, <, &c., and to conclude that the coefficients

(^r, T//"),
. . . (^, <) . . . in T

2 depend only on the coordinates |?,

<2, &c., which fix the configuration.
In what has gone before we have regarded the energy of a

magnetic field as potential energy ;
but we shall now find that

energy appearing, with changed sign, as the electrokinetic

energy, or that part of it determined for us by the coordinates
which we have adopted as fixing the state of the system. There
is not here any contradiction, only a change of point of view.
The fact is, that everything points to the conclusion that what
we are in the habit of regarding as potential energy is really
kinetic energy. Every increase of scientific knowledge of matter
furnishes additional proof that all its properties have their ex-

planation in motion, and the conviction is being more and more
forced upon every physical student that the ordinary division of

energy into potential and kinetic results from our incomplete
knowledge of the material system considered. If we had perfect

knowledge of the coordinates of all the parts of the system at a

given instant, and further knew fully the conditions to which
these coordinates are subject, we should ipso facto be able to

define the configuration at anytime of any portion of the system,
and to state how at that time the whole kinetic energy is divided
between that portion and the rest of the system. Thus the

ordinary transformation of potential into kinetic energy, and
vice versa, is only a process of redistribution of kinetic energy
between the different parts of the system.

It can in fact be proved that if a dynamical system be specified

partly by a certain group of position coordinates of type (, and

partly by velocities of other coordinates of type \J/-,
so that the

kinetic energy is the sum of two parts T$, T^, the first of which
is expressed as a quadratic function of the velocities of type <,
and the other as a quadratic function of the momenta corre-

* On this point see Maxwell, El. and Mag. vol. ii. 573.
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spending to the velocities of type \//-,
the alteration of the position

coordinates will take place just as if the system had a quantity
of kinetic energy Tj and a quantity of potential energy T$.
We suppose that there is no potential energy, so that if T^ be the

energy Ty expressed in terms of the velocities of type \j/-,
we

have by Lagnmge's equations, for the motion corresponding to

any ^-coordinate

= ,
25

,

a< d(f>

Now by (17) above dT^/dcf*
= -

dT^/d<f>,
and since

dT^/d<}> Ignoration
= dTj d< =

0, we may write (25) in the form of c 01'-

dinates.

T
Lagrange's

Equations.

which agrees exactly with the equation given by (22) above for
the motion corresponding to a < coordinate when the potential
energy of the system is T^.

It may be remarked here that if a quantity of potential energy Ignoration
V existed, then writing of Coor-

dinates.
L' = Ti.

- T* - V = L - 27^ Kouth's
Modified

we should have instead of (26) Form of

_
dtd<j> d<p

V ;

gian
Function.

Hence in the case m which the kinetic energy is expressed in

terms of velocities corresponding to certain coordinates and the
momenta corresponding to certain others, we can use the modified

Lagrangian function L' instead of Z, and in precisely the same
way. Tin's very important theorem is due to Kouth.*
The above investigation shows how without knowing one set

of coordinates we can still express the energy, and find the

equations of motion for those coordinates we do know, and well
illustrates the view suggested that ordinary potential energy is

*
Stability of Motion, p. 61.
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Electro-

kinetic

Energy.

merely the kinetic energy corresponding to the ignored or

unknown coordinates.

\Ve shall find however that the electrical and configurational
coordinates of the system give an expression for the electrokinetic

energy in terms of the current strengths, which completely
accounts for all ordinary phenomena of the electromagnetic
field. We assume according to the theory given above that

the electrokinetic energy T is given by the equation

T - i (L,A2 + 2J/12 2 + ... + + 2J1/23y2y3 + ...) (29)

in which we have adopted the notation y1? y.21 &c. for the currents

in the circuits specified by the suffixes, and Z
1}
J/12 ,

&c. for the

coefficients, which as stated above, involve only the configura-
tional coordinates. We shall see presently that Z

15
Z2,

&c. are what
have been called the coefficients of self-induction for the different

single circuits, and JJ/12, ^/is, -^23> ^c>
j
the coefficients of mutual

induction for the pairs of circuits indicated by the suffixes.

If we identify, as we shall presently, the electrokinetic energy
with the intrinsic energy of the magnetic field as defined in

Chap. III., but with its sign changed, and denote the magnetic
inductions through the several circuits by N19 N# &c., we shall

have the equation

General- T'= K^i/i
ised Com-

ponents of Hence by (70) we get
Electro-

magnetic ny _ 9T _ T

Mo- i
~

$,
= y

i-2

mentum :

\ T U J.
-, r

, + ... &c. + Nkfa +...). . (30)

. (31)

Or, Mag-
netic In-

ductions

through
the

Circuits.

where Mpq = Mqp, Nv N^ &c. are the generalised components
of electromagnetic momentum for the system.

If all the currents be zero except yk for example, then Nk be-

comes Z
fcy fe>

so that Lk is the induction through the circuit

numbered
, per unit of its own current. Through the other

circuits the inductions are respectively J/
fcltyfc,

M
2lcyk,

&c. so that

any one, say J/f&yfe, is the induction through the circuit ',
in con-

sequence of the existence of the current yk in the circuit k. Thus
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J/tfc is the magnetic induction through the circuit * per unit of

current in the circuit k, that is, it is what is called the coefficient

of mutual induction between the two circuits. An expression by
which J/ifc can be calculated is given by (18), p. 129

;
this is also

available for the calculation of Li or Lie according as both ds and
ds' are supposed to belong to the circuit i or the circuit k. Equation
(18) shows that 31pq = J/gp, which is also evident from the simple
consideration, that when there are only two circuits^, and ^,

the mutual electrokinetic energy is proportional to each of the
current strengths, and therefore to their product, and to a

coefficient depending on the geometrical arrangement of the

circuits.

Using Lagrange's equations of motion and introducing Lord

Rayleigh's Dissipation Function F* we have, since the coeffi-

cients in T do not contain the coordinates y, for the impressed
electromotive forces in the different circuits the typical equation

But
F =

where Rk is the resistance in the circuit indicated by the suffix k.

Hence

(33)

As an example let the system be composed of two circuits Case of

only ;
and denote the currents in them by yv y2,

the respec- Two
live coefficients of self-induction (or the Inductances of the Circuits.

circuits as it is now usual to call them) by Lv Z. and the co-
efficient of mutual induction by J/. For T we have the

equation

T = i (Ayi* + 2J/yl72 + Z2?22) (29')

*
See Lord Rayleigh's t Theory of Sound, vol. i. p. 78. The

Dissipation Function is such that when differentiated with respect to
a velocity taken as independent variable it gives the applied force

required to overcome the dissipative resistance to motion. The time
rate of dissipation of energy due to any dissipative force is the product
of that force into the corresponding velocity. Since we know that the
rate of dissipation of energy in any circuit is %$&* the form of the
function is in the present case obvious.
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If Ev E^, be the electromotive forces, v R.2 the resistances.,

equation (33) gives for this case

- (A*

Induction.

(33'}

Electro- The electromotive forces of the type dNkldt are the parts of
motive the impressed electromotive forces which are employed in

Forces of
-working against the electromotive forces due to induction. Thus

dNuldt is the type of the actual electromotive force due to

induction.

The inductive electromotive force is thus equal to the time-rate

of diminution of the electromagnetic momentum, and is a

reaction against the applied electromotive force analogous to

the inertia reaction of a particle against an applied force pro-

ducing acceleration. It is such an inductive electromotive force

which renders the rise or fall of the current in a circuit gradual
when an external electromotive force is applied or removed.

Again the forces which must be applied to work against the

similarly reacting internal electromagnetic forces are

dT dT
'

Dynamical
Illustra-

tions of

Current

Induction.

Maxwell's
Illustra-

tion.

where #
1? x%, &c. are coordinates determining the geometrical

positions of the circuits. Thus the mutual electromagnetic forces

having equal and opposite values to these, are equal to the corre-

sponding space-rates of increase of the electrokinetic energy.
The following dynamical illustrations of inductive action

between two circuits have been suggested by Clerk Maxwell
and Lord Rayleigh. They are exceedingly valuable as helping
the mind to picture the kind of dynamical action which must

go on in the medium surrounding the circuits.

Maxwell constructed a dynamical model which is shown in

Fig. 36. Two equal vertical wheels a and b having a common axis

are bevelled and toothed so that an equal third wheel cis geared
with them, and mounted as described below with its plane at

right angles to that of a or b. a is fast to the horizontal axle,
which also has rigidly attached to it a cross of four bars of
which two only are shown in the figure. These are furnished
with sliding weights so that the moment of inertia of the cross

may be altered at will. One arm of the cross forms an axle

round which the wheel c turns freely. The wheel b is mounted
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on a loose sleeve turning on the axle of a. A and B are two

pulleys grooved and fitted with rope brakes so that any required
resistance to their motion may be applied. A is fast to the axle

of the wheel a, B to the sleeve also carrying b. In what follows
we shall by the "wheel A" designate the whole system rigidly
connected with the pulley A, and so on the other side by the
"wheel ."

The theory of this machine will form a good illustration of Dynamical

Lagrange's dynamical method. The kinetic energy T is easily Theory of

found. If A and B have angular velocities CD, and to2 in the same Maxwell's
Machine.

J.

t

FIG. 36.

direction, and a be the radius of two equal circles round them
which have contact with c, the tangential velocities of the two
points of contact will be

cujtf, a>?a. The arithmetical mean of
these must clearly be the tangential velocity of the centre of
the circle of contact of c. The angular velocity of the cross is

thus 0(0^ -f- i) #, or ^(< 1 -f- &>2), the mean of the angular
velocities of the wheels? The angular velocity of the wheel c
round its axis is clearly i^ - o>

2) since a is its radius. Putting
then m^kf, m J-.2

2
, mjc^, m&

2
,
for the respective moments of inertia

VOL. II. M
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round their axes of the three wheels A, B, c, and the cross,
we have

Replacing the coefficients of o^
2
,

<B2
2

,

tively, we get

Dynamical
Equations
of Model

analogous
to Equa-
tions of

E.M.F.
for Two
Circuits.

Analogue
of

"Make"
of Pri-

mary
Circuit.

by Z1?
Z2 ,

2J!f respec-

Z2o>2
2
)

which is of precisely the same form as that given above for the
electrokinetic energy of the currents in two circuits.

The wheels A and B correspond to the two mutually in-

fluencing circuits, and their angular velocities to the currents in

them, while Lv Z
2 ,
M represent the coefficients of induction.

The rotating arms and attached masses, carried round by the

wheel c, and forming the connecting link between A and B,
correspond to the medium in which the circuits are situated,
and through which their mutual action is propagated.
To make the analogy between the action of the mechanism

perfect, we shall suppose the resisting forces applied to A and
to be proportional to the angular velocities. We shall there-

fore denote the resisting couple on A by R^, and that on B by
-S2 2 ,

where Rv R2 are constants. If then Q
lt 2 denote the

external couples applied to A and B, we have by Lagrange's
equations

which mutatis mutandis are precisely the equations of inductive

electromotive force (33') given above for two circuits.

The interpretation of these equations is very simple. For

example Md^jdt is the applied force necessary to overcome the

reaction on A produced by the acceleration dm^/df in B
;
or in

other words if this acceleration exist in B, a force Md^dt must
^e applied to A to prevent it from moving. Similarly for the

other wheel.

Interesting conclusions can easily be deduced from equations

(33"), and the reader will do well to verify them by careful con-

sideration of the mechanism. First let 2
= 0. and let the

system be started from rest by imparting a positive anguh
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acceleration by means of a couple Gj to A. At the beginning
a)., = and therefore

Thus the angular acceleration of B must be opposite to that of

A, and a negative angular velocity will begin to be generated in

S. This will continue to increase so long as Mdwjdt is greater
than fi.^ in numerical value, since 2t^t>2 1S now positive. At
the beginning when coj

=
0, d&Jdt is greatest, and da>2ldt has its

greatest negative value. The changes afterwards may best be
studied by integrating equations (33"), which may be done by
alternate elimination of a l and o>

2 . Precisely similar equations
[(65)] for the electric problem, are integrated on p. 180 below, and

may be there studied. It will be seen that if Q
l
be maintained

constant, &>2 rises to a maximum, and gradually dies away to

zero as coj approaches its steady value. The wheel A then
rotates at constant speed while B remains at rest.

This corresponds precisely to the gradual rise of the current
in the primary circuit to its final steady value while the back-

ward induced current in the secondary rises to a maximum and
thereafter dies away to zero.

If after the steady state has been reached A be retarded, it is Dynamical
clear from the differential equations that B will receive a Analogue
forward acceleration dajdt, and will acquire a velocity in the of

direction of motion of A, which, as A comes gradually to rest,
" Break"

will rise to a maximum, and then gradually die away to nothing.
If A be suddenly arrested the forward acceleration of B will, in

consequence of the angular momentum of the rotating mass, be

correspondingly great, and a great resisting force applied to B
may be overcome.

This corresponds precisely to what takes place when the

primary circuit is broken. The electromotive force in the

secondary circuit is greater the more sudden the break in the

primary, and depends also on the nature of the circuits and
their surroundings, in a manner which suggests some motion of
the medium analogous to the angular momentum of the system Dynamical
set into motion by the bevel wheel c. Analogue

Again, let the coefficient R> be so great that even with a very of High
small value of &>2

the value of -S2<o2 is considerable, then d&^dt Resistance

is comparatively small, and consequently by the first equation r Air

du
l
dt has a much smaller positive value for the same applied

Break in

couple than in the case in which has a considerable back- Secondary .

ward acceleration. The reason is of course that now the wheel

M 2
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A cannot turn without carrying the massive cross with it. On
the other hand, if the wheel A be stopped suddenly the stress

thrown on B will be very great, and it will be forcibly moved
forward.

This corresponds to a very high resistance or air-break in the

secondary, so that a spark is prevented when the circuit is com-

pleted, while the sudden breaking of the circuit sends a current

through a high resistance, and a spark across an air-space as in

the secondary coil of an inductorium.

Dynamical The charging arid discharging of a Leyden jar in the secondary
Analogue circuit may be represented by the mechanism. An arm attached

ofLeyden to the wheel B bears at each turn upon a spring attached to the
Jar in framework. This spring resists the motion of the wheel until

Secondary. tne arm is released after turning through a certain angle. Thi
if the motion of A is sufficient the wheel B will be turne

against the spring until the latter slips and recoils, while B rui

on, to come round and repeat the same process so long as

acceleration of A endures.

The bending of the spring is the analogue of the charging
the Leyden jar, the slip of a sudden discharge by a spark. Tl
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amount of bending which the spring is capable of sustaining
before slipping answers to the capacity of the jar. If it is so

great as to entirely prevent the slip, the deflection will attain a

maximum, and then be gradually undone as the couple on B
diminishes and the spring brings the wheel back. This is

analogous to the silent discharge of the jar by backward con-

duction through the secondary coil connecting its coatings.
Lord Rayleigh * has employed Huyghens' gearing (represented Lord

in Fig. 37) instead of the differential gearing described above. Rayleigh s

The two equal pulleys A, B, are loose on a round steel spindle.
ustra-

Over them passes an endless cord which carries at its two bights ^,1"^,,
two equal movable pulleys C, D as shown. To these are attached

equal weights E, F. This gives a system practically without

potential energy, since whatever motion takes place, one of the

Aveights must rise just as much as the other falls, and the

weight of the cord may be neglected.
The expression for the kinetic energy is of the same form as Dynamical

before. Let m, be the mass of each movable pulley and attached Theory of

weight, m'k- the moment of inertia round its axis of each of the Hlustra-

four pulleys, supposed here for simplicity all equal in every
respect. Then if o^, o>2 be the angular velocities of A and B,
and a their common radius, the linear velocity of each weight
is \a(u>i -j- o>9 ), and the angular velocity of each of the pulleys
C and I) is

\(o>-^ o>2). Hence for the kinetic energy of the

whole system we have

rn \ 1 7,0 ( 2 | 2 | i / \2\ | 1 9/ |
\ 2

or

T = i{(|ma
2

-j- %m'k
2
) (o^

2
-f- o>2

2
) -|- (ma

2
m'/^wjco,}.

Thus we have

7j = Z
2
= %ma2

-\- %m'k2
,
M = ma2 m'k2

,

and the same equations as in (33") above.
The action of the apparatus is very similar to that of the

differential gearing, and we have the same analogies. Angular
velocities of A and B represent currents in the primary and

secondary circuits respectively. Frictional resistances may be

applied to A and B to resist their motion as before, and thus to

play the part of the resistances of the circuits. Whatever
friction there is at the bearings serves this purpose so far as

it goes.

*
Phil. Mag. July 1890, p. 30.
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Dynamical If the system be at rest a sudden motion of A in either direc-

Analogues tion produces in consequence of the inertia of the masses E, F,
of simply a turning of their pulleys and a moving round of the

"Make" cord, and therefore a backward motion of the pulley B. As A
and

^ goes on moving however, one weight rises and the other falls,
"Break. until on the attainment of sufficient velocity of the system as

much cord is gained by the rise of one weight as is required for

the fall of the other, and there is no motion of the cord on B,
which has come to rest. Thus we have the rise and gradual

dying away of the induced current in the secondary as that in

the primary attains its steady state.

Again if A is suddenly stopped the masses C and I) will go on

moving, and the motion of the cord will be shifted to the pulley
_Z?, which will now turn in the same direction as A did formerly.
This illustrates the induced current in the secondary on break of

the primary.
A condenser in the secondary may be represented as before by

a spring pulled out by the pulley as it turns, and let slip when
a certain amount of stretching (representing the capacity of the

condenser) has been attained.

Relation of We shall now investigate the relation between the coefficients

Induction of self and mutual induction and the intrinsic energy (supposed
Coeffi- in Chap. III. above to be potential) of the system, as found by
cients to the analogy between a circuit carrying a current and a magnetic
Energy of shell. The value to be given to the energy on the assumption
System. t iia^ ^ is wholly kinetic will then immediately appear.
Electro- It is a well-known experimental result that any variation of

motive the current in a conductor, or any displacement or deformation
Forces of of the circuit, produces an electromotive force in the circuit
Induction, itself and in any neighbouring circuit. We shall suppose that

these electromotive forces are, in the case of variation of the

Self- current, proportional to the rate of variation, that is, considering
Induction. anv circuit in which the current at any instant has strength yv

we suppose the electromotive force in the circuit itself to be

Ady^dtj and in a neighbouring circuit Cdy-^ldt. A and C are

coefficients which do not depend on the currents, but only on the

configuration of the system. If y2 be the current in the neigh-

bouring circuit at the same instant, then the electromotive forces

due to the variation of the current in the second circuit are

Bdy^ldt in the second circuit itself, and C'dy^dt in the first.

The proof of the validity of all these assumptions is to be
found in the cumulative evidence afforded by all the experi-
ments which have been made on the effects of varying currents,
and the agreement of the consequences of the theory with
observed facts.
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Again, it is found that if the first circuit be deformed so that

A varies, an electromotive force of amount y^dA\dt will, during
the change, exist in the first, and, in like manner, if the second
circuit be deformed, an electromotive force of amount y<,dBjdt
will exist in the second.

Let now the first circuit be held fixed and the second be Mutual

displaced relatively to it, while the currents are not allowed to Induction.

Trary. The circuit being changed in position without alteration

of the current, the coefficients C, C' are altered in a short

interval of time, dt, by the respective amounts dC, dC'. We
shall suppose that this gives rise to electromotive forces of

amount yjtCjdt, y^C/dt, in the first and second circuits re-

spectively.
The existence of the two last electromotive forces might be

inferred with a certain amount of probability from the first, by
supposing the circuits and currents to be first completely given
in some specified arrangement, then the currents to fade away in

the given system while currents replacing them grow up in

another system of circuits representing the former in its displaced
or deformed state.

Thus the inductive electromotive forces are : in the first

circuit

(It

in the second circuit

Calcula-

tion of

Inductive
E.M.Fs.
for two
Circuits.

These electromotive forces fall to be added to the impressed
electromotive forces Er Ez in the circuits. Thus we get, applying
Ohm's law, which we here assume as holding whatever the

origin of the electromotive forces may be,

+ 72)
=

. . . . (34)

Now in the general case deformations and movements of the Work
circuits take place under the action of external ponderomotive done by
forces applied to the system, so that work is done by these forces External

Forces.
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on the system, or by the system against these forces. The
amount of this work is to be found as follows. Let E denote

Analysis the quantity, called (p. 129 above) the potential energy of the
of Energy system, which gives the internal ponderomotive forces on the
of System. c ircu its

;
then regarding the two currents as two mutually

acting magnetic shells, we see, as in the case of the two mutually
acting magnetic systems discussed at pp. 35, 36, that E is made
up of three parts, one depending on the first circuit alone,
another on the second circuit alone, and the third on the mutual
action of the circuits. By the expression for the mutual

potential energy given on p. 129 above we can easily see (and
the proper expressions will be developed presently), that the

parts of the energy due to the existence of the separate circuits

apart from their mutual action, may be written \y-^L'v \y^L'^
where L'v L'2 are coefficients depending only upon the configura-
tion of the system. The mutual potential energy is yl7zM'
where - M' denotes the integral in (19), p. 129. The value of E
is thus given by

E - \ + Mi'* + .... (35)

Calcula-

tion of

Work of

External
Forces and

Energy
furnished

by Genera-
tors in

Circuits.

Applica-
tion of

Principle
of Conser-
vation of

Energy.

The work done by external forces in time dt is equal to the

increase of potential energy, depending on deformation or dis-

placement, which takes place in that time, and is

(Of course if this expression is negative it really expresses
work done by the system against external forces.) Thus there
is furnished by the generators and external forces energy
amounting to

(El7l + Effjdt + ly?dl\ + ky&l'* + 7l72dM'.

This is used in generating heat of which the dynamical equi-
valent is (Itl7l

*
-f- R2y^}dt, and in increasing the total intrinsic

(potential) energy of the system by an amount cl.. Thus we get

(El7l

But substituting in this the value of (Sl7l
2 + Etf)dt given

by (34) we find

+ C'yjdt + y,
- (By, + C7l}dt + dE (36)
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If the system be put through a complete cycle of changes of
^

Proof of

configuration and current, so that the physical state of the
'

Existence

system at the end is the same as at the beginning, E must have of only

the same value as before, that is, d is a perfect differential.
]

We are at liberty to suppose that the cycle does not include any
change of configuration, and in this case we have by the last

equation

- dE =
( 7lA + y.2C}dyi + (y.2B + 7l <? 2 . . (37)

The quantity on the left is a perfect differential, and therefore

by the ordinary criterion

efficient

between
Two

Circuits.

C = C' (38)

that is, the coefficient of induction of the first circuit on the

second is equal to that of the second circuit on the first. Hence

(37) integrated on the supposition that the configuration is not

altered, gives

- E = (39)

there being no constant or arbitrary function of integration,
since E vanishes when 7l and y2

are zero.

If now the configuration only varies

Equating this value of </E to that given by (36) for the case Relation

in which 7l , y2
are constant, we find of Induc-

tive

E.M.Fs.
to Energy

Hence
dA = dL', dB = dL\< dC = dM' .

yfdL?

of System.

Thus we conclude

A = B = Z'2 ,
C = 3f (40)

since if we diminish the area embraced by each of the circuits

A, L^ and
,
L'2 vanish together, and as we separate the circuits

towards an infinite distance apart C and M decrease together
towards zero.

We see now by equations (33) and (34) that if we suppose the Relation of

energy electrokinetic we have only to put Electro-

rekinetic

T=- E + constant (41) Energy to
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Magnetic
Energy of

System :

T--E.

Relation of

Induction
Coeffi-

cients to

Magnetic
Energy of

System.

Magnetic
Theorems
introchieed

on Basis of

Equi-
valence of

Circuit

and

Magnetic
Shell.

and the typical Lagrangian equations (21) or (24) with the

potential energy taken as zero will give the electromotive and

electromagnetic forces of the system. The value of the con-

stant i.s not required and we may take it as zero if we please.
Thus the value of the electrokinetic energy of the system may
be regarded as simply

Equation (41) is in form apparently a statement of the con-

servation of the energy of the system ;
but it is to be carefully

noticed that it only furnishes a value of T which used in the

Lagrangian equations with the value of the potential energy
taken as zero, gives dynamical equations expressing the results

of experiment.
It is clear from equations (33') and (34) and the results ex-

pressed in (40) that

By the equivalence of a circuit and a mngnetic shell, the

expression N^ for the magnetic induction through any circuit

A due to a current y2
in anv other circuit B is given by

(43)

where F, G, H are the components of vector potential produced
by the current in B at an element ds

1
of A, and the integration

is taken round the circuit of A.
If u, v, ?0, be the components of current in the first circuit as

these are defined on p. 114 above, this equation may be written

NI = -
j(Fu

+Gv + (43')

where d& is an element of volume of the first conductor and the

integration is extended throughout the whole space in which the

current is not zero.

By (50) and (51) of Chap. I. above, (43) and therefore also

(43') can be written

" cos 9

where B is the angle between two elements dsv ds
2
of the respec-

tive circuits, r the distance of these elements apart, and the in-

tegration is taken round both circuits. Similarly we should find
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for the magnetic induction N2 through JS due to the current in A
the equation

cos*,C f cos 6=
71] J -j-

These equations may be written

^ = 3/72 ,
A2

- J (46)

if

"//^ (47)

M is what has been called above the coefficient of mutual
induction of the two circuits, and may be interpreted as the

magnetic induction through either of the circuits due to unit

current in the other.

The part of the electrokinetic energy which depends upon the

existence of one current-carrying circuit in presence of the other

is thus

+A..... (48)

General

Expres-
sions for

Coeffi-

cients of

Induction.
1. Mutual
Induction.

But the current in any one circuit produces a certain magnetic
induction through its own circuit which may be calculated thus.

Suppose the circuit to be built up of coincident filaments each

containing an element of current dyt
and consider the increase

dN oi magnetic induction through the previously existing circuit

due to the addition of a single such filament, we have

tN i JG
ds ds ds

or, since u, v, w (ydxjds, ydy/ds, ydz/ds)/ area of cross-section

ydN = ((udF + vdG + wdE)d* .... (49)

Since all the filaments are coincident the components of vector

potential at any element of the added h'lament due to the current
in the previously existing circuit are F, G, H. Hence the in-

duction through the filament is N, and we have
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or Ndy = I (Fdu + Gdv -f Hdw)d& .... (50)

But if T be the electrokinetic energy so far as it depends upon
this one circuit alone, and d'J\ be the increase of

'J\
due to the

addition of the filament carrying the current dy, then since

by (29')

we find from (49) and (50)

dT
v
= \(Ndy + ydN)

= \{(Fdu -f Gdo + Hdw + udF -h e</ + wdH)d

= 4 /"

Hence

(Fu + Gv= | f(

7 J '

ds ds (

Here F, G, H are the components of vector potential at any
element ds of the circuit produced by the current in the circuit

itself and therefore we can write

(51)

2. Self- where ds, ds', belong to the same circuit. Thus for the coefficient
Induction. Of self-induction we get

C r cos0

JJ
7 j ,
ds ds ...... (52)

In Chapter VI. we shall proceed to the calculation of the
values of L and M for circuits of different forms and arrange-
ment.
The coefficient of self-induction for any circuit may be defined

as the coefficient of mutual induction between that circuit and a

coincident circuit. It has therefore the value just given in (52)
in which ds

t
ds' are now to be taken as elements of the two

coincident circuits and the integrations are performed round
these circuits.
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This idea of two coincident circuits gives an easy method of

deducing from the expression for the mutual energy of two
circuits the energy due to thje existence of a single circuit alone.

For let ds, ds' be any two coincident elements of the two circuits

and ds-y ds\ any two other coincident elements, and
-y, -/, the

currents in the circuits. Then if the circuits be deformed, and
still kept coincident, the alteration of the mutual energy will be

yy'ftm, in consequence of the action between the two elements

ds, ds\, and yy'bni^ in consequence of the action between the two
elements ds', ds

lt
where m EE cos 6 dsds\/r, m-^ EE cos e ds dsjr^.

The whole alteration of energy is therefore yy'd(m -|- w1 )
= 2yy'Sw,

since obviously m = mr This gives 2y*8m if the currents be y
in each case.

On the other hand the alteration of energy due to the deform-
ation of either of these coincident circuits alone is y

2
dm, or half

the former amount. Hence if the currents be equal the work
done in establishing either circuit alone, or its intrinsic energy, is

half that spent in establishing either in presence of the other.

But the latter is

9 r r cos e , 7 , or
y
2

/ / -- ds ds = y'L.

Hence the energy In the former case is

From the value of N given in the equations

(53)
ds ds ds

which applies to two linear circuits (not necessarily of uniform

cross-section) very important expressions for F, G, H can be
deduced. Denoting by u, v', w f

, and da' components of current
and the cross- section at (x',y', z) of the conductor carrying the
current y't

we can write the first equation in the form

ds r dx r

where d' (=? ds' da'} is an element of volume of the conductor,
and the integration with respect to that conductor may therefore
be taken as one throughout its volume. If then the circuit

giving rise to F, G, H at the point (x, y, z} of the other be non-
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linear, and we assume that it can be regarded as an assemblage
of elementary circuits bounded by lines of flow, we have

r ds r ds r

where 2 denotes summation of the integrals obtained for each

elementary circuit. But clearly by integrating with respect to

', taking the corresponding values of throughout the

non-linear conductor, we get rid of the summation and find

r ds r ds r ds

By comparison of this with the second value of N given in

(53) above, we obtain

(54)

where the integration is extended throughout all space in which
the current (', v'

t w') differs from zero. To each of the expres-
sions under the integral sign in (54) might of course be added

any term which gives a zero result when integrated round the
circuit

;
but it will not in any of the following developments of

the subject of electromagnetism be found necessary to do so.

In the case of a system of currents, however complex, pro-
ducing the components F, G, If of vector potential at the point
(.r, y, z), the expressions (54) will evidently still hold, for we
have only to sum the values of each of these expressions as found
for each circuit; and this is done equally by extending the

integration throughout all space, taking at each point the actual

values of the components u'
}
v

f

, w' there, due to the whole

complex system. This system will include any circuit coinciding
with that through which the magnetic induction is taken, and

carrying any current, and this includes the latter circuit with the

current which actually exists in it. Hence we drop the accents
in (54) and write

(55)

General where u, v, w denote the components of current at the element of

Values ot volume da, and r the distance of that element from #, y, z, and

F, G, H the integrals are taken throughout the whole space in which
for any currents exist.
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The medium has been here supposed to have unit magnetic System of

inductive capacity. If however the magnetic inductive capacity Currents.

be /z (and be uniform throughout all space not at an infinite

distance from the system) the equations become

d* , (550

If the value of
p. be different in different parts of the field these

equations must be modified by the addition of integrals over the

separating surfaces, but into these cases we cannot here enter.*

It may be remarked however that in the case of continuous
variations of

p.
from point to point, if the magnetization of the

medium be lamellar and the medium fill the whole field, equations
(55') still hold, while they must be corrected by certain simple
integrals over the separating surfaces when different parts of the
field are filled by different media.

By equations (5) p. 116, we have by differentiation and Character-

addition istic

a a a Equationa* a* a* ^^
dx
^

dy
^

dz
( }

by the
Vector

From this we can show that the values of F, G, II given in Potential

(55) fulfil the equation

<">

To find the value of F at the point (x -f dx
t y, z) we may suppose

the whole system of currents displaced through a distance dx in
the opposite direction. This will bring the point (x + dx, y, z)
to coincidence with (x, y, z), and the value of F at the latter

point will then be that previously existing for the former.
But the values of u and F at any point will have become
# + du/dx . dx, and F + dF/dx . dx respectively. In the same
way we may deal with G and H, Hence we have

dF
dx J r

"

dy

f!? du cr
.\JLfc = \ da
J r dz J r

See a paper by Prof. Schuster in the Phil, Mag. for July, 1891.
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Two
Unde-

formable
Circuits :

Change of

Electro-

kinetic

Energy.

Electro-

magnetic
work
done.

Whole
Energy
spent in

any change
accounted

for.

It is to be noticed tliat, if (56) do not hold in any space,

(57) will not either. In general (56) does hold (and the current

therefore is analogous to the flow of an incompressible fluid), but

there are exceptional cases in which it does not. For example it

does not hold throughout any portion of space enclosing a

critical point, such as a source, or place where electricity is

supposed to be generated, or a sink, where electricity is supposed
to be destroyed. The corrections however in such cases are

easily made.
We shall now illustrate the dynamical theory set forth above

by applying it to a few important particular cases.

First take the case of two circuits specified above by equations

(29') and (33').
We shall suppose the circuits rigid so that Lv L2

are invari-

able. Then if the circuits be subjected only to those changes
which take place from their mutual action, and dT be the change
in T which takes place in a small interval of time dt

dT =

If a typical coordinate x, fixing the relative positions of the

circuits (say in the case of two plane circuits maintained parallel
to one another, the distance between them) be altered at the same
time by an amount dx, the work done by electromagnetic forces

has the value dTjdx . dx. Calling this dW, and putting dM for

the corresponding change in M, we obtain

dW = yiy,dM ..... (60)

This work is spent in producing kinetic energy in the displaced
conductors, or if these are not free, in moving them against
external resistance, or in both ways.
The work done by the impressed electromotive forces over

and above that dissipated is

which by (33') has the value

or by (59) and (60) the value dT -f dW, so that the energy is all

accounted for.
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Thus the impressed electromotive forces working against the
inductive electromotive forces do an amount of work which is

accounted for by an increase dT of the electrokinetic energy,
and an amount of work dW done in displacing the circuits. The
former quantity dT may be separated into two parts, (1) the
work done against the inductive electromotive forces which

depend only on changes of the currents, and (2) an increase of
electrokinetic energy amounting to yvyzdM arising through
alteration of the relative positions of the "circuits. If the con-
ductors are displaced from rest to rest again, so that y1 , y^ have
resumed their steady values dy^ = 0, dy2

=
0, and the energy

furnished by the batteries is ^y-^y^DI of which one-half is ac-

counted for in dT, the other in d\V which has its equivalent in

work done against the external resistance by which the con-
ductors were brought to rest. This result was published by Sir

William Thomson in 1851.

According to Ampere's theory of magnetism each molecule of
a magnetized body is supposed to be the seat of a current of

electricity which flows in an infinitesimal circuit. When the

positive faces of these circuits are turned in a common direction,

or, if one direction preponderates, the circuits produce by their

combined influence a magnetic field, the intensity of which is

finite in amount. If the arrangement of the molecules of the

body remains unchanged, and the currents in them are unaltered,
the resulting magnetic field is constant.

Since there is supposed to be no progressive change in the
internal state of a body permanently magnetized, and there is no

experimental evidence of such a change, there is neither con-

sumption nor production of energy in any of these circuits, so
that both the electromotive force and the resistance in each are

supposed to be zero. A theory of electric currents will be

developed presently, which will throw some light on the state of
the medium within the magnetized body in relation to these
currents : at present we shall take Ampere's theory for granted.

Let us, then, consider as another application of the dynamical
theory, the case of the mutual action of an ordinary circuit and a

magnetic shell. As we have seen (p. 104) a magnetic shell is

equivalent to a current of strength equal to that of the shell

circulating round its edge. Hence putting y.2 for this current,
and E.2

= 0, R2 0, we have instead of (33') above

(61)

Increase of

Electro-

kinetic

Energy.
Electro-

magnetic
work done

in

circuits.

Ampere's
Theory of

netism.

Electro-

motive
Force and
Resistance

in

Molecular
Circuits

of Per-

manent

Magnet
both zero.

Case of

Circuit

and

Magnetic
Shell

VOL. II.
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As before we get, supposing LI, L.2 invariable,

dT = L
1yldyl -f- 3f(y2dyi + y\dy.?) -f- y\y$dU .~\~ Ltf-idy-i \ /g

dW= ytfzdM. ]

The energy furnished by the battery is

and by the other circuit no energy is given. But, multiplied by
y2,

the second of (61) gives

Thus

= 0.

dT = L
1yldy1 -f-

Direct

Inductive

Change
in the

Molecular
Currents
is pro-

bably very
small.

A Con.

sequence
of this

Sup-
position.

Physical
Reasons
for the

Sup-
position.

and dT -}- dW is again exactly equal to the whole energy
furnished by the battery.

If the changes are estimated for the system when brought to

rest, dy = 0. The other current y2 does not, however, remain

constant, and we have to inquire what is its effect upon the

magnet. We know that the moment of a hard magnet is not

seriously altered by a displacement produced by the mutual
forces when y1 is moderate in amount

;
and the small alteration

generally observed is opposite to that which would be produced
by the inductive change in y.2 . We are led to conclude that y.2 ,

on which, according to Ampere's theory, the intensity of magnet-
ization depends, must remain practically constant. Writing,

then, the second of (61) in the form

Z
2y2 + J/Xi

= L2y.2
'

where y'% is the initial current before the magnet was brought
into the field of the circuit, we see that if the dynamical theory
is applicable to this case, 3IyJL2 must be a quantity small in

comparison with y'2 - This gives dy2
a small quantity of the

second order, and makes the value of dT, the change in the

electrokinetic energy, depend only on the term L^y^ly^ which is

zero if the system is not in relative motion. Thus the fact, that

the mechanical value of a current in a conductor is not affected

by bringing permanent magnets into its neighbourhood, is not

contradicted by the dynamical theory, if the supposition here

made as to the value of Myi/L2
is actually true.

In support of this supposition we have the consideration that

it leads to the result, probable on other grounds, that the number
of molecular circuits in an ordinary magnet is exceedingly great.
Let us suppose that, instead of a simple magnetic shell, we have
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a solenoid made up of equal distinct circuits, in each of which a

current y flows. If the number of circuits per unit of length be

/*,
the coefficient of self-induction is (Chap. V.) 4nnz.l

9
where A

is the area of the circuit, and the total induction through the

solenoid (neglecting the effect of its ends) is 4mcVy.^, if I be its

length. If the circuit carrying the current yl
consist of n' turns

of wire closely surrounding the solenoid, the induction through
it and the solenoid is (Chap. VI.) TrnriyA. Thus the maximum
value of J/ is kirnn'A. Thus we get J//Z2 = n'jnl, that is the

ratio, which the theory indicates must be vanishingly small, is

equal to the ratio of the number of turns in the circuit to the

number of circuits in the solenoid.

It is also necessary, as we shall see below, in order that the

Amperean currents may give an inductive magnetization in iron

agreeing with experiment, that the self-induction of each mole-
cular circuit be great, that is A/L2 must be small. If the current

flow in a ring channel this condition, as Maxwell* has pointed
out, may be fulfilled by supposing the radius R of the mean line

of the channel great in comparison with / the radius of the

channel, since Z2 depends on log Rlr (see Chap. VI.).

Considering next the case of two mutually acting magnetic
shells

;
we have the same expressions for dT and dlV as in (62),

but equation (61) becomes, since now _\ = 0, R = 0.

- 0.

Thus substituting in (62) we find

= -
7l7 <UI (63)

which is equal and opposite to the work done by the electro-

magnetic forces in moving the conductors. Thus the electro-

magnetic work done on the conductors is at the expense of the

electrokinetic energy of the system.
We consider next the march of the current in two mutually

influencing circuits invariable in form and position. The equa-
tions are by (33')

dt

. (64)

El. and May. vol. ii. 844.

Case of

Two
Magnetic
Shells.

Currents
in Two
Mutually
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Equations,

N 2
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These may be written

(65)

Operating on the first equation by L^djdt -\- R2,
and on the

second by Mdjdt, and subtracting we get

Solution (/>i4
- ^2

) + (LRi + ii-Bz) + ^(-BiVi
-

#1)
= (66)

of Dif- *r (It

Equations
The solution of this e(luation is

Jtl7l
- E

l
= A^

where a, /3, are the roots of the quadratic

+ l
Ii

2
=

. (68)

By eliminating in the same way yl from (65) we should obtain

an equation for y2 precisely similar to (66). Hence

..... (69)

The roots of the quadratic (68) are both real, since

or which is the same

Neither of the currents can ever become infinite, so that a and

/3 must both be negative as well as real. The necessary con-

dition for this is

which is true if Z1Z2 > M2
. This we shall see later is always

the case.

We suppose now that both circuits are closed at the same

instant, which is taken as the zero of reckoning for t. Thus we
must have when t = 0, yi

= 0, y.,
=

0, and therefore (67) and

(69) become

- E
:
= A i + #!,

- E2
= A., -h R,.
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Hence (67) and (69) may be written

)

(70)

By calculating dyjdt, dy.Jdt from these last equations, substi-

tuting in (65) and putting t = we could determine A- and A*.

It will however be simpler to determine these coefficients for

each particular case to which we apply the equations obtained.

One very important case is that of a primary and secondary
circuit, the former of which includes a battery of electromotive
force E, the latter no electromotive force. We shall suppose that

the first of equations (65), (70) refer to the primary current, and
the second of these, with E<> = 0, to the secondary circuit.

Putting E = in (70) differentiating and substituting in (65)
we get, for {=

Equations
of

Currents.

Primary
and

Secondary
Circuits of

an Induc-
tion Coil

without
Iron.

*) -*(

which give

E

We can now find the whole quantity of electricity which flows Quantity

through the secondary circuit at the completion of the primary. of

For by the second of (70)

(tat
-

Electricity

passing at

"Make."

But referring to the quadratic which determines a, /3, we see

that a = R^RvKLJj* - J/2
). Hence substituting the value of

A2 from (71) in the last equation we find

31
(72)

It is to be noticed that the integration is taken from to oo,

to cover the whole variable period of the current, although as a
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matter of fact the current in the primary has become constant,
and the secondary current has ceased, in a very short time as

compared with any ordinary interval.

The result in (72) can be at once obtained by direct integration
of the second of (65). For if y be the final constant value of y l

we have

My + Z, I

*

*?*
J o iff

t +

and since y.2
= both when t 0, and when ^ =

y = EIRV this gives

and

M M

as before.

Quantity The whole quantity of electricity which passes in the secondary
of

^
conductor when the primary circuit is broken can also be obtained

Electricity by direct integration. In this case the primary current is initially

y and finally 0, the secondary both finally and initially 0, and
jnstead of the last result we get

Break.

Instan-

taneous
Break,

r

\

J

M
(73)

Thus the quantity of electricity which passes at break is equnl
and opposite to that which passes when the circuit is made.

If the break of the primary circuit occupies a time T we have

J o

or - My + L,y.> -f R, F yslf
= .... (74)

J o

If the break take place so quickly as to be practically instan-

taneous the third term will be zero in the last expression, and the
value of the current in the secondary at the end of the break
will be

(75)

The current thus rises quickly in the secondary to this value, and
then gradually dies away, the energy being consumed in pro-

ducing heat. By (29') above the energy initially is ^M2
/L2 . y

1
,
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and at any time when the current is y.2 is i 2y.2
2

. The rate at

which the energy is being dissipated in heat is Ry.r Hence we
have

,,

or *p+ U.y, = 0.
"
at

Integrating this and remembering that the initial value of y2 is

yj/ L we have

J/ E -t

which gives the mode in which the current dies out.

A very important practical case is that in which the electro- Theory of

motive force E in the primary circuit is a periodic function of the Alternate

time. We shall suppose that the function is a single harmonic Current

term En sin nt, and that there is, as before, no electromotive Trans-

force in the other circuit. By (33') the equations are

,

2SP
(ft-

+ M
(It
+ =

To eliminate
y.,

we operate as before on the first of these by
R> -f Ld/df, and on the second by Mdldt, and subtract. The

re'sulting equation is

Iron.

.... Dif-

('*) ferential

Equations
for Cur-
rents in

Primary

Secondary.

sin e = -
where

and for brevity a, b-, q are put for

R.RJ^l, -
3/-'), E,(R.? +

A particular solution of (78) is

yl
= fl

sin (nt
-

1

-
J

o +
-

If), respectively. Solution
of Dif-

ferential

(80) Equations.
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where/j and 6
l
are given by the equations (found by substituting

from (80) in (78) and equating coefficients of sin nt, cos nt, on the

two sides of the resulting equation)

A =
i/f(*

s - *2
)
2 + '

2
"'
2

)
5

)

to. ,..(?-')*'""+" ,2 _ n2 _ an tan e j

Hence if a, /3 be as before the roots of the quadratic

the complete solution of (72) is

Current in yl
-^a< + -V + r -^L- n sin (*<

"
*i) (82 )

Primary {(6
2 - *2

)
2 + *}*

Circuit.

Similarly by operating on the second of (77) with R -\- L^ljdt,
and on the first with Mdfdt^ and subtracting the first result from
the second, we get

(83)

where a, b2
,
have the same values as before, and c.2

= E^Mnj
(LJj^

- M2
). Since this equation is derivable from (78) by

putting y.2 for yx ,
c
2 for cv and ?r/2 for <?,

the solution is obtained
at once from (80), (81), and (82) by making the corresponding

Current in changes. Thus we get

Secondary
Circuit. = A at + s ftt +r

where
>>

. (84)

Ian
2
= - J

~ n"

Since a and /3 are negative the exponential terms in (82) and
(84) are only effective for a short time after the circuits are

closed, or after some change takes place in the impressed electro-
motive force. Except in these circumstances, therefore, they
may be neglected.

Phase- By inspection of equations (78), (82), (83), (84), or by direct cal-

Jifference
culation from (81) and (84), we see that the difference of phase,
$
2 #1, between the primary and secondary currents, is Tr/2 e.

If we put M =
0, in the first of (77), that is, if we suppose the
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primary and secondary currents without mutual influence, that and

equation becomes Secondary
Currents.

EQ sin nt (85)

of which the solution is obtained by the method pursued above,

p. 183, for the solution of (78), and is

Ll

where (86)

This result is of course also deducible from (82) by putting
J/ = in that equation. It is of great importance in the theory
of alternating machines. It is hardly necessary to remark that

if J/ = 0, the current is always zero in the secondary circuit.

In consequence of self-induction the phase of the current in

(86) differs by 6 from that of the electromotive force, and the

resistance is virtually (though not really) increased from ^ to

(7iY
2 + uPLffl. The latter quantity is now very commonly called

the impedance of the circuit.

The result of (86) enables us to state the effect of the

presence of the secondary circuit on the current in the primary
in a very simple manner, due to Clerk Maxwell.* Inserting in

(82) the values of
,

2
,
and cv and attending only to the

harmonic term, we can write the equation in the form

sin (nt -
(87)

Thus the resistance has been virtually increased by the amount
n-lL-R.^KR*? + w2Z2

2
), and the self-induction virtually diminished

by the amount ?i
2J/2Z2/(7?2

2
-f w2Z2

2
).

Similarly, we see by (84) and" (86) that the current in the

secondary circuit is the same as if the circuit were independent
and contained a harmonic electromotive force of maximum

Definition

of

Impedance
for simple
Harmonic
Current.

Virtual

Resistance

and In-

ductance
of each

Circuit in

Presence
of the

Other.

* "A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field," Maxwell's
Collected Papers, p. 547, or Phil. Trans. E.S. vol. civ. (1865).

OP
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f ^ oar
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Theory of

Multiple
Arc in

Alter-

nating
Circuit.

amount EQMnJ(R^ + tflffl, and had a resistance R.>

(R* + ?t
2V), and a self-induction I, - n*M*LJ(Rf + n*L*).

Another important case is that of a number of conductors each

having self-induction, but without mutual induction, joined so as

to form a multiple arc between two points J, B, of a circuit in

which is a simple harmonic electromotive force.*

We may suppose that a simple harmonic difference of potential
is applied to the points A, B. If the inductances and resistances

of the different circuits be Z,lt Z2 ,
. . . ZB ,

. * . , jR
lf

-/?2 Rn, - . ,

the currents in the different conductors at an instant at which the

impressed difference of potential in Tr
Q sin nt are given by the

equations

.?* + R,y,-
df

- Y -

(88)

Ln -~ + Rnyn = 7^ sin nf

By (86) the solution of the typical equation

L
-77 + Ry = r

o sin '

is

where

(89)

ml
tan e =

Using this solution in each of (88) and adding the values of

y, we get (neglecting the exponential terms) for the total current
at time t the equation

-,
sin (/ -

<?)
. . . (90)

* Lord Bayleigh, Phil. May. 1886.
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If now we put

*

R' =

nL

(90) may be written in the form*

sn

where . , . (91)

By the principle of continuity this must be the current in the

main conductor connected to A and B.

Comparing this result with (86) or (89) we see that the total

current is the same as if the point A, B, were joined by a single
conductor of resistance R' and inductance L'. We may call these

the equivalent resistance and inductance of the multiple arc.

The angle 6 measures in angle the lag in phase of the total

current in the main conductor behind the impressed difference of

potential.
Another important case is that of a condenser charged to any

given potential, and then discharged by having its plates con-

nected by a wire of given inductance L and resistance R. Let

the capacity of the condenser be 0, the difference of potential
between its plates at time t, V, 'and the current at the same
instant y. We shall suppose that the current has the same value

at each instant at all parts of the conducting wire, although this

will not be the case in a coil so arranged that the adjacent parts
are at considerably different potentials, and have therefore

sensible electrostatic capacities. The energy of the distribution

on the plates is |CT2
,
and that of the current in the connecting

wire |Zy
2
. Hence the total electrical energy is \CV* + \Ly-.

The rate of diminution of this must be equal to the"rate at which

Discharge
of Con-
denser

through
Inductive
Resist-

ance.
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energy is dissipated in the form of heat in the circuit. Hence

we have

"at

or since y = CdVjdt

CL^+RC^+r=0..... (92)
at* at

Solution The solution of this equation is

for Non- w , , 7\-< i / 4L\i

Oscillatory
- i(

-
)* -i(

-
--), . (93)

Discharge. F = e
{-4f

+ /fc
/

which if the exponents within tke brackets are real represents a

discharge continually progressing towards equalization of the

potentials of the plates.

Solution If the exponents are imaginary, which will be the case i

for R2C < 4Z, the solution becomes

Oscillatory R __
r=r^ <

^cosi
/ /-^^-, . . (94)

where A and e are constants to be determined from the initial

circumstances. For example if V = V^ and dVjdt = 0, when
t = 0, we have

*A
(95)

ten*. -*1<L
)

(4z
- ca2

)*

Thus we have the very remarkable result that the discharge is

oscillatory with a period of magnitude T = 4?rZ/ \/4LjC I& if

the inductance L is sufficiently great, and with a diminishing
amplitude the logarithmic decrement of which is RTf^L. The
current is zero when the difference of potential is a maximum or

minimum, since then dVjdt = 0.

That the discharge might be oscillatory in certain cases, that

is, that the condenser might become charged alternately positive
and negative many times in succession was suggested by
Helmholtz in his famous essay Die Erhaltung der Kraft from
certain anomalous phenomena of magnetization produced by
Leyden jar discharges. The above theory is practically that

given in 1857 by Sir William Thomson, who at the same time
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suggested, that it might be tested by examining in a rotating
mirror the image of a spark produced by the discharge of a

Leyden jar. This was done by Feddersen and the theory com-

pletely verified in 1859.* A short account of his and other

experiments on transient currents, proving the validity of the

theory stated above, will be given later.

It is to be noticed that in the investigation given above the

energy of the initially charged condenser is supposed to be

gradually dissipated in heat produced in the conductor joining
the plates. It has been found by Hertz that when an oscillatory

discharge thus takes place, there is a radiation of energy into the

surrounding medium, which theory indicates must at a consider-

able distance from the condenser travel outwards with the

velocity of light. No account of such radiation is taken here.

The whole subject will be dealt with in a later chapter.

*
Pogg. Ann. Vol. 108, (1859) and Vols. 112 and 113 (1861).



CHAPTER V

GENERAL ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

SECTION I

INDUCTIVE ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES IN A CONTINUOUS
MEDIUM. ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY OF LIGHT

motive
Forces.

Inductive WE now proceed to the determination of inductive electro-

Electro- motive forces, first, in the circuit of a conductor, second, in a

continuous medium. If Nk denote total magnetic induction

through the circuit we have seen (p. 159 above) that the electro-

motive force in the circuit is - dNk/dt. We have by (49) of

Chap. I. above

=
(la + mb + nc}dS = ds . (1)

Now the value of Nk may be altered in two ways: (1) by
motion of the circuit

; (2) by variation of the currents in the

circuits producing the magnetic induction. The currents being

expressed in terms of the time, the time-rate of the latter

variation has the value

E.M.F.
due to

Variation

of Current.

E.M.F.
due to

Motion of

the

Circuit.

di dt (Is dt ds dt ds

since while it is taking place we suppose d.rjds, &c. to be

constant.

To calculate the time-rate of variation of Nk due to motion of

the circuit, let the resultant velocity of any element ds of the

circuit be q, with components x
, y, z. If 6 be the angle between

the positive direction of B and the direction of motion of ds, the

direction cosines of a line at right angles to both y and B are
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and the positive direction of this line is that in which a right-
handed screw would advance, if the handle were turned round

from the direction B to the direction q. Hence the revolved

part ds' of ds, at right angles to the plane of B and
fj}

is

given by

T* SI \ 9 \ U / * 7 \^^ / I > \ /

//B sin l/fc ffo f/*

The velocity with which this component cuts normally across

the lines of magnetic induction is y sin 6 ; and hence for the

time-rate of the variation of j\
7

fc
due to the motion of rfs, we

have

B? sin fids' = (bz
-

cy] + (c
-

az} + (^ - W) . . (3)

dt

Thus for the total time-rate of variation of JV
7(

. we get finally

the equation

where

. . . (5)

P = cv - bz - -ILL
dt d.c

= az ex ~
dt dy

dU d^R = fj.c a// - ~^-

Equations
of Electro-

motive
Force.
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in which for the sake of generality the components -
d\|/-/d.r,

9^/9y, d\ls/dz, of a single valued function
\J/-

of the
coordinates have been introduced. They contribute nothing to

the integral in (4), which is taken round the circuit. ^ may be
taken as the potential of any electrostatic distribution which may
exist in the field.

P, Qi It, are called the components of the electromotive force

at the element f/s. We shall denote their resultant by E, and
ask the reader to carefully distinguish between it and the line

integral of electromotive force round a circuit, which is com-

monly called the electromotive force in the circuit. We shall

denote the latter by E. The direction of the electromotive force

E, at rfs, is that of the current which it tends to produce. Thus
when a portion of a circuit is displaced in consequence of the
mutual action of the current and the magnetic field the direction
of the electromotive force is such that the current is diminished.

Simple
To take an example, let the circuit consist of a pair of parallel

Cases of rails AB, CD, bridged across at one end by a fixed conductor,
Induction, and elsewhere by a movable cross-bar or slider EF, and let a

1. Rails current flow round in the direction of the arrows. Let also to
and Slider fix the ideas the plane of the rails be horizontal, and the direc-

in

Uniform
Field. R

FIG. 39.

tion of the magnetic induction be upward. Then the slider if

free to move will do so towards 13D, and the resulting electro-

motive force will tend to produce a current in the opposite
direction to that shown by the arrows.

If the slider be at right angles to the rails, and have a length
/ from rail to rail, and a velocity v, and B be the (uniform) value
of the induction, the time-rate of change of the total induction

through the circuit is B/y, and this is the line integral, E^ of the
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electromotive force round the circuit. If ds be an element of

length of the slider, Jlds . v is the integral electromotive force in

ds, so that "Bv is the value of E at the element.
It is to be observed that the expression here given for the

total electromotive force E is complete, and includes the effect

not only of change of the part of the total magnetic induction

through the circuit due to currents in other circuits, but also of

the part of the induction due to the current in the circuit moved.
This latter part will be zero if there be no current in the dis-

placed circuit independent of induction. If then a portion of

the circuit be moved by external force in any direction the

electromotive force set up will produce a current in the opposite
direction to that which flowing in the circuit would have produced
by mutual action the motion of the element.

In the preceding statement the induction through a closed

circuit has been regarded as undergoing variation. It is not

however necessary for the production of electromotive force at a

point, that there should be a closed conducting circuit, nor that

any actual current should flow. Wherever a portion of matter,
whether conducting or insulating, is in motion in a magnetic
field, in such a manner that it cuts across lines of magnetic
force, there inductive electromotive force is produced. If the

moving substance is a portion of a linear conductor, a difference

of potential between its extremities is produced, which it is always
consistent with experience to take as the line-integral of E along
the conductor. This difference of potential of course tends to

produce a backward current in the conductor, and thus to annul
itself. An electric field is thus produced which is maintained by
the inductive action.

A simple but very important case of this kind is furnished by
a metal disk spun round an axis so that its plane cuts across the

lines of magnetic induction. If the disk be circular and spin
round its centre with its plane at right angles to the magnetic
induction B, supposed uniform, a difference of potential will be

produced between its centre and its edge, which can be measured

by means of a sufficiently sensitive electrometer. If w be the

angular velocity, and r the radius of the disc the value of E at

a point on any radius at a distance .r from the centre is tca-'B,

Hence the total difference of potential between the centre and
the outer extremity of the radius is

J
xdx =

Or, if v be the velocity of the rim of the disk, the difference of

potential between the rim and the centre is JtrB.

VOL. II.

Inductive
Electro-

motive
Force in

Case of

Zero
Current.

Simple
Cases of

Induction.
2. Metal
Disk

Spinning
in Mag-
netic

Field.
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Applica-
tion of

Rotating
Disk to

Determin-
ation of

E.M.F.

Maxwell's
Electro-

magnetic
Theory of

Light.

With the disk in this state no work is spent in driving it

beyond that expended in overcoming friction. If however the

value of B is not the same at every point of the disk, internal

currents will be set up in the metal, the mutual action between
which and the magnetic field will oppose the motion. Thus

energy will be consumed in driving the disk across the lines of

induction in the field, and this will have its equivalent in heat

produced in the metal. For example, very marked heating
effects can be produced in a copper disk by placing it so that a

portion of it only, between the centre and one part of the rim, is

in an intense magnetic field, and rotating it rapidly in that

position.
If an external circuit be arranged by connecting one end of a

wire to the edge of the disk the other to its centre, a current
will flow for which E will have the value |rrB just found, and
the resistance will be the sum of the resistances of the wire and
the disk. The latter would in an actual case be difficult to

reckon, as the current would spread laterally in the disk about
the radial portion connecting the contacts, and would depend on
the positions and nature of the contacts themselves.

But if an electromotive force equal and opposite to that due
to the rotation be placed in the wire, the current will be reduced
to zero, and the latter electromotive force will be obtainable in

absolute units by calculation from the rotation and other cir-

cumstances of the disk. This process has been applied to the

determination of resistances in absolute measure (see Chap. XII.).
On the equations (5) above of electromotive force, Clerk

Maxwell has based a very remarkable theory of the propagation
of disturbance in the electromagnetic field. It will be con-
venient to give a short statement of this theory here, reserving
an account of its recent experimental verification by Hertz to a

later chapter.
We suppose the medium to be at rest and to be isotropic, and

assume that the equations of electromotive force (5) hold at every
point of it. Then at any point

dt dx

~df ~~dy

dt c

Maxwell assumes that the true current at any point of the

medium, supposed partially conducting, is made up of two parts,
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one the true conduction current (comparatively small in a good Total

insulator), the other (comparatively small in a good conductor) Current

the time-rate of variation there of the electric displacement. If D*isplace

E be the electromotive force at the point the electric displace-
ment there is taken as in the direction of E, and as having the
value KE/TT where A' is the specific inductive capacity of the
medium. Thus the components of the electric displacement are

ment

Current

'-* '- K_
47T

. (7)

Hence the components of the displacement current are Compon-
given by ents of

K K K Displace-

where the Newtonian fluxional notation is adopted for brevity
to denote time-rate of variation of a quantity at a given point.
The components of the conduction current at the point in

question are kP, kQ, IcR where k is the specific conductivity of
the medium. The components of the total current are therefore

*+! (9)

By (6), and assuming that d^fdz} &c. are independent of the

time, and therefore play no part in periodic phenomena, we may
write

= - kF - r F
4ir

v = - kG -^G
,c = _ kH - ^-H

(10)

But assuming that displacement currents produce magnetic
effects according to the same laws as those which hold for

ordinary conduction currents, we have by (5) of Chapter II. and
(50) of Chapter I., since a = /ia, &c.

o 2
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4jr/*2
_ dc db _ a fdG dF\ d fdF dH

dy dz dy \dx dy J dz\ dz dx

a/
(11)

where / denotes dFfdx + dG/dy -f- dH/dz, and V2 as usual the

operator d2
/<fo

2 + d2
/dy* + d'2/dz

2
. Similar equations are found

in the same way for v and w. Thus we have the three equations
of currents

(12)

Differ- Equating these values of #, v, 10, to those given in (10)
ential We find

Equations -^ -
27v,

~ T ,

ofPropa- 477^ +r 97 dJ

gation of dt
an Electro- d& QU{j_ VJ
magnetic 47ru^ -\- Ku. = V 6 ~ ^ ... (13)
Disturb- dt dt*

d$
'

ance. Qjf

dt

These are Maxwell's differential equations of propagation of an

electromagnetic disturbance of any type.*
Discussion It is easy to see that the quantity / which appears in them

as to must be zero in the case of a periodic disturbance. For equations
Value

(13) differentiated with respect to
.r, y, z, and added give

of /.

^^f=0 (14)
- -

of which the solution is

J=C+C' exp. (
-

(15)

* Phil. Trans. R. S. vol. civ. (1865), or Reprint of Scientific Papers,
vol. i. p. 578 ;

also El. and Mag. vol. ii. p. 395 (Sec. Ed.).
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But if F> G, Hj are periodic functions / must also be a periodic

function, which is inconsistent with (15). / must therefore be
zero. When k = 0, that is, when the medium is an insulator,
the solution of (14) has the form

and thus again if F, G, H, are periodic functions / must be zero.

Thus in the propagation of periodic disturbances the terms in-

volving / in equations (13) may be disregarded. We might of

course by equation (57) of Chapter IV. have taken / to be zero
at once, since we have assumed all the laws of induction

established above to hold in wholly or partially insulating
media.

If F, G, H be solutions of equations (13) their differential

coefficients of any given order, and any linear function of these
linear differential coefficients, are also solutions. It will be
useful to verify this for the value of a given by (50) of Chapter I.

We shall thereby obtain the differential equation for the pro-
pagation of magnetic induction. We have

B dff dGda

d~a - d2

(dH
~dP

= R
^d^\dy

Hence adding and rearranging we get

da . ., d-a,

***

= V2
".

Thus we have the three equations

(16)

Differen-

tial

Equations
of Propa-
gation of

Magnetic
Induction.

v-
1

'-
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Again the first of equations (9) differentiated with respect to

the time gives

and the first of (12) gives likewise since / = 0,

1
u = -.

47T/X

Differen- if we suppose that

tial Thus we have
Equations
of Propa-
gation of

Electric and
Displace-
ment.

= 0, at every point considered.

(16')

which are the differential equations of propagation of electric

displacement and therefore also of electromotive force.

We select equations (13) for solution and suppose a periodic
disturbance produced in the field to be propagated along the
axis of z, and the wave front at each instant to be a plane
perpendicular to the axis of z. These conditions render F, G, H,
independent of x and y, and since therefore

Solution
of Differ-

ential

Equations
of Propa-
gation.

^- = *JL - A (<*I _i_ ^ i = o
rtvl

~~
frv a*\^r *

^7/ )

~

the equations become

dF
'dfl

~
dz*

W =
d^ (17)
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These equations have the periodic solution

(F, G) = (F ,
GQ) exp. i(mz -).

where i = V-l, and 2rr/ is the period of vibration.

(18)

Substi-

tuting in the differential equation, we find the equation of
condition

= 0.

Thus since we suppose ra to be real, m2 is essentially a complex
number, and therefore so also is TO. If we write m =

q pi
we get by squaring and equating real and imaginary parts

From these equations, remembering that/?
2 must be a positive

quantity since p is real, \ve obtain after reduction

P = ~ -F
. . 09)

where the positive sign is to be given to the radicals in each

case, and p is made negative for the reason stated below. Thus
the solution becomes

(F, G} = (FQ , ) exp. i\(q
-

pi}z
-

nt\

=
(FQ, ) exp. pz exp. i(qz -*/).. (20)

We are only concerned with the real part of (20) and hence

. (20')

Thus the zero of time is so chosen that F^ G are the maximum
values of F, (V, at the point z = 0.

If the disturbance is not to increase in intensity as it travels

out from the source p must be taken negative, and thus q is

positive. Hence for the wave length X, and velocity of propa-
gation V the values are obtained

(F, G) = (f , ) exp. pz cos (pz
-

nf)

X = 27T/?

(21)

Wave-

Length
and

Velocity
of Propa-
gation of

Electro-

magnetic
Waves.
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and for the ratio, at a given time, of the amplitude at any point
z -f- X to the amplitude at any point z,

exp. ,X = exp.
- -

( v/AT 2 + IGnZtf/n* + IT*

Perfectly
From these results we see that the wave length and velocity

Insulating of propagation are less, and the rate of diminution of amplitude
Isotropic with distance from the source is greater, the greater the con-
Medium. ductivity, other things remaining the same.

Further if k =
0, that is if the medium is an insulator, we

have

... (23)

In this case the electric displacement and magnetic induction

agree in phase, while the displacement current and magnetic in-

duction differ in phase by a quarter period.
We obtain of course similar solutions for the propagation of

electric displacement and magnetic induction. For the case

supposed of a plane wave advancing parallel to z, we may, (if we
put t = for each quantity separately, so as to coincide with a

maximum value of the quantity at z = 0), combine all the solu-

tions for them in the single expression

(F> 'f> 9 >
a

> b}
= (F ^ /0' ff* *'

Displace- where
jo, q have the values given in (19) and for which X and V

merit and are given by (21). By the equations connecting/, y y
with F, G,

Magnetic it is seen at once that the resultants of these pairs of components
Induction are in the same direction. But with regard to the magnetic
in Electro- induction we have, by (20)
magnetic
Wave. dH dG dG . . . .a= -=-=-(p + iq)G

fy *z fi*

, dF dll dF
6 = 5~

~
5~ =

a"'dz ox oz

Thus if 0, 0, be the angles which the resultants of F, and G, a

and b respectively make with the axis of x
t
we have

tand -= -:? = -cot6. (26)
a G

Hence the direction of the magnetic induction is at right angles
to that of the electric disturbance which is propagated along
with it.
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So far we have followed on the whole the theory as given by
Maxwell himself, but a very symmetrical and instructive form
of the equations of propagation which has been used by
Heaviside and by Hertz in their investigations must not be

passed over. By equations (9) above, and (5) of Chapter II.

we have, when there is no electromotive force due to motion of
the medium

Heavi-
side's and
Hertz's

Electro-

magnetic
Equations.

,
,
K a\ 1 (30 da~

But we find also by differentiating equations (50) of Chapter
L, and using (9) above

^ da

4rr di

* ??
47r dt

,_\
"dy

~~

9*:)

P- dy = ^(dQ _ dPv
4yr a/ 47r\a^ a /

. . . (27')

By differentiating the three equations of (9) with respect to a1

,

y, z respectively, and using the relation [at once obtained from
(5) of Chapter II.] du/dx -f dc/dy + dw/dz = we find the
condition

which expresses that there is no electrification at the point
(*, y, *)>

A similar condition

Conditions
fumiiediU
Homo-

T ,E and

is fulfilled by the magnetic force H, since that being purely
inductive, must, like the magnetic induction B, and the electric
force E, satisfy the solenoidal condition at every point except
at the (vortex) origin of the disturbance.
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There is thus a remarkable correspondence between the two
quantities E and H, as shown by the foregoing equations in-

Derivation volving their components P, Q, R, a, /3, y. This is brought out
of more distinctly by Oliver Heaviside (who first employed a

Equations similar set of relations for the investigation of electromagnetic
*

waves) by the introduction of a non-existent factor g on the left
rropaga- of ^7') to correspoll(j to jc in (37^ so tiiat

(
27

>) becomes

Analogy
between
Electric

and

Magnetic
Force.

(27")

&c. &c.

Thus the quantities on the left of (27), which are the com-

ponents of electric current, correspond to those on the left ot

(27") ;
and hence Heaviside has called the latter, from analogy,

the magnetic currents, and g the magnetic conductivity.* By
means of this analogy it is possible to obtain a set of electric

theorems from the magnetic theorems given above, and we
shall return to the subject later. As one result we are able

to infer in the next section of this chapter from the value
found for the electrokinetic energy, the existence of an exactly

analogous quantity of electric energy.
By means of these equations we can at once investigate the

propagation of electric and magnetic force. By differentiating
the first of (27') with respect to the time, the second of (27) with

respect to z, and the third of (27) with respect to y, subtracting
the result of the last of these operations from that of the second,
and having regard to the relation, da/dx -f- 9/3/dy + dy/dz = 0,

we find

47T ic

da
4- K = 2a (*?9)

dt dtz

and similarly we obtain two corresponding y and z equations.
These are precisely equations (13)

In exactly the same way we obtain the equations

&c.

. . . . (29')

* The reciprocal of this would be the specific magnetic resistance, or

magnetic resistivity. This is the proper magnetic analogue of electric

resistance, not that popularly regarded as such. See Heaviside " On
the Self Induction of Wires," Phil. Mag. Aug. 1886. The reader should

consult also, on the subject of this chapter, Heaviside's numerous

papers in the Phil. May. and Electrician passim, during the last six

or seven years.
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which are the equations of propagation of electromotive force.

The solutions and results given above (18) ... (24) are mutatis

mutandis at once applicable.
Heaviside uses equations equivalent to (27) and (27') above

as the starting point of his very important and interesting
researches regarding the propagation of electromagnetic waves.

They have the advantage of giving the directly observable

physical quantities E, H instead of the more abstract JF, G, ff,

which are attended, as he puts it, by a parasitical^ the meaning
of which is not clearly detinable.

Equations (27) and (27') are of the same form as those used

by Hertz in his presentation of Maxwell's Theory, and, with
k = 0, are those from which he deduced his solution of the

problem of the radiation of electrical energy from a simple
dumb-bell shaped vibrator.*

In the case of an aeolotropic medium the resultant electric Perfectly

displacement is not generally in the direction of the resultant lusulating
electromotive force. We shall suppose that the rectangular Molo-

components of the displacement at any point are linear functions tropic

of the component electromotive forces, and write therefore Medium.

47r/
= k^P -f rQ + sR Com-

47H7 = r'P + k
2Q + tR ponents of

M = ,'P + t'Q +M Displace'-

where the coefficients, apparently 9 in number, are constants. ment.

There are however in reality only 6 coefficients. For let/, g, h,

be increased by small amounts df. dg, dh. The work done by Reduction
the electromotive forces in effecting the displacements is of

Pdf + Qdg + Rdh, or, by (27), (Pk^ + Qr
1 + Rs')dP Number of

+ (Pr + Qk2
4- Rt'}dQ + (Pt + Qt + Rk^dR. and this for Co-

conservation of energy must be a perfect differential, since the e

whole work in a complete cycle of changes must be zero. The
conditions necessary for this are expressed by

Qr' + J&Q _ d(Pr

dq dp
and two similar equations. These give r' = r,
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Now suppose the displacement to be taken in a direction in

which it is parallel to the electromotive force, then since 4:irf,

4irg, ^nh = KP, KQ, KR, we obtain the equations

Deter- j^P -f rQ -f- sit

ruination rp \ g Q \ ^g

Principal
P + tQ + A;

3J
S

Specific
Inductive which give the equation of condition

Capacities.

= KR

(31)

a cubic for K the three roots of which Kv Kv Ky give tliree

directions at right angles to one another having this property.
Thus if /. m, n, be the cosines of one of these directions,

equations just found may be written

tropic
Medium.

-f- rm -f sn = Kl

&c. &c.
. . . (30')

from which by substitution of Kv K^ Kz the corresponding
values of

/, m, n can be found, and it is easy to verify that the

three directions specified by them are at right angles to one
another (see p. 60 above). Kv K^ JT3 are called the princjpal

specific inductive capacities of the medium.
We shall find the equations of wave propagation in such a

medium on the supposition that the magnetic inductive capacity

H is constant. Taking as axes the directions of principal specific
inductive capacity we obtain by the process used at p. 196

above

Equations
of Wave
Propaga-
tion in

dP

d*e

w (32)

Here the reasons assigned at p. 197 above for disregarding /do
not hold, and it must be retained in the equations. The quantity

^ however is not a function of the time and does not appear.
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Xow consider a plane wave travelling at right angles to the Solution

plane Ix + my + nz = 0, with velocity F. Then the disturbance of Dif-

may be expressed by the equation
ferential

Equations.

(F, G, H] = (F ,
S

, #o) exp.^ (Ix + my + *r -
Ft}.

Writing Vj
2
,
v
2
2

,
v
3
2 = !/>, l/A^j V^sM, we get, by substitu-

tion of these values of F, (r, Sin (31), equations which may be

put in the form

mG =
(33)

These divided by Fv^, &c., multiplied by /, m, n. and added,

give
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when the displacement is in the direction of #, V = %. In the

former case we have an ordinary wave travelling along z. But

by optical experiment it is known that an ordinary ray of light

travelling parallel to a principal axis of a crystal, for example
at right angles to the optic axis of a uniaxal crystal, such as

Iceland spar, is polarized in a plane parallel to the axis and to

the direction of propagation. Hence the electromagnetic theory
gives the direction of electric displacement as at right angles to

the plane of polarization. This conclusion has been verified by
the experiments of Hertz.

We have seen that the velocity of propagation of the dis-

turbance through an insulating medium is l/dXp.. The
numerical value of this velocity for a medium such as air has
been obtained in the following manner. If the units of measure-
ment are electromagnetic the value of p.

for air is unity (see

Chap. XII. below). Now using electrostatic units we have for

the force upon a point-charge of electricity q placed in the

field due to another point-charge q',
at a distance r from the

former, is qq'IKgr
2

,
if K8 be the value of the specific inductive

capacity of the medium in electrostatic units. Now changing
to electromagnetic units and putting Q, Q', K for the corre-

sponding quantities, we obtain for the numerical expression of

the same force as before QQ/Kr*. Hence

99' = W~

and therefore for air, since then Ks
=

1,

QQ'
(34)

Ratio of

Electro-

magnetic
Unit to

leetro-

UinYof
Quantity
= Velocity
of Light,

if v denote the ratio of the numerical expression of a given
quantity of electricity in electrostatic units, to the numerical

expression of the same quantity in electromagnetic units. Thus
v js numerically equal to the velocity of propagation of an

electromagnetic disturbance in a medium, which has specific
inductive capacity in electrostatic units, and magnetic inductive
caPac itv i*1 electromagnetic units, each equal to unity, or

suc^ that their product is unity. The value of v has been

experimentally determined by a number of experimenters
working in several different ways with strikingly concurrent
results. A complete table of the principal results, with the

names of the experimenters is given in Chapter XIII., where
the methods of measurement are described. Here however
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we have to note the remarkable fact that the velocity of

propagation thus given for an electromagnetic disturbance,
almost exactly coincides with the velocity of light ! Maxwell,
indeed, regarded light as an electromagnetic disturbance in the

luminiferous ether, and put forward his theory as one of the

propagation of light pure and simple ;
and his views have since

been strikingly confirmed by experiment (see Chapter XVI.). .

SECTION II

ELECTROSTATIC AND ELECTROKINETIC ENERGY OF
THE MEDIUM. MOTION OF ENERGY IN THE ELECTRO-

MAGNETIC FIELD

WE have now to consider the energy of the electromagnetic Energy of

field. It consists of two parts, the electric energy, depending the

on the electromotive force, however produced, at each point of Electro-

the field, and the magnetic or electrokinetic energy. The magnetic
former which we denote by Ee is given (Vol. I. p. 33) by the Field,

equation

2* + ^ + 3*)**%**

the integral being taken throughout the whole field, that is

wherever P, Q, R differ from zero. Here it is assumed that P,
$, R are the total component electric forces in the field, and that
these used in the formula for the electrostatic energy give the
electric energy. This point requires examination. We shall,

however, infer the existence of the amount of electric energy
presently from the analogy between electric and magnetic
force.

A similar expression can be found for the electromagnetic
energy T. We have seen that

T = 42M7

*

where Nk is the total magnetic induction through any circuit in

which a current fa is flowing. Now if F, G, If be the com-
ponents of vector potential at the circuit, we have by (1)
above

Electro-

static

Energy.

Calcula-

tion of

Electro-

kinetic

Energy.
First

Method.
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Value of

Electro-

kinetic

Energy.

where the integral is taken round the circuit in which yu flows.

If instead of any current y we substitute its components along
the axes we get

T = Hw}dxdydz

where the integral is extended throughout the whole substance

of the current carrying conductor. If the integration is regarded
as extending over the whole space in which currents exist we
omit the symbol of summation, and write

T =

Now we have found that

Hw]dxdydz . . . (37)

dz

&c. &c.

Hence substituting in (37), rearranging, and integrating within
a closed surface, we get

T =

m(Fy ~ n(Ga "
- (38)

The surface integral vanishes when the surface is taken in-

finitely far from the system of currents, for, in the limit, if r

denote the distance of dS from any point of the system of

currents, a, /3, y are of the order of magnitude 1/r
3
,
while dS is

of the order r*. Hence if, as supposed, the integral is taken

throughout all space,

.-///< + W + cy)dxdydz

. . (39)

If, according to Ampere's theory, we suppose all magnetic
force to be due to systems of currents, T will include the
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magnetic energy in the case of permanent steel magnets as well

as that due to ordinary voltaic currents, or to displacement
currents.

From this result we infer by the analogy between electric and

magnetic force contained in equations (27), (27') above, the
existence of the electric energy stated in (35).

This expression for T may also be found as follows. By the

theorem, p. 113 above, as to the work done in carrying a unit

pole in a closed path round a circuit, we have

47jyfc
= /

where the integration is taken round any closed path embracing
the chosen circuit, Hfc is the magnetic force due to the current

in that circuit, and 6k the angle which Hfc makes with ds an
element of the path. Hence drawing any surface in the field so

as to form a cap with the circuit as bounding edge, and remem-
bering that by the solenoidal condition fulfilled by the magnetic
induction, the total induction through every such surface is the

same, we have

cos (40)

Now let the surface be taken at right angles to the lines of
induction everywhere. These lines are closed curves round the

conductors, and each threads through one or more of the
circuits. It is possible to divide up the whole field by successive

surfaces, each having for bounding edge any given circuit, so
that every one of these surfaces shall be everywhere at right
angles to the lines of induction. Every one, if it cut through a

System of closed lines surrounding any one circuit, will pass
through every point of that circuit. Of course no one of the
closed tubes of induction, which the surface thus cuts through,
contributes anything to the total induction through the surface.

Let then the direction of the closed curve, round which the

integral of H cos 6ds is taken, be everywhere at right angles to

these surfaces, and let B be the value of the induction at any
point where this curve cuts one of these surfaces. Then, if dS
be the area of an element of the surface at that point, the induc-
tion through it is HdS. Thus we get

LIP cos 6]fdsdS .

Calcula-

tion of

Electro-

kinetic

Energy
Second
Method.

VOL. II.
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where one integral is taken over the surface and the other round
the closed curve. But this is evidently the same thing as

=
^-f

f f (42)

where .r, y, z are the coordinates of the point at which the

induction is B, and dxdydz is an element of volume.

Finally, take any point on one of these surfaces and let B be
the induction there. For every such point a surface can be
drawn having any one of the circuits as its boundary, and hence

by (30) of Chapter IV. and (42) above, we have the equation

+ 00

. (43)

But if H be the total magnetic force at the point, and 6 the

angle which it makes with the normal to the surface, we have

H cos 6 = HJ cos 61 + H2 cos 2 + &c.

Hence (43) becomes

+ 00

T =
f f /*BH

cos 6 dxdydz . . . (44)

oo

which is identical with (39).
Electro- If we suppose, what is always the case in an isotropic medium,
kinetic that B and H have the same direction, we have
Energy in

Medium +

Isotropic T =
1

f I
,s to Mag- STTJ J Jas to Mag-

netic

Quality.
+00

iff{**** -iff *"** (44 '>

since /z
= B/H.

The expressions given in (35) and (39) for the electric and

magnetic energies suggest at once the idea that energy may be
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distributed throughout space, so that at any given point where
the electric force is E, the magnetic induction B, and the electric

and magnetic inductive capacities K and
p.,

there is in the

medium there per unit of volume J^^/8rr of electric energy
and B2

/8n>i of magnetic (or electrokinetic) energy. It is to

be observed, however, that this localization is a matter of

assumption.
We may now prove an important proposition as to the energy

dissipated in putting a piece of magnetizable matter through a
closed cycle of magnetization. It is found by experiment
(see Chap. XIV.) that if the magnetization of a piece of iron is

carried through a closed cycle beginning and ending with the
same values of B and H, the curve formed by plotting the suc-

cessive values of H as abscissae, and the corresponding values
of B as ordinates, forms a loop ;

that is to say the values of B,
corresponding to the same values of H, are not the same in the
forward and backward portions of the curve. This indicates as

we shall see dissipation of energy in the iron to an amount
equal to the area of the loop divided by 4?r.

Let the magnetism be produced by a current flowing in a

given circuit, and let the total induction through that circuit be
increased by an amount dN, produced by increasing the current
in that circuit. The energy drawn from the battery over and
above that dissipated is (small quantities of the second order

neglected) ydN, by (33) of Chap. IV, ;
and clearly by the process

used above to find (44) we may prove that

+ 00

= -
1 1 I'SLdEdxdydz

.

Localiza-

tion of

Energy
in the

Medium.

Energy
Dissi-

pated in

Closed

Cycle of

Magnet-
ization.

. . (45)

The change of electrokinetic energy dTis given by

-|- CO

dT = I
/ / / (HrfB -I- WE)dxdvd& . . . (46)

Hence for the energy spent otherwise than in increasing the
electrokinetic energy in the medium we have by (45) and (46)

ydN -dT=
_

{KdX - + WK)}dxdydz . (47)

P 2
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Expres-
sion for

Total En-

ergy Dis-

sipated in

Closed

Cycle.

If the magnetization be carried through a closed cycle, so that

the medium is brought back to the same state as at first, the

electrokinetic energy returns to the same value, and the integral
of the quantity within the inner brackets in (47) which is

rf(BH) is zero. Thus the energy furnished to the medium in

the closed cycle is

I
III I JttZB |

cfo Jy<fe (48)

where the inner integral is taken with respect to B round the

cycle.
If we take the changes per unit of volume at a place where

the induction is B and the magnetic force H, we have for the

energy given to the medium, the value H^B/4?r, and for the

FIG. 40.

increase of electrokinetic energy c?(BH)/8r. Therefore the

energy dT' spent otherwise than in increasing the electrokinetic

Energy energy is given by the equation

47r
(49)

Unit of

Volume in

Closed Hence if PQ (Fig. 39) be two points in a curve of which the

Cycle. abscissae are values of H, and the ordinates values of B, we
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have for the whole energy T' spent otherwise than in increasing

T, in this part of the curve the value

. (50)

that is by Fig. 39

T' = -i (area PQSR - $ area NQSRPM).
4-rr

The second area vanishes when Q coincides with P as it does

when the curve forms a closed cycle, for example the loop P'P".
If the magnetic permeability is a constant there is no loop,

and thus the energy dissipated in any cycle of changes is zero.

On the assumption made above that the electric and magnetic ^j tion Of

energies may be regarded as stored up in the medium, so that
Energy in

at any point the amount of electric energy is j5TE2/87r, and of Electro-

magnetic energy HB/87T, per unit of volume in each case, we magnetic

may inquire ho\v the energy moves in the electromagnetic field Field.

when any change takes place. We have, supposing that K and

H do not vary with the time

dt 4ir,

/ a~ a/. rixA 'i

. (51)

But if v, r, w, p, q, r, be the components of the total current and
the conduction current respectively (the latter, in the general case,
not merely generating heat in the conductor), we have for those

of the displacement current

A' dP = !_ fdy _ e>/3\ _
47T dt

P ~
4n\dy 9z)

P

*L ? = l
(
da - Q

y\ -
4n~d~f

=
q ~

kn\dz
~

da)
ff

A = w - r = I (^ _ <^.\ _ r
4-rr dt 4?r \dx dy)

Also if we write equations (5) in the form

P, Q, R = P' + cy
-

bi, q
1 + az - ex, R> + bx -

ay . . (52)
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we obtain by differentiation, remembering that da/dt, db/dt,

dc/dt, denote time-rates of variation at a given point of space
the coordinates of which are not functions of the time,

da d /dfl dG\ dQ' dR'

di
~

dt\~fy dJ/ dz dy

dt dl \dz dx J dx dz

dc _ d fdG _ dF\ _ dP' dQ'
dt

~
dA dx dy>~dy ~dx

Substituting in (51) the values of K(dPfdt)/4ir, &c., da/dt, &c.,
just found, and using (52) we find after rearrangement

dxdydz
U*

J

-
f f H(< 6to} -\- (aw

-
cu}y + (bu av)z}dxdydz

-
f I f(Pp H- Qq + Rr}dxdydz .... (53)

Time-rate After transposition and substitution of the components (p. 119)
of Change X, Y, Z, of electromagnetic force for cv 6w, aw cu, bu av,
of Energy this gives by integration over the closed surface

within
Closed d(E + T) r r r

Space
-^~--+

j j j(Xx + Yy + Zz)dxdydz

+ & + -

B -
Q'y) + m(P'y - R'a)

+ n(Q'a
-
P'fydS . . (54)

where Z, wz, n are the direction cosines of the normal to the
surface element, drawn outwards.

If /', m', n' be the direction cosines of a line at right angles to

the plane denned by the resultant E' of the component electric

forces P', ^', R', and the resultant magnetic force H, and drawn
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in the direction in which a right-handed screw would move if

the handle were turned round in the plane of E' and H, from the

direction of H to that of E', the element of the surface integral
on the right has the value HE' sin 6(11' -f mm' + nn')/4ir,

which shows that the rate of flow of energy per unit of area is

represented in magnitude and direction by the vector product of

H and E' (that is the vector HE' sin 6 at right angles to the

plane of H and E'), divided by 4jr. The component of flow

across unit of area at right angles to the direction (//, m
f

, n') is

thus HE' sin 6(W -f mm 1 + nn')/4rr. The direction of flow is

Expressed
as of

Energy
Flow
across

Bounding
Surface.

H

FIG. 4L

opposite to that in which the line (/', m', n'} is drawn as specified
above. Thus in the diagram, if the resultant H be along Oy,
and E' along Oz, the flow of energy is in the direction xO.

It is to be remarked that the first term on the left of (54) is

the rate of increase of the electric and magnetic energies within
the closed space, the second term the rate at which work is done

by electromagnetic forces, and the third the rate at which energy
is dissipated, and the rate at which it is expended in effecting
chemical changes, and the equation asserts that these rates

combined are equal to that of the flow of energy across the
surface given by the integral on the right-hand side. This very
important theorem is due to Professor J. H. Poynting.*

Interpre-
tation of

Result.

*
Phil. Trails. R.S. Part VI. 1885. The following examples of the

theory and Figs. 4247 are taken from this paper.
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Itmust be noticed that the addition of anyterm
of proper dimensions, to the element of the integral would not
alter the value of the integral over the closed surface provided
<, x, ^ are functions of the coordinates fulfilling the condition

d(f)/dx-\-dx/dy-+-d-<ls/dz
= Q. That the actual flow across a given

element of the closed surface is that stated above is not strictly

demonstrated, but the assumption that it is, is here made. The
following examples, agreeing as they do with known facts, so
far bear out the assumption.

Examples As an example consider the flow of energy at the surface of a

of Flow of long straight wire of circular section of radius
/*,

in which a

Energy.
1. Long
Straight
Wi?e

carrying a

current.

c

B

FIG. 42.

steady current of strength y is flowing. Since the displacement
is maintained constant there is no displacement current, and the

direction of the magnetic force (shown in Fig. 42) is tangential
to a normal cross-section of the conductor and of amount 2y/r ;

that of the electric force is parallel to the conductor, and of

amount equal to the current per unit of area divided by the

specific conducting power of the conductor, that is y/7rr
2k.

The rate of flow of energy across unit of area is thus

x
(y/irr

i

7c)
]

l7r=y
2
l2Ti

2r3Jc
)
and tlie direction of flow is, by
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the rule found above, inwards from the surrounding medium to

the wire. The rate of flow of energy, inwards upon unit length
of the wire, is thus y

2
l*>Trr

2
k, and across I units of length is

y
2
Z/7JT

<2

&, or -fR if R is the resistance of the length I of the

wire. This is the well-known amount of energy transformed

into heat in the wire per unit of time.

According to this theory our conception of a current in a con-

ductor must not involve any notion of the transport of energy

actually along the conductor. The manner of arrangement of

the electric and magnetic equipotential surfaces in the field is

conditioned by the existence and position of the conducting

wire, which therefore also controls the flow of energy. Thus in

a metallic conductor there is dissipation of energy received from

the medium
;
and further, if at any place electrical energy is

utilised in doing work, this, by the theory, does not come along
the conductor but from the surrounding medium, being guided
to the required place by the conformation of the equipotential
surfaces produced by the conductor.

Consider as another example the case of a charged condenser

the plates of which are connected by wires to another pair of

plates, so that the capacity of the condenser is increased. The
tubes of force, formerly existing for the most part in the portion
of the medium between the conducting plates of the original

condenser, and entirely depending for their arrangement on

these plates, which thus localised the energy of strain in the

medium, have moved out sideways with their ends on the con-

necting conductors until the state of strain has been set up
between the other pair of plates. Along with this motion is

produced magnetic action in the medium which dies away as the

motion of the tubes offeree ceases.

As however the tubes of force move out guided by the con-

ductors, points on the wire connecting the insulated plates must
be at potentials intermediate between the potentials of these

plates, and so some of the equipotential surfaces which pass
between the plates of the original condenser must cut the con-

ducting wire. Thus there is, by the theory given above, a flow

of energy into the conducting wire, which, dissipated in its

substance, gives the heat commonly said to be produced by the

current.

This view of the matter seems exceedingly reasonable. The
medium was, we know, in a state of strain between the plates of

the original condenser, and must therefore have contained a

corresponding quantity of energy ;
and this state of strain has

been communicated to the medium between the plates of the

other condenser. The result has been a diminution in the

New Con-

ception of

Current in

a "Wire.

All Energy
used
moves
from

Source

through
Medium
and not

through
Conduc-

tor.

Examples.
2. One
Condenser

dis-

charging
into

another.
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Energy
moves lat-

erally into

Guiding
Conduc-
tor where
Strain

spreads in

Medium.

intensity of tlie strain between the plates of the original con-

denser, or, as we say, the electric force at each point of the

medium, or, otherwise, the difference of potential between the

plates, has been diminished. Now it is very difficult to suppose
that the energy has been transferred along the conductor to the

other condenser, and there inserted as energy of strain between
the plates. In fact we know that, pari passu with the process
of charging the other condenser, has gone on the growth of

electric strain in the medium between the conductors
;
and since

FIG.

3. Con-
denser
Dis-

charging
through
Wire.

the energy is undoubtedly stored up in the strain of the medium,
it is rational to regard the strain as being propagated through
the medium under the guidance of the conductors which as we
have seen localise it.

If the condenser have, as shown in Fig. 43, its plates A, B
connected by a wire LWN, the process of discharge will consist
in the passage outwards of the tubes of force with their ends on
the wire at each instant and everywhere at right angles to the

equipotential surfaces for the time being. The flow of energy
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is parallel to these surfaces, or rather parallel alike to the

electric and the magnetic equipotential surfaces. The tubes of

electric force sink into the conductor, and thus shorten as they
advance, until at a point on the conductor midway between the

plates as regards potential, the last remnant disappears laterally
into the conductor. The magnetic tubes offeree which encircle

the conductor contract down upon it and disappear within it,

giving up also their energy as they do so.

Next consider a single voltaic cell, for simplicity a cell con- 4. Voltaic

sisting of plates of copper and zinc immersed in a dilute acid cell with

and connected by a wire. The arrangement of the equipotential
Plates con-

surfaces is shown in Fig. 44. All these surfaces are there showrn nectedoy
Wire.

FIG. 44.

passing between the zinc plate and the acid, and closed by
returning, some (of which specimens are numbered 1 7) so as

to intersect the conducting wire, others (8 10) between the

copper and the acid, and the remainder through the acid. Now-

according to the contact theory of voltaic action there exists a

certain difference of potential on the two sides of each of the

separating surfaces of dissimilar substances. According to the

theory of the motion of energy there ought to be at every such
surface a gain or loss of energy, from or to the surrounding
medium. If going round the circuit in the direction in which
the current (in the ordinary sense) flows, an electric force is

encountered at any such surface opposed in direction to the

current, the impressed electromotive force, whatever its origin,
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Seat,

according
to this

Theory, of

Electro-

motive
Force in

Voltaic

Circuit.

Bearing of

this

Theory on
Contact

Difference

of

Potential

between
Metals.

5. Gener-
ator and
Motor in

Same
Circuit.

does work there and sends energy out from that part of the

circuit to the medium. Such a surface we have between the

zinc and the acid in the cell. The line integral of the electric

force across the surface is the difference of potential V on its

two sides and the line integral of the magnetic force round the

conductor is 47ry. Hence by the rule (p. 215 above) the energy
sent out per unit of time from this part of the circuit is

V x 47ry/47r
= ^y, which is the well-known rate of working

against the opposing difference of potential. Part of this passes
into the connecting wire which forms the external resistance,
since there the electric force is with the current and is converted
into heat

; part is sent into the surface separating the copper
from the acid, and goes to supply the potential energy required
for the separated hydrogen given off at the copper plate ;

the

remainder passes to the acid to be dissipated in heat or used in

effecting any chemical change which may there take place. It

is to be observed that, as before, the quantity dissipated in heat
in the conductor is equal to the line integral of the electric

force along it (that is the difference of potential between its

extremities) multiplied by l/4?r of the line integral of the mag-
netic force round the conductor, that is by y.

It must be noticed that the theory appears to negative the

view that there exists on the two sides of the surface of separa-
tion of the zinc and copper a finite difference of potential. For
if the theory be true there is no real transference of energy along
the conductor, and the energy, if any, received at the junction
between the zinc and copper ought to produce there some effect.

The drop in potential from zinc to copper shown by ordinary
contact methods is so considerable, that, on the supposition of

its reality, the energy there received should form a large pro-

portion of the total energy given out elsewhere. No effect is

however observed. This result does not, in view of the observed
contact difference of potentials, necessarily decide against the

theory of flow of energy, as the apparent contact difference

between zinc and copper involves zinc-air and air-copper contact

differences of potential which as yet we have no means of

directly measuring.
If work is done -at any part of the circuit otherwise than in

generating heat, as for example in driving a motor, or in

effecting chemical decomposition, there is a flow of energy to

that part of the circuit corresponding to the difference of

potential which exists between its terminals. Such a case may
be taken as illustrated by the equipotential surfaces 4, 5, 6

shown in Fig. 45, proceeding to one part of the circuit from
that part through which pass all the equipotential surfaces, and
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which is the source of the energy. Along these surfaces energy
moves from the source and flows into the conductor in amount

equal to that
locally^ised up.

In reality Fig. ^illustrates a thermoelectric circuit of two 6. Ther-

metals A (say copper) and B (iron). One junction is hot, the moelec-

othor cold, At the hot junction where the current flows from trie Circuit

copper to iron heat is absorbed, and at the cold junction heat is of Two

evolved. In the rest of the circuit heat is generated according
to the ordinary law, and it is supposed that the Thomson effect

is ztro, that is, that there is neither absorption nor evolution of

heat where the current flows from cold to hot or from hot to

cold in the metals. Thus the equipotential surfaces 1, 2, &c.,

Metals.

FIG. 45.

pass out from the hot junction and intersect the conductor, a 7 cir-
number of them concentrating on the cold junction where there cuit of
is a finite step of potential downward from the iron to the Two
copper. The Peltier effect is illustrated in Fig. 46 which shows Metals,on
a circuit of two metals A (copper) and (iron), as before, but of which

with a voltaic cell placed in the latter part of the circuit. The
junctions apart from the effects of the current are supposed to

be at the same temperature. At the junction D, which corre-

sponds to the former cold junction, heat is evolved, at the other,

C, heat is absorbed. Thus the junction D is heated, and the

junction C is cooled when the current passes, provided, of

course, the temperatures be below the neutral temperature for

includes

Voltaic
Cell.
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Bearing of

this

Theory on
Peltier

effect.

8. Ther-
moelec-

tric Circuit

of Iron,
and Two
Metals of

Lead

Type.

the metals in question (see Chap. X.). There is a finite step
down of potential from to A at 2), and a finite step up of

potential from A to B at C. Thus the equipotential surfaces
which converge on I) intersect the circuit only once after leaving
the source, while those which pass through C intersect it three

times, once at C, and once on each of the two sides of C. Energy
flows out from the cell and from C along these surfaces, and is

FIG. 46.

received by the conductor at each of the other points of inter-

section.

Lastly, a very interesting case is shown in Fig. 47. AB, CD
are supposed to be two metals in which no Thomson effect

occurs, that is, two metals of the lead type, while C joining
them is a metal of the iron type in which a current flowing from

hot to cold absorbs heat. B is a hot junction, C a cold junction,
each supposed to be at the neutral temperature for the pair of
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metal s in contact. Thus if a current flow from a battery in

the circuit there is no convergence of equipotential surfaces

upon B or C, and neither absorption nor evolution of heat at

those places. If the resistance of BC be sufficiently small there Bearing of

will be a gradual rise of potential in the metal from B to (7, and this

the gradient of electromotive force being opposed to the current, Theory on

heat will be absorbed there, transformed into electric energy, and Thomson

carried out through the medium to the conductor where it is
effect.

dissipated. Thus the equipotential surfaces which pass through
BC will cut the circuit twice elsewhere (besides at the battery),
once beyond B, and once beyond C. In consequence however
of the resistance of the conductor, there is a fall of potential
from B to C super'mposed on the rise produced by the Thomson
effect and a corresponding evolution of heat; and it is possible

FIG. 47.

so to adjust matters that the rise shall just balance the fall of

potential ;
and the evolution of heat just balance the absorption

at every point. In that case we should have the curious case of

a homogeneous conductor throughout at one potential with a

current flowing through it. It is to be observed however that

there is a gradient of temperature along BC, so that there is no
real paradox in the result.

We may apply the theory of the flow of energy to the deter-

mination of the rate of transmission of electromagnetic waves

through an insulating medium. Consider a plane wave in which
the electric and magnetic forces are at right angles to one
another in the plane of the wave front. Let P be the electric

force, /3 the magnetic. Then the total energy in unit volume of

the medium is (KP2
-f- ft/3

2
)/87r. If V be the velocity of wave

Appar-
ently Para-

doxical

Result.

Velocity of

Electro-

magnetic
wave de-

duced from

Theory of

Motion of

Energy.
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transmission the energy will travel forward a distance Vdt in

time dt, and an amount of energy (KP2
-f- /u./3

2
)^//87r will pass

across unit of area of a fixed plane in that time. But by
Poynting's theorem the time-rate of flow of energy across unit
of area is P/3/47T. Hence equating these two expressions we
find

r 2P3 ,er\...... (55 '

But the current, which is one of displacement, is K(dP/df)/4ir,
where dP/dt denotes the rate of variation of P with time at a

given point in space, and if we take a distance dz in the direc-

tion of propagation, and dy in that of the magnetic force, the
current through the rectangle dydz is K(dPjdt)dydzl^Tr. But the

line-integral of magnetic force round the rectangle, taken with
due regard to the relation of the directions of the current and

magnetic force, is

Hence we find

By the nature of a wave the value of any quantity characteristic

of it at a given point and instant, is found after an interval dt at

a distance Vdt in advance of the former point in the direction of

propagation. Hence if at any point z, the value of the electric

force be P at a given instant, its value at the same instant at a

point distant Vdt behind the former point is P (dPjdz)Vdt.
Hence the change which P undergoes at z in time dt is

-
(dP/dz)Vdt. But this is also dP/dt . dt. Thus we have

~
~dt

=
^Ite

and therefore by (56)

^V
~bz

=
dJ

or

KVP =
/3

since the arbitrary function of t and constant which enter with
the integration must be zero, as both P and ft are zero in regions
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which the wave has not yet reached. Substituting il.N value of

3 in (55) we get finally

v* = -L. (57 >

as before.

It is to be carefully noted that the result expressed in (57) Energy per
which was obtained by a method independent of the theory of Unit of

flow of energy, taken with the value of the velocity of propaga- Volume of

tion found above leads to the theorem that the energy per unit Medium is

of volume at any point in the wave is half electric and half nal
j

Elec-

magnetic. For we have *

8<7T 877

rhich proves the theorem.

(58)

SECTION III.

MAGNETO-OPTIC ROTA TION.

WE give here a short account of the theory of the rotation Turning of

of the plane of polarized light by passage along the lines of Plane of

force in a magnetic field. It was discovered by Faraday that Polariza-

a beam of plane polarized light sent through perforated pole
tion of

pieces so as to pass from end to end along a prism of a certain Light

kind of heavy glass, placed parallel to the lines of force of a Magnetic

powerful electromagnet, had its plane of polarization rotated

through an angle, which observation showed to be dependent on
the wave length of the light and the intensity of the magnetic
field. The usual method adopted was to polarize the light by
means of a Nicol's prism, and adjust a second prism so as to

receive the light and produce extinction of the beam after its

passage through the glass with the magnet unexcited, then to

excite the magnet and rotate the analysing prism until extinc-

tion was again produced, noting the angle of turning.
It was found that the effect was produced in a large number

of substances each of which gave an amount of rotation depend-
ing in the same wr

ay on the wave length of the light employed
and the intensity of the magnetic field, but differing for different

VOL. II. Q
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Law of the substances. Measurements made by Verdet gave results agree-
Phenome- ing fairly well with the formula

non.

** ..... (59)

where 6 is the angle of rotation, / the length of the path in the

medium, H the intensity of the magnetic field, \a the wave
length of the light in air, r the index of refraction of the light
in the medium, and m a constant depending on the nature of the

substance.

The following table gives a comparison of the results with
the formula :

Bisulphide of Carbon at 24'9 C.

Line of the spectrum . . . C D E F G-

Observed rotation . ... 592 768 1000 1234 1704
Calculated .... ^ .. 589 760 1000 1234 1713

Rotation of ray E 25 88'.

Creosote at 24'3 C.
Line of the spectrum . . . C D E F G
Observed rotation . . .573 758 1000 1241 1723
Calculated ...... 617 780 1000 1210 1603

Rotation of ray E 21 58'.

Other two formulas which have been proposed may be obtained

by replacing the factor r2/\a
2 of (59) by l/Xa

2
, or by 1. These do

not agree nearly so well with the results of experiment.
Verdet's The amount of rotation per unit of /H for light of given wave
Constant, length and for a given substance is called Verdet's constant for

that light and substance. It is thus the amount of turning pro-
duced in unit length of beam when unit difference of magnetic
potential exists between its extremities.

Non-mag- Turning of the plane of polarization of light is shown also by
netic quartz, solutions of sugar, tartaric acid, &c., and the amount of

Turning of
turning follows apparently a similar law to that stated above

Plane of or tne magnetic effect. But between the phenomenon in such
Polanza- cases an(j t}ia^ jn a magnetic field there is an essential difference.

tion.
rpj_ie Burning of the plane in space is in the same direction in a

fPhe- magnetic field whether the ray be travelling with or against the

nomena direction of the magnetic force. In the other cases the direction

of turning is reversed by reversing the ray. Thus if a ray after

passage through the field be reversed by reflection, and sent

back again, the effect of the second passage in turning the plane
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of polarization will be the same as before, and the plane of

polarization of the emergent beam will have been turned by the

passage through a double angle. Thus by repeated reflection

from the silvered ends of a piece of heavy glass as indicated in

Fig. 48, a considerable effect can be obtained by the addition of

the turnings produced by successive passages.

FIG. 48.

This difference between the two kinds of turning of the plane

points to an essential difference between the molecular condition

of the substances concerned. In the case of quartz, sugar solu-

tions, &c., the phenomenon can be explained by supposing the

substances to have some kind of helical structure, so that the

restitutional forces, for displacements of the nature of shears in

parallel planes, are greater when the displacements are in one

direction than when they are in the opposite direction.

Thus, in a medium possessing this property, particles displaced
from a straight line, so as to be situated on a helix round the line

as axis, will be acted on by greater restitutional forces when the

helix is a right-handed one than when it is a left-handed one, or

cice versa, according to the structure.

For example, in diagram (2) of Fig. 49, particles displaced
from the axis, so as to occupy the positions there shown, will,

according to our supposition as to the structure of the medium, be

subjected to (say) greater elastic forces than if the displacements
were as shown in diagram (1).

In consequence of these forces the particles in diagram (2)

moving under elastic forces in the circular orbits indicated by
the closed curves move, we suppose, more quickly than those in

diagram (1), whether the motion be clockwise or counter-clock-

wise. To fix the ideas let the motion of the particles be, as

shown in Fig. 49, clockwise in (1) and counter-clockwise in (2).

The configurations will after a given time have advanced in the

direction from A to C and from B to D, but (because of the

difference of configuration, not of motion) through a greater

Q 2

Physical

Interpre-
tation of

their

Points of

Difference.

Optical
Behaviour
of Sugar
Solutions,

&c.,

agrees
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distance in the latter case than in the former. Each of these

motions will represent precisely the propagation of a wave of

This Figure represents particles moving in parallel circular orbits as in a ray of

circularly polarized light. The curved line shows the helical configuration of the

corresponding particles in the wave. The circles below show the relative phases
of the particles in each case, as seen by an eye looking from the lower to the upper
end.

FlG. 49.

circularly polarized light, and the wave represented in (2) travels

more quickly than that represented hy (1).
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But now let the waves be reflected from the ends C, Dt as

from the surface of a rarer medium, each after travelling the

same distance. The reflected
rays

are shown in diagrams (3) and

(4) respectively of Fig. 49. The right-handed and left-handed con-

figurations (viewed in the same direction) have become left-handed
and right-handed, with the same directions of motion as before.

Thus the configuration in diagram (4) travels from If to I?
more slowly than that in (3) does from C' to A', so that the gain
by (2) of distance traversed in a given time in one direction is

just balanced by the loss in (4) of distance traversed in the

opposite direction
;
and there is the same relation of phase

between the terminal particles at A' and B' in the return waves as

there was in the advancing waves at A and B.
In the magnetic phenomenon on the other hand the velocity

of the particles depends only on the direction of motion, for the
relative speeds of propagation of a right-handed circularly

polarized ray and a left-handed * one are the same whether the

ray is direct or reflected. Thus, referring to Fig. 49, the ray
represented in (2) and (4) travels faster or slower than the other
in both cases, and by the same amount If then two such rays
travel simultaneously from one end of the medium to the other,
and back again after reflection, the difference in phase produced
by the forward will be doubled by the backward passage. The
same final result will be found on examination to hold for reflec-

tion from a denser medium.
In a diamagnetic medium such as Faraday's heavy glass,

carbon-disulphide, &c., that ray travels faster, the direction of
motion of the particles in which is round in the direction of the
current producing the field. The reverse is the case for a mag-
netic substance.

These results, as was originally pointed out by Sir William

Thomson,f indicate the existence of a motion'in the magnetic
field capable of being compounded with that motion of the
medium which constitutes light. This remark was of extreme

importance as forming the first step towards a dynamical theory
of magnetic action, and since its publication considerable pro-
gress has been made with the application of dynamical prin-

ciples to the explanation of the observed phenomena. We
conclude the present chapter with a short account of this theory.

* That is as specified by the direction of the orbital motion of each

particle, as seen by an observer imagined looking always from the same
side of the plane of the orbit.

t Proc. P.. S. June 1856. See also Rep. El. and Mag. p. 423 (2nd
edn.), footnote; and Baltimore Lectures on Molecular Dynamics
(Papyrograph Report), p. 241 et seq.
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The fundamental idea of the theory is contained in the follow-

ing extract from Thomson's paper : "The magnetic influence on

light discovered by Faraday depends on the direction of motion
of moving particles. For instance, in a medium possessing it,

particles in a straight line parallel to the lines of magnetic force

displaced to a helix round this line as axis, and then projected

tangentially with such velocities as to describe circles, will have
different velocities according as their motions are round in one
direction (the same as the nominal direction of the galvanic
current in the magnetizing coil) or in the contrary direction.

But the elastic reaction of the medium must be the same for the

same displacements whatever be the velocities and directions of

the particles, that is to say, the forces which are balanced by
centrifugal forces of the circular motions are equal, while the

luminiferous motions are unequal. The absolute circular motions

being therefore either equal or such as to transmit equal centri-

fugal forces to the particles initially considered, it follows that

the luminiferous motions are only components of the whole
motion

;
and that a less luminiferous component in one direction,

compounded with a motion existing in the medium when trans-

mitting no light, gives an equal resultant to that of a greater
luminiferous motion in the contrary direction compounded with
the same non-luminous motion."

It is worthy of special note that this dynamical explanation
iietisn pro- Q tne phenomenon is inconsistent with the explanation of the

jyi

n
diamagnetism of a substance as a differential effect due to the

tial Effect"
rea^er magnetization of the surrounding medium. If admitted

it decides that the difference between paramagnetic and dia-

magnetic substances is due to an absolute difference between the
states of motion of their particles.

Dynamical We have now to consider these luminiferous motions. The
Considera-

displacement of each particle of the medium in a ray of plane
polarized light may be regarded as compounded of displacements

Lumini- C0rresp0nding to two circularly polarized rays of equal amplitude

Motions
and Period (see P- 229> I* one nght-handed and the other left-

handed. To prove this it is only necessary to note that if the

positions of a given particle in its orbit in obeying the two
motions be as shown in the diagram, the component displace-
ments (from the centre) at right angles to the diameter which
bisects the arc of the orbit between the two positions cancel one

another, while the components along that diameter are equal
and in the same direction, and therefore give by their addition

a double displacement.
The positions and motions of the particles of the medium on

a ray of circularly polarized light travelling along the axis of z>
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may, if
, 77

denote the displacements parallel to the axis of x Displace-
an<l

//,
be represented by the equations ments of

Particle of

( 2ir 1 > Medium in
= a cos J (z

-
vt) -f e

\ Circularly
J (

. . . (60)
Polarized

handed

as this gives for each particle, at a given distance z from the
zero plane, motion in a circular orbit with periodic time \/v,
and radial displacement a. This represents, to a person looking
in the direction in which the wave is travelling, a right-handed
circular motion.
A left-handed wave travelling in the same direction, and 2e

in phase-angle behind the former wave at the plane z, is repre-
sented by

f27r
< (61)

;/= asin \ (z vt] e \

Compounding these two motions we get for the components of

the resultant

2-rr 1
-f-

' =* 20 cos
"

(2
-

irt) . cos <?

S ..... (62) Resultant

-f 77' = 2a cos (2
- 0t).an| of two

X J Opposite
Circular

which show that the resultant displacement is along a diameter Motions

making an angle e with the axis of x. That is, the compounded ^.
R

ray is plane polarized.
Now considering two opposite circularly polarized rays, of the

Opposite
same period, travelling at different speeds v, v', through the

Circulaily

medium, we get instead of (62) for the resultant displace- Polarized

ments Rays of

Different

Velocities

T /27T , 1 . (27T , ,,,

TJ -\- T)
= i/ \ sin '

(z vt] -{-<?} sin/ (z v t) e
( j

l_
' A ) \ A

(63)

H
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produce or (with the condition expressed that \fv \'/v'
= T

Rectilinear

Motion of

(64)

77+77' = T
-x'/r T\

""
r \x~x-

This represents as before a plane polarized ray the direction of
vibration in which makes an angle TT (I/A

-
I/A') 2 -f- e with the

axis. This angle increases with z, that is the directions of vibra-

tion for successive points along the ray lie on a screw surface of

constant twist round the axis of z.

Propaga-
To obtain a dynamical explanation of this action, we shall

tion of consider the transmission of waves of transverse displacement
Light in through an elastic medium in which are imbedded small mole-
Medium cules rapidly rotating round the axis of x. We shall suppose

containing that these molecules are very small in volume, as compared with
similarly the volume of the rest of the medium, and of so slight mass as
Oriented not appreciably to load the medium, and are uniformly distri-

buted
;
so that we may regard each element of the medium as

containing a large number of them, and as homogeneous in

quality. The presence of these rotating particles will modify
the equations of motion in a peculiar manner, in consequence of
the existence of "gyrostatic domination '"

produced by their

rotation.*

"Gyro- A gyrostat (Fig. 50) is composed of a fly-wheel of great
stat," or moment of inertia pivoted within a case so that the instrument

Top,within can be handled and moved about at pleasure. When the fly-
Closed wheel is spun so as to rotate very rapidly very curious dy-

Non-rotat- namical results are obtained. It is found to rest in stable
ing Case,

equilibrium in positions which without rotation would be essen-

tially unstable
;
for example when supported, as shown in Fig.

50, on a glass plate by the thin edge passing symmetrically round
the case, or placed with its axis of rotation vertical and supported
on a universal joint in the line of the axis and below the

gyrostat.

Again, and this is most important for our present purpose, if

to the rapidly rotating gyrostat a couple be applied, so as to

*
See Sir W. Thomson's Baltimore Lectures on Molecular Dynamics

p. 241 et seq. : also Thomson and Tait's Nat. Phil. 2nd ed. Part I.

345. See also an important paper by Dr. Larmor, Proc. London
Math. Soc. No. 396 (1890) on Rotatory Polarization, illustrated by the

Vibrations of a Gyrostatically Loaded Chain.
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generate angular momentum round an axis making an angle <f>
Motion of

with the axis of rotation of the fly-wheel, the axis of angular Gyrostat,
momentum will, in a small interval of time, change its position

This Figure shows a gyrostat resting on a thin edge on a glass plate. The case is

represented as cut open to show the fly-wheel, which is pivoted on a spindle turning
in bearings attached to the case. As the section indicates, the fly-wheel is a thin
disk with a massive rim. [This cut is reduced from Thomson and Tait's Natural
Philosophy (Vol. I. Part 1, p. 397), to which the reader may refer for further inform-
ation regarding gyrostatic action.]

FIG. 50.

through an angle which is found by compounding the initial

angular momentum with that generated by the couple in the
interval. Thus if G be the moment of the couple, the angular

FIG. 51.

momentum generated by it in the fly-wheel in time dt is Gdt. Let
this be represented by OB, Fig. 51, drawn in the usual way in the
direction of the axis of the couple so as to represent the direction
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of rotation, and the magnitude of the angular momentum. Let OA
in the same way represent the angular momentum of the fly-

wheel, which, if m be the mass of the wheel, k its radius of

gyration round the axle, and o> its angular velocity, is numeri-

cally mTc2a>. Then OA and OB can be compounded according to

the ordinary parallelogram law, and give a resultant 00 which

represents the new angular momentum in magnitude and
direction. By the diagram we have, approximately,

sin COA sinci
mk2

a>

or denoting COA by d&, and proceeding to the limit when dt iv

infinitely small, we have accurately

dt
(65)

Examples
of Preces-

sional

Motion.

Reactional

Couple due
toMotion
of the

Axis.

This is the angular velocity with which the axis of angular
momentum turns in the plane of itself and the axis of the couple.

For example, if the gyrostat referred to above be suspended by
a cord attached to the case at some point in the prolongation of

the axis, and the axis be placed in a horizontal position, the

weight of the instrument acting downwards will give a couple
round a horizontal axis at right angles to that of rotation. If the

rotation be very rapid, the axis of the fly-wheel will remain

approximately horizontal, while the whole instrument turns slowly
round in azimuth about a vertical axis with angular velocity

Q=Gr/mk
2
(>>. This azimuthal motion corresponds to the preces-

sional motion (of period nearly 26,000 years)which the earth has in

consequence of the differential couple, due to attractional forces,

tending to bring the planes of the equator and ecliptic into coin-

cidence.

Conversely, if a motion of the axis of rotation take place, the

gyrostat will react on the constraining system with a couple
equal and opposite to that given by the construction in Fig. 51

above. Thus if the angular velocity with which the direction

of the axis of rotation changes be fl, the magnitude of the couple
round a moving axis at right angles to the axis of rotation and
the instantaneous axis, with which the gyrostat will react on its

supports, will be given by

G = mk2
a) Q (66)

We shall now apply this result to form the equations of motion
for a wave of transverse displacement through the medium
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referred to above. As before let the direction of propagation be

along the axis of zt and consider a transverse displacement of the
medium of amount parallel to the axis of :r, at a distance z

from the zero plane of x, y. The strain at that point is dg/dz.
At a distance dz in advance along the ray the strain is

d/dz + d2
/dz*.dz. Thus by the suppositions made on p. 232

above, the elastic force producing acceleration, in the positive
direction of

,
of the matter between the sections is nd2

/dz'
2

. dz,

per unit of area of the cross sections, if n denote the proper
elastic modulus.
But besides this elastic force there is a gyrostatic reaction due

to the angular motion produced in the portion of the medium by
the strain in the direction of

rj.
The velocity of displacement

at z is drj/dt, and atz-{-dz is drj/dt + d2
r)/dzdt . dz. Hence the

rate at which the element is changing direction is d2
r)/dzdt. The

reacting gyrostatic couple per unit of volume is by (66) cpd
2
r)/dzdt,

if cp be the angular momentum of the rotating matter in unit of
volume. Each force of this couple is parallel to

,
and it must

be balanced by the action of the surrounding medium exerted
across the ends of the element considered. The resulting gyro-
static couple per unit of volume of the next element is, if cp be

constant, cp(d
z
r
)/dzdt+ d^/dz^t. dz). Thus the mutual force

between the successive elements is cpd
3
rjldz

2
dt. If the direction

of rotation of the molecules be right-handed, as seen by an
observer looking in the direction in which the wave is travelling,
this force will be in the positive direction along x. Thus we
have finally if p be the density of the medium

Wave of

Transverse

Displace-
ment in

Gyrostatic
Medium.

Ordinary
Elastic

Return
Force.

Gyrostatic
Reaction.

In the same way we should find for the
rj equation

-. Differen-
/ ) tial

Equations
of Motion.

. (68)

These equations are satisfied by the values of
, 77 given by Solution of

(60) above. Substituting we get from each the equation of Differen-

condition tial

2 n Equation.

The equation of condition for a left-handed vibration is by
(68) evidently to be obtained by simply changing the sign of c,

and is therefore
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+=-:T P
o.

Velocities

of Right-
handed
and Left- Thus for the right-handed ray we have
handed

, XCircularly
Polarized

Rays.

n . 27jr

and for the left-handed ray,

,
X' / STJT

V =
r
=

v--^-

(70)

(71)

(72)

Rate of Now by the result on p. 232 the alteration 0, of direction of

Turning of vibration, per unit of distance travelled through the medium, is

Plane of * (1/X'
-

1/X). Hence equations (71) and (72) give
Polariza-

tion.
e =

Ĵ

If we suppose ZTTC/T to be small in comparison with n/p we
may write the equation in the form

r-
1-2

(73)

Relation Now if r be the index of refraction of the substance with respect
of Rate of to air and X the length of a wave in the medium which has length
Turning to \a jn ajr we nave xa = r\. Moreover T = \/v = Xa/rv, in which

I

a
Th

we may Put ^ n/P ^or v
'
s^nce tne ve l cities in opposite direc-

tions differ only very slightly. Also if F be the velocity of light
in air, v = F/r. Hence we get finally

(74)

which agrees with the formula (59) above, in giving rotation of
the direction of vibration inversely as the square of the wave
length. The rotation also depends on the direction of vibra-

tion, not on that of propagation. It is to be observed however
that the medium as we have supposed it constituted does not
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produce ordinary dispersion, and therefore the remaining factor

of the expression for 6 in (74) does not here find any explanation.
The effect is very small in all ordinary transparent substances

for which it has been investigated ;
and this of course is in ac-

cordance with what we should expect, taking into account the

smallness of the magnetization (or diamagnetization) of these

substances. But it ought to be great in a highly magnetized
substance such as iron, and this has been found by Kundt* to be
the case for a thin film of metallic iron magnetized transversely.

Magnitude
of Effect in

Diamag-
netic and

Paramag-
netic Sub-
stances.

FIG. 52.

When the substance is magnetized the already existing mag-
netic molecules turn round towards coincidence of direction of
their axes, and this must involve some freedom of motion of the

particles relatively to the medium in which they are imbedded.
Sir William Thomson f has suggested a form of gyrostatic Gyrostatic

Molecule.
* Phil Mag. Oct. 1884.

t Baltimore Lectures, p. 320.
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Gyrostatic
Molecule.

Magneto-
Optic

Rotation
on Electro-

magnetic
Theory of

Light.

molecule, consisting (Fig. 52) of a spherical sheath enclosing two

equal gyrostats. Bach gyrostat is attached at one extremity of

its axis of rotation to the case by a ball-and-socket joint, and the

two are connected together by another ball-and-socket joint

uniting their other extremities. The attachments to the case

are at opposite extremities of a diameter, so that the gyrostats
when their axes are in line have the centres of the fly-wheels on
the diameter.

Supposing a couple applied to the case so as to turn it round

any axis through its centre, no disalignment of the gyrostats
would take place, and it would turn simply as a rigid body. If

however the case were made to undergo translation in any
direction, except along the line of the axis, the gyrostats would

Jag behind, and the two-link chain which they form would bend
at the centre. This bending, however, would be resisted by the

quasi-rigidity of the chain produced by the rotation, and the

gyrostats would react on the sheath at the ball-and-socket joints,
with forces at right angles to the plane in which the bending
takes place.
The result when worked out is that if the centre of the

gyrostatic molecule be carried round with uniform velocity in a

circle in a plane at right angles to the diameter joining the ball-

and-socket joints, the necessary centreward force is greater or

less according as the direction in which the molecule is carried

round is with or against the direction of rotation of the gyrostats.
In other words the effect of the rotation is to virtually increase

the inertia of the molecule in the one case and diminish it in the

other, by a certain amount. If the molecule be small enough the

effect of any rotation on the sheath is infinitesimal in comparison
with that of translation ;

which is found to produce the required

magneto-optic effect. The sheath might therefore be smooth.
This modification of themolecule seems important, as it accounts

for the magneto-optic effect, while rendering it possible for the

molecules to turn round in obedience to magnetizing force

towards coincidence of direction so that the medium becomes

magnetized.
It is obviously suggested by the ^yrostatic investigation that

it ought to be possible to explain the magneto-optic rotation on
the electromagnetic theory of light as a consequence of the

existence of the small magnets imbedded in the medium with
their axes in the direction of propagation of the ray, and there-

fore producing a component of magnetization in that direction.*

* A theory of this kind has, I learn from M. Poincare's Theories

de Maxwell, been proposed by M. Potier, and published in the
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In consequence of the motions of the ether the direction of

the chains of these molecules which we suppose to exist along
the axis of z in the undisturbed state of the medium are con-

tinually undergoing change at every point, and thus the direction

of the axial magnetic force along each chain also undergoes
alteration. It is obvious that if the displacements be everywhere
small the actual magnitude of this force will not sustain any
sensible change, but that each small change of direction will

produce a component magnetic force in each of the two directions

at right angles to the axis. The calling into existence of these

components will produce corresponding electromotive forces

tending to increase the electric displacements. We shall assume
that the electric displacements are in the same direction as, and

proportional to the displacements of the medium in which the

magnetized molecules are supposed imbedded.
The electromotive force in the direction of y is given, (5)

above, by

Displace-
ment of

Mag-

where dG/dt stands for the total time late of change of G. Also produces
since H does not perceptibly vary along x, if the direction of Transverse

propagation be, as taken here, along z, -dG/dz denotes magnetic Electro-

induction through unit of area in the plane of yz. Hence any

part of the total time rate of variation of -
dG/dz will denote the

space rate of variation in the direction of z of an electromotive

force parallel to z, provided the time and space differentiations

of the part are commutative.
Now if the displacements of the ether particles from their

undisturbed positions be taken as parallel and proportional to the

electric displacement, and C be the component of magnetization
Transverse

of the substance in the direction of z due to the existence of the

molecular magnets, the component magnetic force in the direction

of x will be approximately eCdf/dz, and thus the magnetic induc-

tion through unit of area in the plane oiyz is peCdf/dz. The time

rate of variation of this is

motive
Forces.

Calcula-

ti n of

Gomptes Rendus. This theory itself is not given in M. Poincare's

book, and I have not seen the paper ;
but the treatment of the matter

given above occurred to me after reading M. Poincare's statement of

the results.
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But we have by (5), Chapter II.

df= (dy_W\ = 98
.

dt 47rVdy dz) 4irdz
'

since there is no conduction current.

Further, by (50) p. 33, p = (dF/dz)Jn, and therefore (75)
becomes

a/=-_L?!f (76)
dt 47r/i dz*

Now since the differentiation of / with respect to t is partial

only, we may use the substitution,

dz dt
~

dt dz

and therefore (76) gives

--
dt dz 47r dz3

'

which gives an electromotive force in the direction of y, of
amount

4^ dz2

since there can be no constant or arbitrary time function con-
cerned. Hence we have finally

= - - .-
dt &r dz2

dy

and therefore

dQ = _d^G_eCd^
dt dt* 47rdtdz2

But by (9) and (10),

^ ^S = %L = 1 &G
4?r dt Tt

~

47r/i"aF'

which used in (77) gives,

_
4rr dtdz*

'
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Similarly for the other component
polarized light we find the equation

in the case of circularly

dt*
.

ds* 477 dldz*

These two equations are identical in form with those already
found, and of course lead to the same results, namely, magneto-
optic rotation independent of whether the ray is direct or

reflected.

This is the proper place in which to refer to the phenomenon Hall's

discovered by Hall (as the result of a research undertaken at the Phenome-

suggestion of Professor Rowland), that in a conductor carrying non.

a current in a magnetic field a component electromotive force is

produced in the direction of the electromagnetic force. The
experimental arrangement used by Hall is shown in Fig. 53. A

FIG. 53.

cross consisting of a thin film of the conductor, deposited, or

fixed in some other manner, on glass, is placed with its plane at,

right angles to the lines of force in the field, which is produced
by an electromagnet, and a current is sent along the arm AB.
The terminals of a sensitive galvanometer are placed at two such

points, at the extremities of the arm CD, that no current flows

through it when the magnet is not excited. The magnet is now
excited, and a current is found to flow through the galvano-

VOL. IE. R
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meter, proving that its points of attachment are no longer at

the same potential; that is, a component of electromotive force

across the direction of the current in the plane of the film has

been produced. When the current flows from A to B and the

direction of the lines of magnetic force is upwards through the

paper, the direction of the electromotive force produced is from
C to D.
With this arrangement the field was not uniform but was

concentrated on the central portion of the film. The arrange-
ment of the conductor in a very thin film is necessary for the

production of an observable effect.

This result has been attributed by several physicists to

inequality of strain in the material set up by the unequal action

of the electromagnetic force on the matter of the film, and
Shelford Bidwell has suggested thermoelectric action due to

the current flowing through the no longer homogeneous sub-

stance as the immediate cause. This view however does not

appear to be shared by Rowland and Hall. It would seem to

be possible to test its accuracy by properly arranging a film so

that it should be wholly within a uniform field of sufficient

intensity and observing whether or not the effect is produced.
Electro- If an electromotive force proportional to the electromagnetic
motive force (X, Y, Z) exists at each point in a homogeneous medium,
Force its components are
in Hall
Effect - e'X = e' (vc

- w6)
^

e'Y=e'(wa -
vc) 1 ...... (80)

e'Z=e'(u& -
va) J

where e' is a constant. Tims, Sl> being used to denote electro-

static potential, produced by a battery or otherwise, inde-

pendently of ordinary magnetic induction, the equations of

electromotive force [(5) p. 191] are now

and if a, b, c be the components of total magnetic induction,
a', b', c' those of the part due to the constant field,
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(( = djf _dO
dy ^z

L _dF dH
-\-/'

8'; a/''
,

< = -= 5- + c
d.f dy

For a plane wave travelling in the direction of z through an Rowland's
insulating medium showing the Hall phenomenon, (82) Theory of
becomes Plane

dG . Wave
~~

>7
+ a

through
Medium

* ,1 showing
fj r TT ,, r7

I L /,' Hall
dz

T
Effect.

Hence the equations of electromotive force (81) become since
> = and R =

0,

dt
4?r/i a^2

~
a7

Q =
f-

feg _ _ _
a^

47r/i dz2
dy

i and therefore

Q2Q. ,> **n (

dt dl* 4rra dtdz2

But we have by (9) p. 195

aP_4?_ 1 a/>_ 1 d'2F
dt

~
A"

" ~
Kdz

= ~
A a72

_ = _
dt K

A'fjL dz Ap. d: 2

'

Hence substituting from these equations in (83) and rearranging
we find

R2

OP THE

UHI7EBSIT7]
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Equations
ot Propa-
gation
indicate

Magneto-
Optic
Effect.

Kerr's

Magneto-
Optic
Effect.

Kerr's

Electro-

Optic
Effect.

e c

4?j>i

. (84)

which are equations of the same form as before obtained, and
show that in such a medium a magneto-optic effect would be

produced.
Dr. John Kerr, of Glasgow, discovered about fifteen years ago*

that when plane polarized light is incident on the polished pole
of a magnet, so that the wave front is not parallel to the direction

of magnetization, the reflected beam is elliptically polarized.
This result has been explained by Professor G. F. Fitzgerald f
in accordance with Maxwell's Electromagnetic Theory of Light ;

but want of space prevents our giving here a sketch of his

investigation. The effect has been used by Dr. H. Dubois as

the foundation of a method of measuring magnetic permeability
described below in the Chapter on Magnetic Measurements.

Dr. Kerr had previously discovered that when a beam of

polarized light is incident upon a transparent medium subjected
to electrostatic strain the transmitted beam is is general ellipti-

cally polarized. The maximum effect is produced when the

wave front is parallel to the direction of trie lines of force, and
the plane of polarization inclined to them at an angle of 45.
No effect is produced when the plane of polarization is either

parallel or at right angles to the lines of force.

*
Phil. Mag. May 1877, and March 1878.

+ Phil. Trans. . S. Pt. II. 1880.

J Phil. Mag. Nov. 1875.



CHAPTER VI.

CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS OF COILS AND CO-
EFFICIENTS OF INDUCTION.

SECTION I.

MAGNETIC ACTION OF CIRCUITS AND COILS.

IT has been proved above [(81) p. 47] that the solid angle Solid

subtended by a circle at any point is given by the equation* Angle sub-

tended by
.1 /n\n Circle.

* - 2rr J 1 - cos
i/r + sin f]gi . ^', . +Zt

( )
I . (1)

where (Fig. 54) is the angle between CP and the axis, ^ the

angle between CA and the axis, $Zi the zonal spherical har-

monic of order i, ^Z'i the differential coefficient of $Zi with

respect to cos
\J/-, p the distance P'P, and r the distance P'^f.

If as indicated in the figure we take (p
= 90, then all the zonal

harmonics of odd order vanish, (
and the general expression of

the zonal harmonic of even order 2 is

*
It is to be noted that (SI), p. 47, is given for the case (Fig. 9) of

P' on the opposite side of the shell from the point C, and so (p. 46)
the angle at P' is used. Here the solid angle is taken from P' coinci-

dent with C'of Fig. 9. and is 2v(l - cos^). It would have been better

to have taken P in Fig. 9, on the same side of the circle as C. Then
in (78) and (81) we should have had - cos a instead of + cos a, cor-

responding to - cos ^ above, and + sin2 a for - sin'- a in the third term.

t See Appendix on Spherical Harmonics.
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Potential Now the solid angle subtended at any point by a closed curve
at any is equal to the potential which a unit current flowing in the

_

Point due curve would produce at that point. Hence if a current y flow
to Circular in the circle, and Q, be the potential which the current produces,
Current. we have, writing y for P'P in the particular case in which it is

at right angles to the axis, and x for OP',

.r 3 y* 3.5 ./

_
'2* . 4* . & r13

_ 140^.2 _L
(2)

a series which is convergent if y < r.

This equation can be found as follows without the use of

zonal harmonics, and a comparison of the processes gives results

which will be of great service in some more complex applica-
tions of zonal harmonics later in the present chapter.

FIG. 54.

Potential

due to

Circular

Surface

Distribu-

tion of

Magnet-
ism.

Consider the potential produced at any point P (Fig. 54) at a

distance^ from the axis of the circle by a circular plane distri-

bution of magnetism. Let the dimensions be as in Fig. 54, and
denote by or the surface density of the magnetic distribution,
and by dV the potential at P' produced by a narrow concentric

ring of the magnetism of radius^ and breadth dp. Then

= 27TO-
prJp

Hence integrating from^; = 0, to^; = a, we find

V = 27rrr( x^3 + ^ -
a)

for the potential at P' due to the whole distribution.
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Xow assume for the potential at P
V =

27ro-(^ -f- ^i!/
2
4~ ^2^

4
~f" ) (3)

where A$, A^ . . . are functions of x. No odd powers of y can

enter, since the potential is not altered by reversing the sign of

y ;
and since when y = 0, the value of V reduces to that for P'

we have

At all points external to the distribution V must satisfy

Laplace's equation, which, for the case of symmetry round the

axia of x, takes the form

(5)

Differentiating (3) and substituting in (4) we find

d.r- dx- d.v2

-\- 2^/j -4- 3 . 4^9#
2

-f- 5 . 6^/2$^ -4- . . . .

The coefficients of the different powers of y in this series

equated separately to zero give

^ = _ I ?!^D, A, - -A-^ ^3

1 *6 '

Hence finally

2'- . 4-

+'&!?-> ' (6)

where A 4- -r- - .?'.

Potential

due to

Disk
formed by
solving

Laplace's

Equation
by Ex-

pansion.

From (6) cf course by differentiation with respect to x and y
respectively, the axial and radial component forces at the point
.r, y, can be obtained for the given distribution.

If now another circular plane distribution, of equal density
but opposite sign, be supposed placed coaxial with and at a

distance dx from the former, its potential at the point (.?, ?/)

will be the same as that produced at the point (x + dx, y) by the

former distribution, except that the sign will be changed. Thus
it is - (V -f dT/d.r . dx}. The potential at the point (.r, y], due
to the two plane distributions together, is thus -

dF/d.r . dx.

Calling this Q we have

Potential

of Circular

Magnetic
Shell

deduced
from

Potential

of Disk.
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This is the potential at #, y of a magnetic shell of strength
<rdx. If the shell be replaced by a current of strength y flowing
in a circle coinciding with the edge of the shell, we have a-dx = y.

Performing then the differentiations of A^ (writing for brevity
r for V a

-f #2
,
and replacing <rdx by y) we find again (2).

By comparison of (1) and (7) remembering that
(f>

is now 90,
and p y, we see that

1 _ f = _

a general result which enables /
\^ZH \r^ + i\dx to be calculated

for any value of i by successive differentiation of A
Q

. We shall

show when we come to use this result that a similar theorem is

true for zonal harmonics of odd order.

Magnetic The axial and radial component forces
/*', R, are dG/d.r,

Forces due -
dQjdy respectively. These could be obtained directly from

to Circular
(2), but it is easier to differentiate (7) with respect to x and y,

Magnetic and insert the differential coefficients of A Q
in the result. Thus

Shell.

... . (9)

R = - =

The field due to a circular conductor is shown in section by
Fig. 55.*

' This cut is taken from Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism,
Vol. II., with an extension to show the field symmetrically about the
centre of the circular conductor.
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FIG. 55.
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Couple on From these results we could calculate the couple on a thin

Magnetic uniformly magnetized needle A, (Fig. 56) placed with its

Needle centre on the axis, and deflected into any given position ;
but

produced the following method is preferable. Let 2/ be the length of the

ayCircular
Current.

FIG. 56.

needle, and & the angle which its axis makes with the plane of

the circuit. The coordinates of its ends are x + I sin 0, / cos 6,

for A, and x I sin 0, -I cos 6 for B. Now if Qv Q
2
be the

potentials at A and JS respectively we have by Taylor's theorem

Q
2
= Q - I sin B

~

ox

/
2 sin

1 . 2

/
2 sin 2

1 . 2

(11)

Thus if the strength of each pole of the needle be m, the

energy of the needle in the given position is /(O2
-

Oj), sup-
posing the positive end at B. By (11) we have, writing If,

the magnetic moment of the needle, for 2ml

,
. . .- M sm 61- + - +

2*7*1 sind
2 2

sin 26
+ TT

cos^

3!22

sin 4

~5T

sin 453 5a .
^- _ 4- . .

.}5! 9" j

V"-... (12)
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where y is replaced by I cos 6. If instead of a single turn of

wire there be N turns, which may be taken as coincident, \ve

must write Ny instead of y in this equation.
The couple e acting on the needle is thus given numerically

(13)

a formula of great importance in galvanometry.
If the needle be not uniformly magnetized the value of / is not

definite. It is easy to see however that M, the magnetic moment
of the magnet, should be used in the first term. In the other

terms I
2
,

/4
, &c. should be replaced by quantities depending on

the distribution of magnetism on the needle. This however it is

in general impossible to determine for a small needle.

If I be very small the expression on the right of (13) reduces
to the first term approximately ;

and if also x = 0, that is, if the

centre of the needle is at the centre of the circle, we have

= InNyM cos 0/0 ...... (13')

The principal term in the expression on the right of (13) is the Modifica-

first ZrrNyM cos 0az
/i* t which, by (9) and (10), is the value of the tion of

couple when / is so small that the component R of magnetic Formulae

force is negligible, and the value which F has at the centre of

the needle is taken as the force at each pole. Now we have for

the couple in that case

= cos FM cos

so that F =
ZirNycfilr

3
. We have to find what takes the place

of 27rJV
T

-ya
2
/r

3
,
or F, in (13) when the coil cannot be treated as a

simple circular conductor. For the other terms unless the

dimensions of the bobbin are larger than usual the coil may be
taken as a single circular conductor coinciding with the mean
circle of the bobbin, and carrying the whole current. The case

of a long bobbin we shall consider specially.
Let the breadth in the direction of the axis of the cross-section

of the coil by a plane through the axis be 26, and the radial depth
of the section 2^. Let BC (Fig. 56) be a radius drawn from the

centre C of the coil in that plane which cuts the coil into two

equal and similar coils, and taking DE(= A), CD( k) at right
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angles to one another, we have dhdk for the area of the element
E of the cross-section of the coil by a plane passing through the

axis and through BC. Also PE2 = (x
-

fif + k2
. Let, further,

n be the number of turns crossing unit of area of cross-section,
and y the current in each. The current crossing the element E
is nydhdk, for we here suppose the wire so fine that we may
suppose the current everywhere crossing any area of cross-

section proportional to that area.* Hence by the law (p. 143

above) which we may assume as to the magnetic action of the

FIG. 57.

elements of a circuit, the force exerted on a unit magnetic pole
at P, by an element, of area dhdk and length ds, at right angles
to the plane of the paper is nydsdhdkl((x h}

2
-f- %?}%. Hence if

dF be the component in this direction due to the whole ring, of

which the element E is the cross-section

Pdkdk

The whole magnetic force parallel to the axis is therefore

+ b a+d

F = 2iruy { (
-

J )((*-
-b a-d

tfdhdk

* When the layers of wire form each a helix we here neglect the
axial component of flow. How this may be compensated will be

explained in the next chapter.
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or after integration

F - 2,,,y / (, + 4) lo

which reduces when .? = 0, to

-1^10** (15)
* a - d +

and when b and '/ are small enough to

F = ZirNyla ....... (16)

where N is the total number of turns in the coil.

The value cf F in (14) is to be used, when required, instead of

^TT.Vya
2
//

3
?
so far as the first term of the series forF is concerned

;

the remainder of the series is to be retained without alteration as

sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.
The second term of the series in (13), involving the product Removal

(a
2 4.T

2
) (1

- 5sin 2
$), may be made to vanish by arranging so of Second

that one or both of the factors may vanish. The value of the Term in

second factor is 1 when 6 = 0, and diminishes as 6 (whether
Series f r

positive or negative) increases in numerical value, until, when
G= sin-i (1/^5) = 26 34', it is zero. Thereafter it becomes

negative, and approaches 4 as 6 approaches 90. At 45 its

value is 32.
The first factor may be made to vanish by placing the needle Gaugain's

so that .r = aj'2. This was done by Gaugain in his galvanometer,
Galvano-

which consisted of a vertical coil with a needle so suspended
nieter.

that its centre was as nearly as possible on the axis of the coil,

at a distance equal to half its radius. The uncertainty as to the

proper distance, caused by the dimensions of the cross-section

of the coil itself, was got over by winding the wire on a conical

surface of semi-vertical angle tan- 1
2, so that the distance of

the needle, suspended with its centre as nearly as possible at the

vertex, might be in the proper position relatively to each spire.
With proper arrangements this winding of the coil, though

more difficult than that of an ordinary bobbin, might be carried

out with sufficient exactness
;
but any inaccuracy in the placing
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Objections
to Gau-

gain's

Arrange-
ment.

Helm-
holtz's

Arrange-
ment of

Galvano-
meter
Coils.

Uniform-

ity of

Field

about
Centre of

Helm-
holtz's

Arrange-
ment.

Couple on
Needle in

Helm-
holtz's

Arrange-
ment.

of the needle is serious. For by (13) the value of de/dx is

ZnNyM cos 6 3a'2/r* . dr/dz, and therefore 9 requires correction

for an error dx in placing the needle, by multiplication by the

factor 1 -{- 1/0 . dQ/dx . dx, or 1 Sxdxlr
2
,
or since x = a/2, by

the factor 1 - Qdxl^a. Thus if dx is sensible, this factor, de-

pending as it does on I/a, seriously affects the value of 0.

Gaugain's galvanometer has been improved upon by von

Helmholtz, in whose arrangement two equal parallel coils are

placed with their medial planes at a distance apart equal to their

mean radius. The needle is suspended with its centre as nearly
as may be on the axis, at a point about which the arrangement
of coils is symmetrical ;

and the coils are so joined that the

current flows in the same direction round both. This makes
^2 _ 4^2 __ Q

? very approximately, in 0, and further obviates the

uncertainty just referred to. For any displacement of the

needle towards the coil is attended by a diminution of the couple
due to the other coil, and a very nearly equal increase of the

couple due to that which is approached.
The field due to the arrangement is shown in Fig. 58,* and

may be contrasted with that for a simple coil shown in Fig. 55.

It will be seen from the diagram of lines of force, and the same

thing is obvious from (10) (since the values of x for the two
coils are equal and opposite), that R is zero at every point in the

plane midway between the coils, and passing therefore (approxi-

mately) through the centre of the needle, and also very nearly
zero at points even at some distance on either side of this plane.
Thus over quite a considerable space surrounding the centre of

the needle, the field due to the coils is practically uniform and

parallel to the axis, and the couple practically independent of 6.

and unaffected by an error in centring the needle which would
have a serious effect on the couple in the case of a single coil.

It is clear that the energy of the needle in the field of the

double coil is that given in (12). For the energy of the positive

pole, supposed nearer to the coil from which it is repelled, is

wQ2
in the field of that coil, and m^ in the field of the other

coil. The energy of the other pole has evidently the same

value, so that the whole energy is 2m(Q2 Qj. The couple is

thus 20, where is given by (13), subject to the condition that

a* = 4r2
. Tt may be written therefore to terms of the fourth

order inclusive

= 4nNyM cos<9-{l - i; -~(l - 14 sin 2 4- 21 sin *0)} (17)
r3 l "64 rs

* This cut is taken from Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism,
vol. ii.
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FIG. 58.
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Approxi-
mate Cal-

culation of

Effect of

Finite

Cross-sec-

tion of

Coil.

Method of

Calcula-

tion of

Average
Effect.

where since a? = 4#2
,
r~ 5#2

,
and N is the number of turns in

each coil.

Values of 6 which satisfy the equation 1 14 sin 2
-f 21 sin 4 =

0,

render the factor of the second term in brackets zero. These
values are 16 34' and 49 55'. The factor in brackets has two
maximum numerical values, viz. 8 for 6 = 90, and 4/3 for

6 = 35 16'.

To take into account the distribution of the wire over the

finite cross-section of the bobbin, we may take the coil just con-

sidered as an elementary ring of the real coil, and, regarding the

distance x and radius a of this ring as subject to variation, find

from each term in the expression of any effect produced on the

needle by the central ring, the corresponding term of the effect

produced by any other parallel ring of the coil. From this we
can find an expression for the average value of the term for the

whole coil.

Thus let P denote any term of the expression for the action,
whatever its nature, on the needle produced by the central

circular filament. If then P be the corresponding term for a

filament the coordinates of which reckoned from the centre of

the cross-section coil are h, k, and the area of cross-section of

which is dhdk, P the average term for the action of the whole

coil, and 2b, Zd be the axial breadth and radial depth of the

coil, we have by definition
b d

Pdhdk (18)

-& -d

But, since the value of P for this term is obtained by substi-

tuting in the expression x h for x and a -\- k for
/c, by Taylor's

theorem

p = p. - h.
dx

+ *^- + T
i . 2 a.?

2

^ J- Q i

1.2 80-

Multiplying this value of P by dhdk, and integrating as indicated

in (18) between the limits b, + ^ f r ^j anc* ^ 4~ d for k

we find

^-c* U-XQ o-t>- ^4P , 40a?5 a4p
' Tl S^T

~
1 R i a,.2////--i

' A i pi7/45 ! a.r4 5 ! d.i''
2da 2 5 ! a#

since the terms of odd order vanish in the integration.

(19)
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We apply this result to the correction of the values of F and First Cor-

L given in (9) and (13) by treating the terms separately as rection.

follows. It will suffice to take F, as the results obtained will Terms for

apply at once to also. Simple
A first approximation to F' for the whole coil is obtained by Coil

writing iabny (or Ny if N is the whole number of turns) for

y, since this is the whole current flowing across each section.

To correct for the distribution of the turns, we take first

the factor a-/r
3
,
and call it P , Differentiating we find 82P /d:r

2

= 3<r(4r-
- a2

)//-?, d-PQ/da^
=

(2.r
4 - llarV + 204

)/r
7
,

so that

taking the first three terms of (19)

. (20)

and this takes the place of a2/^ in (9) and (13).
If the coil is a Helmholtz arrangement, in which 4.r2 = 2

second term disappears, and we have after reduction

the Applica-

Heknh It

DoubL*
Coil.

and the first term of F takes the corrected form

_
15 a-

where JVis the number of turns in each of the two coils.

The second term of F may be corrected in the same way by Second
taking tf

2
(

2 -4.r2
)/r

r for P . *We have 32P
()/d.r

2= - 3 . 5 2
(8.r

4 - Correction

l&r*0*+*4)/f" and d2PQ/da
2= -

(8.r
6 - 136^4 2+159.rV - 126)/r", Terms for

so that to three terms Single
Coil.

P - -
(ft

2 - 4.r2)
- -^a2

(8^-
4

r
'

/-
11

'i(8.r
6 - 136.rV + 1 59.trV - 12^) (21)

which takes the place of a (a
1

4.r2)/r
7 wherever the latter

occurs.

Again, if the coil is a Helmholtz arrangement, this value of P
is simplified. Its first term disappears altogether on account of

VOL. II. S
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Applica- the relation 4.r2 = a2
,
which also reduces the remaining two

tion to terms so that
Helmholtz 5 ,,c

Double- P= -
(36/J

2 - 31rf2
) , , . . (22)

Coil. 6.23 r"
where r'

2 = 5/4 . .

Hence, taking in only second powers of b and d, and the first

three terms of (9), we have for the Helmholtz arrangement

Further The value of P in (22), and therefore also the second term of

Correction F for any arrangement can be made to vanish by constructing
by Pro- the coil so that b'

2 = 31/36 . d'2 . If this is done for a Helmholtz

perly Pro- galvanometer, the value is, for that instrument, given to a very
portioned high degree of approximation by

Oross*

Section _ cos 6
(,. _ 1 d'2'

V 33/4
--(1 - 14 duty+ 21 sin 4

*)}
53 a*

(24)

Galvano-
meter
with
Four

Coaxial

Coils.

If the length of the needle, as it ought always to be, is small in

comparison with a, the value of Q for the Helmholtz arrangement
may, within the limits of errors of observation, be taken as given
by the formula obtained by omitting the term involving /

4
/

4 on
the right in (24).

If four coaxial coils be arranged so that the current flows

through them all in the same direction, the values of F at the

same point due to the separate coils will have the same sign.
Consider then the component magnetic force at a point sym-
metrically situated with reference to the coils, which are arranged
in pairs, those of each pair having equal radii, and being at equal
distances along the axis on opposite sides of the point at which
F is taken. Let #, a, be the radii of the coils, #, ,

the distances

of their planes from 0. N9 N 1

,
the number of turns in each, and

/' = .r
2 + 2

, p
2 = 2 + a2

. Then to three terms

(25)
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Xow we can impose the condition that r = p, that is, that the Conditions

coils should lie on a sphere having its centre at 0, and so choose thatTerms

a, a, x, ,
that the coefficients of y

2
,/

1

, may vanish identically, inland?/4

We thus have fulfilled by these four quantities the equations

3V2 _ 4a.2 __ JV'a2 a2 _ 4 2 =

8|
4
)
= 0.- 12 2

.r
2 + 8.r4

) -f

We may write a2 - 4.r2 = 5 2 - 4/-
2

,
and 4 - 12 ?z2

-f 8.?
4 =

- 28 2
/-
2

-f- 8/-
4

,
so that calling 0, 0', the angles which the

radii of the coils subtend at 0, and putting m for JV/A', we may
write the equations in the form

m sin 2
0(4

- 5 sin2 0) -f sin2
0'(4

- 5 sin2 0')
=

}
m sin2 (21 sin4 0-28 sin2 + 8) (26)

+ sin2 0'(21 sin4 0'
- 28 sin2 0' + 8)

=
j

Since sin0, sin0' can never exceed 1, these equations ne-

cessitate the fulfilment of certain conditions by m, sin 0, sin 0',

and, subject to these, any number of arrangements can be found
to carry out the object stated. If however sin =

1, so that one

pair of circles coincide in the equatorial plane through 0, we
have from (26)

21 sin4 0'
- 33 sin2

0' -f 12 =

which is satisfied by sin 2
0' = 4/7, or by sin2

0' = 1.

The second solution, in which all the coils are round the

equator of the sphere, is not relevant, inasmuch as it would
make m = 1, which may be interpreted to mean that the
number of turns on each coil should be the same, and that the
currents should flow in opposite directions, that is that there
should be no current at all on the whole, and therefore no

magnetic effect.

The solution sin 2
0' = 4/7, gives m = 32/49, that is, the circles

surrounding the centre should each contain 32 turns for every
49 turns contained in each of the others, and the latter should
be placed on the two sides of the great circle of the sphere

bisecting the axis, at a distance in each case of \'s/7 of the

radius, and have a corresponding radius of 2/\/Tof that of the

sphere.
We now consider a long right cylindrical solenoid. Such a

solenoid can be very approximately constructed by winding a

close single layer of fine wire, so that the mean radius of the

single layer may be taken with sufficient accuracy as the radius

S 2

Galvano-
meter
with
Three
Coaxial

Coils.

Conditions
for Uni-

formity of

Field

about
Axis.

Long Coil

of Single
Laver of

Fine Wire.
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of the wire, and the wire may be regarded as everywhere at

right angles to the axis. Such a single layer coil is very con-

venient for accurate work since there can be no uncertainty as

to the winding.
The value of F for a single turn of such a coil is given by (9),

which, taking here for convenience the origin of coordinates at

the centre of the coil, and ar, ,
as the axial distances of the

point P considered, and the turn in question, \ve may write

8(3-
-

{)< + . . (27)

where r2 = a2+ (
x ~ )'

Similarly the value of the radial component, E, may be
written down. The value of the couple exerted on the needle

could easily be found also
;

but it will be given later [see

equation (54) below].
If then n be the number of turns per unit of length y we have

to replace y by nyd. Hence if 21 be the axial length of the

coil we have for the total force

i

+* {<*
~

(*
- &} +... (27')

But clearly the expansion in (27) is dfi/d.r, if O be given

by (2) with x replaced by x -
. But -

dU/d.r, is + dO/d,
so that (2) gives at once the integral -}- Q for (27'). Hence taking
the integral between the limits I and -f I for & and writing

fl
= */a2 + (x

-
/)

2
,
r2
= \/r/

2 + (x + /)*, we find

r2

3 5a

(28)
2

which holds for all points whether inside or outside the solenoid.



POTENTIAL AXD FORCE AT CENTRE OF COIL

If y = this gives

F =
^ny{^-l-

X

--l^
.... (28')

that is if the point at which F is taken be on the axis, and \^v
^.2 be the angles which A, r9 make with the axis, as shown in

Fig. 59.

261

F = :> (cos ^., cos -

(28")

If the coil be very long r
lt

r
2 , approximate for internal points

not near the ends, more and more nearly to .r -f- Z, I x, so that
all terms vanish in (28) except the first two. For such points
x - I is negative, and ajjproximately (x -|- 1)fa (x l)/r2

= 2.

Thus the field within a long coil is uniform except near the" ends
and its intensity is given by

(29)

To take into account different layers if there are more than

one, the best course in any practical case is (since only a limited
number of layers would be employed) to calculate F, by (27)

above, for each, and add the results together.

FIG. 59.

The result expressed in (28") can of course be obtained at
once by direct calculation. The potential due to a circular
current of strength nydx, at a point P' (Fig. 59) on the axis at
numerical distance x from the plane of the circle is rtywdx,
where o> is the solid angle subtended at the point by the circle.
But if ^ be the angle subtended by the radius of the circle
to = 27r(l cos^). Thus if Q be the potential of magnetic in-
duction due to the whole solenoid

Direct

Calcula-

tion for

Potential

and Force
at Centre
of Coil.
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Q, is also the mutual energy of the solenoid and a unit pole
placed at P'. Reckoning then x as the distance of any turn
from P', the force in the direction of x on the solenoid (that is

from the pole towards the solenoid) is 9Q/9.r, and this is the
force I1

' on the pole at P' in the opposite direction. Thus

F = 2ni/y I (1
-

cosfyd.r = Zniiy (cos i^., cos^1 ).
./ d.r

*.=*i

Or Q, and F may be found thus. The potential produced by a

circular disk of positive magnetism of surface density ny and
radius #, at a point on the axis distant x from the disk is

2jry(Vtf
a

-\- x" - .r). The repulsion due to the disk on unit

pole atP', is therefore 2irny(l xj */az + ?'
2
)
= 27ry (1

- cos
>//).

Hence for two equal positive and negative coaxial disks sub-

tending angles fa, \^2 respectively at 7", and at distances a\, .r2 ,

the potential and force arc ^irny [
\a~ -f- .r

2
2 - x.2

-
(
v #2

-j-.?'^
-

x-^) }

and 27my(cos^2
- cos^^.

The magnetic potential and force at a point at distance y
from the axis can also be found as follows. It has been shown

(p. 43 above), that the energy of a magnetic shell in a magnetic
field is equal to the total induction through the shell multiplied

by the strength of the shell. Hence in order to find the force

on a pole placed in the field of the solenoid we have to calculate

the magnetic induction at the point.
Solenoid Now we may regard the solenoid as a lamellar distribution of

regarded magnetism, the direction of magnetization of which is every-
asLamellar where p arau e l to the axis. Hence by (68) and (70) of Chap. I.

Magnet. abOve, if Q be the potential of magnetic induction in the interior

of the solenoid

where $> (= /9$/9.r. dx} is the sum of the strengths of the

shells traversed by a point imagined to move parallel to the

axis from an adopted zero, to the point where the potential is to

be found. But if we suppose, x to increase from the negative
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towards the positive end of the solenoid, we have d$/d.r
=

?<y,

and hence reckoning from the zero of
a-, 47r< = fanyx.

V in the present case is simply the potential due to the ends
of the solenoid, which may be regarded as two uniform parallel
circular disks of magnetism having densities <r, <r, respec-

tively. Hence if F
t be the potential due to the positive disk,

T'.> that due to the negative F = f\
- F2 ,

and

Q = F F (30)

For an external point Q -= F
l

F
2 simply. The values of Fv

T~.
2
can be found from (6) above and the value of F then found

by differentiation of (30). The result, as the reader may verify,

agrees with (28).
The method described above (p. 256) may also, if desired, be

employed to take into account the radial depth of the coil.

Supposing the number of layers per unit of depth to be n r

,
the

number in unit area of cross-section is nn'. Thus if 2d be the

depth of the coil, the number of turns in unit of length is

2nn'd, and this must replace n in (27). Taking then as P any
term of the expression for the effect of the mean coaxial current

sheet, the average value, P, of the term, for all the coaxial

sheets into which the coil may be supposed divided, is given by
the equation

_ o O""
6 da?

"*"
5! da*

'

Taking first from (28)

_ x + l x - I

Potential

at

Internal

Point.

Long
Coil of

Several

Layers.

we have

ocr

Therefore to the second power of d

p = " +J - *
'+*((, + 1}

*'

''l ''_'
*> \
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Next taking the second term of (28),

and therefore

61 r

- 2l 2
(.r
-

Z)
2 + 20 -

Z)
4
)

Hence to terms in cl
2 and y

2
, (27) becomes (^ being put for

%nn'd, the number of terms per unit length)

6
(31)

Potential, Equations equivalent to (2), (9), (10), (12) maybe obtained by
&c. of first expanding AQ in ascending powers of x or a according as
Circular # < or > a. These equations are convenient only when the

!nt<
point considered is near to or far from the plane of the circular

current, as only then are the series sufficiently convergent. We
have

Expan-
sions

available

for Near
or

Distant

Points.

a l\ 4. I'!! _ 1-la4
,

l-l-3a'6
_ \ _

(x < tf)

'r
\2

~
2

~
g-y^ 4 T ~

4"" Q^G
"

j

x > a

(32)
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Calculating 9jf /9.r, d
3^ /d#

3
,
&c. from these and substituting- Expan-

in (6), we find if x < a sions for

Potential.

+ ..................
} (33)

Or if x > a

2. 4.r
4 2. 4. 6

kI^.Y-1 3
g2 ,1.3.5^ 1.3.5.7a8

_ \

22
.r

2 \
'

.-r
2
"

1

"

2 ar* 2.4 a* "J

-3.5.7 g* 1.3.5.7.9g6
'

+ ..................
} (330

Hence since F = - dQ/dx . Expan-
sions for

1.3.r2 1.3.5** Axial

I^
2

(l g- 1 - 32 - 5 ^^ 1 - 3 ' 52 ' 7 ^
\

2*flV
'

2 2 ^ 2.4 fl
* 'V

Force.

l 3" '- 1 -- 5 - 7 ^2

'

1.3.5 2 .72 .9

2 2.4 4

} (34)
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if x < a; or if: x > a

Expan-
sions for

Couple on

Magnet

Centre on
Axis

Mutual
Action of

Two
Circular

ductors.

+ (34')

If instead of a single turn of wire, the circle consist of N turns,
each carrying a current y, the above expressions must of course

be multiplied by JV.

Finally, multiplying these values of F by M cos 6 the second
term ifi each by ^ _ 5 gin2^ the third termg by 1 14 sin2

<9

+ 21 sin4 ^ and Gnanging y into ^ we et tne values of 6 for the

respective cases x < #, a? > a.

It is to be carefully observed that in all these expressions it is

necessary for convergence that y < a when x < a, and y < #

when a < #.

It will be seen that the formulas just obtained are simply
those previously found for the different cases, with the finite

expressions which constitute the different terms in the latter

replaced by infinite series. In the majority of practical cases it

is much more convenient to calculate numerically the values of

the finite expressions. The series are in fact only useful for

points very near the plane of the circle, or very far from it. In

the former case equations (33), (34) are applicable, in the latter

(33'), (34').

When the coil has a finite cross-section the last found expres-
sions may be readily corrected by direct integration ;

or the

process explained at p. 256 above may be used. We cannot here

afford space for the corrected expressions, which would seldom be

needed ;
but the reader will have no difficulty in writing them

down for himself.

it has been shown (p. 48 above) that the mutual potential

energy of two circular magnetic shells is given by the equation*

* As noted in an erratum the sign minus should be prefixed to the

quantity on the right-hand side of the expressions for on pp. 48,

49.
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if
>//-, \//, Fig. 60, denote the angles which the radii of the shells

subtend at the intersection of their axes, r, p the distances of the
circular arcs from the origin, < the angle between the axes of

the shells (denoted by 6 in Fig. 10 above), and $Zi the zonal
surface harmonic of the z

th order taken for the angle </>,
and

similarly for the others as explained at p. 47. This value
of E with its sign changed, and y, y' written for 3>, <', is the
mutual electrokinetic energy T of two circular currents and is at

once available for the calculation of their mutual action. The
result enables the mutual action of two coils to be found, and is

therefore the foundation of the theory of absolute electro-

dynamometers and current balances, which measure currents in

absolute units by the forces exerted on a movable coil by a fixed

coil, through both of which the current to be measured is

tlowing, or in which the currents flowing have a certain known
ratio.

FIG. 60.

Putting then (Fig. 60) a, a, for the radii of the larger and Electro-
smaller circles respectively, and ?, ,

for the distances of their kinetic

planes from the origin, we have sin -^
=

a/r, and sin ^' = a/p, Energy of

and substituting in the zonal harmonic expressions, as given in Two
the Appendix on Spherical Harmonics, their values in terms of Circular

a, x, a, ,
we have Currents.
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+ 3.4 (P - U2) (COS
3

<

+ 4.5
-r(>2 - 2

)

(2 _ |aS) (
COS4

<
_ 3 COS2

< s

4 _ |2a2
_f_ Q4) ( CQS

5
<
_ 5 COS3 ^

(36)

As explained at p. 160 the couple 6 due to the mutual action

of the two circuits tending to increase < is dT/d(f>. Hence for

this couple we have

e = - TrW sin 6 (l . 2 -%2 + 2 . 3 i . 3 cos
* a

+ .................. } (37)

Attraction The attraction between the circuits when they are coaxial,
between ^hat is when

</)
=

0, may be found by putting = in (35), and

Parallel
calculating d^/df We have

Circular f/2n 2 < r 9 2_ixy2
Currents. T = n*yy'- - 1 . 2 + 2 . 3 if + 3. 4^- -(^-^a

/> I 4'i -lI

(38)
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We may now proceed from two simple circles to two mutually Action

influencing coils. This may be done by direct integration with between

respect to xt a, and
, a, in the two cases, or by the method Two Coils

explained above and already used for a coil and a magnet.
Proceding first according to the latter method and dealing

with the terms of (36) separately, putting for the axial breadth
and radial depth 2b, 2d in the case of the larger coil, 2/3, 2 in

the case of the smaller (both being supposed of rectangular
cross-section), while x, a, , a, are retained for the mean filaments
in the two cases, we find if JV, ,

be the numbers of turns in the
two coils, larger and smaller respectively

of Finite

Cross-

Section.

T

where

+ , + + . . . ) . (39) Coil of

Finite

Section.

?# 4
) -f- .1 Value of

' Electro-

kinetic

12*) + ...}
Energ7'

7-2
,.

<4
-12.rV+ 4

)

^ + -

-f 1/3
2 + . . .)

4 2 - a9
) -f |8

2
(2^

2 - 3a2)

Hence we have from (35)

6= - Nnyy' sin <

(Glffl . $Z\ 2
-

(40)

Value of

the

Turning
Couple

Attraction
which is the corrected form of (37). Similarly we could write of one

down from (38) the corrected value of the attraction between ^^ on

the coils. the other.
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Turning
Couple of

Coil in

Magnetic
Needle

L

Theoiv of

T
e<

C'\

Electro-

Dynamo-

P -\

Arrange

Equation (37) is applicable to the determination of the couple
due to the action of a coil on a uniformly magnetized thin

magnet the centre of which is on the origin. We have only to

suppose another coil equal in all respects to the smaller placed
C0axial with the latter on the other side of the origin at a mean
distance from that point, and further suppose a current of the

sume strength to flow in like directions round both. The couple
ac tmo n the second coil will be got from that on the first by
merely supposing the angle < to be increased by 180, and the

current in it to be reversed. But changing <p into -f- 180

changes the signs of $Z'V ^Z'^ &c., and taking into account the

change of sign of the current and of sin
<p,
we have for the couple,

Q l say, on the second coil

-f
'

3
-
&c.}

Hence for the total couple we get

sin
'

3 + &c (41)

But the double coil here supposed to exist is equivalent to a

needle with its centre at the origin, and of momentM =
ZircPny'.

Also if we make the section of each coil very small, and the

radius a very small, but preserve 2rra'2^y' a finite quantity, we
may regard the pair of coils as equivalent to a uniformly mag-
netized magnet of moment 27ra2#y', and of length 2, and put, in

the values of
ffv g^ &c., /3

=
0, 6 = 0, J/aa = 0, &c. In this

way we shall obtain from (41) a formula equivalent to that given
in (12) when the latter is corrected for the finite cross-section of
the large coil.

If instead of two single coils, one fixed and the other movable,
t jie Helmholtz double arrangement is adopted for both the fixed

an(^ movakle Parts of the dynamometer, so that the centres of

both are made coincident with the origin,* the expressions for

their mutual action are much simplified.
^et ^ B Fig. 61 denote the large coils A', ',

the small coils.

Then the mutual energy of A and A', and the couple on A' due
to the action of A, are equal in numerical amount and sign to

those of B and B'. These are given by (39) and (40). Hence
for these two pairs of coils the energy is

7' = 2Nnyy'(Glyl .^ + G2ff2 . <]>Z2 -f -f . (42)

* This was the arrangement adopted for the Absolute Electro -

dynamometer made by Mr. Latimer Clark for the British Association

Committee on Electrical Standards. See Chapter VI. below.
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where $ is the angle ACA' indicated in Fig. 60, and az = 4a 2
,

a- = 4-. Now the mutual energy of the coils B', A, is that which
the value of T would become for A' and A if 6 were increased by
180 and the current in A' were then reversed. The mutual
electrokinetic energy of B and A' has evidently the same value.
But cos (0 -f- 180) = - cos <, so that the zonarhannonics of odd

-B

FIG. 61.

order change sign. Hence taking into account the change of

sign of current, we have for the eleclrokinetic energy of the
other two pairs of coils A, B' and A', B the value

-
G,?2

. *Z.2 + Gtfs . +Z3
-
&c.} (43) Mutual

Energy of

where all the quantities have the same values as before. Hence Coil

for the total energy of the arrangement we have System?.

6̂+&c.} (44)

and the turning couple on the pair of small coils is

= -
4Nnyy' sin ${0^ . *Z\ + Gsffs . ^'3 + Gbgb .

^Z',} (45)
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Turning The values of GI, 3, 5 ,
. . .

., g g3, g& . . . .,
are given on

Couple on p. 269 above, and it is to be noticed that in these 4^2 - a2 = 0,

and 4 2 a2 = 0, so that to a considerable degree of approxi-
mation G3 and g3 vanish, and the couple reduces to

I Sy rjl I \ /?A
in <p (r\Q\ $& i v^"/=

Movable
Coil.

Effect of

Arrange-
ment in

Simplify- or neglecting the correction terms in b2
,
a2

, &c., to

ing Calcu-

Action.
(46')

Mutual

Energy of

Two Long
Single -

Layer
Coils.

Expressed
by Zonal
Har-

monics.

Considering the movable coil-system as equivalent to a needle

of moment 2ny'ira?, this agrees with (24) above.

In the same manner as at p. 270 we could deduce the action

of a Helmholtz double-coil on a magnetic needle, with its centre

at the centre of symmetry, from the theory of the double electro-

dynamometer just given.
From (36) we can find an expression for the mutual energy of

two long cylindrical coils, consisting each of a single layer of

fine wire, carrying currents y, y', and so placed that their axes

intersect at an angle <. as shown in Fig. 60. Such coils are

capable of being constructed with very great accuracy, and the

expression of the electrokinetic energy of the arrangement
enables the coefficients of mutual and self-induction to be ob-

tained for a number of important cases.

Let .r1?
#2 , 15 2 ,

De the distances of the nearer and farther ends
of the coil from the intersection of their axes, .r, ,

those of two
circular elements of lengths dx, If y, y, be the

numbers of turns per unit length and the currents in the two

coils, the currents in the elements are nydz, n'y'd. Writing
down then by (35) the expression for the energy of the two

elements, and integrating from x = x, to x = x^ in the^one case,
and from =

,
to =

2
in the other, we get for the mutual

electrokinetic energy of the two coils of lengths x .r2 , t 2 ,

the expression

(47)

cos
v ty'Z'i

can De found by differentiation with respect to

cos
',
of the well-known expressions for

, Zi, and
the integrals then got by direct integration ;

but the theorem
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expressed by (8) above, together with a supplementary theorem
for the zonal harmonics of odd order, which we shall now prove,

yields at once the indefinite integrals required.
Assume that Zonal Har-

Ix = V~ .... (48)
Series

found by
where A is a constant. Then differentiating we find by (8) Differenti-

ation.

and therefore also

^{(l- /i
2)^"2l._i-(2 '+ 1V-^'2j--i}=

-(2*-l)!
2 .^'2i

. (49)

The assumption made in (48) will be justified if the relation

just found holds for a constant value of A. Now if Zi denote
a zonal harmonic of any order /, we have by the fundamental
relations of zonal harmonics (writing \i for cos

i//-)

_

Eliminating from these first Zi, then Zi-i, we find

'

(50

(50')

Differentiating (50) and (50') with respect to/z, and eliminating
Z'i from the resulting equations, we obtain the relation

which with 2 written for z, agrees with (49), if we put

A =
(2/

-
2) TV-.

-

VOL. II. T
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Thus the assumption is justified, and we have

(51)

Equations (8) and (51) may be combined in the single equation

. . (52)

where i is any integer.

Theorem Integrating, we get from (52)
in Zonal

monies.

Integrated
Expression

for

Mutual

Energy.

( - 1Y+m - 1 ) ! a 2 [+?.
i
dx =

J ri+z Qxi

so that auccessive differentiation of AQ(
= fJa2- + #2 -

x) gives
the first set of integrals required for (47). The differential co-

efficients as far as the llth are given in the Appendix on Spherical
Harmonics.
The second set of integrals is also very easily obtained by

calculating yZ'i by (52), modified by putting for x, a for a,
and p for r. Or they may be found by differentiation of the

zonal harmonic expressions given in terms of p.
in the Appendix,

substitution of /p for p in the result, and integration with

respect to . The factor p*-
1 converts in each case the expres-

sion to be integrated into a rational integral function of
,
so

that the integration presents no difficulty.
Thus we obtain

m

where

2 /.r
2

*A
i
=

-si
~ ~

/>2 \r2 fj
7

(53)

/I 1 \
A

-2

""
I :

--
/I

V/y fj
3'
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= "
\ \7F

,V + 2. |2a*

The moment 6 of the forces tending to turn either coil about
the origin in the plane of their axes is dT/d(J>. Hence Moment

on Either

c?ma<t>Kl*l .+Z'1 + K^c,.^Z'.2 + . . .

}
. (54) Coil.

If we examine the values of the quantities A'15 A'a, . . . Av a ,
. . .

we see that if one at least of the coils (say that of radius a) be

placed so that its centre is at the intersection of the axes, the
even terms in (53) and (54) will all vanish, since then ,= lt

p2
=

PI- If besides being so placed this coil have its~ length
2

2
= J'd . a, the third term will vanish

;
and the fifth term also

disappears when the larger coil fulfils the same conditions.

Further, if both coils are thus placed, the even terms, so to

speak, doubly vanish, so that any little error in the placing of
the coils can only insensibly affect the vanishing of the even
terms.

With coils thus constructed and placed, the next term of the
series in (53), (54), after the first is the seventh, and only the odd

T 2
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Vanishing terms after that have any value, and this holds whatever the
of Terms angle between the axes of the coils. The seventh term amounts
of Series to only about 1/27000 of the first if the ratio of the radii of the

fyr coils be 1/2, or to about 1/4700 if the ratio be 2/3. With the
Particular former ratio of radii, the error made in taking only the first term
Arrange- Q t|ie series amounts thus to a quantity quite inappreciable in

Citric ^ie e^ect"ca^ measurements made with standard coils, and an

tioVof

"

imPortant application of the result might be made in the con-

Coils
struction of electro-dynamometers.

Applica-
Two single-layer coils could be accurately made, of radii dif-

tion to fering very considerably but each having the ratio \/3/l of
Absolute length to radius, and of dimensions so great in each case as to be
Electro- determinable with accuracy. If placed concentrically the fixed

Dynamo- coji wj]i ac^ On the movable with a couple given by (54) in which
meter.

tjie grgt term onjy nee(j ^e taken. Thus for such nn arrange-
ment

= 8n'2nn yy'a
2

'?
'^2 sin < ..... (55)

Absolute A single-layer coil made as here of considerable length seems
Galvano- very suitable also for use as an absolute galvanometer. It has
meter with sufficient uniformity of field to render the very exact placing of

Coil of the needle at the centre quite unessential, and it can be made
one Layer sufficiently sensitive, so that it possesses most of the advantages

of the Helmholtz double-coil arrangement, without the uncer-

tainty which exists in the latter as to the distribution of the
different turns of wrire in the two multiple-layer bobbins, or

requiring the correction terms which the bobbins involve on
account of their finite cross-section.

Couple on We may find the couple acting on the needle of such a

Needle, galvanometer as follows, provided the needle be suspended with
its axis intersecting that of the coil. The suspended coil in the
above discussion may be taken as a solenoidal magnet of magnetic
moment 7ra

2
n'y' per unit of length, and therefore of total magnetic

moment /W = 7ra%
/

y'( 2 1).
Hence by (54)

= -
r^ya

2 M sin - *_ Izfa . $Z\ + KJ.** . $
r
/' +...}. (56)

>
~

1 I

from which by means of the values of A'
t ,

A"
2 ,

. . . k
lt
k2,

. . .

given above the value of in the general case can be
calculated.

If the coil and solenoidal magnet be concentric all the even
terms vanish as before, and by making the length of the coil
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\f3 times its radius we can cause the fifth term to disappear. Couple on

The couple therefore to the seventh term inclusive is given Needle

by Concentric

(
(

'i ,. i t.2
with Coil:

= - i^yaW sin < I
|

1* _
\
1 (4tf

{,!.> -i /'.)

-S *)**}
..... (57)

With an actual magnet it is impossible to set up any definite Simplifica-

relation between 2 and a
;
but by using a thin uniform needle tion for

it is possible to make 2a, which is a quantity of the order of mag-
Short

nitude of the thickness, small compared with
2 and therefore

practically zero. Then by making 2 , which for a thin needle
of uniform thickness is approximately its half-length, small in

comparison with /2, the second and third terms in (57) may be
made quite negligible. For example, if a needle 1 cm. long be
used in a coil of 20 cms. radius, and therefore of axial length
34 '64 cms., and the value of $ be approximately 90, the second
term in (57) is only about 1/(6500) of the first.

We may notice here (though the subject of induction coeffi- Coefficient

eients belongs to next section of this chapter), that in (53) 7777'
of Mutual

is the coefficient of mutual induction of the two coils. Thus if Induction

two coils of considerably different radii, but each having its 2. ~T

length v3 times its radius, be arranged concentrically, their Layer
mutual induction coefficient is given for any angle between their Coils :

axes with great accuracy by the first term of (53). In this way Standards
standards of mutual inductance could be made with very con- of In-

siderable exactness. ductance.

By supposing the coils equal in every respect and coincident.

we can calculate the self-induction coefficient of each, by taking
the value of T/yy' given by (53). In this case however the

first term does not give a result nearer the truth than to about
i per cent., and it is necessary to take in at least one more term
of the series.

With a certain amount of accuracy the single-layer coils dis- Multiple-

cussed above might be replaced by coils consisting of several Layer

layers, the ends of the channel in each case being frustums of a toils, each

cone having its vertex at the common centre and semi-vertical iT
a
f-

e1

^

angle equal to tan- J 2/v3. This makes each layer (unless a Length=
whole number of turns cannot be made in each case to fulfil the Radius

relation), have its length equal to vjf times its radius. The x \ 3.
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Simple
Uniform
Solenoid

Defined.

Solenoid

Approxi-
mately
Realised

by Helix
of Wire.

Closed
Solenoid
with

Circular

Axis, or

Ring
Electro-

Magnet.

mutual energy and the action of one coil on the other can then
be calculated by considering separately each pair of single-layer
coils which can be formed by taking one layer in each coil. In
such an arrangement, however, as in all multiple layer coils, the
distribution of the wires would be in a certain extent uncertain.

We have now discussed for several different arrangements of

circuits the potential and force at different points in their fields.

As a final example we shall take the important case of a simple
solenoid of uniform cross-section.

Such a solenoid may be defined as a tubular surface such, and
so placed with reference to a directing curve in space, that every
normal plane drawn to the directing curve gives a curve of

section of the surface which is always of the same form, and
makes with the point of intersection of the normal plane with
the directing curve always the same geometrical arrangement
or diagram. This directing curve is generally taken so that it

passes through the mean point or centroid of each section, and
it is then called the axis of the solenoid. The current in the
solenoid is supposed to flow at every point along the curve of

section at the point normal to the axis.

Such an arrangement is approximated to closely by a coil

consisting of a single layer of thin wire wound on the surface of
a core, so that the wire forms a helix of step equal to the thick-

ness of the wire. If the wire be thin the component of flow

parallel to the axis is very small in comparison with that at

right angles to the axis of the core, and may be neglected. Its

effect may be annulled for points on the axis of a straight helix
of circular section, and for points at a distance from the helix

great in comparison with the radius of cross-section by bringing
the wire back from one end to the other along a generating line

of the cylindrical surface. If the wire be thin the effect of the
confinement of the current to the cross-section of the wire, and
its consequent want of uniformity of distribution over the sur-

face of the solenoid, may also be neglected for points without
and within at distances from the wire great in comparison with
its radius.

Considering then a pure solenoid, first of any form of cross-

section, but having its directing axis a complete circle, and in a

uniform medium which may be taken as of unit magnetic
inductive capacity. (Fig. 62 shows a section of such a solenoid

by a plane through the circular axis, the dotted circle.) If r be
the radius of the circle formed by its axis, the length of the axis

is 27iT. Take any point within the solenoid and draw through
it a circle in a plane parallel to the circular axis, and symme-
trically situated with respect to its centre. Let H be the
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magnetic force at the point tangential to the circle, then by

symmetry the value of H must be the same at every point of

the circle. Let the position of the point be determined by
coordinates x, y having their origin where the cross-section

through the point meets the axis, x being drawn in the direction

279

FIG. 62.

of the radius of the circular axis at the origin, y at right angles
to the plane of the axis. The radius of the circle is 2?r(r -f x)T3L,

Hence, if y be the current in the solenoid at each point, taken

per unit of length of the axis, the total current is 27rry', and we
have by the theorem given at p. 108 above

47T X 27T/V
= 27T(> + .r)H

or
_ _

r + x
(58)

In the case of a core lapped round by n turns of fine wire, in

each of which flows a current of strength -y,
so as to imitate

this solenoid, this equation becomes

(59)

Thus where x is zero, that is for all points within the solenoid
which lie on a cylinder drawn through the axis at right angles
to its plane, the value of H is the same, viz., 4717'. At internal

points outside this cylinder (that is, points for which x is posi-

tive) H is smaller, for points inside the cylinder, greater than

47T/.
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Solenoid
Con-

sidered as

Lamellar
Distribu-
tion of

Magnet-

The results already obtained might have been found by
calculating, in the manner explained at p. 43 above, the poten-
tials of magnetic induction QI, Qe

,
for two infinitely near points,

internal and external, to the solenoid. For we may regard the

solenoid as a lamellar distribution of magnetism, of strength

cl(f>/ds, where ds is an element of length taken at right angles to

a cross-section. The value of d(f>/ds depends upon the radius,
r -f- x, of the circle on which the point is taken, and clearly
fulfils the condition

(r
d*

where C is a constant, or if 6 be the angle between the cross-

section in which the point is taken and a cross-section of

reference,
(ty n r /ar\\r = C = y'r (60)

The value of < is constant over each cross-section, and we may
take that at the cross-section of reference as zero. Then

(61)

Now by (69) p. 42

= Qi -f 4n(f)
= Qi -f liry'fB

where Sle, Qi. are the potentials of magnetic induction at in-

finitely near external and internal points, in the plane of the

cross-section at which < has the value yr6.
The value of Qe thus depends only on the value of 6 and the

assumed zero of reckoning of
<f>.

It is further zero at an infinite

distance, hence it is zero everywhere. We have therefore

(62)

Induction This equation shows that there is no component of induction in

every- the plane of any cross-section. Hence since magnetic indue-
where

tion, in space of unit magnetic inductive capacity, coincides in
Normal to value with the magnetic force, we have within the solenoid the

Cross resultant magnetic induction B = H, and

B = 1 ffai __ 4n/y'

r + x ~d6
~

/ + x

,

fi
.
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Since the value of Qe is zero there is no external action due to

the solenoid.

The same method of proof can be applied to show that the

external action of every closed solenoid is zero.

If the space within the solenoidal surface be filled with a

uniform medium of magnetic inductive capacity /*, B = /*H and

Qi =
-47r/i?

f

0y'. Thus

281

(64)

Again, let the internal space be filled (as shown in Fig. 62) by
different media of magnetic inductive capacities pv \iv ^ &c. }

occupying parts of the solenoidal space bounded by the current-

surface and cross-sections of the solenoid, and extending over

FIG. 63.

angles Br 6.2 , 3, &c., along the circular axis. Then if the effects

of the magnetic forces due to the separating surfaces be

neglected, the magnetic inductions must be taken constant

throughout each space. Let its values for the respective media
be denoted by B lt B 2 ,

B 3 ,
&c. We have

Mi M2 Ms

&C.

Thus (58) becomes

Ms

(65)

cc. . (66)
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or if we put /
x
=

(r -f x)B^ L2 = (r + ar)02,
&c.

4;r/7'
= =3 + =0 -f

3 3 + &c. .

Pi P2 P3
. . (67)

From (65) we find

(68)

Notion of

Magnetic
Current
and

Magnetic
Resistance

Magneto-
Motive
Force.

equations which are precisely similar in form to the (p. 195 above)
equation u = P/p for the current per unit of area at a point in

an isotropic medium at which the resistance for unit of volume
is p and the electromotive force P. Thus l//^, l//i2 , &c., might,
if the term magnetic resistance is adopted generally, be called
the specific magnetic resistances or resistivities of the media.
The curve along which the induction is taken corresponds to the
voltaic circuit, the inductions Blf B 2, &c., to the values of win its

different parts, while (66) or (67) expresses that the line integral
of H, or (as it has been called in this connection) the magneto-
motive force round the circuit, is 4irry'.

Let the medium be such that B andH have the same direction
at every point. The work done on a unit pole curried along in

the direction ofH in a closed path so as to thread through every
turn of wire producing the magnetic force is numerically equal
to the line-integral of the magnetic force, that is, to the magneto-
motive force. But ifN denote here the total number of turns of
wire threaded through, and y the current in each, the whole work
done is 4irNy. Thus

(69)

where ds is an element of the closed path, and the integral is

taken completely round the path.
Let dS be an element of a surface drawn at right angles

to the tubes of induction, and B be the induction at that element :

the total induction across the element is "BdS. Now the integral
in (69) is the same thing as the integral of "BdS.ds/pdS, where dS
is the cross-section of the tube at any element of length ds. But
"BdS by the property of a tube of induction is the same at every
part of the tube. Hence supposing N the same for every tube
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or

(69')

Let Z7 be the ratio of "BclS to the total magnetic induction B
across a surface cutting all the tubes we have

(69")

The denominator of the expressions on the right of (69') and Magnetic

(69") have been called the magnetic resistances of the portions Reluct-

of the medium concerned. The name magnetic reluctance has ance.

also been proposed by Heaviside, who has pointed out that more

properly the analogues of electric conductance and electric

resistance, are given by the parallel relations of magnetic and
electric forces explained at p. 201 above.

It is of importance to know for an endless solenoid the total Total

induction through a secondary circuit encircling it. Let the Induction

solenoid contain a core of magnetic permeability p. The total through
induction (which we denote by the symbol B) through a single

Solenoid,

turn of the secondary is given by

B =
fodS + JTidS'

where the first integral is taken over the cross-section of the

core, and the second over the remainder of the cross-section of
the solenoid.

Now taking the particular case of the ring electro-magnet we Total

have by (64)
Induction

Magnet.

or, since p.
= 1 -f- ITTK

where the first integral is taken over the cross-section of the

core, the second over that of the solenoid.
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If now we suppose K to be the same throughout the core of

the solenoid, and the cross-sections to be circular, of radius p in

the case of the solenoid, and p' in that of the core, and to have

the same circular axis, then denoting \/p
2 -.?2 by h, and Vp'

2 -.r2

by h', we have

or after integration

B = 8n2

ry'{r- v'/2 -p2
-f. 47ric(>-- Vr^p' 2

} . (72)

If p may be taken as equal to p' this becomes

B = 87rVy'(' - rp?) ..... (73)

which gives the total induction through a single turn of the

secondary coil when the magnetized core completely fills the

solenoid.

To obtain the total induction through a secondary coil of
'

turns, it is of course only necessary to multiply each of the pre-

ceding values of B by ri.

Induction If r be very great in comparison with p the last equation may
in Straight be written

B = 4.V/ ....... (74)

distant

from a result independent of r. In this case any portion of the

Ends. solenoid, the length of which is of the same order of magnitude
us p, may be regarded as straight. Thus we infer that in a long

straight solenoid the total induction through a single turn of a

secondary encircling it, at a place so distant from either end
that the force due to the ends may be neglected, is given
by (74).

Induction If the solenoid be lapped round uniformly and closely with n
in turns of fine wire per unit of length of r, and a current y flow

Uniformly jn each, then in the preceding equations we have simply to
Wound

replace y' by ny to obtain the corresponding expressions for the
;llx - induction.

In particular from (74) we obtain for a straight solenoid at a

cross-section the distance of which from either end fulfils the

above condition

B = 47rVp
2
wy ....... (75)
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Thus the induction per unit area of the cross-section, or B i*

given by the equation
B =

47i>iy
=

TTfjiny ...... (76)

and hence for the magnetic force at any point of the cross-

section we obtain ....... (77)

the result already given in equation (28'") above.

This is the intensity of the magnetic field within a straight
solenoid at any point sufficiently remote from the ends, and is

the result used at pp. 87, 179 above. It is remarkable that the

intensity should be uniform over each cross-section, a result

still very approximately true where the influence of the ends on

the numerical value of H is quite sensible. The effect of the

ends has already, p. 260 above, been investigated for a field of

unit permeability.
The solution of the following important problem affords an

interesting application of the theorem of p. 134 above, to the

calculation of induction. A wire of iron or other highly magne-
tizable material, in the form of a right circular cylindric tube,
carries a current of strength y, uniform over the cross-section :

it is required to find the influence of the resulting magnetization
of the wire on the value of the coefficient of self-induction.

Magnetic
Field

Intensity
within

Straight
Helix.

Induction
in

Magnetic
Wire

Carrying a

Current.

Effect on
Self-

induction.

FIG. 64.

First we shall prove that the magnetic force at any point P
external to a right cylindric tubular conductor, Fig. 64, or

external to any part of such a conductor, is the same if the

current be uniform over the cross-section, or symmetrically dis-

tributed round the axis, as if the current were confined to a

filament coinciding with the axis of the tube. Let first P be
external to the tube. Assuming that the current in each fila-

Cylindrie
Conductor

Replace-
able for

External
Points by-
Axial

Filament.
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Magnetic
Force Zero
within
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[Cylindric
Conductor.

Magnetic
Force
within

Substance
of

Cylinder.

ment produces the same magnetic force at each point as if the
others did not exist (an assumption justified by experience and
similar to those made in other parts of electrical theory), we see

that the resultant magnetic force H at P is tangential to a

circle in the plane of the cross-section through P, and concentric
with the bounding circles of the section, and has the same
numerical value at every point of that circle. Hence if r be the
distance of P from the axis, the work done in carrying a unit

pole round the circle is 27rrH. But by the theorem given at

p. 107, if y be the current in the circuit, ZirrH = 47ry, so that
H =

2y/r, which proves the statement made above.
Next let P be within the inner surface of the cylinder. By

symmetry the magnetic force must be the same in numerical
value at every point in a circle drawn through P in the cross-

section, and having its centre on the axis. Further, by con-

sidering the effects of the two parts of the conductor on either

side of a plane through the axis and P, imagined as divided
into equal filaments, each producing magnetic force at P, we see
at once that the force at P must be tangential to the circle.

Hence for this case we have 2irrH. = current internal to

P -f 4?r = 0. Hence H = 0.

It follows that if P be within the substance of the cylinder,
the value of H depends only on the current internal to the
circle described through P, concentric with the bounding circles

of the cross-section.

Now consider any point P in the substance of the tube at

distance x from the axis, as shown in Fig. 64, and let #, a' be
the internal and external radii. Since the direction of H is tan-

gential to the cross-section of the tube, and 7r(.r
2 - 2

)y/?r('
2 a2

)

or y(.v
2 -a2

')/(a'
2 a2

)
is the current in the internal part of the

conductor, we have

I d t*

through

and if
p. be the magnetic permeability of the material of the

conductor
_ # y
a* x

(78)

The induction across a strip of unit length, and breadth
ial plane of the cylinder through P, is therefore

Substance 2fiy(#
2 -#2

X#/(#
/2 -02

)oj,
and the part of this due to the magne-

Of tization is, since
p,
= 1 -|- ^TTK, %Trxy(x

2 a2
)dx/(a'

2 -a2
)x.

Cylinder The energy due to the total induction across this area is equal
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to half the product of this induction by the current producing it, and Corre-

and is thus spending
x* - a*_ , (.r

2-a2
)
2 dx Energy.

Thus if T
c
be the total energy depending on the induction in

the wire itself

-

But if Le be the coefficient of the self-induction which corre-

sponds to T
ct
T
c
= iZcy

2
,
and therefore

The part of this, Lm say, depending on the magnetization of Self-In-
the wire, is 47r/cZc

. /*..
since

/*
= !-}- 4. That is ductance

due to

Conductor

If =
o, that is, if the conductor be solid throughout, the in-

duction at P, or B, is 2pyx
2
/a'

2
,
and

^c= -}py\ Le
=
^Lin =2nK . . . . (82)

The corresponding expressions for the energy and the in-

ductances, when a length / of the conductor is considered, are
of course obtained by multiplying the values given above
by /.

It may be noticed here that whatever the form of cross-section
may be, the total induction through any finite area in the field
of the conductor is finite, provided the area of cross-section
carrying a finite current is not infinitely small.
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SECTION II

CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS OF INDUCTION

Self-In-

ductaiice

of Two
Parallel

Con-
ductors.

WE now consider the coefficient of self-induction of a circuit

consisting of two long parallel wires of any form of cross-section,
and carrying equal currents flowing in opposite directions. If

the strength of the current be y, and Slf S2 the areas of cross-

section of A and B respectively, the current per unit area of

cross-section in A is y/S^ in B y/S 2 . We may suppose each
wire made up of the same number, n

y
of equal uniform filaments

having their lengths parallel to the direction of flow, and each

carrying a current yjn. By making n large, the value yfn may
be made as small as we please.
The energy of the system per unit of length of the conductors

can be calculated in the following manner. First we shall sup-

pose, what is most frequently the case, that the magnetic per-

meability is everywhere unity ;
then take into account the per-

meability of the conductors when that is different from unity.
The final result will thus be applicable to the important case of

parallel conductors of iron, in a medium of unit magnetic
permeability.

In dealing with this circuit we shall consider the parallel con-

ductors as practically infinitely long, that is, such that the in-

fluence of the cross-conductors at the ends may be neglected for

any point considered, and shall calculate only the induction and

corresponding energy for the portion of the circuit intercepted
between two parallel planes perpendicular to the conductors and
at unit distance apart.

Let the distance between the conductors be measured in a

plane at right angles to the two conductors, from a convenient

point in one cross-section made by that plane to a convenient

point in the other, and be denoted by b. Then let these points be

taken as origins of rectangular coordinates (#, in the direction

in which b is measured, and y at right angles to that direction)

by which the position of the cross-section of any particular
filament can be specified. We shall denote the coordinates of

a filament in A by xv yv in B by .r2 , ?/2
and shall indicate a

particular filament by its coordinates inclosed in brackets, thus

f#ii y\\ fe 2/2)-

Now let (.r'j, y\) denote a second filament in A, dS\ its area,
r' its distance from any point in the plane of its cross-section,
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r'u its distance from the filament (xv y-^,
and /12 its distance

from the filament
(.r.,, y2)

in B. The induction "produced by
Or'i /i) through unit length of the circuit formed by the two
conductors (.r1? y) (.r2 , yj) is

2ydSl

Hence the total induction d&A per unit of length through this

filamental circuit produced by the current in A is given by

_ 2y T

Oi -

(83)

Induction

produced
by

Straight
Current

through
Circuit

of two
Parallel

Wires.

the integral being taken, as indicated, over the cross-section of

A. To this is to be added the induction through this circuit due
to the filaments of B. According to the principle of the notation

adopted above we denote the distances of any filament (x\,
"' x

of B from (.r2, y2)
and (.rl} y-^) by ?'. and r'

21 .

the induction specified

Thus if BE denote

9 .' B
(84)

The electrokiuetic energy of the circuit is half the product of

the induction by the current in the circuit. The value of the

current may be written either ydbJSj or yd-S^S2 . Using the

second form in the first term of the integral in" (83), and the
second term of the integral in (84), and the first form in the

remaining two terms, and denoting by dT the total electro-

kinetic energy depending on the filamental circuit considered,
we get

>

^-- J; dgi fof J A

log

Hence we get the total electrokinetic energy by finding the
values of dT for all the circuits which can be formed. Thus we
have only to integrate each of the terms of (27) over Si or & as
the case may be.

VOL. II.

Hence

U
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Geometric
Mean

Distance
of Two
Coplanar
Areas.

G.M.D.
of Two
Circles.

If we write

** f
]osri*

SlS2JBjA

-hf ( be'*&&*} -

2 J B J B J

l f logr^S^S,
J B.' A

^\ogRn=f f \ogr'n dSidS\
J A. J A

2
2
log R22

= f (log /22 dS2dS'2
J B J B

. (87)

then R12,
Rn ,

R22 ,
are called geometric mean distances, R12

of the

area Si from S2)
jRn of Si from itself, and R22 of S2 from itself.

The determination of the self-induction coefficient of a circuit

composed of two long straight parallel wires, is thus reduced to

the calculation of the geometric mean distances of the cross-

sectional areas of the conductors from themselves, and from one

another. The conductors may have any form of cross-section,
and the calculation of their coefficient of self-induction is of

course theoretically possible. Its evaluation, however, except
in a few comparatively simple but important cases, is a tedious

and troublesome operation. We shall consider these cases pre-

sently, in the meantime we can infer from electrical results

already obtained the required geometrical mean distances for

two right circular cylindric conductors, whether tubular or solid.

For brevity we shall denote in the letter-press geometrical mean
distances by G. M. D.

In the first place the G. M. D. of the conductors from one

another is equal to the distance between their axes. As we have

seen, the magnetic force at any point external to either of the

conductors (say *A) is the same as if the whole current were

collected in a filament along the axis. Thus the induction

through any external area may be found by supposing the con-

ductor A replaced by an axial filament carrying the same cur-

rent. The electromagnetic action of the current in A on unit

length of an external parallel filament carrying unit current is

2y/r, if r be the distance of the filament from the axis of A. We
infer therefore that the reaction of the filament on A is the same

as would be exerted on the axial filament replacing the latter.

Thus the total action of the conductor B on A is the same as if

the conductors were replaced by filaments coinciding with their

axes.
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It follows from this that the expression for their mutual
electrokinetic energy must be the same as if the conductors were

replaced by axial filaments, that is, the G. M. D. between the

conductors* is equal to the distance between their axes. A direct

analytical proof of this theorem will be given presently.
We can now find very simply the energy of the arrangement

of two tubular wires, provided we can neglect the disturbance

of the magnetic field produced by the magnetization of the

conductors themselves, taking into account the magnetic per-
meabilities of the substance of the conductors A and B, which
we suppose yn 1

and
/*., respectively.

By (79) above, if ~av a\, be the internal and external radii of

the conductor A, the total amount T1
of energy corresponding

to the induction in A produced by its own current is given by
the equation

. (88)

Energy of

Opposite
Currents

in

Parallel

Tubular
Con-

ductors.

which if a
i
=

0, that is, if the conductor is a solid wire,
reduces to

(89)

Similarly for the energy corresponding to the induction in B
produced by the current in B we obtain

^2 / T5 ^(,- -
Of]

or, if a2
=

0,

. (90)

(91)

The value of B at distance r from the axis of A in the medium
between the conductors is 2/ry/r, if

p. be the magnetic per-
meability of the medium. In the substance of B the magnetic
induction due to the current in A is to be calculated as if B
were replaced by the medium occupying the field, and similarly
the induction in A due to the current in B is to be dealt with.
For since B is isotropic, and the effect of the magnetization of
the conductor is neglected, whatever of A*s lines of induction pass
through the substance of j?, follow the direction of the magnetic
force, that is, are along circles, the common axis of which is the
axis of A. Thus, if Fig. 65 represent a section of the conductors

u2
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by a plane at right angles to the conductor, so that a is a point
on the axis of A, and /3 the corresponding point on the axis of

B, the induction through the surface, the projection of which is

a'/3', may be equally taken through a'^ where /3'^'j lie on a

line of induction. But a\$\ lies entirely in the external medium
and is equal in length to a'/3', so that it represents the same
area. Hence the result stated above.

FIG. 65.

We thus have, by the theorem of the G. M. D. of B from A,
for the total induction external to A the value

e*iT-*rv log,
B]

and for the corresponding part of the energy y
2
p log bja^.

In the same way we find for the total induction external to

B, produced by the current in B, and the corresponding energy,
the values 2/ry log b/a2 , -y

2
/* log b/a2 .

The total energy is therefore

Comparing with the expression \Ly
z for the same quantity

we get
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L - - -
">2(aV

-
>> + a '

log
"

4-^log ....... (93)

#^2

X is therefore very great for wires of very small diameter,

even if they be only a moderate distance apart. The least value

which it can have is obtained when the two wires are put into

contact, that is, when b = a
l -\- a.2 .

If the wires be solid (93) reduces to

Z= 2/i log-*! +I(fh + ,4) .... (93')
a
l
a

-2
*

For two solid wires in contact the last equation becomes

Z = 2M log
(*1 + *2)2 + 1(^ + ^2) . . (94)

This theory requires correction in the case of wires in which
the current is not uniform over the cross-section, which it

never is when its strength is rapidly varying. This case will

be considered below in this chapter in the section on Rapidly
Varying and Alternating Currents.

On account of the effect of the magnetization of the con-

ductors it is difficult to obtain a complete solution except in the

case of coaxial conductors. The general case of two parallel

cylindrical conductors, carrying steady currents, has been worked
out by Mr. H. M. Macdonald, of Clare College, Cambridge (Proc.
Co.mlj. Phil. Soc. Vol. VII. Pt. V.). His result shows that when^
(the common permeability of the conductors) is 100 and upwards,
the part of L depending on the size of the conductors and their

distance apart is only slightly affected by the permeability.
Instead of (93') he obtains, putting \ = (^ -

/*)/(/*!

^) _ tf&yp _ afl
-o^+&c '

J

(93")
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Calcula- We can no\v calculate the G. M. D. in some important cases.

tion of It is first to be noticed that if there exist any number of areas of
Geometric extent A, B, &c.

}
the G. M. D.'s of which, RA ,

RB, &c., from
ean

another area S are known, it follows from the definition that the
'

G. M. D., R of their sum from 8 is given by the equation

= ....

A + B+ ....

G.M.D. of \ye consider first the G. M. D. of a circular area, annular or
Feint from com piete> from a p jnt p^ ^ external to the area and in its

Area plane ' (2) in the circular area itself- Let # be ^e distance of P
from the centre of the circular area, #, a the internal and ex-
ternal radii of the latter, x and x -\- dx the radii of two inter-

mediate circles very near to one another. Let two radii OR, OS

FIG. 66.

(Fig. 66) be drawn, making the angles 0, 6 -f d& with OP, so as
to intercept the element of area xdxdQ, on the annulus bounded
by the circles of radii x and x -f- dx. The distance of Pfrom the

element, or r, is \/ 2+ x*-2bx cos 6. Hence the G.M.D. of the
annulus from P is given by

Ixdx [ 'log (b* + ^ - 2bx cos 6} d6.
J o

This can be written

2-rrxdx logR = \xdx I **log (1 -f - - 2- cos 6) dB
J o x'2 x

+ xdx log* [^dQ (96)
J o
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Now the first integral on the right of (36) is known to have
the value 4?r log /.r, if b>x, and o if b<x. Hence in case (1) for

the annulus

27m/.f log R = Zirxdz (log b -
log.r) -f-

or (97)

On the other hand if P be within the inner boundary of the

elementary annulus /.r< 1, and the first integral of (96) is zero.

Hence we have for the annulus in case (2)

27r.rlog.ft
=

or (98)

From these results it follows by (95) that the G. M. D. of any
finite annulus from an external point P is simply the distance of

the point from the centre. For the annulus is made up of

elementary annuli, every one of which has the same G. M. D.
from P. This includes, of course, as a particular case a complete
circular area.

The G. M. D. of a finite annulus from a point within its inner

bounding circle is now easily found. The area of the annulus is

*r('
2 -*). Hence by (95) if R be the G. M. D. required

7r(a"
2 -

a-} log R = "2ir / x log xdx
J a

that is

/J a'
2
log a' - a"- log a -

log R ^.logrfj^rfjog, 1 m
l'2-

Lastly, if P be on the annulus at a distance b from the centre,
the annulus divides into two parts, one internal and the other
external to the concentric circle through P. Hence by (97),

(99) and (95) if R now denote the G. M. D. for the whole area
in this last case

G.M.D.
of Finite

Annulus
from

External
Point.

G.M.D.
of Finite

Annulus
from

Internal

Point.
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The foliowing corollaries follow at once from these results.

1. The G. M. D. from a circular area (complete or annular) of

any area external to the circular area, arid in the same plane, is

equal to the G. M. D. of the figure from the centre of the circle.

For the G. M. D. of every part of the area is its distance from
the centre, and the result follows by (95).

2. The G. M. D. of any figure completely internal to an
annular area from that area is the value of E given by (99).
For _R is the G. M. D. of every element.

3. The G. M. D. of a circular annul us of infinitesimal breadth
from itself is simply its radius. For the G. M. D. of every point
on it from the annulus is the radius.

G.M.D. 4. The G. M. D. of the finite annulus from itself is given by
of Finite

-
. (101)

Itself.
* ~ a a a ~ a*

For consider the G. M. D. of the annulus from a point in it

distant x from the centre. The G. M. D. of the internal part is

x
t

the logarithm of the G. M. D. of the external part is

(a'
2
log a - x* log x} /(a

2 - a?
2
)
-

. Hence as found in (100) the
G. M. D. of the whole area from the point is given by

*
, (102)

a 2 a 1
!(' -

a-) a'

The G. M. D. of an infinitesimal annulus of breadth dx and
radius x from the total area is thus It. Hence by (95) the
G. M. D. of the whole area from itself is to be found from

n(a'
2 -

a?) log R = 2Mrfr log R'.
J a

Substituting the value of R' from (102) and integrating we
obtain (101).

If a=o, the area is a complete circle, and (101) gives for that
case

log R = log a' - -
,

or R = a
'

f-= -77880' '..... (103)

Next consider the G. M. D. of a line from any point P. Let
AB (Fig. 67) be the line, p the length of the perpendicular from
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P on the line, a and a' the lengths of the segments AO, OB into G.M.D.

which the line is divided at 0. Then the distance from P of of Point

any point Q in the line at distance x from is Vp2
-f- & Hence g^^.

for the line Lin

/a' log V/- + *-'/.,-

-
Jff' log ('2 + /-O + 4* log (

2 + p
2
)
-

(a + ')

n-i- +tan-l- )
..... (104)

p p /

r
!^

O

FIG. 67.

If coincide with the centre of AB, a = a' = J the length of

AH, and

= J log (a* +p2
)
- 1 + tan - I + tan ~ 1

'

(105)

If coincide with 5, = 0, and

log = J log (a'
2 + /) - 1 + tan-i - . . (106)

where '

is now the whole length of AB.
From (105) we get at once the G. M. D. of four lines forming G.M.D. of

a rectangle from the centre. For let the length of the rectangle Boundary
be a and its breadth I. Then since for the ends p = ^, and for of

the sides p = U. Rectangle
from

2(0 + A) log =
( + *) log --3(+$)

+ 20 tan-i - -f 2^tan-i -
a b
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or

h tan -'
Ta -\- b b

(107)

G.M.D. of

Boundary
of a Square

from
Centre.

If the rectangle be a square a b, and thus

-*-**/ /sf (108)

G.M.D. The G. M. D. of two parallel lines from one another can now
of Two be found. This is an important case, as it enables the self-

Parallel inductance of a circuit composed of two parallel thin sheets of
Lines from

conducting material to be calculated. Let AB, CD (Fig. 68) be

another.

C E x P D

P

FIG. 68.

the lines, and E the foot of the perpendicular from A on CD.
Let x be the distance of P from IS, and p its distance from AB

t

a and /3 the distance of C and D from E, taken as positive
quantities when measured from E to the right, and negative
when measured the other way. The length of CD is thus /3-a,
and if a be the length of AB, we have to put in (104) x for a, and
a-x for a 1

. Thus multiplying the expression on the right of

(104) by d$, and integrating from x = a to x = /3, we find by (95),
if R now be the G. M. D. of CD from AB

0(|9-a)logJB

-
i (a* log
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tan-i - pa tan-i -
P P

- P (
-

3) tan-i - + ^ (a
-

a)

- f O -
a) (109)

The value of R given by this equation may be used for the

calculation of the self-induction of a circuit composed of two

long thin strips of conducting material arranged with their

lengths and planes parallel. The lines AB, CD represent the

cross-sections of such an arrangement made by a plane at right

angles to the conductors.

The G. M. D. of each line from itself can of course be found G.M.D. of

from (109) by putting a = o, /3
= a (the length of the line con- Straight

sidered), and^ = o. We thus obtain Line from
Itself.

log 72 = log a -f (110)

which can be verified at once by calculating directly for this

particular case.

We can now find the G. M. D. of a given line from an area in G.M.D. of

the same plane. We shall consider first a given line and a Straight

parallel rectangle, and from the result for this case deduce the Ll
^

e fr m
G. M. D. of two parallel coplanar rectangles from one another. Parallel

The practically important arrangements are those in which the K

line and rectangle, or two rectangles, are symmetrical about the

line passing through their centres, as shown in Figs. 69, 70,
and 71.

D'

C

'

FIG. 69.
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G M D of Taking first the line and rectangle, as in Fig. (69). and putting

Straight
a

i
a

'

f r tne lengths AB and CD, we suppose the rectangle to be
Line from generated by the motion of CD, at right angles to itself through
Parallel a distance b, the breadth of the rectangle. We may thus suppose

Kectangle. CD made up of parallel strips of area, each of infinitesimal

breadth dp, and find the G. M. D. of the rectangle by multiplying
the expression for log R in (109) (modified to suit the circum-
stances supposed) by dp, and integrating from p to p -f- b. The
constant factors on the left will for simplicity be retained.
We have here a = \(a

-
a'), /3

=
\(a + a'} so that

a - a = 4 (a+a') =
|3,

a -
13
= J (

-
')
= a.

Thus (109) becomes

aa' log R

+ P2
) log (/3

2 + p2
)
-

i (
as + p*) log (a

2 + ^)

+ 2pp tan-i ? - 2a tan-i
"

- laa (Ill)

Multiplying by dp, integrating as stated above, and putting R
now for the G. M. D. of the rectangle CU from the line AS. we
obtain

aa'b logR

2 tan-i - - fl2 tan-i

-
(the same series of terms with /3 replaced by a)

- V "*'& ....... (112)
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A rectangle of breadth b, might have been generated by
moving the line AB away from CD (Fig. 70). We should have
obtained the same expression for the G. M. D. of the latter

rectangle from the line CD, as is given in (112) for the other case.

A'

FIG. 70.

That these two G. M. D.'s are equal is easily seen from (111).
Each rectangle may be divided into the same number of strips
of equal breadth, and the G. M. D. of each strip in the rectangle
CD' from AB is the same as the G. M. D. of each strip of AB'
from CDj so that the result follows by (95).

t

j/

I

FIG. 71.

We can now find the G. M. D. in the important case of the
two rectangles shown in Fig. 71. Multiplying the expression
on the right of (112) by dp, integrating from p to p + b 1

(so
that p is the distance of AB from CD) and arranng the results

BITBRSITT
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G.M.D. we find for R, the G. M. D. of the rectangles from one
of Two another.
Parallel

Rectangles 4aa'66'\ogE
from one

another. = [(p + b + V? {p -i (p + (, + ^2} - 0*] ]Og {(p + b+ V?- 0*

-
L(P + bj \p -l(p + W] - i P] log {(p + b'}* + /3

2 >-

-
[(p + )

2
{/3

2 - HP + ft)
2
}
-

4 /3
4
] log {(^9 + b}* + /3

2
J

+ ^ O2 - %P2
)
~ 4 /3

4
1 log (p

2 + 32
)

(the same series of terms with /3 replaced by a)

+ $B (P + * +
+ b'

-
4 (P + 60 {(P + O* tan-i__, + p tan-i\

JP + p J

-
(the same series of trigonometrical terms with /3 replaced by a)

- 4 O2 - 2
) {(P + A + 2 ~(p + W ~(p + W+P2

}

- 2r aa'bV ....... (113)

Here it is to be remembered that /3
= \(a + a'), a = i(a-a').

G.M.D. The G. M. D. of either rectangle from itself can be found
of a from (113) by putting a= 0,ff

= ' =
|8, b = b', p+ b = p + b' = o.

Rectangle Hence for the G. M. D. from itself of a rectangle of length a and
from breadth b, we have the equation
Itself.
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If the rectangle is a square a =
,
and

or

R = -44705 a (115)

The determination of the G. M. D. of the cross-section of a

conductor is important in other cases than that of a long straight
conductor. For example, if we have a circular coil of n turns

each of radius great in comparison with any dimension of cross-

section, it is easy to see that the coefficient of self-induction of

the coil is very approximately equal to n2 times the coefficient

of mutual induction of two parallel coaxial circles, each of

radius equal to the mean radius of the section, and at a distance

apart equal to the G. M. D. of the cross-section from itself. For
the coefficient of self-induction of a circuit is equal to the total

magnetic induction through the circuit produced by unit current,
and the coefficient of mutual induction of two circuits is the

total induction through either produced by unit current in the

other. Consider then the induction through a circle of reference

A coaxial with the given circuit, and at a distance from the

latter small in comparison with the radius. Let it be supposed
as before that the current is of uniform density over the cross-

section, so that the cross-section may be supposed divided into

a very large number of parallel thin filaments each of cross-

section dS. If S be the whole area of cross-section, and unit

current flow in the conductor, the current in each filament is

ndS/S. Let a cross-section of the whole system, including A, by
a plane through the axis, be taken, and let ra be the distance

of the section of A from that of any one of the system of equal

filaments, and rm the distance between the section of the latter

filament and any other of cross-section dSm. The difference

between the total induction produced by the assemblage of

filaments through the circuit of this latter filament, and that

which they produce through A is

(log ra -
log / )

= 2* (log Ra
-

log Rm )

where Ra is the G. M. D. of the cross-section of the given con-

ductor from that of A, and Rm is its G. M. D. from dSm.
Now let A be composed of as many coincident filaments as

there are imagined to be in the given circuit. Thus the induc-

G.M.D.
of Square
from
Itself.

Self-In-

ductance
of Circular

Coil of

Large
Radius

Found
from

Mutual In-

ductance
of Two
Parallel

Circles,

at

Distance

apart

equal to

G.M.D.
of Cross-

Section

from
Itself.
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tion through each filament of the conductor may be compared
with that through a corresponding filament of A. Since the
number of filaments is S/dS, we have for the total difference

between the induction through A, and the sum of the inductions

through each filament of the conductor due to the whole

v / r ri v \ v /

^H
ds\ gRa ~

~j~s
los ^*)

= 2^( los^- los^

where R is now the G. M. D. of the cross-section of the conductor
from itself.

The energy of the given system corresponding to this induc-
tion is half the product of the current ndSjS, in each filament
into the expression just found, that is, it is 2

(log_Sa -log R).
This vanishes when Ra = R, that is, when the G. M. D. of the
cross-section of A from that of the conductor is equal to the
G. M. D. of the latter from itself. The energy of the given
system is then equal to half the product of the total current into
the induction through A, that is, in other words, the self-induc-
tion coefficient of the given circuit is equal to that of mutual
induction between the given circuit and A.
That the coefficient of mutual induction in the latter case is

equal to that between A and an equal circuit B at a distance

apart equal to R, if not evident, may be seen as follows. The
induction through A due to the given circuit is for equal currents

equal to that produced by A through the given circuit, and by
the reasoning above, this is equal to the induction due to A
through a circuit B replacing the given circuit at the distance E.
The expression found above (113) for the G. M. D. between

two symmetrically placed rectangles is applicable to the

approximate calculation of the coefficient of mutual induction
>lls of two coils of which the cross-sections by a plane passing

^adi^
6

through the common axis are rectangles, provided the radius of
LUS*

either coil is great in comparison with every dimension of the

sections, and with the distance between them. Clearly to find the
total induction through coil B due to unit current in A, we may
proceed by calculating (a) the total induction through each turn
of A due to unit current in that turn

; (b) that part of each of
these total inductions which does not pass through B. The
difference between the sum of the results in (a) and the sum of

those in () is the coefficient 31 of mutual induction. First we
suppose the current in the coil A to be uniformly distributed

over the cross-section, so that if Sl be the area of the section,
and there be % turns each carrying unit current, the current per

Mutual
Induction
of Two
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unit area will be n/Sr Thus the current across an element of

the cross-section d$i is n^lSJS^
Now consider, as before, the difference between that part of

the total induction due to a filament of section dS^ which

escapes a fjlument of the other coil of section r7/S2 ,
and that part

which escapes a near coaxial circular circuit of reference. Let
>'12 , /, be the distances from dS

l
to dS.2 ,

and from dSl
to the

cross-section of the circle of reference. "The difference of total

inductions specified is then n^dSJSi . (log r12 log ?). Integrating
over the whole area S

l
we get for the difference due to all the

filaments into which S can be divided the value

is

Equal to

Mutual
Induction
of Two
Parallel

Circles,

31
US\ (log ,V,- log,-).
J

Now let the other circuit be divided into any convenient
number n of circuits, each of the same small area dL It is the

difference between the total induction through one of these, and
that through the circle of reference that has just been found.
We have then dS.> S2fn. Hence the result just obtained may
be written

J 0*1 J
log

Integrating now over both cross-sections we get for the total

difference

w! (log Evl
-

log R)

where Ru is the G. M. D. between the cross-sections, and R is

that of the section S
l
from the circuit of reference.

If the number of turns in the second coil be 2 instead of w,

this result must be reduced in the ratio of nt to n, by multiplying
it by njn. For accuracy of course n., must be large. Hence
for the final value of the difference of the total inductions we
have

,1^11-2 (log R12 log 7?).

If R = j 12 , that is, if the G. M. D. of the cross-section of the

conductor of reference from A be equal to that of the cross-

sections of A and B from one another, the total induction which

escapes the conductor of reference is equal to that which escapes
the coil

;
in other words, the coefficient of mutual induction of

the two coils is equal to that of the coil A and a coaxial circular

conductor, the cross-section of which by any plane through the

VOL. II. X

at

Distance

Apart
equal to

G.M.D.
of Cross-

Sections.
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Positions

of Equi-
valent
Circles

not
Definite.

Mutual
Induct-
ance

of Two
Coaxial

Circles.

axis is at a G. M. D. from that of the coil A, equal to that of the

cross-sections of A and B from one another.

It must be possible to replace the coil A by a conductor of

proper mean radius carrying the whole current of n units which
flows in the coil, so that the total induction through it is equal
to the sum of those through the coaxial filamentul conductors
into which the coil has been supposed divided. If the radius of

any part of the coil be 1-irge in comparison with the dimensions
of cross-section, this proper mean radius may be taken as the

simple mean radius of the coil. The other coil can then be also

supposed replaced by a coaxial circular conductor at a distance

from the other equal to _Z 12 . Thus the determination of the
coefficient of mutual induction of two coaxial coils is reduced to

the determination of that of two coaxial circles.

The relative positions of these two circles is not definite. If

we consider the lines of force through a coil due to the current
in it, we see that these are closed round the coil, and an}' closed
circuit placed in its field will pass through certain lines of
force. The circuit may be placed in any position or have any
size consistent with passing through the same lines of force, and
the coefficient of mutual induction of the coil and circuit will be
the same for all. If, in the present case we suppose the primary
circular conductor fixed, the other may be situated anywhere on
the toroidal surface marked out by the circular lines of force, the
radius of which is the G. M. D. of the cross-sections.
We proceed now to calculate the coefficients of mutual in-

duction of coaxial circular circuits and coils. Taking first the
case of two coaxial circles of nearly equal radii, we see that if

we can find their coefficient of mutual induction when the
circles are in one plane, we can find that for the actual arrange-
ment by calculating, in the manner described above, the portion
of the total induction due to one which escapes passing through
the other owing to the deviation from coplanarity.
Consider first two coaxial circles in the same plane. Let the

radius of the outer circle be a + c, and of the inner a. Then
if we take any element ds of the outer circle at A (Fig. 72), and
let 6 be the angle OAE between the diameter through ds and a
line of length r drawn to an element E1 of area rdQdr in the
inner circle, we have for the magnetic induction through that
area the value ds cos 0/r

2
. rdBdr. Hence for the total induction

B through the inner circle we get

B
f r- r

-*I*LL
cos 6

o r
(116)
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where ^ = AB, r., = AC, 6
V
= sin"

1^ + c), and the final

integral is taken ro'und the outer circle. The distances rv r.2
are ^CQ

evidently the roots of the equation Of Two

Q_
Coaxial

r2 2/ (0

These roots are

cos 6 + (a + c}- a-
Circles.

y
'i I =

(
r
z i

a -f c) cos <9 cos *0 - c~ 2ac (117)

FIG. 72.

If c be very small then approximately

/-, = 2a cos 0, r = c/cos ^.

Integrating then with respect to r we find

= 2 / <fe f
l

cos ^ log
- = 2

/
f& I

l

cos ^ log (
J J n '\ J J

o cB

Now

cos

/2a n \
T/ . L (2(( ... \ \

cos 01ogl cos 2^ }(W = sm0, Uogl cos-0, ) 2,
\c ' l

\ \ c iJ

^
1 4- sin ^i

g
1 - sin 0!

which reduces approximately to

log 4 - 2 4- 2 logy ?p
V ?
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Hence to the same degree of approximation

M = 47m
(log ^

-
2)

. . . (118)

Now let the circle of radius a be carried out of the plane of

the other circle a distance b while still remaining coaxial with
the latter. The difference between the total inductions which

escape from passing through the smaller circle in its two positions

may be calculated as if the circles were straight. Putting now
r for */ 2 + c'

2
,
the shortest distance between the circular arcs,

the difference of inductions per unit of length is approximately
2(log r log *?),

and for the whole circle 47r(log r log c).

Hence the coefficientM of mutual induction between the circles

in the specified configuration is approximately given by

M = 4ira (119)

Self-

Induct-

Coil of From this result we can find approximately the relative dimen-
Mwdnram sions of a coil of large radius, which for a given length and

gauge of wire has a maximum coefficient of self-induction. By
the theorem proved above (p. 304), the self-induction coefficient

is equal to the coefficient of mutual induction between two equal
coils each of the given mean radius, and at a distance apart
equal to the Gr. M. D. of the cross-section from itself. Let the
G. M. D. be R. Then by the preceding result if the number of
turns be n

("*!->) (119')

Now for similar sections of different linear dimensions R
varies as the dimensions, and since for a given thickness of
wire the number of turns varies as the cross-section, we have
n = CR2 where C is a constant. Again the total length of wire
I is 2-rrna, so that we have the two conditions, 2irna = /,

2rC722a =
/, which give dn/da = -

n/a, dR/da = R/2a. Hence
taking a as independent variable, differentiating the value of L,
and substituting these values of dn/da, and dR'cla we find

dL-
da

which for a maximum gives

(1 Sa
- log -

\i
& R

log R = log Sa - -
(120)
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If the section of the coil is circular of radius p, then by (43)
above log = logp J, and (60) gives

= 3-:>:>4 e (121)

If the section of the coil is square, the value of R from (115)
substituted in (120), giv.^

n = 1-8386- ....... (122)

if s i.s the side of the square. These dimensions are, however,
too nearly equal to enable the approximate formula by which
the relation is found to apply with accuracy, and the result can

only be regarded as a rough rule to guide the experimenter in

the construction of coils.

We proceed now to calculate the coefficient of mutual induc-
tion between a circular conductor and a coaxial helix. We shall

employ equation (47) of Chap. IV., viz. :

(123)

Mutual
Induct-
ance

of Circle

and
Coaxial
Helix.

where f/-s '/$', are elements of the helix and circle respectively
at a distance r apart, and inclined to one another at an angle e.

and the integrals are taken along both curves.*
If a be the radius of the helix, a' that of the circle, and 6, 6', Direct

the angles which the radii drawn from the axis to the elements Calcula-

dst </*', make with the plane through the axis and the initial tionofM
radius of the helix, we have cose = cos (#' 0), ds = ad6, by Inte-

ds' = a'dff. Also if p be the pitch of the helix, so that between gration

two radii separated by an angle 6 the distance parallel to the a
|

ng th(

axis is pd, and the circle be, as we here suppose, in the plane of
the initial radius of the helix, then

/- = (t- + a- - "2aa cos (6 6'}

Thus instead of (123) we have

{a- + a'- 2aa' cos (ff
-

6) + p*ff*}

(124)

* The method of calculation based on (126) below is due to Prof. J.

Viriamu Jones. See Phil. May. Jan. 1889, and Phil. Trans. E.S. vol.

182 (1891) A.
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where 1 is the superior limit of integration for 6, and is the

angle between the terminal radii of the helix.

Now clearly we may take 6' - as a new variable
(f>

instead

of 6', so that

= I"

J .

(125)

But it is obvious that we can find for every value of 0, that is,

for every element of the helix, an element on the circle corre-

sponding to a constant value of <p. Hence, if we integrate, first

witli respect to $, keeping < constant, and then with respect to

< from to 2n, we shall obtain the integral sought.

(" f
J J

jr.. . (12C)

where or = a2
-j- a

'2 2a' cos
(p.

But

aa cos

and therefore

17 "' r31=
~J

cos <^^0 log (p^ + tf+jpe*) -. (12

By direct expansion oflog(p01 -\- Va2 +/^), or by expand-
ing l/Va2 +^2 2 in (126) by the binomial theorem, and then

integrating, we can if a >p0 write

Expres- Now if we put
2 =

4a'/( + ')
2

, y =
7r/2

-
^/2, in the

sion of M general term of this series we find
in a Series

of Definite

Integrals.
f*" cos (j>d<f> = __

4 (1
- 2 si

"
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Hence substituting in (128) we get

* ' * -"'- l f-
2.4... 2//v

(129)

where

"

If the actual coil extend on both sides of the plane of the

circle, it will form two coils of axial lengths p8v p6.2 ,
for each of

which J\f must be calculated by (129) and the results added.

If 0j = d.^ numerically, the value of M is double that given
by (129).
To calculate the values of Pm we proceed as follows. After a

slight reduction we find

... (131)

*
(2m+ l)/-2

Now

and it is to be noticed that, QQ
= F, Q j

= E, where F and E
are Legendre's complete elliptic integrals to modulus /.-.

Between these integrals are the following well-known and Integrals

easily established relations expressed
in terms of

,/F E F^ Auxiliary
_ = . x ! Functions.

dk 7c(l-/i--') k
\ .... (133)

dk k

Hence by (132)

-
(]34)
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Process of From (134) $2
can be found by (132), then

3 from the result

Computa- and so on in succession. These used in (131) give the values of
tation of p^ p P2 . . . . Thus
Integrals.

A-=P-*)*+*!

Thus the value ofPm could be calculated for successive values
of m, but the process is laborious. It is easier to proceed
thus:

By (134) we have, writing for brevity 0\ = dQJdk y

q\ = tPQJdl*, ....

7c (1 Jc
2
) O'i 2Jfi = E F

Is (I- /J
2
) q\ + (1

- 5F) q\ -
37^!=

Ic (I
-

Tf) q\ + 2 (1
-

47.2) ^ _ jg^.^ _ 3^=
. . (135)

from which Q\, Q'\, .... can be calculated numerically in
succession from the given data.

Then the work is carried on as follows :

(1) $2 , <2'2 , Q"2, ^'"2, are calculated from the equations

(136)
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of which the last three are successive derivatives of the first.

The quantities on the right are all known from the computations
indicated in equation (135).

313

equations

are calculated from these quantities by the

(137)

of which the last two are successive derivatives of the first.

(3) Q4 , $'4 are calculated from the quantities found in (137) by
the equations

4=&+',
. (138)

the latter of which is the first derivative of the former.

(4) Q. is found from the values of
<j)4 , (^ by the equation

(5) P , Pj, . . . . P5 are found from the values of Z", F, and
of Qi, . . . . #5 [equations (134) . . . (139)], by successive

applications of (131).
Professor J. V. Jones thus calculated the coefficient of mutual Results of

induction of a helix and the edge of a coaxial disc in the mean Calcula-

plane of the helix, which he used in a very careful determination tion in

of the specific resistance of mercury in absolute measure.* Actual

The dimensions of the helix and disc, and the results as com-

puted by him, are given in the following table :

*
Phil. Trans. K.S. vol. 182 (1891) A. See also Chap. X. below.
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Axial length of Helix = 2pfl = 4-625 inches

Mean radius of Helix = a = 10 '53774 inches
Radius of Disk = a' = 0-49493 inches

= 1-9874084
1-0665493

09609

!
= 1-8931552x10
= 2-1977948 x 102

s=3-095l221xl08

4
= 4-6957152 xlO4

. = 7-3090015 xlO5

p
(}

=- -93092203

P
l
=- 1-5149680x10

P.,= - 2-0589783 x 102

1\ =-2-9988831 x 10 :5

P= -4-6004090 x 10*

P.= -7-2872416x10*

These gave

and

2.4.6....2M

i / Pe, y
J* +1 U^M7

= -888914(50

Applica-
tio'n of

J/= 89*7717 X number of turns in coil,

or

31 = 16606-6

since the number of turns was 185.

It is to be noticed that if, instead of a circle and a helix, we
have simply two circles of wire, the same mode of calculation

Method to is applicable. For putting b for the distance between the planes
Case of of the circles, we have for 3f equations (124) and (125), with

>
2$2

replaced by b*. Expanding in ascending powers of 2
/a

2
,

les - and integrating with respect to 6 between the limits and 2?r,

we find

J/= 27r' i~
n
cos df/0 (---

hl 4- LJ
3 ^ - &c .\

J \a 2 a :>
^

2 . 4 a5 j
(140)

which is convergent so long as- 2< 2
. Hence b must be less

than the difference of the radii of the circles.

From (140) we find by the same process as before

(-U 4-
'

(141)
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where Pm has the value stated in (130), and may be calculated

for m = 0, 1, 2, 3 .... as described above.
This process will not be applicable when the circles are very Case of

nearly equal in radius
;
and in general it is more convenient to Two

use the result (89) stated on p. 50 above. By the equivalence of Circles

two circular currents to two circular magnetic shells, the edges _nearly

of which coincide with the circuit, we find from the equation
referred to

jr-*r^5?((?-*V'-f*) (142)

where it is to be noticed the modulus k has the value

2 JotTf >J(a+ a')
2 + *, and F and E are the complete elliptic

integrals to that modulus. If in one circle there are % turns,
and in the other nz turns, the value of JJ/must of course be

multiplied by n^n*.

When the radii are nearly equal, and are great in comparison
with b, the modulus k is only a little less than unity, and the

expansion of the elliptic integrals yields slowly convergent
series. In such a case we can improve as much as we please
the convergency of the series by employing a sufficient number
of times in succession what is known as Landen's tranformation,

whereby the integrals are transformed to a new modulus

.

Radms '

expressed
l

Cou-

vergeucy
of Elliptic

Integral

defined by the equation k (1 + If F(ki), be
the complete elliptic integrals to this modulus, F(k), E(k] those

to the old modulus
/.-,

- (143)

These relations are easily proved thus. Draw (Fig. 73) a circle

APB
l
from centre with radius

?*,
and join the point P with C

(a point on the radius AO) and with A. Denote the angles
PAO, PCO by 9, 6\, and the distance CO by rr Now if Q be a

point on the circle adjacent to P, we have, since angle FOB
= '26. />Q ( 'P = IrcWI ^/r* + rj* + 2jrj cos 2^ = 2rd6/{(r + rj
s'l -4/v, sin-^ (r H-'rJ

2
}.

But from the triangle CQP, PQICP
=

(10J sin CQP = (

Hence

-'

Trans-

formation.
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and, if 7j= 2 JrrJ(r+ r
x), 7^

= ?^*, this gives

2 /* _ d6__ ri _Mi_
1 + ^J o VI -FsFn* B

~~

J o Vl-A^sm2
"^

which gives the first relation stated in (143), since when
= 7T/2, ^j=7T

FIG. 73.

From the triangle 6'PO we have sin (26
-

B^)J sin Bl rjr, by
which the limits of integration with respect to

X
can be fixed

from those for B.

The second equation stated in (143) can be proved from the

first. By differentiation of the latter we have

Substituting in this the values of the differential coefficients,

namely, -F(kl)/kl-\-S(k^lk1(l
-

/.y) (oTdF(k^/dkv E(/k(l - F)
- F(k)/k for dF(lc)ldk, given by (133), and (1

-
7,-j)/ V/^l + l\Y

for dk/dkv and reducing by means of the first relation we arrive

at the required result.*

* The same formulae of transformation are available for the reduction

of an elliptic integral the modulus of which is greater than unity to

one less than unity. In this case the initial modulus is to be taken as

7^, and that to which the transformation is made as k. Whatever k
}

may be 2 v/fc
]/(l + &

1 )
is less than 1, since it is the geometric mean of

the two quantities k^ and 1, divided by their arithmetic mean. Thus
the new modulus is less than 1.
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Substituting from (143) in (142) we get Expression
of M in

(144)

toriuula for J/ sometimes more convenient to use than that

(82).

Taking the old modulus k, as above, the new modulus k
v
is

= a + 'A or what is

where rr r2 are the

greatest and least distances from one circle to the other. Hence
in this case

given by
the same thing (1

- 7l
'

1)/(l -f- 7^)
=

r*]rlt

(145)

Taking an angle y = cos - 1
(/*2/^1) Maxwell* has calculated the

values of log (J//47T V#a') for intervals of 6 minutes of angle
for values of 7 between 60 and 90. This table is reproduced in

the Appendix to this volume.
From the relations (133) above we can find differential Modular

equations which are satisfied by the complete elliptic integrals Differen-

F, E ;
and by aid of these equations the integrals can be expanded tial

in ascending powers of 7/ (= Vl - &2
), the complementary

E "S

modulus) when k is very nearly equal to unity, that is when 7/

is small. The relations referred to can be written

Hence operating on the first of these by fal/dk1, and sub

tracting the second we get after reduction
"

Again operating on the second relation by (1 7/-) (1 + kdfdk)

adding to the other, and reducing, we get

*
El. and May. vol. ii. chap. xiv'. (second edition).

t The process followed here is practically that given in Cayley's

Elliptic Function*, Art. 77.
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The corresponding equations in terms of the complementary
modulus are obtained from these by simply substituting /' for

k everywhere, and in (147) changing the coefficient of the

second term to -(1 -\-k'
2
}/k', as the reader may verify by means

of the defining relation 7.
2
-j-7/

2 = 1.

Solutions Tims both F(k) and F(//) are solutions of (146) whether the inde-

of Differ- pendent variable be /. or //. Tlie complete solution of (146) is thus
ential aF(k) -}- a'F(k') where a, a', are arbitrary constants. Equation

Equations. (147^ i s satisfied by E(k). But clearly if y be any solution of

(146), (147) must by the fundamental relations be satisfied by
(1 -k'*)(y-\- kdy/dk). Hence since the complete solution of

(146) is aF(k) + a'F(L'), (147) is satisfied by the result obtained

by substituting this value for y in the preceding expression,
that is, aE(k) + d{F(V) - E(k')}. The form of this is not altered

by adding the particular solution E(k), so that the complete
solution of (147) is 0E(k) + ff{F(K)

-
E(k'}} where 3, /3', are

arbitrary constants.
Value of For the expansion we see in the first place that when / is

F(fc) when nearly equal to 1. /j' is very small, and we may write
Tc is nearly

unity. TT TT

/a" fie P cW
F(lc\ = I >

-------
4" I ;

J
ft

\'co^~0 + k'2 sm 2 J Vcos2 6 +

where c denotes a quantity very small in comparison with ^TT,
but large in comparison with k'. The first integral is, very
approximately

I
(IB . . . . , 2

- = log tan \ (TT
-

<)
= log -

COS

The other integral may be written by putting n = ITT - 6,

f
J o

= .-f==] e

k

very nearly, since we have supposed k r small in comparison
with kf, and k is very nearly unity. Hence adding these two
results we have
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f=log^ + log?. = logi .... (148)
6 K

Thus in the limit when // is very small, log4- log If is the Expansion
value of f(L-). This value must also satisfy, under the same of Corn-

condition, the differential equation (146). If then, we can find P\e*'

a series for F(k) which satisfies the differential equation, and
T

E1
J
lpt\

c

approaches more and more nearly to log(4///) as k' is made tegrals.

smaller and smaller, we shall have obtained the required

development.
Writing then

where P and Q are functions of k' to be determined, and substi-

tuting in (146) (written with // instead of k} we obtain a result

of the form

from which by equating J/and JV separately to zero we derive

(149)

The first of these is by (146) satisfied by P = CF(k
f

) where
C is a constant.

Developing now the element dSj *J\ k"* sin2 6 of the integral
in a series of ascending powers of //, integrating then each term
from to 7T/2, and using Wallis's theorem that

7T

2; A 7* _ 1.3.5... (2m -
1) n

'
\J

we get

In order that when /.' = 0, the value of F(k) may reduce to

log (4/') we must take C = Z/TT, so that
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Calculating from this we find

and this is the value of the part of the second of (149) which
involves Q. It is clear thus from the form of that expression
that Q cannot involve odd powers of /', and as, on account of

the limiting value of F(k), it cannot contain any constant term,
we may suppose

. .

2.4/ \8.4.

Substituting from this in the second of (149) using (150), we
get finally by equating to zero separately the coefficients of '.
" *

2 2 2"
1

~ +' "

so that

Series for 4
First #(*) = logp

Complete
Elliptic I 2 / 4 2
Integral. + _tf.(log--_

42 2 2

(151)

The expansion of E(k) can be obtained from this by the first

relation of (133) namely

hdk k 77/2
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or, what is the same thing,

E(k) = /J
2
J(A-)

- k(l - k'

This gives

E(k) = 1

321

Series for

Second

Complete
Elliptic

Integral.

(152)

These equations are available for the calculation of J/ from

equation (142) or (144), and are conveniently applicable even
when 1: is not very nearly equal to 1. The computation is easy
and expeditious if systematically carried out, and can be pushed
to any degree of accuracy without trouble, as the law of forma-
tion of successive terms is known, and the series are very con-

vergent. Since k is supposed exactly known numerically,
log (4/^), and 7/2

, &c., can be found numerically with sufficient

exactness once for all, and then used in the numerical computa-
tion of the successive terms of the series. F(k) and E(lc),

having been thus found, are multiplied by the already known
coefficients in the formula employed, and the calculation of the
coefficient of mutual induction of the two coaxial circles is

complete. Of course, when k is very nearly equal to unity, any
uncertainty as to its value will render that of log(4///) very
uncertain, since a small error in k will be comparable with /.-'.

If the coils are of finite breadth and depth of cross-section

(23, 28, say, for the coil of radius a, and 23', 28' for the other),.
we can, as at p. 256. obtain the corrections for the finite cross-

sections by denoting the uncorrected value of J/in (142) by J/
,

and calculating^J^V/a
2

,
r/
2
J]/ V/tf'

2
,
rW /<#

2
,
&c. Then to a

first approximation we have

Use of

Elliptic

Integral

Expan-
sions.

Correction
of Elliptic

Integral
Formula
for Cross-

Section of

Coils.

6 1 da
ffl, Ac.

VOL. II.
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Maxwells

M

By differentiation we find, having regard to the fundamental
modular relations, that in the important case in which a= a',*

A pair of coils of equal mean radius has been used by
Rowland, Glazebrook and others in experiments on the absolute
determination of resistances (see Chapter X.).
When E and F have been accurately calculated for any given

case oftwo equal coaxial coils (and j)/ has thus been found), their

values can be used with facility in these expressions to give the

necessary correction for the dimensions of cross-section. It is

to be noticed that, as in other cases, these corrections are calcu-

lated on the hypothesis that the coils are uniformly wound with
wire sufficiently fine to enable the current to be regarded as

uniform over the cross-section. Of course every term in the

expression for M here given, must be multiplied by n-^n^ the

product of the numbers of turns in the two coils.

Maxwell has given an expansion for M in terms of b and x
which can be deduced from the series (151), (152) by substituting
the algebraic expression of k' in terms of a, #, and b in the above

expression, expanding by logarithmic and binomial series

I g (i _|_ ^./^ &'2
? ^ &c-j and multiplying by the binomial

expansions of the coefficients [see (142)] 2/&
-

k, 2/k of F(ty,
E(k] respectively. The result does not seem so convenient
for practical purposes of numerical computation as the above
series derived analytically from the properties of the elliptic

integrals.
Maxwell however obtained his series by a most instructive

method depending directly on electrical principles.f On that

account it is here sketched, the reader being left to fill in the
details of calculation, and verify the result.

In the first place we have the following differential equation

* Here a is put equal to a' after differentiation, and d-MQ/da?, must,
when 5= 5', be applied twice, once for each coil.

t EL and Mag., vol. ii. (second edition), p. 315. The elliptic integral

expansion has been here given in preference, even at the cost of some

space devoted to purely analytical investigations, required to make the

process of derivation intelligible to readers unacquainted with the

properties of elliptic integrals.
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which is satisfied by the total induction B through a circle in a Maxwell's

homogeneous isotropic medium in presence of any system of Theorem

magnets or conductors. If the radius of the circle be r, its axis of Total

be along z, and z be the distance of its centre from a fixed point
Induction

on the axis, the equation is through a

Circle.

"

y^
~

7 1?
=

-.- <153>

To prove it let the radius (1) increase by an amount dr, (2) Proof of

move along the axis a distance dz. The increase of B due to Maxwell's

the first displacement is d&/dr.dr, and due to the second Theorem.

d&jdz.dz. Now let the components of magnetic force at any
point of the circle in its undisplaced position be p, q, y, p being
taken along the radius outwards, q along the tangent, and y
parallel to z. If we assume, as we may without loss of generality,
that the magnetic permeability of the medium is unity, the in-

crease of total induction due to change of radius is plainly

dr . r I y(I0,
J o

and therefore

dB
(154)

The number of induction-tubes swept over by the circle in the
other displacement is

dz
rZir

.r I pdd ;

J o

and it is easy to see, from the directions in which the tubes are

cut by the conductor in the two cases, that the total induction

through the circuit will be diminished by the latter amount.
Thus we have

= _ r f pdO .... (155)
J

Differentiating (154) with respect to r, and (155) with respect
to Zj we find

Y2
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But since p = -dVfdr, y = -dVjdz, where V is the magnetic
potential, the integral on the right of the last equation is zero.

Hence by (154) we obtain the differential equation stated in

(153).
Derivation Returning to the problem of the coefficient of mutual

,
induction of two coaxial circles of radii a and a -f- # let the dis-

***** tance between their planes be now denoted by z, so that

3/_
r = \/#2

-f z*. We assume that instead of (119) we have

where

log -),

+ As + A>3
- + . . . .

r2 ~2 r3
7} O,

_ I 7? />
I ~f>

I 7?f I O *

_J_

"#
*
a2

To determine the coefficients in these series we have first

by (101)

which by differentiation of M and substitution enables one set

of relations among the coefficients to be found. Secondly, since
either circuit may be taken as the primary in which the current

producing the induction flows, we must obtain the same result

by putting everywhere in the above expressions x 0, and sub-

stituting a + x for a. The former substitution reduces the
radius of the secondary from a + x to &, and the latter enlarges
that of the primary to a + x. The condition, that these substitu-

tions leave the value of Af unaffected, gives another set of
relations among the coefficients. From this set and the former

together, as many equations are obtained as suffice to determine
the coefficients. The final result is

M=
2 a

This formula may be used according to the principle explained
above (p. 305) to find the coefficient of self-induction Z of a
coil of radius large in comparison with the dimensions of cross-
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section, and in this case r is the G.M.D. of the cross-section

from itself. In ordinary cases it is probably more convenient
to calculate the value of the G.M.D. once for all numerically,
and then use the elliptic integral formula given by (142) when

47T##2 is put for 4fr v aa' .

Here k = 2a/"/4
2 + r*, since the radii are equal, and r, the

distance between the planes of the circles, is the G.M.D. of

the cross-section from itself. By means of the expansions of
the elliptic integrals given in (151) and (152) the value of L can
be obtained to any required degree of accuracy, provided the

radius a is so large that the principle stated on p. 305 can be

applied.
Weinstein has found (Wied. Ann. xxi. 329), from the series

given in (156), that for a coil of axial breadth 26, and radial

depth 2e?,

L= 47r
2
(tfX+ /i) ...... (157)

where, if x=b[d,

& I 4a /I + 3** 1 z*\

-Mi\lo*7
-
V 2

- + fop- a ) los (1 + x}

r4 221-
log** + 3-45*2 + ^-1-6^3+ 3-2*3 tan-i,-.

A formula of approximation, used by Lord Rayleigh to find Rayleigh s

the coefficient of mutual induction of two coaxial circular coils Apprpxi
of rectangular cross-section, will be given in next chapter.

mation

SECTION III

INDUCTION IN CONDUCTORS CARRYING VARYING OR
ALTERNA TING CURRENTS

WE conclude this chapter with an investigation of the effect Varying
of the distribution of the current over the cross-section of a Current in

straight cylindrical conductor on the self-induction and effective Cylindrical

resistance of the conductor. Take the conductor as a straight
Conductor,

circular cylinder, with axis along z, then the density, w, of the
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current is a function of the time and the distance r of the point
considered from the axis of the wire. Hence also the vector

potential H at each part of the circuit is a function of the same
variables. Assume that

H=S+T+T1r*+Tj* + ... + Tnr** + ... . (158)

where 8, T, Tl} &c., are functions of the time.
Now we have

3/3 da--- -
dx dy

and

a = ~ - = dff 3= - dH- -
dy dz dy

'

dz dx dx
'

Hence
a2// d*H _

Current- or, if r he taken as a radial coordinate (== #2
-f- y

2
),

Density at 92ff i Qff
any Point -j

--- - = -k<n\iw ..... (159)
of Cross- 9 ' r ''

Section.
differentiation of

( 158)

+ &T2r
2 + 321>4 + . . . + n2Tnr^-2 4. . . . (160)

If p be the specific resistance of the material, the component
electromotive force in the direction of z is pw at every point
where the current is w. Hence by (5) of Chapter V.

dH d*
pW --^~d^

where ^ is taken as the potential corresponding* to that part of

the electromotive force which is independent of current induc-

tion. This by (158) becomes

9* dS dT 2 dTiow -- r2 _- ..... (161)
dz dt dt dt

Comparing coefficients in (160) and (161) we find

(IT,
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Putting dS'dt = - dV/dz, and reducing, we get

T = T= T~

p dt'
3

2 3
p
2 d*" (/!)' p d^ 1

and therefore

7rM r/r
, TrVW t

.

=-i -f - - r- + . . .
'

-2 + (161')'

{(-!)!} p <#

If y be the total current in the conductor

[
/

a
2?r

where a is the radius of the wire. Thus writing K for 7ra2/p, the Total

conductivity of unit length of the wire, we get from the value Current

of 7j>iw _ m,

th
j

dT . 2^2.2 &T n<n dnT Conductor.

-^"^rfF+i^^ + -" + (^^ + '-- (162)

Outside the wire the value of H does not depend on the dis- Lord

tribution of the current in the wire (see p. 285 above), but only Rayleigh s

on the total current, y. Hence at the surface of the wire we Calcula-

may put H = Ay where A is a multiplier to be determined. .

t
,
1

?
n fo

f

Thus by (158) above

Ay = S + T + ?>2 + . . + Tnan + . . .
Currents.

and therefore by the values of Tv T%, . . . formed above,

fit

or if we write

(163)

Hence
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Equation (162) may also be written

ddT

Elimination of dTjdt between the two last equations gives

= A +^
~~

dt K

Expression But it has been assumed above that -dV/dz = dS/dt, so that
for Non- dSjdt is the part of the electromotive force at each point which
Inductive does not depend on the inductive action of the current. This
E.M.F.

part Of the electromotive force we suppose to be the same at

every point, if the conductor be (as is here supposed) of uniform

resistance, so that if Ebe its line integral, R the resistance, and
/ the length of the conductor considered, E = IdSjdt. Hence the
last equation becomes

Now if the currents be periodic according to the simple
harmonic law, every such current is (to a constant factor)

represented by the real part of ***, where n denotes 2TTJT; and
we may use this expression until it is convenient to separate its

real from its imaginary part. We have then to replace in (fft3) r

djdt by in, and the equation then becomes

(164')

Develop-
ment of

Expression $(&)_ _
in Series.

</>'(^)

If K be small we obtain by division

48
X "

180
;

2* 12''

13

8640'

and hence

180

+
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This converts (164') into

329

4- /
- 13

8640

since Z/K = 72, the resistance for steady currents.

This equation is of the form

where

# = #(1 + 1

(166) Evalua-
tion of

Effective

Resistance
and In-

ductance.

-
48 8640

(167)

In consequence therefore of the variability of the current the

wire behaves as if it had a resistance H', and a self-inductance

L'. If the frequency of alternation be very small the resistance

approximates to R and the self-inductance to l(A -j- iy/i), the
values for steady currents.

With increasing frequency the resistance increases without limit

and the inductance diminishes towards the value IA. This result

may be obtained from the theorem (see Note in Appendix) that

when x is very great <(.r)
= e

2^

7 (2

<(.?)/<'(#) = *Jx, and therefore

which by (164') gives

so that in this case

\^K^n(l + i),

7F\ V (167')

Taking unit length of an iron wire *4cm. in diameter, and

estimating the specific resistance of iron as 104 and its per-

meability as 300, we find that y
1

^,
2?2^2

/^
2

,
is for a period

of yoW sec - about 47, so that the resistance is vastly increased,
and the self-inductance diminished by the rapid alternation.
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The value of this term for copper, is if
p,
= 1, and its specific

resistance = 1640, about 3 X 7r
2n2

a*/W
8

. A frequency of 100

gives therefore '12a4
. Thus the effect of alternation becomes

very sensible when a>l.
Going back to (164') we see that in order to find the effective

resistance of a cylindrical conductor in which is flowing an

alternating current of frequency 27r/#, we have to multiply the

actual resistance R (= I/K) of a length Z, by the real part of

^)(iKfjin)/((j)'(iKp.fi) where
(/>

is defined by equation (163). Now in

the notation of Bessel's functions if x be any number

Expression #2 x* #6

L + + + + ---- =

Functions. TT
Hence, putting #J

/2
J =

^K/x?^, we have

x =

if p = 2 JKJMI. Thus

JQ(ip J{) =

,

I

2 2 22 .42 2 2 .42 .62 2 2 .42 .62 .82

The real part of this expression is called ber p, and the mul-

tiplier of i in the imaginary part bei p, by Sir William Thomson,
so that

<f)(iKpn)
= ber^? -f i bei p.

Hence in this notation

ber/> -{- i bei p _ip berp-)-ibeip

_ /ber j9 bei
v
p - ber

r

j? bei p .~
2 \ (ber' p)

2 + (bei' p)* (ber
2 + (bei'p)

2

From this by (164') and (166) we get, writing R for I/K,

., _ p ber p bei' p ber' p bei ^>~
2 ~7ber 2 + (bei'p)

2

/' _ pl ^ er/ ^ ^er ^ + bei ^> bei' p , .'

~^n (ber
2 + (bei'p)

2
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Sir William Thomson, to whom this form of the value of R' is Thomson's

due,* has treated the subject in a somewhat different manner Method of

from that adopted by Lord Rayleigh, and a comparison of the Calculat-

two methods is instructive. Writing as before w for the com- jj^k
ponent of current along z, we have, if the simple harmonic law Effective

holds,
Resistance.

w = G
1
cos nt -f G2

sin nt .... (169)

where G, G
,
are functions of r, the distance of the point con-

sidered from the axis of the cylinder. The total current y,

flowing across the section at time t,
is given by

y = cos nt\
JG^dS -f sin nt f fG2dS . . (170)

if dS be an element of the cross-section including the point
where the current is to.

But equations (12) and (6) of Chapter V. give Differen-

tial

Equations...... for

Current.

if, as we suppose, there be no displacement current to be

reckoned, and k be the conductivity of the material. Using the

equation in (169) we find

The first of these gives

4r/ifc / fOfjgS =- f [V
2G2dS = - f^ ds

by a well-known theorem, if v be an outward-drawn normal to

an element ds of the periphery of the cross-section, and the last

integral be taken round the section. Similarly

f f CdG
47ru/c7i I I GsIS = / -ds.

J J J dv

Hence by substitution in (170) we get Calcula-

= _ cos nt f^ds + sin nt f
1
ds. . (173) c

Mean
,

J dv J dv Square of

Current.

*
See his Presidential Address to the Inst. El. Engineers, 1889,

Math, and Phys. Papers, vol. iii. p. 492 et seq.
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which, if the time average of y
2 be denoted by y

2
, gives by

integration with respect to t over the period T

cm)

For the activity A in the conductor per unit length at any
instant we have

A = *

= - (cos
2

* f01W+ sin2 *tfof#i+* cos nt sin nt

and hence for the time-average A f A

A - ,Mt - W + 2W . . . (175)

The effective resistance R' of any length / is the ratio of the

mean activity /A to y
2

. Hence

. . (176)

But by the relations (172) above

If for V2 we substitute 92
/9^

2 + d 2
/dy

2 and integrate by
parts with respect to x and y, we get at once, since the surface

integral obtained in the process vanishes identically,

+ G?)dS=-G - Gds . (177)
dv
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This result used in (176) gives, since R =
Ijiratk, Expression

for

,-/-, dG, a flG,\ 7
Effective

)\
G
*-dv

Gl 7h'
flS Resistance.

(178)

which holds for a conductor of any form of cross-section, on the

supposition that the direction of the current is parallel to the
axis at every point.

If however the conductor be a right circular cylinder of
radius a, and the arrangement be such as to make Gv G2 func-
tions of r (the distance from the axis) only, dG^dv, dG2/dv,
become the values of dGJdr, dG2/dr for r = a, and are the same

for every cross-section. Then also / ds = Zira, and (178) becomes

R' = ZTrpnl-a 1__l ^ It . . . (178')

(')'+(')'

The relations (172) give for G the differential equation Solution of

Differen-

or for the case under consideration

A solution of this equation, sufficiently general for our present and

purpose, and expressed in the notation explained above, is Expression

_
where q = r *1\iriikn, and C^ C2,

are arbitrary constants. This

gives by (172)

G.2
= C2 ber q

-
C^ bei q . . . . (180')
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Thus since dqjdr = V
'

4n

Investiga-
tion of

Effective

Induct-

ance.

dr

dG
/-. r- ,- = V
4TTfJ./f?l (

I

dr

and instead of (178') we find

1 ber> + C2 bei

2 ber> - d bei

R = '-
p ber p bei' p her' p bei p

2 ber 2 + (bei
2

. (181)

. (178")

which is identical with (168).
An important table of values of ber^, bei q, her 'q, bei 'q, &c.,

for different values of q, is given in Sir William Thomson's

paper, and is printed in the Appendix to the present work.
The corresponding expression for the effective self-induction

U is not given by Sir William Thomson in the paper above
referred to, but may be found from the above equations as

follows. It is shown below (Chapter XII.) that if the re-

sistance and self-inductance of a circuit or part of a circuit

be denoted by R', L', and a simple harmonic electromotive force

of maximum value E be applied to it, the mean square of the
current is equal to ^/(R"2 + n2L\2

). On the other hand if It

be the resistance of the same part of the circuit for steady
currents, the mean square of the simple harmonic current
which would flow if there were no inductive action in the con-
ductor is \W\R-. But by (169) the electromotive force E at

the point in the conductor where the current is w, being
w/k is

- (G1 cos nt sin /).

The electromotive force applied independently of induction
is thus

T- (Gi cos nt + G2 sin n) + H,

since H is the part of the actual electromotive force which

depends upon induction. This must be the same at every part
of the cross-section, and hence we may take as the values of

Gv G2 those for the outside skin of the wire, with the correspond-

ing value of H, that is, as given above Ay, if y be the total
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current actually flowing at any instant. Thus if E be the Investiga-

electromotive force at a point on the surface of the conductor, tion of

Indnct-

1 ance.

E = r (Gi cos nt -f- G2
sin nt) + Ay

r = a.

But by (173)

n r CdG9 CdG, \
y = 7- ( sin nt I r^ as + cos nt \ j- ds )

4*7*\ J dr J dr J

a f . ,dG9 , jdG-j\= - sin nt *
-j- cos nt--

2/z/A dr dr J

Therefore

T3j
= _ H Q- l- .

J
cos nt ~\~ ( Gi) -f-

-
)
sin nt\-

Jc \V 2u df J \ 2u <//* /

The maximum non-inductive electromotive force at each point
is thus

Hence as stated above

and therefore by (174) applied to a right circular cylinder
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Expression Substituting in this equation the value of R'z
given by (178),

for Self- (with PJitWk* put for R*} and reducing we find
Induct-

dr

Cylin-
drical

Conductor
of Large
Radius of

Curvature
at Every
Point.

Modified

Differen-

tial

Equation.

\dr J \dr

which by substitution from (180), (180'), (181), becomes

L' = -^
jp (ber2

IA (182)

This agrees with Lord Rayleigh's result as expressed in

(168).
Consider now, in a cylindrical conductor of any form of cross-

section, so great a rapidity of alternation that the current is

insensible at every point beyond a certain depth below the sur-

face small in comparison with the radius of curvature of the
surface at the point considered, and also in comparison with the
distance of any part of the nearest insulated conductor.* Then
for any point in this surface stratum the variation in the current

density will be practically zero in the direction of the line drawn
in the section at right angles to the radius of curvature. Let
the distance of the point considered from the point in which the
radius of curvature through it cuts the surface be x. At the

point Gv G
z
will be sensibly functions of x only. Hence instead

of (172) we have

If for brevity
of these equations is

be denoted by a, the harmonic solution

$1 = ge~
ax cos aar, G2

=
fff~

ax
sin ax.

These values of
lf G2 give by (169)

w = ye~
ax cos (ax

-
nf).

See Sir William Thomson's paper already cited, p. 331 above.
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Again

d
l = - aG l -Kg*'** sin ax = - a(G l + G

9)

ax

^2 = _ a +<ye-*co8*r = -
a( 2

-
6?,)

tu

which (since djdv = dfdx) yield

dG, _ Gl *Jp= a(Gl
* + <?22)

= ^ae-
2-.

dv dv

Hence by (175) and (177), since x may be taken as zero,

and by (174)

72= r~9

where ds is as before an element of the periphery of the cross-

section.

Hence for the effective resistance R' of a length / we have

/A /a^P (183)

If the arrangement is such that^ is constant

(1830

if r: denote the circumference of the conductor. The interpreta-
tion of this result is that the effective resistance is the same as

the resistance which a surface stratum of the conductor of thick-

ness I/a (= I/ \f<

2nplcn) would offer to a steady current. This
thickness is given in the following table for copper, lead, and
iron, and frequences of alternation 80, 120, 160, 200.

VOL. II. Z
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Two
Parallel

1 lane

^

Width

DEPTH OF EFFECTIVE SURFACE STRATUM OF CYLINDRICAL

CONDUCTOR.

Frequency of
Alternation.
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But dV/dz is independent of
.r,

so that we may write

i 3*\ Differen-

--) . tial

a
"^ -

4ir/i&tn (tf
- 1^ = . . (186) Equation.

Solution.

w oz J

The general solution of this equation may be written

where m =2 Jjrfjikin, and ^4', .2' are constants. It will be con-

venient to take the plane #=0, midway between the conductors,
and to write the above result in the form

m(x - a
. . (187)

n dz

where J3, J3', are another pair of constants, and a is half the

thickness of dielectric between the strips. ,

This gives
^

? C }

^ =-^^m { e <*-> _ #-<* -
)}.. (188)ox

If the thickness of each strip be 5, then, (since one side of the

arrangement of two parallel strips may be regarded as the out-

side, and the other as the inside of the system of two coaxial

cylinders, where, in each case, the magnetic force is zero), we
have =0 when x= a + b, and therefore

mb
ff = - ....... (189)

Where x= a let /3be denoted by fia , so that,

tf a
= (B-ff) ...... (190)

But if y be the total current per unit of breadth in the

strip

0+6

7 -fJ x 4?ru
a a

z 2
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Hence by (189)

B

.mb

6~ m5 1

6 -e 6

[ . . (191)

and (190) becomes

(192)

Within the insulator, at all points of the plane (#=0), the

vector potential produced by the current in one strip is equal
and opposite to that produced by the other, so that there #= 0.

Calling Ha the value of H for x=a, we have, since

= 4mc= Q within the dielectric,

Ha - #= -

if the permeability of the dielectric be taken as unity.
Hence by (187) and (192) we have for x=a

OZ

47TM f
7

til f
r

+ *
-mb

-mb (193)

Expres-
sions for

But m = 2 tJirpkin fj^npkn (1 + i) so that the second term
in the brackets is partly real partly imaginary. Thus if R',

Resistance denote the real and imaginary parts of the coefficient of y in the
and In- expression for -

IdWfdz, (I denoting as before a given length of

the strip) we can writeductance.

dz
R'y -f- L'iny. (194)

Compari-
son of

Results for

Slow and

Rapid
Alterna-

tions.

so that R', L', are the resistance and self-induction of a strip of

unit breadth and length /.

The chief interest of the problem lies in the comparison of the

values of 72', L', for very slow and very rapid alternations.

When n is small we find by expansion of the exponentials in

(193), and ordinary division
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Thus for this limiting case

341

-
bk

(196)

the actual resistance for steady currents of a portion of the strip

of length / and unit breadth,

If the strips be very close so that a = o, we have

;md the resistance is the same as before. The self-inductance is

^TTfjibl
for a strip of unit breadth, so that for a strip of breadth

litr it is

L' = %p-
f
....... (197)

which is half the result obtainable by direct calculation after

the method of p. 291, for steady currents in two close

coaxial cylinders at a distance apart small in comparison with

their radii. This is as it should be, since there the self-induc-

tance would be found for what in the present reckoning is a length

21, viz., a length I in the outgoing, and an equal length in the

return strip.

Now let n be very great. Then (e

mb + nb
) / (

nb

= (i_|_ 6
- 2m&

)/(i_ e
~ 2m&

)
=

l, so that for this case

Thus

(198)

(199)

We conclude that as n is increased the resistance is increased

without limit, while>.Z/ diminishes towards the limit 4iral. The
result shows moreover that the thickness of the strip which

would give the same resistance is l/V2*f0i, which agrees with

the result obtained at p. 337 above. This may be taken as the

effectual thickness of the conductor. It diminishes as V in-

creases.

Thickness
of

Effective
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When the thickness is great so that b may be regarded as

infinite, we have by (188) since -4nw =

if (as at p. 336 above) we denote *J'27rfj.nk by a. This may be
written

10= V2ay~
a(x - a)

[cos \\ir -a(x- a)} + i sin for -a(x- )}].

General Lord Rayleigh* has shown that the restriction of a rapidly
Dynamical varying current to the outer strata of the conductor is a conse-
Theory of

quence of a general dynamical principle which regulates the
Effects of egects of constraints on the motion of a material system. This

, . principle is embodied in two general theorems due to Thomson

rm,

ra
;

s
', and Bertrand respectively. Thomson's theorem asserts that if

an(j any material system given at rest be suddenly set in motion

Bertrand's w^ anv specified velocities (possible under the kinematical

Theorems, conditions of the system) imposed on certain parts of the system,
the other parts being left free to take such velocities as result

from the connections, the resulting motion is that for which the

kinetic energy has the smallest possible value consistent with
fulfilment of the prescribed velocity conditions. Bertrand's

theorem, on the other hand, asserts that if the impulses applied
to certain parts of the system be specified, the resulting motion
is that for which the kinetic energy has the greatest value con-
sistent with the prescribed condition as to impulses.
Taking any case in which we consider a system impulsively

set into motion with a single specified velocity, or with a

specified impulse of the same type. Let $ denote the impulsive
force, then the impulse is (p. 149 above) the time-integral

and the corresponding velocity generated is <. The resulting
kinetic energy T is \<$><$.

J^ne According to Thomson's theorem the introduction of any
lt constraint limiting the freedom of the system causes an increase

according of T
-

f ^ ^e given Qn the Qther hand
^ according to Bertrand's

'

or
y

theorem, if ^ be given, the effect of the constraint will be to

Impulse
is Given> *

Phil. Mag. May, 1886.
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diminish T. In both cases the ratio 2T/<fc, or $/<, is increased,
for in the former case <|> is increased, and in the latter

<fr
is

diminished. Thus the effect of constraint is in each case to in-

crease the generalized inertia-coefficient corresponding to the

coordinate in question.
Consider now a system in which a force $j of type corre-

spending to the coordinate $v and varying according to a simple
harmonic function of the time is applied to the system. Sup-
pose the system to have no potential energy, and to be subject
to dissipative forces given (according to the rule on p. 159

above) by a dissipation function F, which is a homogeneous
quadratic function of the generalized velocities of the system, -

Let, further, the remaining coordinates < 2,
<

3, . . . . < m of the
t jv

system be so chosen that no product of them enters into the
sistances.

expressions of T and F.

Then we have

System
under
Ti e-

Periodic

Applied
Force and

But by Lagrange's equations

d_dl^ d/^ = <|>

dt d<j>!

+
30!

and hence by (200)

1101 + 1202 + 13#3 + + ^1101 + ^1202 + = *1

1A + ^3303 4- Mi + ^33 03 =

Let now the whole motion be simple harmonic in the period
of the force *

x
. Kepresenting the latter by e<n< we get instead

of (201)

(ina33+ ^33)03=

The second and following equations of (201') give < 2 ,
< 3, &c.,

in terms of <pl} and these values substituted in the first equation
of (201') yield
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*J = i~u + kn- (im* + ML^iiM'- . (202)
01 *22 + ^22 ff33 + ^33

Since to a constant factor <
x

is represented by eint it is clear

hat (dF/d$) /< is the real part of $/</>i and therefore cor-

responds to the dissipative force. Galling this quantity R' and
the other inL', we have instead of (169)

(2020

Effective B' may be called the resistance of the system, and L' the
"Resist-

generalized inertia-coefficient, or what corresponds to the self-

ance," and inductance in the electrical theory.
"Inertia" TO calculate R' we have to find the real parts of the successive
(or

' In- termg in /202). Now
ductance

)

L

real part pf^^+M
2

= real t of fl^i.+ fr.)* fo -**)

and similarly the real parts of the other terms may be found.
Hence

. C203)

Expression It is clear that each term of the second series in this expression
R6
^ increases as n increases, that is, as the frequency increases. It

tance. follows that the value of R increases with the frequency. When
n is very great R' approaches the limiting value

"
4-

...
i=2 ** i=2

' u u

When w is small R' is approximately equal to the first two
terms in (203), and is an absolute minimum for steady, and for

continuous non-periodic motions.
The imaginary part of (202) is easily found to be
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1=171 ^ Expression
for In-

ductance.

Hence

L'= au-^
aA + V ^Ai-^i^ (204)

Each term of the second series in (204) is positive, and con-

tinually diminishes as increases. Hence as n increases L'

approaches more and moremearly the value

which is independent of dissipative terms.
In these results we have, as Lord Rayleigh has pointed out, Analogue

an analogue to Thomson's theorem. In the absence of con- of

straints, S! is great and L' a minimum when the vibrations are
Thomson's

very rapid, and on the other hand L' is great and R' a minimum Theorem,

when the vibrations are very slow.
The application of these results to electrical problems is

General
obvious. Let us take the case, already treated at p. 185 above, jjesuits to
of a primary and secondary circuit. If R19

it be the resistance Electrical
and self-induction of the primary, Z2,

/^ 2 those of the secondary. Problems,
and Jl/the mutual inductance, we have 1. Primary

and
ffn = Lv ff10

= J/, rfoo = Z.: Secondary"
Circuits.

Then for the resultant resistance and self-inductance of the

primary

.... (205)

It follows that if the alternations be very slow, the secondary
has no effect on the primary. On the other hand, if they are
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very rapid, R' approaches the limit R
1 -f- M'2R

2jL^^ and L' the

limit L!
- M'2

/L2
.

The resultant resistance and self-inductance of the secondary
will be given in the same way. An inductive electromotive
force of frequency nj^ir acts in the secondary. ,

The reaction of

the primary will therefore give for the secondary

2. System
of

Primary,
Secondary,

Tertiary,
&c.

Circuits.

Phases of

Currents
in

Primary,
Secondary

etc.

as given above.

Another interesting application given by Lord Rayleigh is to

a series of conductors forming primary, secondary, tertiary, &c.,

circuits, but such that no mutual induction exists except betw ^n

the primary and the secondary, the secondary and the terti; rv,

&c. Taking, for example, four circuits in the series, the cur ent

in the fourth is due to the inductive action of the third. he
reaction on the third causes the latter to have a resultant resist-

ance Z?'3 ,
and self-inductance Z/3,

at once calculable from (172) by
substituting for Rv Z1? 722 ,

Z2 , J/, the quantities R%, Z3,
724,

Z4,
M3^.

If R'v Z'3 are used as the resistance and self-inductance of the

third circuit, the fourth circuit may be ignored. Then the

resultant resistance and self-inductance of the second circuit due
to the action of the third can be found in the same way, and (the
third then being also ignored) used to obtain those of the primary
circuit. The effect on the primary is to increase its effective

resistance and diminish its effective self-inductance in a degree
which is greater the greater the frequency of alternation.

It can be shown that the phases of the currents in the different

circuits of the series depend in the case of very rapid alternation

on the induction coefficients only, and differ successively by half

a period.
A very important example, which will be given later in con-

nection with the measurement of activity in alternating circuits

is that of two conductors in multiple arc, and a related one which

may be worked out easily by the reader from the general
formulae given above, is the case already treated at p. 186, of a

number of conductors joining two points in parallel, but so

arranged as not to exert on one another any mutual induction.
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